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A Mani lament1 

peb mf~b ka, bm~ bnya? 
If you leave from here, where will you go? 

f~ n pogun w~g ko nyele, 
Unless you jump into the sea, 

le biyen fere. 
there is no other place to go. 

mani dilan lei pe ke ki le yema den. 
The Mani culture that you see here will disappear. 
(mb 5/15/05; jd 8/10/06) 

If you do escape, where will you go? You have to plunge into the seal You have 
no other recourse. The Mani culture is doomed to disappear. 

- Morlaye Boyo Keita; Palatougou, Guinea (15 May 2005) 

This quote comes from a history of the Mani people, as recounted by the re
nowned Mani historian Morlaye Boyo Keita. He was talking about the way in 
which the Mani people were forced off their ancestral lands by the advancing 
Soso interlopers (a parallel situation existed further south with pressure from the 
Temne). At this point the Mani could go no further - their backs were up 
against the sea and they were being overrun even there. 
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Preface 

This book provides a complete grammar of the Mani language spoken in the 
Samu (alternate French spelling "Samou") region of Sierra Leone and Guinea. 
The book's degree of completeness must be qualified with the reservations im
posed by the limitations of time and data, as well as by the fact that the lan
guage is spoken by only a few hundred people in only a limited number of con
texts if at all. The data come from a short pilot study conducted during July and 
August of 2000, and a larger study taking place over two years (the Mani Doc
umentation Project or MDP, 2004-06, and two brief return trips in April 2009 
and February 2010). That the Mani language will soon disappear is certain; just 
as certain is that this grammar will be the only one ever written. 

The audience for this book will be primarily linguists but more specifically 
those from the following areas: historical-comparative linguistics, especially 
those interested in the classification of African languages; language typology; 
and likely theoretical linguistics, for the language presents some structures of 
considerable complexity. It will also appeal to those interested in language 
change, language shift, and language death. In addition, interest will come from 
non-mainstream linguists such as language planners, especially in Sierra Leone 
where there is some interest in and support for the indigenous languages. Eth
nographers and other fieldworkers investigating the Mani language or people 
will also find the book useful. 

The book also has considerable symbolic value for the Mani people. It is re
grettable that few Mani speakers will ever read this grammar, although they 
may become familiar with a reduced, locally available version provided by the 
project. Nonetheless, just the fact that a book has been written about their lan
guage has great significance for the Mani people. Readers may also want to in
spect a primer-like text distributed among the Mani people and available from 
the author. 

Childs, G. Tucker. 2007. Hin som sek! oma, sif{) mfo mmani! Portland, OR: 
Real Estate Publishers, Inc. 

The translation of the title is, 'Let's eat mullet! or, let's speak the Mani lan
guage!' This question, 'Do you eat mullet?' has a special meaning for Mani 
speakers; it is said to be a "secret" way of asking strangers if they speak Mani 
(of asking whether they are truly Mani?). Some excerpts from the primer can be 
found in Appendix 2: Pedagogical materials (p. 250). 



X Preface 

The theoretical approach adopted by this book is a relatively neutral one 
versed in what has been called the "language of observation" (Greenberg 1970). 
By this term is meant a pre-theoretical language accessible to all linguists and to 
relatively sophisticated non-linguists. Linguists use this language to make their 
data accessible to other linguists, and the grammar employs only accepted and 
well-established jargon and formalisms. In terms or organizing and presenting 
the data, it is probably closest to the "slot-and-filler" approach of the American 
structuralists (see Fischer-Jorgensen 1975). It is the language and system, for 
example, that introduces the facts of a more theoretically oriented paper before 
the theory is introduced. If any approach may be ascribed to this grammar, it is 
functional-typological, for the facts are often set in a typological framework and 
explained through reference to language functions. Finally, there is occasional 
reference to sociolinguistic factors most of which make reference to the precari
ous state of the language. The fact that Mani is dying has had some noticeable 
repercussions on its linguistic form. It should also be noted that the description 
here tends more towards "language documentation" in the sense of Himmelmann 
1998 than to more traditional, strictly linguistic descriptions. 

Because the author is familiar with other languages from the group formerly 
known as (West) Atlantic, the group of Niger-Congo to which Mani belongs, 
comparative comments are introduced as known and appropriate. Atlantic, 
however, has now been (rightly) divided into North Atlantic, South Atlantic, 
and the isolate Bijogo (Blench 2006). Mani is situated within the Bullom sub
group of South Atlantic, and some close comparisons are made to Kisi, a lan
guage that the author speaks and has presented in a grammar (Childs 1995), a 
dictionary (Childs 2000), and a number of articles. There are also some compar
isons to other languages in the sub-group, including Kim and Born, two other 
dying languages from the sub-group that represent the subject of current re
search (2007-10). With regard to the other member of the Bullom sub-group, 
Sherbro, there is other published work available for comparative purposes, the 
most important being Hanson 1979; Pich11963; Rogers 1967; Sumner 1921, as 
well as a thesis in progress (Corcoran To appear). 

Several comments need to be made on the quality and quantity of the data. 
The most important fact affecting the data is that the language is in the last throes 
of language death. The relatively few speakers had limited proficiency in the 
language and even fewer spoke English or French. For example, morphological 
systems were not completely controlled (tense-mood-aspect-polarity, the noun 
class system, and verb extensions). It was also true that the time allotted to for
mally investigating the grammar itself was limited; the focus was more on lan
guage documentation (videotaping, photography, and recording). Because of this 
orientation, the data were collected intermittently over the period of the grant 
(2004-06) and not all of the two-year period was spent in the field by all mem-



Preface xi 

hers of the team. Nonetheless, all of the examples have been checked with at 
least two informants or with a key informant at separate times. 

Those wishing to examine the original data may do so through the archives 
at the HRELP's Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR) at the School of Orien
tal and Afiican Studies, University of London, or from the author at Portland 
State University, Portland, OR (USA). Comparable materials are also available 
at the University of Conakry, Guinea, and at Fourah Bay College, University of 
Sierra Leone, in Freetown, Sierra Leone. 
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Conventions, abbreviations and symbols used 

Conventions 

The standard format for examples given in the text is as follows: 

(O) u lat ko dipala 
u lat ko di-pal-a 
3SG spread.PERF to NCM-sun-in 
'He spread the rice (on the ground) in the sun.' (jd 1128/06, 3/3/07; tc 7/9/08) 

In the first line is a unique sequential number for the example. What follows is 
the way the utterance was originally transcribed with minor changes, oftentimes 
without tones. In the second line appears a phonemicized morpheme-by
morpheme analysis, regularized as necessary. In the third line appear aligned 
abbreviated English glosses of the individual morphemes. When glosses appear 
with a period between the English words, it indicates that distinct morphemes 
cannot be separated. The sequence "spread.PERF", for example, represents the 
Perfective form of the verb 'spread' (the Perfective is here realized as a high 
tone). Hyphens in the second and third lines represent separable morphemes. 
The last line represents a relatively free translation, usually designed to corre
spond more to the Mani sense than to idiomatic English when the languages are 
demonstrably different. Material in parentheses is added to clarify the meaning 
but is not directly represented in the Mani utterance. 

The final item in parentheses after the gloss is the speaker and the date of the 
utterance when known. Different speakers are represented by different initials 
and a semicolon between them; different dates by the same speaker are separat
ed by a comma. The first indicated speaker originally provided the utterance; 
other dates and speakers represent revisions. When more than one Mani se
quence occurs in an example and only one speaker is credited in the last line, 
the speaker is responsible for the last example and for any preceding ones. 

There are small variations in this format when the omitted information is not 
essential to the point being made. For example, a close phonetic transcription 
may not be necessary when discussing syntactic structure. 

English glosses, other than those appearing in the morpheme-gloss line, are 
enclosed in single quotation marks, both within examples and within the text 
itself. Mani words and those from other non-English languages are italicized in 
the text and within such glosses. 



xviii Abbreviations and conventions 

Abbreviations 

N.R Abbreviations in small caps refer to language-particular grammatical 
glosses, as discussed in the text. 

lSG 

2SG 

3SG 

ADJ 

ADP 

ADV 

AdpP 
ANIM 
ATR 
BEN 
c 
CIT 

COL 
CPO 
cs 
OEM 
OEP 
OFf 

DIST 
DIST 
DKB 
EMPH 
Eng 
EV 

Fr 
G 
G 
HORT 
i 
IDPH 
IPF 
INANIM 
INOEF 
INSTR 
L 

First singular 
Second singular 
3rd singular, etc. 
Adjective 
Adposition 
Adverb 
Adpositional phrase 
Animate 
Advanced tongue root 
Benefactive 
Consonant 
Citation form 
Collective 
Compound 
Causative verb extension 
Demonstrative 
Dependent element 
Default 
Distributive 
Distal 
Documenting Kim and Born 
Emphatic 
English 
Extra vowel 
French 
Guinea 
Glide 
Hortative 
Morpheme-i 
Ideophone 
Imperfective 
Inanimate 
Indefinite 
Instrumental 
Liquid Ill or /r/ 

lit. 
LOC 
MDP 
MID 
misc. 
N 

N 
NIA 

NCM 
NCP 
NGO 
NP 
PERF 
PL 
POST 
PRE 
PREP 
PRO 
PROX 
Q 
RECIP 
REO UP 
REFL 
rev. 
SG 

SL 
So 
s.t. 
SUF 
tbu 
TMA 
TMAP 
v 
v 
VP 

Literally 
Locative 
Mani Documentation Project 
Middle verb extension 
Miscellaneous 
Noun 
Nasal 
Not available 
Noun class marker 
Noun class pronoun 
Non-govt. organization 
Noun phrase 
Perfective 
Plural, Pluraational 
Postposition 
Prefix 
Preposition 
Pronoun 
Proximal 
Question particle 
Reciprocal 
Reduplicated, reduplication 
Reflexive 
Revised, reviewed 
Singular 
Sierra Leone 
Soso (Susu) 
Something 
Suffix 
Tone-bearing unit 
Tense mood aspect 
Tense mood aspect polarity 
Verb 
Vowel 
Verb phrase 



Abbreviations and conventions xix 

The phonological symbols in this book all come from the International Phonetic 
Association, except "ny" for the palatal nasal [p.] and "y" for the palatal glide [j]. 
In most cases the spelling used for Mani is phonemic, and IP A symbols have 
been used which represent the most prominent allophone. Less well-known IPA 
symbols used in this book are:[!, t1 for lowered register or downstep and raised 
register or upstep. 





Chapter 1 
Introduction 

Speakers of the Mani language today occupy scattered, remote, and isolated 
pockets in the Samu (spelled "Samou" in Guinea) region straddling the border 
on the coastal plain of Sierra Leone and Guinea? No villages in Guinea can be 
found in which Mani is the dominant language, although distinct sections and 
sometimes entire towns are ethnically Mani. In Sierra Leone, however, Mani 
remains a sometimes daily language in a small collection of geographically 
close villages around Moribaya in Kambia District. These are the remnants of a 
Mani kingdom which once held suzerainty over the entire Samu region, stretch
ing inland from the sea in a coastal band from Freetown to Conakry (north be
yond Conakry to Baga country according to Moity 1957). Over time, however, 
the kingdom dissolved and contracted. The Mani lost ground in successive gen
erations to more powerful neighbors and retreated to peripheral and isolated 
enclaves. 

The geography of the area is coastal tidelands, consisting of an extensive 
low-lying sandy littoral, tidal estuaries, and mangrove swamps. The characteris
tic tree is the oil palm but other trees are plentiful as well, including the coconut, 
bamboo, and various other palms. The climate is tropical with a dry season 
(roughly November through May) and a wet season (June through October), 
although there have recently been instances of an early second rainy season. 
The heaviest rainfall of the rainy season occurs in June, but recently it has been 
preceded by a shorter set of rains in March, according to several farmers in 
Guinea. It was experienced in the second year of the study (2005), as well as 
further down the coast in Sierra Leone in 2007. The climate is generally hot and 
humid throughout the year (rarely below 30°C I 80°F) with sea breezes from the 
afternoon on. 

Local economies are based on fishing and farming. Fishing includes fresh
water, tidal, and open sea fishing with boats constructed from both single tree 
trunks and sawn planks; the latter type of boat is used on the open sea. Farming 
focuses on rice but also involves the cultivation of cassava, peppers, and other 
vegetables. Coconut and palm products figure prominently in the local cuisine. 
Another significant activity is salt extraction through the processing of saltwater 
from the ocean during the dry season; in Mani the process is known as yar nyel 
or 'salt cooking'. Charcoal production is a less common activity, one of the few 
not tied to a subsistence existence. Large-scale agriculture includes cooperatives, 
e.g., rice-growing on the island of Kabak, and a number of large plantations, 
e.g., oil palms, pineapple, bananas. In Guinea most of these plantations are the 
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legacy of colonial (French) banana plantations depending on impressed labor 
and still controlled, for the most part, by community outsiders. In fact, the Fore
cariah prefecture, within which the Guinea Mani area is located, was once de
voted entirely to banana plantations, much of it worked with impressed labor. 
Near the Guinea research site in Caton were the relics of an abandoned town 
known as "Kissidougou", lit. 'town of the Kisi" in Malinke and other related 
languages. The town once belonged to impressed Kisi laborers brought down 
from the interior Forest Region of Guinea. 4 

1. Project location 

Map 1 shows the towns surveyed as part of the MOP. The pilot study surveyed 
the Island of Kabak in the northeastern quadrant of the map. Although there 
were many who wanted to speak Mani, we found only a few residents who 
could actually do so, all of them fairly elderly (see section 1.3); there were a 
few others, fishermen or travelers from Sierra Leone. 

Towns Surveyed as Part of MOP 

-<!r· • 

Map 1. Major towns and locations of the research area 



1. Project location 3 

The study proper was based in Caton, Benty District, Forecariah Prefecture 
in the center of the map, but the main concentration ofMani speakers was found 
across the Sierra Leone border around the town of Moribaya. On the Guinea 
side we found only a few elderly people scattered in many towns, even though 
the district numbered some 22,542 souls as of 2003 after the "Rebels" had 
ceased operations (Ref - RGPH 1996 (Resencement General de Ia Population 
de /'Habitat, reatualise en 2003 par le Secretaire Communautaire M. M. Conte). 

But in Moribaya and especially on the island of Tangbaya we found a much 
more vital Mani culture including several Mani dance troupes and children who 
actually grew up speaking the language. 

An area we were not able to investigate was the southern part of the Samu, 
especially the town ofKychom, where Mani chiefs are tradionally invested (see 
footnote 5). There were also some eldery speakers called to the Lungi paramount 
chief's quarters in 2006, but I was not able to reach there in time for their visit. 

This grammar describes the Mani spoken by citizens of both Guinea and Si
erra Leone. The only substantive work on Mani consists of dated missionary 
grammar Nylander 1814. The time depth is wonderful for comparative purposes, 
but unfortunately the data and analysis are unreliable when compared to the data 
collected here. The grammar is based on a Latinate model looking for number 
and case declensions! 

Koelle 1854 (republished as Koelle 1963) represents a more reliable source 
(see discussion in Childs 2003a), but he provides only limited word lists, and 
his informant comes from the very southern portion of the historical Mani area 
(Lungi Chiefdom, the destination of my ill-fated excursion in 2006 described 
above), which the Temne had already overrun by the middle of the 19111 century. 
In fact Koelle's "informant", "Fure K.aba", had a Temne father. At three years 
old, however, he was 

brought to the Bulom [Mani] shore, opposite Freetown [LWJgi Chiefdom], where 
he grew up in the hamlet of Twun; and in about his twenty-fourth year came 
over to Freetown, where he has now been earning his bread as a seaman for 
about fifteen years" (Koelle 1963 (1854):2). 

Thus, Fure K.aba was not a Recaptive, as were many other of Koelle's language 
consultants, but an actual resident of Freetown. Koelle writes further, 

The Bulom country, opposite Sierra Leone [ = Freetown], borders on the Timne 
country in the east and north. Twun is situate [sic] on the western part of the 
BUJ.om shore [a town Tolung is stated as having some thirty inhabitants by 
Nylander], which is inhabited by Bwoms only, whereas in the eastern part the 
Bwoms and Timne are mixed. The Buloms of the Bwom shore call those of the 
Sherbro country Mampa [ = Sherbro]. These two Bulom cotm.tries are separated 
from each other by the Timne territory, which extends right down to the end of 
Sierra Leone" (Koelle 1963 (1854):2) 
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Koelle's vocabulary remained the only material known to be published on 
what was called "NB" or "Northern Bullom" but was in fact Mani. Dalby said it 
could be compared only with Nylander's vocabulary, published some forty 
years before the Polyglotta (Dalby 1966:140), but in fact there was research 
being done on the other side of the border by a French anthropologist. 

In addition to the early English and German work, there are some more con
temporary brief linguistic notes (Moity 1948) and a brief ethnographic sketch 
(Moity 1957) containing some linguistic material, likely based on the earlier 
notes. At the time of this research, Moity felt the death ofMani to be imminent: 
he commented directly on the linguistic and cultural shift of the Mani to Temne 
and Soso, a process now virtually complete. 

The Samu is a relatively small region, where movement back and forth 
across the border is fairly fluid, especially for those involved in fishing and with 
access to boats. Strong family ties bind the people of the area, despite differ
ences in nationality. During the two research periods of this study (2000, 2004-
06), Sierra Leone refugees could be found living in Guinea, having fled the civil 
war and having yet to return, despite the cross-border trip being a short one. A 
brief incursion by rebel forces from Sierra Leone immediately after the pilot 
study of 2000 was the last sign of unrest, but it was a fatal one. Villages were 
bombed and several people killed. One disabled old man in Mounkouro, unable 
to walk. could not come out of the house at the Rebels' command; they burned 
him alive in the house. Many villages that we visited were both burnt and 
shelled by the Sierra Leone rebels, and people in these towns were killed. There 
was nowhere near the death and destruction elsewhere in Sierra Leone, but what 
happened in the Samu was enough to create a significantly traumatized and dis
placed population. 

Freetown, the capital city of Sierra Leone, bustled with NGOs and donations 
from abroad at the time of the study. Few of those resources, however, have 
reached the people of the Samu. A comparable state of affairs exists in Guinea. 
Promises were once made to develop the Samu on the Guinea side of the border 
as a tourist destination - a few roundels were built in nearby Benty (where we 
stayed before our house was refurbished) and a section of the road graded as the 
first stage of a development effort. Little was done, however, beyond these ini
tial efforts, and already several of the rondels have collapsed. This endeavor has 
since been replaced by a new plan (2006), which sees the port of Benty as a ma
jor export center, but little action had been taken at the time of the project's 
completion. 

In all interviews where the question was asked, subjects felt that things were 
worse today than they were in the past, perhaps a universal sentiment, but one 
certainly accurate in the Samu. 
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ka kat6n B cen nyile ki:ki:co ken kace Jabila 
ka kelton B ce-m nUt ktktco ken kace labila 
in Caton PRO COP-NEG nice present like PAST thus 
'It is not as enjoyable in Caton today as it was in the past.' (Yaye Camara, 
18 Nov 04, Caton, Guinea) 

In this narrative, Yaye Camara characterizes the festivals, the dancing, and the 
extensive social interchanges that took place when she was a child (she was 
over sixty at the time of the interview). None are so robust today. Along with 
this cultural attenuation has been the ongoing disappearance of the language. 

l. Mani nomenclature 

A few remarks need to be made on nomenclature. All of the following are 
possible names for what the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) calls "Bullom So" (ISO 
reference "buy") and what will be here referred to as "Mani". 

Mmani (Moity 1948; Moity 1957) 
BUI.om orNorthBUI.om (Koelle 1854; Koelle 1963 (1854)) 
Bullom So (Iverson and Cameron 1986) 
Bullom So, Northern Bullom, Bolam, Bulem, Bullun, Bullin, Mmani (Grimes 
1996, Gordon 2005, Lewis 2009) 
Mandingi (Mmani), Bullom (Dalby 1962) 
Mandenyi, Mandeng (the names used by Soso speakers and by ethnic Mani in 
the Soso area of Guinea and Sierra Leone, 2006) 
Bullom (Williams 1988:88, Footnote 2; popular Sierra Leone name, 2006) 

The name in the literature closest to the name used by speakers ("Mani" [mani]) 
is "Mmani", with what looks like a syllabic nasal prefix (no tone markings have 
ever been used in other works). Syllabic nasals are widely used in Mani, usually 
as prefixes homorganic to a following consonant (see 2). When people refer to 
the language they call it mf!J mmani 'the Mani language'. The word for 
'language' is mfo, using the stem for 'speech, speak' preceded by the nasal noun 
class marker (/it-f5/ NCM-speak) with assimilation of the nasal to the following 
labiodental. It is thus likely that mmani represents an adjectival form agreeing 
with the noun 'language', used for the language itself. Native speakers them
selves provided no single form for 'the Mani language", and thus the simple 
stem for the ethnonym 'Mani' will be used for both the language and the people. 

The most widely used name in Guinea, "Mandenyi" is that used by the Soso 
and by the Mani themselves in Guinea, featuring the Soso suffix -i, a definite 
marker. The Soso have generally used their own names for such (smaller) 
groups rather than the names the people themselves use (e.g., Baga "Kobe" for 
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"Pukur" (Voeltz 1996)). "Bullom" is the most widely used name for the variety 
and confusedly for several others in Sierra Leone. 

The name "Bullom So" itself has an interesting provenance and reveals 
something of how the language is perceived. The additional "So" was used by 
Lutheran Bible Translators (TISLL) workers in Sierra Leone and has been 
adopted by Sll.. (Summer Institute of Linguistics) International as the standard 
reference name for the language. The name "Bullom So" relates Mani to the 
other Bullom languages to which it is genetically close (Born, Sherbro (Sherbro 
is confusingly also known as "Bullom"), Kim, and Kisi). It also indicates the 
extent to which it has been influenced by the southwestern Mande language, 
Soso, the source of "So" (Iverson and Cameron 1986). An earlier researcher 
attempted a compromise by including all of the more prominent names in his 
discussion, labeling the variety variously as "Mandingi (Mmani)" and "Bullom" 
(Dalby 1962:63). 

3. Demographics 

It is uncertain how many speakers of Mani there are today, but there are not 
more than a few hundred. Part of the difficulty in reaching such an estimate is 
identifying speakers, for there are many more ethnic Mani than there are speak
ers of Mani. Ethnic Mani will graciously state that they speak the language, es
pecially when they are made aware that the investigator is keen on finding 
speakers of the language. Later, more intensive investigation will often show 
that their knowledge of Mani is rudimentary at best. Thus a significant problem 
in a survey is determining in an expeditious manner whether (self-) identified 
speakers actually speak the language, and no such systematic survey was per
formed. 

The best (generous) estimate is that one can find a few score speakers in 
Guinea (some of whom came from Sierra Leone as either spouses or refugees) 
and several hundred in Sierra Leone. In Sierra Leone the language is decidedly 
more vital than in Guinea. The district center of Moribaya is a partially Mani 
town, and is surrounded by several other towns with a strong Mani presence: 
Rotain, adjacent to Moribaya across a rainy-season stream; Pamalap, roughly a 
mile away (there is also, confusedly, a Pamalap in nearby Guinea); and the town 
of Tangbaya, a small and almost exclusively Mani town on an island of the 
same name (formerly a seasonal fishing and salt-cooking village). Other small 
towns where Mani is spoken in Sierra Leone are: Kibanka, Rolope, and Ky
chom, the last being the site of the present-day paramount chieftaincy of the 
Sierra Leone Samu.5 In Guinea no such towns exist; Mani is spoken by only a 
few old men and women in all towns we visited. 
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Both the Guinea variety and the Sierra Leone varieties are heavily influenced 
by Soso, a Mande language belonging to the Mandeng sub-group; further south 
in Sierra Leone, away from the border beyond the Soso area, Temne dominates 
as a second language. A month-long survey of Guinea conducted in 2000 by 
myself and several colleagues from the University of Conakry found very few 
fluent speakers in Guinea. We traversed the islands ofKabak (and Matakan) and 
traveled along the frontier road to Benty in the Forecariah prefecture of Guinea 
(see section 1.6 of this chapter for a summary of that study). We found the same 
situation everywhere: only a few older women and fewer men could speak the 
language. We were told many times that in the next village, one which we had 
not yet visited, we would be sure to find a sizeable community of speakers, an 
assurance nearly always found to be inaccurate. A brief inquiry (2006) into Ma
ni speakers at the southern end of the former range of the Mani Kingdom on the 
Lungi Peninsula north of Freetown turned up just three elderly speakers. 

4. Classification 

Figure 1 shows the generally accepted early brachiation of Niger-Congo. Al
though Kordofanian is the earliest branching group, Mande and Atlantic are 
shown as separating later simultaneously, also very early on; the Mande separa
tion has been put at 2,000 BC (Dwyer 1989:50); Blench puts the date ofMande 
"expansion", based on an evaluation of internal diversity, much earlier at 6000 
BP and Atlantic much earlier than that at 8000 BP (Blench 2006:133). 

·~~--
•Proto-Mande-Atlantic-CoDgo 

- I -
•Proto-ljQ-Congo, etc. 

Figure 1. Niger-Congo (Williamson and Blench 2000) 

At the level of Atlantic, however, the larger family to which Mani and its con
geners have traditionally been assigned, there is more controversy. It is certain 
that Atlantic does not form a genetically coherent group; virtually all investiga
tors agree on this point. Nonetheless, "Atlantic" has served a convenient refer
ential function as the category for languages that are not Mande, a Niger-Congo 
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group with some considerable coherence, spoken in areas of West Africa shared 
with the Atlantic Group (see Map 2). 

Typological arguments have been advanced for seeing the Atlantic lan
guages as constituting an entity. In fact, the only features typically adduced are 
the presence of noun classes and verb extensions (Mani has both in attenuated 
form), features widely attested in Niger-Congo in general. A recent proposal 
gives the features as stated in Table 1, yet these features are also not shared 
throughout Atlantic. Typological distinctions thus fail to characterize Atlantic as 
a coherent group. 

Table 1. Atlantic features (from Table 2.3 in Williamson and Blench 2000:22) 

Domain 

Nomt classes 

Verb extensions 

PronomtS 

Sentence order 

N omt phrase 

Atlantic realization 

Full, original prefixes; weakened, renewed by suffixes, or augments 

Widespread 

Inclusive/exclusive common 

SVOA; Prepositions 

N+Gen (Gen+N in Sua); N+Nwn; N+Dem 

Geographical considerations also enter in to the classification, especially since 
the Atlantic languages are far from the Benue-Congo heartland, where the most 
widely known class languages occur. Thus, it is only a combination of typology 
(weakly) and geography that can distinguish the group: "The two features that 
make Atlantic a meaningful entity are typology and geographical distribution" 
(Wilson 1989:81). 

Part of the explanation for the lack of coherence to Atlantic may be histori
cal, particularly with respect to the less widely spoken languages. The people 
who speak such languages (including Mani) have been subject to various waves 
of immigration and conquest, including Islamic jihads. The most per-vasive in
fluence, however, has been the so-called "Mande Expansion", e.g., Murdock 
1959, Brooks 1993, only part of which involved Muslim proselytizers. The first 
phase was peaceable and consisted of traders and Islamic missionaries; the se
cond phase was consid-erably more warlike following the collapse of the Mail 
Empire in the sixteenth century. 

Map 2 shows how Mande has divided and isolated Atlantic languages, in
vading them, pushing them to the coast, or forcing them into highland areas. 
The Mande Expansion has been the main threat to the vitality of the less widely 
spoken Atlantic languages (Childs 2010). This is dramatically the case with 
Mani, completely surrounded by Soso and their Atlantic counterpart, the Temne. 
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Map 2. The Atlantic and Mande languages 

One later problem for the coherence of individual Atlantic languages was the 
imposition of political boundaries by European colonists (see Reader 1998, 
Diamond 1997). The Mani have been divided by a modem political boundary, 
that between Sierra Leone and Guinea. In earlier times the division was im
posed by the colonial powers, England in Sierra Leone and France in Guinea. 
How arbitrary and how volatile such borders can be is seen in the fact that the 
lower reaches of the Great Scarcies (a.k.a. Kolente) River, have been part of 
both colonies because of a shifting border, having been set definitively only in 
the late nineteenth centwy (Alie 1990). 
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Atlantic thus is not a unified group, certainly from a linguistic perspective. 
Bijogo is a language with closer links outside than within Atlantic and thus 
should be considered an isolate (Segerer 2000; Segerer 2001). Other languages 
in North Atlantic have similarly been argued to be more closely related to lan
guages outside Atlantic (Doneux 1975). My own work has shown that South 
Atlantic forms no genetic unity with North Atlantic, even on the geographic and 
typological criteria typically used to unify the group (Childs 2001 b; Childs 
2003c ). These fmdings have recently been integrated into a single representa
tion, as shown in Figure 2. I have included only the top part of the figure down 
to just beyond Bijogo. The figure shows North Atlantic and South Atlantic as 
independent branches separating from the Niger-Congo stock at approximately 
the same time, but Bijogo separating much later. 

Proto-Niger-Congo 

BUJgeri :uu;; ----..... 

Dogon 

Ijoid ----..... 

~ 
"Kordofimian" •.. 

North Atlantic ••• 

ljo South Atlantic ... 

Maude ------1 
Kru ____ ..... 

Our-Adamawa •.. 

Figure 2. Niger-Congo (Blench 2006: 118) 

The genetic classification of Mani at lower levels is not controversial. Mani 's 
closest relatives are the coastal Mel languages (Dalby 1965; Dalby 1962; 
Iverson and Cameron 1986; Piehl 1972, and Wilson 1989.) The Bulom sub
group within Mel contains Sherbro, Kim, Born, and Kisi. Closely related to Mani 
within the Mel sub-group is Kisi, a language spoken primarily in the Forest Re
gion of Guinea but spilling over into both Sierra Leone and Liberia. Kisi was 
separated from the other Bulom languages in historical times, during the 16111 

century Mane invasions (Rodney 1967; Rodney 1970) when the Kisi fled into 
the rain forest. 
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Other sub-groups within Mel are 1) Temne and the Baga languages, also 
spoken along the Sierra Leone and Guinea coasts; and 2) Gola, a single lan
guage spoken in the forest region straddling the border between Sierra Leone 
and Liberia (see Map 1). Figure 3 shows the accepted classification of South 
Atlantic: the isolate Bijogo and North Atlantic are not shown. 

South Atlantic 
A. Mansoanka 
B. Mel languages 

1. Baga: Temne; Baga Maduri, Baga Sitem, Baga Fore, Baga Kalum, Landoma 
2. Bulom: Kisi; Mani, Sherbro, Kim, Born 
3. Gola 

C. Limba 

Figure 3. The South Atlantic languages 

5. Historical background 

Little is known of the "prehistory" of the area, i.e., what transpired before the 
advent of the Europeans. Explaining that what is known goes back only 5,000 
years, an archaeologist provides this following characterization. 

Sierra Leone had an industry similar to that of surrounding areas of West Africa, 
generally known as the "Guinea Neolithic" there was a gradual change from 
stone tool use to iron tool use in at least part of the country over the period from 
about the gth to the 15th centuries. There are also indications that the stone tools 
may have been used for the working of wood, ivory, and other organic materials 
(and possibly even soap-stone) (Atherton 1984:245). 

The area where Mani was historically spoken is certainly larger than that where 
it is spoken today. The Mani once occupied a much greater geographical area: at 
the beginning of the 18th century a Mani kingdom stretched from Sierra Leone 
north to the River Pongo in Guinea (Arcin 1907, as in Diallo 1974:36; see 
Moity 1957). Piehl 1980 states that the Mani were the first inhabitants of the 
coastal region between Freetown and Conakry, being later replaced by the 
Temne-Baga and still later by the Soso. 

The small numbers of Mani speakers and their marginal location are the re
sults of war losses and one "victory". The Mani fought unsuccessfully against 
the Temne for many years, losing great amounts of territory. Oral testimony 
relates how in the southern portion of the Mani kingdom in Sierra Leone, it was 
an invasion by the Temne that precipitated its downfall. More specifically, it 
was the kidnapping of a Mani king and the subsequent warfare that caused the 
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disintegration of the kingdom. To help withstand the Temne, the Mani called on 
the Soso, with whose aid they finally withstood the Temne. Unfortunately, soon 
thereafter the Mani were culturally overcome by the Soso. 

The kingdom's demise was likely more gradual. Contributing to the effects 
of the Temne attacks on the southern flank of the Samu kingdom was the more 
pacific but no less linguistically devastating advent of the Soso, who were 
themselves pushed into the Samu by the Fulbe in the 18th century. Several jihads 
expedited the process of the Mani acculturation to the Soso and their conversion 
to Islam. Forcible conversion to Islam came later in the l~h century at the hands 
of the "Tourelakai", warring Muslim Malinke on jihad (Diallo 197 4:3 7). Mor
laye Boyo Keita, an oral historian, relates how one of Sunjata's lieutenants 
(Kalmasine) threatened the Mani who had fled to Matakan, a small sometimes 
island (connected by a narrow isthmus only during low tide) off the larger is
land of Kabak in Guinea, one of the more productive areas surveyed in 2000. 
The following quote indicates how bent on destruction the invaders were. 

eya k, "b foe ~p yom{), 
They (Sunjata's troops) said, "If God agrees, 

by cape ugba[{) ka 1JSa1)gbo1) kaki, 
when we start (to use) the sword here in Nsangbon, 

f{) si b b t{)k, ko mataka1) ko eyek ". 
we must wash it in the sea at Matakan." (Morlaye Boyo 5/15/05, jd 6/1 0/05) 

Childs 2007 contains the complete text of Morlaye Boyo's story. One excerpt 
appears as part of the frontispiece of this book and a segment can be found in 
Appendix 2: Pedagogical materials, "Tomro and the hippopotamus", p. 244. 

Without a doubt, the islamicization of the Samu has had a deleterious effect 
on the language and culture, at the least in terms of stigmatizing traditional 
practices, e.g., the drinking of palm wine (the mildly intoxicating sap of two 
palm species), and religious rites, e.g., ancestor worship, where the language is 
most likely to be preserved. Marcel Moity was the first to comment on the ef
fects of Islam's advance, noting, for example, the disappearance of secret socie
ties6 featuring extended drinking bouts (Moity 1957:304). (At least the drinking 
part of these practices is preserved among the closely related Kim people of the 
southern Sierra Leone coast.) 

The ultimate effect of these and other invasions was the shattering of the 
Mani kingdom into many smaller areas resulting in today's atomization and pe
ripherality of the Mani people. Today no elders whom we interviewed knew 
very much about the early history of the Mani people. Most Mani know only the 
story of their particular village's founding and perhaps a few similar stories for 
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nearby or related villages. This is considerably less than the upper limit of 4-5 
generations or 100-200 years found by Belcher 1999 elsewhere in Africa and 
possibly a consequence of the precarious state of the language and ethnic identity. 

On the more local level, oral history suggests that the retreat of the Mani in 
Guinea was relatively pacific, although inexorable. When the Soso arrived in 
Mani villages, the Mani simply moved on and away, closer and closer to the 
ocean, eventually occupying islands and swamps among the tidal estuaries. 
Names of villages and other toponyms often reflect or memorialize a historical 
event, and such names have been used a tool to help in reconstructing the past, 
e.g., Niane 1989, BOhnen 1992, Agorsah 2006:185-186. A number of Mani 
names reflect the desperation of a people pushed to their limits by pressure from 
other groups. For example, Matakan, an outer island off the southeastern Guinea 
coast mentioned first on p. 7, has been translated variously as, "We stop here' 
and 'Let us hide here' (Momoh Seki Camara 2000 p.c.; cf. Mani matan 'hide 
(oneself')). 

Another place name, "Kakoluma", a mountain site outside Conakry, is the 
source of the name for a brand of bottled water in Guinea. The place name is 
Mani, where ironically, the name is, ka kUlum6t, 'the place to drink palm wine', 
arising from the time when the Mani were "fleeing" the Soso. The fact that they 
had time enough to harvest and drink the palm wine -it takes 3 days for the 
palm wine flow to start after tapping, and the flow lasts 2-3 weeks before the 
tree is exhausted - suggests their flight may not have been too hurried. 

Another slightly ironic use of a Mani toponym is the name of one of the 
most luxurious hotels in Conakry, the Hotel Camayenne, formerly owned by the 
Belgian airline Sabena and the site of negotiations over the future of Sierra Le
one immediately after the civil war. The Mani word from which the name came, 
kOkiimiiyen, was the name of a hamlet where the city of Conakry is now located. 

(1) kokiimiiyen 
ko kama ayeg 
to Kama middle' i.e., in the middle ofKama 

"Kama" is the name of the site where the domestic slaves of the Mani worked 
and lived (cf. Moity 1957). It is unlikely that even the original owners of the 
hotel knew this etymology. 

6. Pilot study: Language assessment survey (2000) 

A brief language assessment survey was conducted during July and August of 
2000 with the cooperation of the Centre d'Etude des Langues Guineennes 
(CELG) at the University of Conakry. Members of the survey team included the 
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author, Mamadou Camara, Director of CELG, and CELG member Djibril 
Batchily, as well as a 41h-year linguistics student, Mamadoubah Camara, mar
ried to a woman from the Mani area, the town ofBakia on the isle ofK.abak. On 
Kabak we were provided invaluable assistance by Alpha Salilou Bangoura, in
genieur agronome from the Baga coastal area, who provided introductions and a 
strong shoulder when our car was mired in the rainy season mud. 

The pervasive effect of Soso pressure on Mani cannot be overstated; it was 
evident even at this preliminary stage of the investigation. Very often Mani 
speakers were unaware they were giving Soso forms, even for such common 
words as 'sister' and 'elephant'. The Soso word magine was given first for 'sis
ter', and no other word was immediately provided, even though Batchily, a na
tive speaker of Soso, explained that magine was a Soso word and asked for an
other. The Mani speaker eventually came up with a Mani word, wanct mi, lit. 
'my younger sister'. Furthermore, the word she provided for 'uncle' ('mother's 
brother') was also Soso. It turned out that we were unable to uncover any native 
Mani word for 'uncle'; this inability indicated still further how Soso had influ
enced Mani (see Childs 2002 for an analysis of kinship term borrowing from 
Mande languages into Kisi). 

Identifiable "errors", detectable even in the brief survey we conducted in 
2000 were legion. The causes were many. One problem was certainly that the 
language of enquiry, for the most part, was Soso, the language the Mani people 
had shifted to. When it was not Soso, it was French, the language of schools, the 
government, and the former colonial power. Few speakers were fluent speakers 
of French. Even taking all of the exigencies of the somewhat desperate inter
view situation (and disparate situations) into account, we found what were er
rors, e.g., substituting a related form for the "correct" one, using a Soso word, 
inconsistencies in grammar, inconsistencies from one question to another, and 
considerable cross-speaker (and even intra-speaker) differences (stimulus sen
tences came from Bouquiaux and Thomas 1987). These characteristics were 
dramatically evident in the (lack of) these speakers' control of the rather com
plicated noun class system (characterized in some detail in Chapter 6). Lexical 
"errors" were not limited to familial relations, as discussed above. For example, 
one speaker gave the form nar 'cow' when asked for the word for 'elephant'; 
the best most of the other speakers could do was give the Soso word "sill". The 
closely related language Kisi has kamaa and Temne has ara1Jk, so 'elephant' is 
not a word unknown in the group. These problems could not all be attributable 
to the elicitation context; more likely they proceeded from limited speaker com
petence in a dying language (see Childs 2009 for some discussion). 

Several anecdotes from our preliminary investigation (2000) reveal the low 
status of the language; they are not unrepresentative, as confirmed by the fuller 
study. In Kigbali (Guinea), the Mani have been denied representation in the lo
cal cultural society because of their minority status. Each village has an organi-
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zation that attends to the cultural side of life: dance, singing, handicrafts, and 
the like. When the Mani speakers (singers) tried to join the Kigbali cultural 
group and perform in their own language, they were told they could not perform 
in Mani because, the organizers said, no one would understand them, despite a 
sizeable population ofMani speakers in the town. Everyone else spoke Soso. 

In the same town a teacher in the local school made a revelatory and not 
atypical comment. He said the Mani hide their language, "They are very dis
creet." We also observed many younger speakers who did not speak Mani greet 
members of the research team in Mani using a mocking tone. Nonetheless, the 
Mani of Kigbali were flattered by the attention being paid to them and their lan
guage. For example, when I took pictures of two elderly female informants, 
women at a woodworking shop next door yelled at me to take their picture, too, 
since they, too, could speak Mani. 

An anecdote first reported elsewhere (Childs 2003b) illustrates the low es
teem in which the language is held by people on the island ofK.abak- even eth
nic Mani. Alia Fadega, a citizen of the village of Kakende, when questioned 
about the use ofMani in his town, told us that he had heard only "the old people 
(les vieux)" speaking Mani. Quite revelatory was to whom he heard them speak
ing: to their dogs; and sometimes, he continued, his grandfather would go to a 
large kapok tree (fromager) behind the village and talk to "the devil (au diable, 
i.e., lesfetiches)." 

Nonetheless, there is some deep-seated and even fierce attachment to the 
language. An old man in Moribaya, Sierra Leone, said the Soso liked to argue 
overmuch; they were hardheaded and stubborn people (tontUbuliya). He refused 
to speak Soso with anyone and would reply in Mani even if spoken to in Soso. 
(This individual was very much like an individual in Nancy Dorian's fieldwork, 
who would also reply in Gaelic when spoken to in English (Dorian 1973:437-38). 

In Caton (Guinea), the research base for the 2004-06 project, we made some 
recordings of songs sung by women and a folk tale. One woman who asked to 
be recorded issued an unsolicited plea in the recording for the maintenance of 
Mani and chastised Mani women for not teaching the language to their children. 

A less defiant comment was made by Momoh Seki Camara of Yankanya 
("Yankaya" on some maps), near the road approach to the isle of Kabak in 
Guinea. He said that he and his (first) wife speak Mani between themselves but 
none of his (20) children speak it at all (his other three wives are all Soso ). Both 
his parents and all their parents were Mani speakers. I asked him what he 
thought about his language disappearing; he looked at me rather despondently 
and said that he deeply regretted its passing. 

These anecdotes (and many others) reveal that there is at least some residual 
fondness if not enthusiasm for the language. It is such sentiments that motivated 
the larger study forming the source for the data here. Whether these feelings 
will translate into dedicated efforts at language preservation is uncertain at best. 
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One production of the project is a Mani primer containing songs, stories and 
Mani history (Childs 2007). 

Revitalization at the institutional level in Guinea seems unlikely (Childs 
2011a). Virtually no government support exists. Institutions such as IRLA and 
the now defunct Academie des langues, which IRLA replaced, were established 
in Guinea for such work but have done very little since some initial enthusiasm. 
NGOs are dispersed and their efforts uncoordinated. Little interest in revitali
zation was expressed by anyone under forty. An ethnically Mani university stu
dent in Conakry earnestly stated that she would like to participate in the project 
but did not return for a scheduled appointment, when the project's plans were 
being formalized. 

On the Sierra Leone side there exists a concerted effort to preserve the indig
enous languages through what is called the "National Linguistic Program", a 
project devoted to developing indigenous languages. Many elementary school 
teachers underwent training in how to teach the national languages (among other 
things) as part of a "Distance Education Program" (2004-06). Textbooks have 
been developed in four of the most widely spoken national languages: Krio, 
Limba, Temne, and Mende. In fact, several teachers involved in the MDP 
learned how to teach Temne during the time of the project. Although these ef
forts focus on the more widely spoken languages, the political will is there to 
use the indigenous languages. No similar initiative can be found in Guinea. 
What this portends for the less widely spoken languages in Sierra Leone, how
ever, is uncertain. 

7. The Mani Documentation Project (2004-06) 

This grammar is based primarily on further, more extensive fieldwork (2004-
06) performed as part of the Mani Documentation Project (MDP). The core re
search team consisted of the author, Mamadou Camara, Directeur du Centre 
d'Etude des Langues Guineennes (CELG), Marta Piqueras Brunet, Research 
Assistant, and Foday J. D. Camara, Language Consultant. 

Two research sites were established, one in Caton, Guinea, and a satellite 
site in Moribaya, Sierra Leone. Field activities focused on the documentation of 
the language and occurred over the period July 2004 through October 2006. 

Documentation took a number of different forms, all of which have been 
housed in portable form at SOAS, at the author's home institution (Portland 
State University), and the Universities of Conakry and Sierra Leone. The lin
guistic data is organized into data bases consisting of a lexicon, concordance, 
and texts. There are files of accompanying metadata and other data bases of 
subjects, towns, interviews, photographs, and videos. In addition, there are dig
itized audio recordings, videos and still photographs. Published materials in 
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progress include this book, a dictionary, scholarly articles, and pedagogical ma
terials (Childs 2007). 

In April 2009 the author and several members of the research team visited 
Moribaya, Sierra Leone, for a day, and spent another day delivering primers on 
the Guinea side of the border. On the Guinea side we were able to visit the three 
major towns where we worked: Caton, the headquarters, presided over by town 
elder Sekou Modet Camara; Palatougou, the town of Morlaye Boyo Keita, our 
chief historian, Iyadi Syllah (deceased), and many other consultants; and 
N'kompan, the home of Imam Musah Camara, his two sisters (a third had died 
over the course of the project) and other family members, as well as many other 
language consultants. The elders were visited and the books delivered to little 
fanfare, for my Guinean colleague had been unable to arrange any formal cere
mony. If anything the picture of the Mani was even glummer than when I had 
left since several elders had died and resources I had entrusted to the communi
ty, most notably the solar power system, had been appropriated by others. 

On the other side of the border, however, a huge celebration had been orga
nized. Led by local political leader, Councilor Sheka Ansumana Kamara, a 
speaker of Mani himself, community leaders had been able to set up a day of 
song, dance, and story-telling, all celebratng Mani culture. Eleven different 
dancing and singing troupes, not all of whom were able to perform, competed 
for prizes to be awarded by our group. The troupes ranged across age and gen
der, but crucially, all performed in Mani. Even more importantly, all of these 
performances were ftlmed in HD video. 

Part of the party was my brother Barton Childs, an executive producer for 
Voice of America, who with his HD cameras and considerable experience and 
expertise was on loan courtesy of his employer. He and I had just come to the 
Samu from ftlming another research project, the DKB (a project documenting 
Kim and Born, two dying languages related to Mani at the other end of Sierra 
Leone, on the southern coast).7 The following address links to the three "vlogs" 
('video blogs') sent back to the States during that trip. The first two treat the 
DKB, but the third treats the Sierra Leone Mani. It is appropriately entitled 
"The children" because of its focus on the young Mani performers, who are the 
real hope for the language's survival. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84S9pZozGj4 (last accessed 3/26/201 0) 

The ftlming from that trip and another trip scheduled for 2010 will be used for 
two full-length programs on documenting dying languages in West Africa. 

On the basis of this visit we were able to provide a more favorable assess
ment of the vitality of the Mani language. At the time I left the Samu in 2007 I 
was fairly pessimistic about the fate of the language (and culture). We had iden
tified some two to three hundred speakers at best, all of whom were over fifty 
years old. Some of the young people forming part of a Mani dance troupe still 
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could use Mani, but their main languages were Soso and Temne, the major lan
guages of the area, and they switched to these as soon as they were out of our 
hearing range. Mani was used nowhere on a regular basis and was not being 
learned by any children. The one exception was on the island of Tangbaya, 
where we knew of at least one boy who grew up speaking Mani. As he grew up 
during the time we were there, however, he gradually shifted to Soso, the domi
nant language in the area. 

What surprised us during the Mani festival and as can be seen on the video 
was how many children spoke the language and how many children were able 
to sing songs and tell stories in Mani. All of them were from the enclave island 
of Tang bay a, where they were allowed to grow up speaking Mani and apparent
ly continued to use it on a daily basis. Needless to say it was the Tangbaya chil
dren's group that carried the day and won first prize at the festival. 

In the little time the Tangbaya school principal and I had to talk, I told him I 
would try to come back with resources to promote the study of Mani in his 
school. At the time of this writing (October 2010) a grant proposal has been 
submitted for such a project. Thus, our estimate of the language's vitality 
(Grenoble and Whaley 1998) has been seriously upgraded. 

8. Typological overview 

The segmental inventory of Mani (30 phonemes, 23 es + 8 V s) is near the me
dian size of phoneme inventories (Maddieson 1984 ), and is much like other lan
guages in the area with a phonemic labialvelar stop and a number of prenasal
ized stops forming part of its inventory. With regard to vowels Mani has a 
symmetrical eight-vowel system: six vowels are evenly placed in matching 
front-back pairs about the periphery with only a low central vowel (represented 
as /a/) and a higher central vowel (/~/) without a match. Mani is a level-tone 
language with two phonemic tones (high and low). Tone is lexically important 
and also marks grammatical contrasts in the verbal morphology. Most stems 
conform to a eve template, as first noted in Moity 1957. 

Mani is a prefixing noun class language with only seven noun classes, likely 
a result of noun classes combining since other related languages have more and 
there are semantic incongruities. Not all nouns have prefixes but all govern con
cord. Although the noun class system is undergoing some changes, all depend
ent elements in a noun phrase show agreement by means of a prefix. Dependent 
elements include an article, demonstratives, numeral and other adjectives. Verbs 
are also preceded by a concordant element. Each class has its distinctive pro
nouns, although there seems to be some neutralization of distinctions there as 
well. Personal pronouns have at least two forms, one used as a subject marker 
and the other used in nearly all other contexts. 
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Verbs have little morphology. Tense, mood, aspect, and polarity (1MAP) are 
generally shown by means of free morphemes, which both precede and follow 
the verb. Tone and segmental changes may also mark verbal distinctions. Mani 
has at least five fairly unproductive verb extensions, verb suffixes which affect 
argument structure. 

Mani has a limited number of prepositions rather broad in meaning, but of
ten used in conjunction with semantically narrower postpositions, which further 
specify meaning. 

Most words functioning as adjectives in Mani are likely derived from verbs, 
although the directionality of derivation is not straightforward. The few words 
that function only as adjectives are relatively broad and basic in meaning, con
veying such universal concepts as 'good', 'large', and 'white'. The adverb class 
is similarly restricted but semantically supplemented by ideophones. This latter 
highly idiosyncratic word category has a marked phonology as compared to the 
matrix language, and contains words that often underscore an action or sensa
tion (see Childs 1994a). 

Mani is basically a head-initial language, both syntactically and semantical
ly: dependent elements generally follow those on which they are dependent. 
Verbs always follow subjects and objects follow verbs, although in some con
structions, object pronouns are found before the lexical verb and after an auxil
iary, as is not uncommon among the Atlantic languages, a partial instantiation 
ofthe S-Aux-0-V syntagm (Childs 2005). 

With regard to movement rules, a focus construction fronts an item of focus 
and marks the focused item with a following element, usually a pronoun. 
Yes/no questions require a final marker; Q-word questions do not. In the latter 
type of question, the question word appears at the beginning of the question 
with a gap in the place where the questioned element would appear. Other sen
tence types are marked by intonation with no movement. Relative clauses are 
introduced by a pronoun and end with a relativization marker. They typically 
contain an unmarked gap identical to Q-word questions, although resumptive 
pronouns also occur. 

The most striking fact about the language, however, from a field investiga
tor's perspective is its variability, its variability across speakers and even within 
a single speaker. Only a few hundred speakers use Mani as their primary lan
guage, and no speakers are monolingual. Choosing what could be presumed to 
be the most common or shared form often proves to be problematic. That Mani 
is about to disappear has undoubtedly had severe repercussions for all parts of 
the grammar, as well as for its analysis. 





Chapter 2 
Phonemic inventory 

This chapter presents the phonemic inventory of the language, beginning with 
the consonants. Both the consonants and vowels of Mani form typologically 
unmarked sets, skewed perhaps towards common West African patterns, with 
both a labialvelar and a series of prenasalized stops. All three palatal consonants 
take part in variable and perhaps "new" distributions. 

1. The consonants ofMani 

Table 2 presents the consonantal inventory ofMani, using IPA symbols with the 
counterparts to be used here when different from the IP A symbol after a for
ward slash. The table is followed by discussion of phonetic details and allopho-
ny. 

Table 2. Consonantal inventruy 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar Labiovelar Glottal 

Nasals m n ]llny IJ 

Plosives pb t d !f/c k gb 

Pre-nasalized mp ntnd IJk 

Fricatives f s h 

Liquids r 1 

Glides j/y w 

Despite being a phonetic affricate, "c" will be discussed as part of the stop se
ries and is located there in Table 2. 

In the nasal series Mani presents four contrasts in place of articulation. The 
contrasts are not found in all environments, and the palatal nasal possesses only 
a tenuous phonemic status. All of the nasals contrast initially and medially, but 
finally there is no contrast between /n/ and /g/, and the palatal nasal /ny/ never 
occurs there (see the alternations in (2)). Two forms in the third column of Ta
ble 3 show the free variation between [ n] and [ g] in final position. 
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Table 3. Nasal contrasts 

rna pro oomu 'large' mam 'laugh' 

nit road, way cun:u 'sense, smell' miln/Ij 'shine' 

nya take nitnye 'some days ago' 

IJa 3rd pl pro ciliJu 'throw into' pan!IJ 'moon' 

The dental and velar nasals are homorganic with a following consonant (the 
palatal nasal never occurs in such environments, representing another neutral
ized contrast). Before a voiceless stop the preceding nasal and the following 
oral stop are analyzed as a single phoneme (see the display in (10)). In addition, 
at the end of a word, when there is no following consonant, the neutralized nasal 
often disappears, being realized only as nasalization and sometimes with 
lengthening on the preceding vowel (see (22) and (23)). The palatal nasal is the 
least widely distributed of the nasals, and also the most unstable, as can be seen 
in its frequent alternation with the velar nasal and with /hi, another sound of 
limited distribution in Mani. 

The g/ny alternation. This alternation is most apparent in the name of the 
language and of the ethnic group. To some it is known as Mani [mani]; in the 
language itself this form occurs as an independent morpheme; see section 1.2 
for a discussion of nomenclature. The two most common names in the area, 
how-ever, are Mandenyi [mandepi], and Mandeng [mandeg]. It is the last two 
forms that are of interest for they show the replacement of the palatal nasal by 
the velar nasal with the absence of a following (high front) vowel. Palatal nasals 
have a tenuous hold on phonemic status; they do not appear in final position and 
alternate with /hi elsewhere (see the discussion of "rhinoglottophilia" around 
Table 4, p. 29). The g/p alternation is seen not only in the language name but 
also in other forms, as shown in (2). The velar nasal in final position alternates 
with the palatal nasal in medial position before [i], suggesting allophonic varia
tion due to a conditioning environment, although they are alternations before 
other vowels. Note how the neutralization of the palatal and velar nasals has led 
to a lack of contrast between the 2nd and 3rd person plural pronouns (see Table 7, 
p. 58). 

(2) The g/p alternation 

Mandenyi 
Mandeng 
(Mani 

[mandepi] 
[mandeg] 
[mani]) 

'greet' 
'you (2pl)' 
'they (3pl)' 

Ulepi I Uleg (citation) 
pa.;ga. 
pa/ga 
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The discussion of /hi below in this section shows how one allophone of the 
phoneme is the palatal nasal; the palatal nasal may also arise from the separate 
phonemes /y/ ([j]) and /hi (the latter when it is preceded by /i/) through a pro
cess of regressive nasalization from a coda nasal. 

Voiceless stops /p, t, c, k/. A notable feature of allophones of the voiceless 
plosives /p, t, kl in coda position is their audible release with a slight puff of 
aspiration, as shown in (3). The release was particularly evident for the velar 
and alveolar stops, probably because of the sizeable resonance cavities in front 
of the release point, but could be heard also for the voiceless bilabial stop. (The 
palatal "stop" does not appear finally and is phonetically a palatalized alveolar 
or affricate.) 

(3) gb6p [gb6ph] 
pot [p6th] 
p5k [p5kh] 

'tress, plait' 
'weak, lazy' 
'country' 

cap [dph] 
ret [reth] 
lek [l£kh] 

'start' 
'bitterball' 
'horn' 

Codas are important to the language; the "strength" of this position can be seen 
in a number of phenomena: in the aspiration shown in (3), in the fact that /r/ is 
trilled finally (elsewhere it is a tap), and in the presence of a short vowel after 
the two liquids when they appear finally. 

Two of the phonemic voiceless stops, It/ and /c/, have overlapping allo
phones. As mentioned above, all voiceless stops (excluding /c/) can be aspirated 
finally. The aspirated variant of /t/ is the realization least likely to be confused 
with /c/, because it appears only in final position, where /c/ is not found. 

Mani has been called the [tfe-tJe] language by speakers of neighboring lan
guages, probably because of the prolific use of the definite article. A tongue 
twister plays on this fact and the closeness of this sound to the alveolar. Thus, 
the repeated (alliterative) sound is actually two different phonemes, It/ and /c/. 

( 4) A Mani tongue twister 

tak tikit-tikit titi ticay gbay gb~y cay 
mk ti-kit-ti-kit ti-ti ti-dg gbag gb5g dg 
stump NCM-small-REDUP NCM-black NCM-two struck bundle two 
'Two short, black stumps struck two bundles.' Gd 4/15/05, cc 8/7/06) 

The forms in (5), all meaning 'be close', presumably feature the same under
lying forms. The phoneme /t/ is not palatalized or fricated in final position or 
before a consonant (a. and b.), but it is medially before a vowel. This suggests a 
neutralization of the t/c contrast in final position realized in favor of [t]. 
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(S)a. fot 
ftt 
close (citation) 
'be close' 

c. ya jet ce mo 
ya ftc-e mo 
lsg close-ev 2sg 
'I drew close to you.' 

b. 

d. 

mfot mi 
n. ftt mi 
2sg close lsg 
'Come close to me!' 

mm6focemi 
n. m6 ftc-£ mi 
2sg 2sg.emph close-ev lsg 
'You move next to me!' (jd 215/06) 

The voiceless alveolar stop ranges from a dental!).] to an alveolar [t], and per
haps is articulated further back when preceding palatal vowels. 

The alveopalatal "stop", denoted here as /c/, is more often an affricate [ts] or 
[tj], but fills a gap in the series and will be discussed with the other stops. It 
may be realized as an alveolar, but generally has a telltale hint of palatalization 
or frication marking it as contrastive with It/. The phoneme /c/ has a somewhat 
tenuous status compared to other members of the stop series, as will also be 
seen for [fl below in opposition to Is/. For one reason, the alveopalatal stop is 
more limited distributionally: it does not occur in final position, perhaps be
cause it first appeared only when conditioned by a following vowel ( cf. the dis
cussion of the g/p. alternation just above) since eroded. It is also much less 
common medially but does form minimal pairs with It/ initially. The alveopala
tal /c/ has all of the following allophones: [t] [ts], [tf], [ti], [ki]. Following palatal 
vowels tend to favor the more palatal variants. lllustrative forms contrasting It/ 
and /c/ are given in (6). 

( 6) The phonemes It/ and I c/ 

ca 
ta 
ci 
ti 

'loan' 
ti -class pro 
'bring' 
'black' 

yeti 
foto 
pace 
kekeco 

'seize' 
'female genitals' 
'day before yesterday' 
'now' 

k6t 
gbet 

'sap' 
'only, just' 

The voiced stops /b d gb/ are more limited in their distribution than their voice
less counterparts, being restricted from filling syllable codas. The voiced bilabi
al and alveolar stops are overwhelmingly more common initially than medially, 
and the labialvelar, oddly, is not found medially in monomorphemic words. 
With regard to palatalization and labialization, there is none of the allophony 
found with the voiceless stops. 

Pre-nasalized stops. Synchronically fully voiced prenasalized stops are une
venly distributed in Mani, except in initial position, where they occur but only 
when the nasal element is syllabic, i.e., it carries a tone, and thus the sequence is 
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analyzed as constituting two separate phonemes, e.g., m-b6s 'cowry'. The nasals 
here typically represent prefixed noun class markers. Otherwise, the fully 
voiced prenasalized stops are not found initially (shown by a preceding asterisk), 
with the few exceptions shown in (7). 

(7) Initial voiced prenasalized stops 

*mb (except in a few names) Bilabial 
Alveolar 
Palatal 
Velar 
Labialvelar 

one word: ndeke 'right (loc.)', no names 

*.JlJ 
*gg 
*mggb 

The voiced prenasalized stops are generally found medially in only a few place 
names and "traditional" (i.e., pre-Islamic) names. This distribution suggests that 
they may have been part of an earlier stage ofMani, especially when comparing 
Mani to its sister language Kisi, where four and possibly five members of this 
series are attested in both initial and medial position. 

(8) Voiced pre-nasalized stops in names 

mMnki 

*nd 
*gg 

'female name' 
Also: 

demba 
tambatiunbe 
kondO 
meggeyi 

'male name' 
'cassava snake' 
'male name' 
'male name' 

The one exception to these generalizations is the alveolar prenasalized stop lnd/, 
which must be recognized as an independent phoneme. 

lndl. The alveolar member of this series is found in a number of monomor
phemic words where it contrasts medially with the voiceless Inti. Only one word, 
ndeki 'right (loc.)', features the sound initially. Nonetheless, one member ofthe 
fully voiced series must be posited phonemically. Examples of lnd/ in medial 
position are provided in (9) along with some examples of medial Inti on the 
right (cf. the examples in (10)). 

(9) Medial lnd/ contrasted with medial Inti 

b5ndid 
kondin 
t6ndim 

'load' 
'traditional guitar' 
'be ready' 

bOn tO 
smtm 
gbanta 

'palm nut' 
'claw' 
'hit, strike, play' 
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That the alveolar /nd/ is the only member of the series established in this po
sition is shown by nativization patterns. The borrowing mango is nativized as 
[magko] rather than [maggo], a form closer to its source phonology. This shows 
a constraint disallowing medial sequences ofNC[+voiceh unless they are alveolar. 

Imp nt nc gk/ The voiceless prenasalized stops (nasals before voiceless stops 
forming a single phoneme) are also of limited distribution, but more likely 
claimants to phonemic status and have been accorded such status here. Mem
bers of this series are found only in syllable codas and medially (but not initially, 
for the nasal is almost always syllabic there). (In section 2 on syllable structure 
appear some further statements on this distribution and its implications for the 
development of prenasalized stops in the language.) In the first column of ex
amples in (10), members of this series appear in medial position, and the next 
Mani column shows them in final position. The alveopalatal form is rare but 
attested in both medial and final position, mirroring the limited distribution of 
its counterpart /c/. 

(10) The voiceless prenasalized stops Imp/, Inti, /nc/ and /gk/ 

bilabial bamp~ 'fish sp, mullet' lamp 'well (n)' 
alveolar l6nt6 'palm nut' mpant 'work' 
palatal wance 'sister' kane 'arm' 
velar bagke 'dugout canoe' tagk 'root' 

The voiceless prenasalized stops have no notable allophones. 
The fricatives /f s/: Mani has only two established voiceless fricatives. The 

alveopalatallf] has a limited distribution and no phonemic status. Although /hi 
is presented as a "glottal" fricative in Table 2, its behavior merits discussion 
separate from the fricatives. 

The labiodental fricative has no remarkable allophones being found com
monly in initial position, less common medially, and finally in only one word. 

(11) The distribution of /fl 

farm a 
fa 
foro 

'loincloth' 
'be near' 
'mattress straw' 

gb5r5f 'wink' 

'cooked rice flour' 
'wet, cold' 
'fish sp, small mullet' 

The (voiceless) alveolar fricative has a wider distribution, occurring freely in all 
positions. 
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(12) The distribution of /s/ 

simln pestle bus~ plow m"Us cat 
sa red, ripe basi sweep gMs odor 
sat rainy season nisi rub wis animal, meat 

Its one notable allophone is the palatalized variants [ si] or [f] before high front 
vowels. 

The alveopalatal [f] has not been analyzed as a phoneme, despite its common 
occurrence. It appears in a number of words finally after a variety ofvowels and 
initially before a variety of vowels, but in most cases [s] was also heard as a free 
variant. The problem of full dentition is a serious one in the Samu and was often 
a cause of the alternation. 

In initial position, however, minimal and near minimal pairs can be iden
tified, yet in final position [f] alternated with [s] the few times it appeared there. 
The alveolar /s/ occurs freely in medial position but the alveopalatal is found 
there rarely if at all. The only occurrence medially is in what may be a redupli
cated form: fi:Je 'a type of fishing done by women', and there it occurs before a 
non-low front vowel, the conditioning environment for palatalization of /s/. 
Speakers generally accepted words with either the [s] or [f] pronunciation. 

(13) Jls5k chicken s~ clear brush 
sa. beard sa red or ripe 

Ji fart Jlsi know 
Jek broken rice sek burnt skin 
kuJ/s vomit kus saved food 
wiJ/s meat tis sap 
muffs cat gMs smell 

Of the [f] words found with Kisi cognates, several had Kisi counterparts featur
ing the sequence /si/ in place of the alveopalatal, e.g., Kisi wisi 'meat, animal' 
(cf. Mani wij), and siei 'beard' (cf. Manifa). Thus, perhaps at an earlier stage of 
Mani, before Kisi and Mani separated, [f] was an allophone of /s/ before high 
front vowels (Kisi has a phonetic [f] or [si] in such positions and no phoneme 
If/). The high vowels still found in Kisi (and presumably in the proto-language) 
conditioning the alternation have since, in some cases, been lost in Mani. The 
near phonemic status of [f] is likely, then, a relatively recent phenomenon and is 
complicated by the still extant phonetic process in Mani of palatalization of /s/ 
before high front vowels. 

/r/: [r], [r], [l]. Some speakers produced this sound with a notable pha
ryngeal component (and with rounding, much like the "r" in some American 
dialects). More commonly, however, one heard a tap or a trill. The trill was 
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found fmally, especially when the word was pronounced in isolation. In addi
tion, a very short vowel [~] could be heard after a final [r], as could be heard 
after most other consonants, much like the Parisian or emphatic "e muet''. 

111. The lateral approximant contrasted with the central approximant in all 
positions and had no significant allophones (cf. the discussion ofl/d around ex
ample (17)); utterance-final [1] may also be followed by a short vowel [9 ], as is 
the case with the central approximant. 

(14) Contrasts between /1/ and /r/ 

ni 
ta 

'scratch' 
'louse' 

'hoe' Mr 'family' 
'palm wine' Ml 'penis' 

/w/: [w], [v], [q] [w]. The two main allophones, [w] and [v], occur, roughly 
speaking and respectively, before back (rounded) vowels (including /a/) and 
before front (unrounded) vowels (including/~/), although variation is possible 
before both /a/ and/~/. The labiopalatal allophone has a much narrower distribu
tion, being heard only before the high front vowel [i], as in the word for 'animal, 
meat': [qi.fl. The nasalized variant [w] is discussed in section 1 and identified as 
a product of regressive nasalization, a general rule ofthe language. 

/y/. The palatal glide is found both initially and medially and has no signifi
cant allophones, except for a nasalized variant [Y] discussed above. 

/hi. The "glottal fricative" is a relatively infrequent sound appearing initially 
before a score of words, all with a following nasal (see the discussion of"rhino
glottophilia" below, p. 29), as shown in (15); the exceptions to this generaliza
tion are names, borrowings, and ideophones. Medially it occurs in a few mono
morphemic words, listed exhaustively below. 

(15) h(m 'come' nuhci 'sky' 
han 'manage' yahu 'enemy' 
bin 'lie down' m5h6g bilcin 'ghost' 
ham 'iguana' nyahalega 'happy' 
hint 'swell' sarullu! 'a joking relationship' 8 

The only word without a nasal vowel following an initial [h] is the conjunction 
hali 'in order to, for', but it was also heard as [ali] and is likely a borrowing. 
Only a few function words and borrowings begin with a vowel in Mani, and 
thus the [h] may be epenthetic, as it is in Kisi, to prevent onset-less syllables 
(Childs 1995). The same variation between [h] and 0 was heard in speakers' 
second or other languages, French, English, or Krio. The phoneme /hi is thus 
not a sound of great stability nor of widespread distribution. Nonetheless, it will 
be considered a phoneme here, albeit with some reservations. Two other phono-
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logical reasons can be advanced for its positing as a phoneme: its alternation 
with another phoneme9 and its function as a source of (perceived) nasalization 
on following vowels. Another reason is that literate speakers write the sound 
when transcribing Mani. 

The phoneme /hi has no allophones but does participate in a fairly wide
spread alternation, both within Mani itself and cross-linguistically between Ma
ni and Kisi (and likely, therefore, with other Bulom languages). The alternation 
is a superficially implausible one between the palatal nasal and the glottal frica
tive but is nonetheless well attested (see note 9). It becomes more believable 
when all the conditioning factors are taken into consideration, a following nasal 
or the inherent damping of the glottal fricative itself. 

In the examples presented in Table 4, the second column presents internal 
variation, that is, alternations found within Mani, and in the third column are 
cognate forms from Kisi, where one lexeme in Kisi, the word for 'you (PL)', 
shows an alternation similar to that found within Mani. 

Table 4. The hlny alternation 

gloss Mani Kisi 

'fan, winnow' he lnye hei 

'come' htmlny(m hUIJ 

'wind(N)' hrnlnyen huei 

'swell (v)' hinlnyin hindu 

'you (PL)' h.ia I nya I IJa hinya I nia I nya 

'lie down' hinlnyin hini 

In one word [h] alternates with the velar nasal across Mani speakers, 'fish (v)': 
[ g6t/h6t]. 

The South Atlantic languages exhibit a great deal of nasality, including the 
kind associated with heavy airflow about the glottis with no nasal present 
(Childs 1991). Although exceptional because an areal word, 10 the conjunction 
word haa [h"], 'extensive in space or time', dramatically illustrates the pres
ence of a heavily nasalized vowel and no adjacent nasal. The nasal vowel is 
perceived there because of the heavy air flow from the glottal fricative, provid
ing the same kind of "zeroes" or damping associated with nasalized sounds 
(Ohala 1975) in a phenomenon learnedly but limitedly known as "rhinoglotto
philia" (Matiso:ff 1975). A similar phenomenon is found in the closely related 
languages Sherbro (Hanson 1979), Kisi, Born and Kim. Thus, the h/ny alterna
tion is not so surprising as it would seem at first glance, particularly with palatal 
vowels in the vicinity. In most cases, however, processes nasalizing vowels 
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must have a nasal nearby for nasalization to take place (see section 1), and there 
are no South Atlantic languages with (phonemic) nasal vowels. 

In all cases, Kisi has an [h] where Mani has an alternation, meaning that the 
palatal nasal in such environments is likely an innovation. This was confirmed 
by informants who would typically prefer the [h] alternative when forced to 
make a choice, even though returning to the palatal nasal in another utterance. 
Thus, the palatal nasal in initial position is a relatively recent and ongoing inno
vation in Mani with some synchronic variability (see discussion surrounding the 
examples in (2)), as are the two other palatal sounds /c/ and [fl. The phoneme 
/hi seems better established than the palatal nasal from a diachronic perspective, 
and thus is treated as an independent phoneme. 

The glottal stop [?] was heard (phonetically) after word-final open syllables, 
especially at the end of monosyllabic stems, as in (16) (the nouns are shown 
without their prefixes), but also at the end oflonger words ending in a vowel. It 
appeared mainly, but not exclusively, with high-tone vowels. The presence of 
the glottal stop could be another reflex of the coda-strengthening processes 
mentioned above (p. 23) and also may say something about the privileged status 
of the high tone. The glottal stop was heard nowhere else and disappeared when 
the word appeared in any other context. The presence of the glottal stop is likely 
a reflection of preferred eve syllable structure (see section 2) and thus repre
sents a phonetic constraint rather than a need for another phoneme. 

(16) The glottal stop ([t]) word/utterance finally 

[m6?] 
[karai] 
[kabi/] 

'breast' 
'hoe' 
'blacksmith' 

'waterside' 
'potato green' 

Another peripheral consonant is the velar fricative [ x ], whose source is clearly 
Soso, for only words borrowed from Soso contain the sound, e.g., dex!J m!J 'my 
cousin', saxo mi 'my mother's brother'. At least one word borrowed from Tem
ne also contains the sound (as well as an initial vowel), alaxamU.Sa 'Thursday' 
(see (55) for a full display of the days of the week). 

One other alternation deserves mention, that between the voiced alveolar 
stop /d/ and the alveolar lateral /11. These are two well-established phonemes in 
the language, yet there are alternations such as those in ( 1 7). In the first two 
cases both forms were regarded as acceptable (free variants). 



(17) sMiyt I stliyt 
i-dwt I lilt 
1i I di 
ilil I idil 
ltli I deli 
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'mosque' ('place of prayer'(< Arabic sa/at 'prayer') 
'enter' (cf. Kisi: luri) 
'le-class NCM' (cf. Kisi: le?) 
'name' (cf. Kisi: dio) 
'regard, look at' 

Such alternations are common in Mande and even in Northern Branch lan
guages, where consonants often participate in an extensive system of consonant 
mutation or consonant alternation (see Childs 2003a:73-75). In Kisi there are 
phonological processes that change [1] to [d] after a nasal in certain environ
ments but no unconditioned lid alternations. In each case of an lid alternation in 
Mani, there are clues as to the original or earlier form. In the case of the borrow
ing, the clue is in the non-variant form in the source language. For three of the 
other alternating words, there are cognate forms in the related language Kisi. 
The consideration yields an earlier "1" for three words and a "d" for the other, 
i.e., no monotonic directional progression from one sound to the other can be 
stated. 

Before considering Mani vowels, one last phonetic comment should be made 
concerning Mani consonants with regard to pre-voicing or (word-level) pre
nasalization. Early on in the investigation many initial voiced consonants were 
transcribed as being pre-nasalized and some initial nasals were transcribed as 
being geminate. The phonetic detail, however, proved not to be significant and 
was ignored in later transcriptions. 

l. The vowels of Mani 

Mani has the symmetrical set of eight vowels given in Table 5. The seven peri
pheral vowels form a not unexpected pattern and the mid central vowel is not 
unusual, being found in the adjacent and related language Temne (Wilson 
1961b), to which many Mani speakers in Sierra Leone are switching or have 
already switched. Minimal pairs appear in (18). 

Table 5. Vocalic inventory 

front 

e 
e 

mid 

a 

back 

u 

0 

0 
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(18) /if vs. /e/: ci 'mortar' vs. ce 'IPF' 
wi 'die' vs. we 'bird' 

/e/ vs. /e/: ke 'see' vs. kt 'refuse' 
de 'cooked rice' vs. dt 'hole' 

lei vs. /a/: ctn 'think' vs. can 'tooth' 
ptn 'boundary'vs.pan 'moon' 

/~/ VS. /e/: COOt 'seat' VS. cern 'time' 
pant 'twins' vs. pen 'boundary' 

/~/ vs. /"/: t:;,k 'stwnp' vs. t5k 'tree' 
d5kal 'cultivate' vs. d5k6l 'bind' 

/~/ vs. /a/: t~k 'stwnp' vs. tak 'split' 
coo 'two' vs. can 'tooth' 

lui vs. /o/: bid 'one' vs. b6l 'head' 
pul 'ashes' vs. pol 'light' 

/o/vs. /"/: ko 'to' vs. k~ 'go' 
t6n 'few' vs. t5n 'bathe' 

/"/ vs. /a/: c6l 'night' vs. cal 'sit' 
t6n 'bathe' vs. tan 'rise' 

Generally speaking, the two highest vowels, front and back, are likely to be con
fused with each other because of their proximity in the acoustico-perceptual 
space.11 Both (/e/ and /o/) are closer than their cardinal counterparts and were 
often confused with /if and lui. Another source of confusion arises when the 
(non-low) peripheral vowels are heard before codas filled with sonorants, par
ticularly before nasals. All are perceptually lowered and perhaps centered as 
well. Thus, /e/ sounds like /e/ before /g/, for example, and lui sounds like /o/ 
before Ill, leading to some confusion: the first of the two sentences below, for 
example, was misheard as the second, even in an emphatic (stressed) context 
realized with a raised register, making the vowels more salient. 

(19) Vowel quality confusion before sonorants 

ka 10 di fyil 
u 10 di tyel 

'This place is far! ' 
'This place is cold!' 

Vowel length is not phonologically contrastive, despite the fact that vowels vary 
greatly in duration and long vowels are found in surface contexts. The low vow
el, inherently longer than higher vowels, is particularly prone to misinterpreta-
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tion as a long vowel, especially when closed by a nasal, where it is realized as a 
nasalized vowel with compensatory lengthening. Both ba1J 'hill' vs. ba1] 'bad' 
were originally transcribed with long vowels [baa]. Similarly vowels are 
lengthened before the palatal glide, e.g., the name "Boyo" [bOayo ], and 'spider' 
/sayeW [saayele]. I now tum to the individual vowels and their more prominent 
allophones. 

Iii: [i] [i ]. The high front vowel varies little and was rarely mistaken for any 
other vowel, except as noted above. 

/e/: [~ ], [e], [e1], [1], [~]. The higher mid front vowel has a slightly lowered 
variant, most commonly heard before nasals because of heavy (vowel) nasaliza
tion, the formant damping associated with the anticipatory lowering of the ve
lum. It can be easily misheard as lei before nasals. It also has a raised variant in 
many contexts that overlaps with allophones of Iii. In open syllables where it is 
lengthened, the phoneme has a slight offglide p]. 

I Ef: [ ~ ], [ e ], [ eJ]. The lower mid front vowel has a high variant that can be 
mistaken for lei even in open syllables. As with its higher counterpart it has an 
allophone with a slight offglide. Occasionally words normally produced with [e] 
will unpredictably feature[~], e.g., the copula IW was spoken as Bin a record
ing and corrected by the recorded speaker to [le] in the transcription process (yc 
11120104). Front-back alternations are rife in Kisi with respect to the non-low i
u, e-o, and e-~ pairs, especially in the verbal morphology. 

1-:J!: [i], [-:J]. The central vowel has at least two allophones, both of which can 
be heard in the word for 'lightning' mata/ [ mital]. The higher variant was heard 
in open syllables and before apicals and palatal stops. The lower and more 
common allophone was heard before codas ftlled with liquids or nasals and 
generally elsewhere. The central vowel never appears at the end of a word in an 
open syllable, and rarely as the first syllable in a disyllabic word without 1-:J! it
self in the second syllable. 

/a!: [a], [a.]. The low central unrounded vowel was rarely mistaken for any
thing else and was usually heard as the back rather than the front variant. 

/~/: [¥ ], [~], [-:J]. The lower mid back (rounded) vowel is not terribly rounded 
and certainly not as long as American English 1~1, occasionally sounding more 
like the unrounded 1-:JI. 

/o/: [u], [9 ], [o], [~]. This vowel was confused more often with its higher 
than with its lower back counterparts, as would be expected on the basis of the 
first three of its allophones. It was heard as the lower variant [ ~] before nasals or 
liquids. 

/u/: [u]. The high back vowel is rarely confused with other vowels, even be
fore nasals, as is also the situation with the high front vowel. There are, howev
er, several inexplicable alternations with the high front vowel (see the discus
sion of I e/ above). 
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Only a few diphthongs are phonemic in Mani: the three identified are all of 
limited distribution and all consist of a dynamic movement from the back to the 
front with no change in height: /oe/, he!, and /ui/. The first element is often real
ized as a labial velar glide [ w]. They appear as dialectal variants with single
speaker alternations as well, and are possibly relics of a former length distinc
tion which has since disappeared. 

3. Syllabic nasals 

In addition to the vowels discussed above, Mani has the syllabic nasals [qt Q g], 
appearing only, roughly speaking, in initial position. They serve primarily 1as 
noun class markers on nouns and dependent elements, or as subject markers on 
verbs. They also form parts of monomorphemic names and ideophones. They 
appear medially only in compounds and reduplicated forms. In the first pair of 
columns appear examples drawn from the noun class system, where the ma
class marker is a syllabic homorganic nasal. The second pair of columns con
tains examples containing the second-person singular pronoun, a syllabic nasal 
also homorganic with a following consonant. 

(20) Syllabic nasals 

ril.Mnt~ 'palm nut oil' ril.Mntt 'you met' 
mfal 'eyes' n. ook~l 'you made piles' 
mgb6l 'livers' g killiun6 'you nursed' 
n.sue 'pus' 
ncel 'climbing belts' m. Mnte 'Meet!' 
nyat 'body' n. ook~l 'Cultivate!' 
ndik 'hunger' lj killiun~ 'Nurse!' 
tlkonkogo 'sesame seed' 
gkbn 'dew' 

As noted in section 1 of this chapter, prenasalized stops are rare in initial posi
tion. Their distributional complementarity with syllabic nasals suggests a uni
fied treatment of the two but will not be pursued in detail here. The proposed 
analysis would see the vocalization of the nasal part of a prenasalized stop as a 
consequence of its initial position. The forms in (20), however, suggest their 
rather prosaic diachronic origin, as reduced forms of earlier CV morphemes, 
respectively, ma the noun class marker and m{) the 2SG pronoun. 

Further bolstering such an analysis are the distributional facts characterizing 
the emphatic marker. A revealing alternation appears between the emphatic 
marker /n/ in initial position and in final position (see 12 for discussion of its 
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function and distribution). One environment in which the marker can appear is 
before or after pronouns, which all take the form CV (see Table 7). When at the 
end of these pronouns, the pronoun fills the empty coda of such syllables (and is 
non-syllabic), but when it appears initially, it is always syllabic, although it can 
fill empty codas of preceding syllables and desyllabify (see section 3 of this 
chapter). 

(21) The phonology of the emphatic particle /nl 

rna (and) 
nua (and) 

lan 
lJ~ 

'it (emph)' 
'they ( emph)' 

vs. 
vs. 

'it' 
'they' 

In summary, then, a constraint seems to disallow initial prenasalized stops, and 
all nasals become syllabic in this position.12 





Chapter 3 
Prosody 

This chapter treats phonology larger than or "above" the single segment, i.e., 
suprasegmental or prosodic features. The first section discusses nasalization, 
and the next two treat syllable structure and phonotactics. The chapter then 
turns to tone and intonation. 

1. Nasalization 

In all cases vowels are nasalized when codas are filled with nasals and some
times the regressive or anticipatory process extends further, when the onset of 
the syllable contains a glide or /hi. At the same time, the final nasal may be lost. 
Rarely, however, does the bilabial /m/ disappear, as it did once variably in the 
second representation of phonemic /warn/ in the first line of (22). In this posi
tion only one other nasal is allowed to appear, realized variously as a velar or 
alveolar nasal, or simply as vowel nasalization. The /nl:/g/ contrast is neutral
ized here and /p/ is never present, even as a variant. This neutralized nasal was 
generally absent, as shown by the next three examples, often with compensatory 
vowel lengthening, as shown by the last two examples. 

(22) Regressive vowel nasalization [tones not shown] 

/warn! 
/tim/ 
/bin/ 
/nyenl 

[warn] I [wa] 
[til] 
[hi:] 
[nye:] 

'ten' 
'commit' 
'plank' 
'mouth' 

The leftward process of nasalization can extend one segment further beyond the 
nucleus to the onset when the onset is not consonantal, i.e., the onset is filled 
with one of the two glides /w/ and /y/ or with /hi. The examples in (23) show 
how nasality may spread from a coda nasal beyond the vowel to initial glides 
and initial /h/. The last two examples illustrate the lack of specification for /h/; it 
takes on the place of articulation of the following vowel when nasalized (if it 
did not have it already; see Ladefoged 2001 on American English /hi). Regres
sive nasalization on to /hi helps to explain some of the alternations between the 
palatal nasal and /hi discussed in the first section of this chapter. 
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(23) Regressive nasal assimilation back to initial glide and /hi (Tones not 
shown.) 

[w5n] 'blow on' /w~n/ 

/w~n~/ 

/yom/ 
/yant/ 

[gw5n~] I [w5n~] I [g5n~] 
[Yom] 

DEM 'this (person)' 
'fire' 

/yen/ <yen
/hunl 
/hin/ 

[Yant] 
[Ym] 
[Wi\n] 
[Yin] 

'baby' 
'whatNCM' 
'come' 
'lie down' 

Early on in the study of Mani, words with initial palatal glides were (mistaken
ly) transcribed with the palatal nasal [p.] when nasals appeared in their corre
sponding codas, a sound phonetically similar to [y]. 

2. Syllable structure 

The representation below shows the syllable types of Mani. Far and away the 
most common types are CV and CVC. In addition, single nasals may constitute 
a syllable with neither an onset nor a coda. Both syllabic nasals and V-only syl
lables are relatively uncommon, being found only as prefixed bound (grammati
cal) morphemes (see (20) for some examples of syllabic nasals). Also uncom
mon are syllables with two vowels, analyzable as diphthongs; there are no 
phonemically long vowels in Mani. A few vowels also occur as independent 
(grammatical) morphemes, e.g., pronouns. 

(24) Mani syllable structure: (C) V (C) 
N 

The initial consonant slot in CV(C) syllables can be filled with any consonant, 
except the prenasalized stops, and the V slot with any vowel, including the 
diphthongs (more below). 

There are a few complications to these generalizations. In a few words one 
of the two liquids may form part of the onset in a sequence that could be repre
sented as "CL". With regard to liquids in this position, the examples are few and 
inconclusive. In the cases identified, the cluster was of questionable status. One 
of the two words for 'red' was produced as [drt] 'red', but speakers also broke 
up the initial cluster with a vowel [diut]. The same alternation could be ob
served with the word for 'anus' [pre I pilre] and with a similar one for 'whirl
pool': [gblan I gbalan]. There were no initial attested monomorphemic conso
nantal sequences of CL without variation. 
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Diphthongs and occasional vowel sequences could also result in a surface 
cluster, i.e., a sequence of consonant-glide . The first vowel, i.e., before another 
vowel, was either [i] or one of the back (rounded) vowels, [u], [o], and [~]. 
When the vowel was [i], it palatalized preceding alveolar obstruents (see the 
discussion in section 1) and was occasionally realized as a palatal glide, e.g., kiu 
[kju] 'crocodile'. Subjects, however, never identified the palatal glide as an ap
proximant in this position but always as a vowel. When the vowel was one of 
the back rounded vowels, it could also be realized as a glide, in this case the 
labialvelar glide [w]. In only a few words, however, did subjects recognize the 
labialvelar glide as a phonemic glide rather than as a vowel, and then only after 
the velar: kwa 'oil', kwe 'take'. The few phonetic sequences of C[w], which 
subjects did not feel were sequences of CV, have been treated as consonant 
clusters, even though treating them as CC sequences complicates the statement 
of syllable structure in (24). In most cases the candidate glides were analyzed as 
vowels in this position. For example, the word for 'alcohol, palm wine' was 
heard as [mwe] but was phonemicized as /mMd. Similarly, the word for 'nose' 
/nui/ was produced as [nwi] and even [gwf]. 

Thus, in addition to initial /kw-/, Mani syllable structure allows for two dif
ferent vowels in the nucleus with limitations on what the first vowel can be. 
That first vowel can optionally change to a (phonetic) glide and both labialize 
and palatalize an initial segment. 

Codas. The following segments are found in syllable codas (a recapitulation 
and summary from the individual segment distribution statements in section 1): 

the nasals /m "n"/ (but not the nasal /p/) 
the voiceless obstruents /p ft s (f) kl (but not /c/) 
the prenasalized stops: /mp/ Inti and /gk/ 
the two liquids 11, r/ 

The alveolar and velar nasals do not contrast in syllable codas; "n" here repre
sents the neutralization of that contrast. 

These constraints on codas and onsets lead to specific consequences within 
the morpheme and beyond, as will be discussed in the following section on 
changes in syllable structure. Challenging these constraints on syllable structure 
are processes from the morphology and syntax, which operate to disrupt syllable 
structure. 

3. Syllable-structure changes 

This section discusses ways in which syllable structure changes in strings longer 
than the syllable. The twin functions of structure preservation (ease of percep-
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tion) and ease of articulation interact at one and the same time to produce 
strings acceptable to both speaker and hearer. The several phonological pro
cesses at work in Mani alter the syllabic status of existing segments, and add or 
delete segments, as presented in (25). 

(25) Syllable structure changing processes 

Epenthesis 
Resyllabification or syllable reorganization 

Word-initial syllabic nasals following words with empty codas 
- Coda nasal bleeding and compensatory lengthening 
- [1] gemination 

Contraction (function words combining) 

Probably the most universally common process is (vowel) epenthesis, the in
sertion of a vowel between disallowed consonant sequences. The most favored 
vowel is the central vowel [~],but the higher variant [i] also occurs, always with 
the same tone as the preceding vowel. Intervocalic sequences of consonants are 
separated by a short vowel. Even the ideophone yl:kta-yl:kta, used to character
ize (my) typing on a laptop, was produced as [yel.G~ta-ytHta]. Subjects insisted 
there was no vowel between the consonants despite the fact that the schwa is a 
phoneme in the language. 

More commonly than at the lexical level, consonant sequences at the phrase 
and clause levels were also broken up with vowels. The examples below show 
the range ofepenthetic vowels: [~]in (26a, c, d, and f); [i] in (26b, e, and g). 

(26) Epenthetic vowels between consonants 

Between morphemes within a word 
a. [l6Hl5k] 'play (pl)' (from l6k 'play') 
b. [yatldi] and [yatdi] 'has paddled' (from yat 'paddle' + di PERF) 

Between elements of a compound 
c. [sekt6l I sekat6l] 'ocean-going mullet' (from sl:k 'mullet' + ?) 

Between words 
d. n~k [a] ndya mbtn 

n. ~k n-dya n-bm 
2SG wash NCM-clothes NCM-old 
'Wash the old clothes!' (ab 7/22/2000) 
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e. visi ct w~~i lek [i] bid 
wis i -ct w~n~-i lek bUI. k~ hi 
animal NCM-DEF DEM-i hom one PRO have 
'This animal had one hom.' (ys 7/20/2000) 

By far the most common process, however, is resyllabification. As remarked in 
section 2, along with CV syllables, Mani favors CVC syllables. The strength of 
the coda position has been seen in a number of ways, as noted earlier in the dis
cussion of consonantal allophony (section 1). They are recapitulated here for 
convenience to introduce resyllabification by coda ftlling. 

(27) Coda strength 

Aspiration of final voiceless stops 
Glottal stops (phonetically) fill unoccupied codas 
Pre-nasalized stops and obstruents richly attested in codas 

One can see the process of coda-ftlling, albeit with the loss of a following seg
ment, as another way of fortifying the position (as well as decommissioning a 
marked syllabic type (syllabic nasals) in the most common manifestation of the 
process). Word-final empty codas are most often filled with a syllabic nasal, 
which loses its syllabicity (and tone) in the process, as shown in (28). 

(28) The filling of empty codas by following word-initial syllabic nasals 

le ggber ko coke > [leg gber ko coke] 
le n-gber ko coke 
stars NCM-plenty to sky 
'There are a lot of stars in the sky.' (as 7/2212000) 

nyeki nputUI. > [nyekig putw] 
nyeki n-putUI. 
seed NCM-rotten 
'The seeds are rotten.' (ab 7/2212000) 

The examples in (29) show an alternative strategy when the preceding word 
ends in a consonant: insert a schwa to create another syllable. 
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(29) Coda filling with epenthesis 

a. n.~k np~l peetira > 
n.-~k n-p~l pe ti-ra 
NCM-stick NCM-four rock NCM-three 
'four sticks and three rocks' 

b. mput mbOnu 
D.-put n-bOntig 
NCM-intestine NCM-large 
'large intestines' (om 7/23/2000) 

> 

[nt~k~ p~l peetira] 

[mput-~g bomu] 

The instability of the initial syllabic nasal can be seen in the following example 
in (30), where the noun class marker before 'one' completely disappears into 
the already filled coda of a preceding word. 

(30) [ntilin bill] 'one urine' 
n-tilin D.-bill 
NCM-urine NCM-one 

Ironically, a further step in the process is to eliminate the nasal consonant, leav
ing only traces in vowel nasalization and an extra-long vowel, as shown in (31a). 
Compensatory lengthening has already been mentioned in the discussion of 
vowel allophony, as part of a several stage process (section 2 of this chapter). 
Vowels and sometimes preceding glides and /hi are nasalized by a nasal in the 
coda (section 1). When the coda nasal is not lml, the nasal often disappears. The 
vowel is then lengthened to compensate for the loss of the nasal mora, as shown 
in (31a). In this case lengthening compensates for both the coda nasal and the 
initial syllabic nasal on the definite marker; the combining of the two is a pre
liminary step to the whole process. In the b. example vowel lengthening occurs 
when the coda [l] is absorbed by the following [l]-initial onset. (See also the 
preceding examples of coda filling and compensatory lengthening in this sec
tion.) 

(31) Compensatory lengthening 

a. [ rilp"ct gber kocoke] 
n-pag g-et gber ko coke 
NCM-moon NCM-DEF plenty to sky 
'The moons are many in the sky.' 



b. [paa-lika] 
pal li-kci 
sun NCM-OEM 
'that sun' (bs 7/21/00) 
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In (32) appear two examples showing coda filling, coda emptying, and compen
satory lengthening. That the initial syllabic nasal of the demonstrative has been 
resyllabified is shown by the nasalization of the preceding vowel, for nasaliza
tion proceeds leftwards from coda nasals. 

(32) Coda filling with compensatory lengthening 

m6 ilkaki > m6n kill > m~: kaki m6 it-k61 > m6it k61 > m~: k61 
m6 ilkciki m6 ilk61 
breast OEM breast OEM 
'this breast' 'that breast' (im 7/30/00) 

The example in (33) shows the operation of several different constraints. Epen
thesis takes place to break up the sequence [ sm] and resyllabification creates a 
new syllable with the epenthetic segment as the nucleus. The syllabicity of the 
initial syllabic nasal is lost as it fills the coda of the preceding (newly created) 
syllable. 

(33) Epenthesis+ resyllabification (nasalization not shown) 

igbOs mput 
i-gbOs 
NCM-odor 

m-put 
NCM-intestines 

'the smell of intestines' 

> igbOs [~] mput > igbOs~m put 

A final way in which resyllabification changes lexical structure is by gemina
tion. In the following example, the final [1] of 161 'sleep' geminates to ftll the 
empty onset of the following negative particle -tn. 

(34) Coda and onset building by /-gemination 

u Bl -m > u-BI-lm She isn't sleeping. 
3SG sleep NEG 

In addition to the processes already discussed, there are numerous instances of 
contraction involving function words, particles, pronouns, and the like. Mani 
tends to have a dense and explicit system of "reference tracking" (Comrie 2004) 
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and thus provides many function words in an utterance. For example, the focus 
particle often combines with following pronouns and 3SG function words often 
contract and even disappear. In (35a and b) are combinations of the focus par
ticle with two pronouns. In a sentential example (35c), the pronoun Band lSG 
ya are combined to form a single "word" ka. 

(3 5) Contractions of function words 

a. go 
FOC 

a > gwa 
lSG 

c. mani gba jka f6 
mani gbet k6 
Mani only PRO.FOC 

'I only speak Mani.' 

b. go wo > gwo 
FOC 3SG 

ya ro 
lSG speak 

Likely such processes as these and the frequency with which the 3SG subject 
marker is used are responsible for the absence of the marker in most positions. 

4. Tone 

Mani is a level-tone language with a high and a low tone. The high tone, espe
cially at the beginning of sentences, is commonly accompanied by a lengthening 
of the vowel with which it is associated and is often a (phonetic) rise. Both of 
these phonetic features can be found internally in a sentence but are infrequent. 
In addition, an open syllable with a high tone can be followed by a glottal stop. 
The high tone is the marked tone of the pair because of these features, and also 
because it is less common than the low tone. Impressionistically, the high tone 
has much greater prominence. The rising tone is not lexical, but may be found 
on initial syllables in the circumstances mentioned above. In syllables with two 
vowels, tones never differ. No lexical falling tone was recorded, except as a 
consequence of intonational contours such as a declarative final fall. 

The tone-bearing unit ("tbu") is the syllable nucleus, which at the lexical 
level is a single vowel (for the most part) or a syllabic nasal. Tone functions at 
the lexical level as is shown by the minimal pairs given in (36). 

(36) Lexical minimal pairs 

pa 'cut, sore' 
pa 'arm' 

t5k 
tok 

'wash' 
'tree' 

bali 
bali 

'for' 
'lack' 
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we 'fear' bOl 'head' kuti 'plow' 
we 'bird' b6l 'lie' kuta 'sp. fish' 

cu 'metal' mm 'down' kena 'please' 
cu 'mangrove' mm 'water' kena 'how' 

Tone also functions at the grammatical level. All verbs exhibit at least the two
way tonal contrast between the Hortative and the Perfective given in (37a). The 
examples in (3 7b) represent a three-way tonal contrast. The first two show the 
same contrast as in (37a). The third member of the second contrasting set in 
(37b) is provided by the marker of the non-finite form of the verb, usually u-, 
but here n-. The verb for 'stand' thus provides a bonus minimal triplet because 
the nominalizing prefix comes from the ma class, namely, the low-toned ho
morganic nasal prefix n-, segmentally identical to the 2SG subject marker. 

(37) Grammatical tone 

a. si f5 mani 
si f5 mani 
lPL speak Mani 
'Let us speak Mani!' 

b. mpo 
2SG.HORT stand 
'Stand up!' 

si f:S mani 
si f6 mani 
1 PL speak Mani 
'We have spoken Mani.' 

mpo m-po 
2SG stand.PERF 
'You have stood.' 

NCM-stand 
'standing I to stand' 

As is detailed in the chapter on verbal morphology (Chapter 7), tone is just one 
way of marking verbal contrasts. 

Two other tonal phenomena are of interest, High Tone Spreading (HTS) and 
the tonal polarity of the definite article. HTS causes one low tone to the right of 
a high tone to be raised; it applies across morpheme and some word boundaries. 
It is a widespread rule but not obligatory and doess not apply across major 
(phrase-level and above) syntactic boundaries. 

Within phrases, however, it operates freely, as is shown by the examples in 
(38). The first example in (38a) shows no tonal changes because all tones on the 
noun iyef!Jre 'rice flour' are low; the low-toned noun class marker (NCM) of the 
definite article remains low. In (38b) the tone of the same NCM is raised because 
the final tone on inok:Uluy 'dried rice' is high (tonal polarity is not shown). 
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(38) HIS: Spread a Hone tone-bearing unit to the right 

a. i -yeHre i-ce 
NCM-rice.flour NCM-DEF 

b. i-nokulug i-ce 
NCM-dry.rice NCM-DEF 

'the cooked rice flour' 

'the dried rice' 

The examples in (39) show the operation of the rule within the verb phrase. The 
first example in (39a) shows HIS spreading the final high tone of the verb woy6 
'send' on to the low-toned pronoun mi 'me'; but note the high tone of the defi
nite article ct does not spread on to the verb. The example in (39b) shows the 
spread in a similar context from the verb cap 'start' on tope 'again', but not 
from the high-toned verb tbk 'wash' on to the lexical direct object domo 
'clothes'. 

(39) a. be CE w~g6 mi uBgkobe 
be ce w~g:S mi u-Bgkobe 
chief DEF send lSG NCM-sheep 
'The chief sends me a sheep.' 

b. u cap pe hati t:Sk dom~ ti CE 
u cap pe hati t:Sk dOm~ ti -ct 
3SG start again for wash clothes NCM-DEF 
'He started washing the clothes again.' 

This tonal data provides some weak support for the pronoun following the 
verb's forming a tonal domain for the mark of the Perfective. Thus, there is 
some tonological evidence for the organization of the VP discussed in Chapter 10. 

The second tonal phenomenon of interest is the tonal polarity exhibited by 
the definite article (DEF) ce. When the preceding tone is low, the tone on the 
article is high, but if the preceding tone is low, DEF is high. Since DEF appears 
in limited syntactic contexts, the contrasts are few. DEF appears after the noun 
to which it refers and is prefixed by the noun class marker ("NCM") of that noun. 
Since all NCM's have low tones, there would not seem to be much opportunity 
for the article to exhibit its polarity. But there is one class which only optionally 
prefixes its NCM in such contexts, the w.? class. 

On the few occasions where the prefix is present for the w.? class, DEF will 
be high ( 40a), as it is with the other classes. Time words, which also show vari
able behavior with regard to NCM's also provide an opportunity for the tonal 
polarity of ce to exhibit itself: in example c., the tone on cbl 'night' is high and 
thus the tone on ce is low since there is no NCM to intervene. 
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( 40) Tonal polarity of ce with w~-class nouns 

a. w~-class NCM present: cilgk u-ce 'the fishing net' 
fishing.net NCM-DEF 

b. w~-class NCM absent: sa ct 'the dty season' 
dty .season 0-DEF 

kale£ 'the antelope' 

c. time words without NCMs: si we c61 ce 
si-we c61 ce 'We fear the night.' 
1PL-fear night DEF 

The example in (38b) would thus be more phonemically represented as below 
(without the operation of Tonal Polarity and HIR). See also the example in 
(39a) (be 'chief'), where the definite marker is high after a low-toned noun. 

(41) inokw~ ice 
i-nokulug 
NCM-dry.rice 

i-ct 
NCM-DEF 

'the dried rice' 

The polar tone of the definite article has at least one genetic parallel in South 
Atlantic. The definite article of Gola also has a tone opposite to preceding mate
rial (Sindlinger 1975:8). Although both Sherbro and Krim, two closely related 
languages, have a cognate definite article, there is no mention of a polar tone in 
what little has been written on those languages (Hanson 1979, Piehl 1972). 
(Another closely related language, Kisi, has no definite article.) Polar tones ap
pear elsewhere in Africa, having been reported in both Rausa (Newman 1999) 
and Dagaare (Anttila and Bodomo 2000). 

In the examples below both Tonal Polarity and HIS can be observed in 
(42b) In (42a) the NCM di- has a low tone. When di- is prefixed to the definite 
article ce and then follows sal, however, its tone is raised to H due to the pre
ceding high tone (HIS), thus determining the tone of the definite article as L 
(Tonal Polarity). 

( 42) Tonal polarity and HIS 

a. di-scil 
NCM-rainy.season 
'rainy season' 

b. sal di-ce 
rainy.season NCM-DEF 
'the rainy season' 
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Tonal polarity is impervious, however, to the tone of an epenthetic segment. 
The following example shows that epenthesis (here [a] between two voiceless 
obstruents) is a low-level phonetic process applying after tonal polarity in an 
ordered treatment. The low tone of the epenthetic vowel does not cause the tone 
of the definite article to be high (nor is it raised by the preceding high). 

(43) ukant + ce > ukant [a]ce 'the bicycle' 

As will be seen in Chapter 7 on verbal morphology, the Perfective is the only 
tonal inflection on the verb. It is a high tone assigned to the final syllable of the 
verb. In an autosegmental treatment it would have to be seen as being assigned 
from right to left. Notably, verb extensions (Chapter 8) can be suffixed to the 
verb and form part of the verb stem and provide a test for this interpretation. In 
three of six cases, the high tone is assigned to the syllable formed by the exten
sion, with the following qualifications for the other three. The high tone of the 
Perfective is never realized on the Completive extension (see the discussion 
around (257)). The Stative has its own (high) tone and the Plural is not relevant 
because of the reduplication. Thus, only the Causative, Middle, and Benefactive 
may be evaluated. The Benefactive receives the high tone in all cases, e.g., 
( 44a). Although the examples are few, both the Causative and Middle also allow 
the high tone of the Perfective to be realized on the new syllable their suffixa
tion has created, examples ( 44b) and ( 44c ). 

( 44) a. rilbom basane beet 
rilbom basa-ne be ce 
Mbom sweep-BEN chief DEF 
'Mbom swept for the chief.' (jd 11/27/04, 3/13/05) 

b. ya diri banan ce 
ya dir-i banan ce 
1 SG ripe-CS banana DEF 
'I made the banana ripe.' (ys 7/29/00) 

c. kel ce ce lanmn ko 16m ce 
kel ce ce lant-:ID ko 16m ce 
monkey DEF IPF hang-MID to tail DEF 
'The monkey was hanging by its tail.' (jd 2125/06) 

Thus we see some rather paltry evidence for the autosegmental assignment of 
tone. The only other evidence that appears is the high tone of the Perfective 
again will be realized on post-verbal pronouns after the verb (see Section 2). 
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5. Intonation 

This section presents a brief characterization of the intonation system of Mani 
by identifying and describing a few of the more common intonation contours. 
Generally speaking, intonational patterns in fluent speech tend to obscure or 
even neutralize lexical and even grammatical tonal contrasts. Both questions 
and focus constructions are notable in this regard. Often before ideophones, par
ticularly those with a raised register, tonal contrasts are particularly difficult to 
identify. After some preliminary comments on pausing, the first contour to be 
considered is that associated with simple declaratives. 

In longer utterances, particularly in elicitation contexts, pauses are inserted 
at major syntactic boundaries, e.g., at the end of a fronted (and focused) constit
uent (see section 2), and accompanied by a small rise in pitch. These may be 
what have been called "Continuative boundary tones" (Rialland and Robert 
2001 :924 ), described also as a pitch rise followed by a pause. 

Other places where speakers pause in a single clause are after a long subject 
NP and after the verb. In the two examples below in (45), the pause is indicated 
by a comma, as it is in following examples. A second pause appears after the 
verb in the second example, where it is followed by a lowered register, another 
optional feature after pauses. 

( 45) Pausing after a subject NP 

a. pUI.tict tanai, titilkUI. res 
pUI. ti-ct ta-nai, ti tilkUI. res 
ash NCM-DEF NCM-DEM NCP hot still 
'These ashes are still hot.' (bs 7 /22100; jd rev. 1129/05) 

b. wudi y~ai, le gbendi hi, nm ti nyol 
wu di-ya gat, le gbendi hi, nm ti-nyol 
death NCM-mother 3PL PRO finish hold year NCM-four 
'The death of their mother occurred four years ago.' Gd 12/8/04) 

Another place where pauses occur is after the verb, as shown in ( 46a and b) 
(and in (45b) above). A pause can appear after a simple verb with a pronominal 
subject, even with a direct object, as shown by the first example. When the verb 
is slightly more complex, as in ( 46b ), a pause is also possible after the verb. 
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( 46) Pausing after the verb 

a. nya si, n5 ct w~ne 
nya si n5 ce w~nt 

2PL know person DEF 3SG.this 
'You know this person.' (om 7/23/00) 

b. a gblndi te, c6ku ce 
a-gben-di te c5k 
1 SG-finish-CMP burn grass 
I burned the grass. (bs 7/23/00) 

u-ct 
NCM-DEF 

Pauses also appear after objects. The fall on kO 'to' in the closely transcribed 
line of (47a) is due to the rise of the preceding pause (w~ has a low tone lexical
ly as shown in the morpheme gloss line). In (47b) there is a pause not only after 
the object but also after the subject. 

( 4 7) Pausing after objects 

a. w~ pim rauw5, ko bb) 
w~ pim ra w~ ko beg 
3 SG scratch skin 3 SG to foot 
'He scratched the skin on his foot.' (bs 2/15/05) 

b. wantact, wo nye upele ce, ktkttO 
wanta ct wo nye u-pele ct ktktco 
girl DEF 3SG fan NCM-rice DEF now 
The girl is fanning the rice now. (jd 11116/04) 

More expected pauses appeared at higher syntactic boundaries, e.g., between 
clauses, with the same phonetic features and will not be discussed here. 

What is notable about these pauses is the presence of a slight rise, indicating 
that there is more to come. This is the same sort of prosody that is found after 
non-terminal items in a list and likely represents a very general, if not a univer
sal, phenomenon, e.g., Bolinger 1978. 

Commands (as illustrated in Chapter 7, section 5 on the Hortative) do not 
have an intonational pattern associated with them, although there may be an 
overall raised register and increased loudness depending on the context. 

Yes/no questions as in ( 48), however, do have a final rise. They also feature 
a question particle ya, which may be reduced to [i] (the first sentence in exam
ple (48b)). 
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( 48) Rising intonation for yes/no questions (glosses and analysis simplified) 

a. ka keltOn, B m5 ki ya 
ka kat6n B m5 ki ya 
in Caton, PRO 2SG here Q 
'Are you staying here in Caton?' (jd 2/19/05; 3/12/05) 

b. mo soma seki 
mo soma sek -i 
2SG chew mullet-i 
'Do you munch mullet?'13 

c. la ga cike ko kabmdO ya 

rm ya soma ftk 
rm ya soma 
yes lSG chew 
'Yes, I munch mullet.' 
(bs 7 /15/00; jd 3/5/05) 

la nya cike ko kabendo ya 
PRO 2PL bring from Kabendo Q 

sek 
mullet 

'Did you (pl) bring news from Kabendo?' (jd 2/6/05; 3/6/05) 

There is also a vocative contour. The last syllable is lengthened and associated 
with a sustained final H, much like a raised register (said to be common cross
linguistically (Ladd 1996), (Rialland and Robert 2001 :915) 

Although no instrumental measurements have been made, the gradual nar
rowing of the pitch range over the course of the utterance is notable, as is the 
general fall of the absolute pitch. This fall culminates in a terminal fall, which 
often obscures tonal contrasts on the final syllable. 

Specific contours are also associated with various discourse particles which 
are discussed in Chapter 4, section 12. 





Chapter 4 
Word categories 

Mani has at least the word categories of nouns and verbs.14 Adjectives are few 
and many of their functions are found in verbs. Locatives and time words are 
often transparently related to nouns, as are postpositions. Prepositions usually 
have no specific (lexical) meaning. Manner adverbs are also relatively few in 
number but are supplemented by ideophones. In addition, Mani has a large 
number of pronouns and other deictic expressions. 

1. Nouns 

Nouns are much less restricted with regard to their phonological form than 
verbs. Aside from a minimality constraint of all nouns being at least CV, no 
other constraints restrict the form of a noun, besides the generally applicable 
phonotactic constraints ofthe language as a whole. 

Criterially nouns participate in the noun class system (see Chapter 6). This 
membership can have consequences for the form of the noun itself, generally in 
the form of a prefix identifying the class to which the noun belongs. Table 6 
shows some of those prefixes. 

Table 6. Some nouns with their noun class prefixes 

di ' -wu 

NCM-fimeral 

'fmeral' 

it-wil 

NCM-fimeral 

'funerals' 

u-pa 
NCM-hand 

'hand' 

ti-pa 
NCM-hand 

'hands' 

~-kwa 

NCM-fat 

'fat, grease' 

Noun class membership has consequences for the syntax in that dependent ele
ments are prefixed with a concord element determined by the class of the noun 
on which they are dependent. Nouns, however, are not always prefixed with 
their noun class markers in such contexts (represented by the O's below). 

< 49) o-J5k u-bw 
fowl NCM-one 
'one fowl' 

o-km di-doiya 
knife NCM-sharp 
'sharp knife' 
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n-tilig n-c~ 
NCM-urine NCM-two 
'two urines' 

ti-fltk ti-dentt 
NCM-flag NCM-white 
'white flags' 

In fact, w~-class nouns generally appear without a preftx and their depen-dents 
also without a preftx, as shown in (50). 

(50) w~-class nouns not showing concord 

b6k6l6 wil 
throat long 
'long throat' 

nan bOmu 
footprint big 
'big footprint' 

domo dente pt-t-t 
shirt white IDPH 
'really white shirt' 

Despite this fact, such words belong to this class since they satisfy all other cri
teria: w~-class plural forms of these nouns show concord, they behave syntacti
cally like nouns, etc. 

Nouns constitute a prototypical category with a number of less prototypical 
members. One such peripheral category is time words, which may be analyzed 
as nouns on the basis of their being sometimes prefixed with i- (the noun class 
marker of the nye class). Nonetheless they are used adverbially to indicate the 
time at which something occurred. 

(51) Time words with the i- preftx 

i-nag 'today' 
i-pal 'day, afternoon' 
i -so 'morning' 
i-yi::k 'day after tomorrow' 
i -pag 'moon' 
i-c:Sli 'all night' 

It is not always the case, however, that time words have the preftx, e.g., c6l '(at) 
night', nor is it always true that words with the preftx will have it in all contexts. 
Compare the examples in (52a and b). 

(52) Time words with and without a NCM 

a. a Blm inag ic:Sli 
a Bl-tn inag i-c:Sli 
lSG sleep-NEG today NCM-night 
'I didn't sleep last night.' Gd 1124/05) 



b. u ce tir4J nag c51 
u ce tirig nag c51 
3SG IPF snore today night 
'He was snoring last night.' Gd 3/13/05i5 

Some time words never have a prefix. 

(53) gbm 
laciptwt 
conk 

'tomorrow' 
'long ago' 
'three days hence' 
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Other time words, including those listed without a prefix are discussed below in 
section 8. 

2. Names 

Because they function syntactically like nouns but possess no nominal mor
phology, names may be considered another such peripheral category. Names 
have a phonology (along with ideophones) somewhat different from nouns (see 
Nemer 1987 for examples from nearby and genetically related Temne). 

Names may be longer than most nouns and may be compounds, e.g., 
kUnibimduba, to1)k:Oya. 
Syllabic nasals occasionally have a lexical high tone in names, ntilma, ljkUni. 
Names may have long vowels, e.g., kaabo, ki:m66. 

Place names occasionally have a special syntactic feature attributable to their 
derivational history (see section 1.5 for some historical insights garnered from 
Mani place names). Those derived from Mani with the locative preposition kO 
as the first part of the name do not require the general locative preposition in 
locative constructions. The first example in (54) illustrates a place name without 
the incorporated preposition ko, and thus requiring a preposition. The second 
shows a place name with the incorporated preposition and thus without the 
preposition. 

(54) a. ya k5n ko benti 
ya k~ ko benti 
lSG go to Benty (from mbenci 'you have to come with') 
'I'm going to Benty.' Gd 1123/05) 
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b. ya k5n kweg bcil 
ya Bn ko-i-gbal 
lSG go to-NCM-Guinea.plurn 
'I'm going to Kigbali (place of the Guinean plums).' Gd 1123/05) 

Other names have been borrowed and typically exhibit some phonological ir
regularities. For example, names for the days of the week are all borrowed from 
Temne except 'Friday', which comes directly from Soso. (Cf. comparable terms 
from Arabic in the leftmost column.16 

(55) The days of the week 

Mani Temne Arabic 
Saturday simiti asimiti Yaurnus Sabt 
Sunday lahati alati Yaumul Ahad 
Monday ti:tnl: atenl: Yaurnul Ithnain 
Tuesday alata atalata Yaurnuth Thulatha 
Wednesday arab a arab a Yaurnul Arbiaa 
Thursday alaxamu.sa alaxamusa Yaurnul Khamees 
Friday arime ayuma Yaurnul Jurnuah 

Two notable irregularities are the long vowel in 'Monday' and the voiceless 
velar fricative in 'Thursday' (a regular phoneme in Soso, the language to which 
Mani speakers have switched). 

The full complement of temporal expressions is discussed in Chapter 8 on 
adverbs. 

3. Pronouns 

It is something of an understatement to say pronouns are used prolifically in 
Mani. Any examination of a naturalistic Mani text (see Appendix 1: Texts) or 
participation in a normal conversation will reveal just how widely used they are. 
Pronouns are used in expected ways to make reference to nouns and the like, 
but also to make reference to virtually any other constituent, except purely 
grammatical items. Across sentences the references back to what has happened 
and perhaps back to a participant, certainly the one if not the other, abound. 
There are repetitions of references, and both commonly used emphasis and fo
cus constructions require pronouns, as do relative clauses and almost any other 
(mostly clause-)linking mechanism, e.g., see the discussion around (139) for a 
correlative use of pronouns. Several conjunctions are composed of what look to 
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be pronouns (see Table 17. Conjunctions). Multiple pronouns in the same sen
tence can refer to the same entity. 

Impressionistically on the basis of analyzing a number of texts, information
packaging in Mani is done in terms of relatively discrete chunks with one new 
piece of information per chunk. These chunks are linked to each other by pro
nouns. If there were an index of such linking, the extent to which adjacent 
chunks are related, Mani would have a very high one, with most of the work 
being done by pronouns. To analyze the language, then, let alone to understand 
and speak it, requires some control over a myriad of pronoun uses. A more de
tailed analysis is needed to survey and analyze their many functions. 

This section examines personal pronouns, noun class pronouns, demonstra
tive pronouns, and "other" pronouns. There is some overlap in the first two cat
egories since the third person pronouns are the same as the W.?- and ya-class 
pronouns. Whether subject and even object pronouns constitute what is called 
"markers" in the Africanist literature is a question that is discussed in both 
Creissels 2005 and Creissels, Dimmendaal, Frajzyngier, and KOnig 2008. The 
practice here has been to call agreement morphemes on dependent elements and 
on most nouns as "markers" and the often formally distinct forms used pronom
inally but also as subjects and as objects as "pronouns", even when these forms 
appear, e.g., within a split predicate. 

3.1 Personal pronouns 

Table 7lists the personal pronouns ofMani. A few explanatory comments need 
to be made. All but the last column illustrate the pronouns used in a major syn
tactic environment. The rightmost column contains the "emphatic" pronouns. 
Formally, these are subject pronouns with a final nasal, which is likely a re
duced form of -ni:, related to the near demonstrative of identical form. When the 
emphatic forms are used for subjects, they are often followed by a brief pause 
and the regular subject markers before the verb (see example 351 for one use of 
the emphatic form in topicalizing constructions followed by a similar pause). 
Thus, the use of these pronouns has more pragmatic than grammatical motivation. 

The subject markers (SM) are found obligatorily before the verb in all tenses 
but one. ("Tense" is used here and elsewhere in the Africanist way as a cover 
term for all Tense-Mood-Aspect-Polarity distinctions, e.g., Welmers 1973.) The 
subject pronouns (SUBJ) replace them in only one tense, the Habitual, and there 
receive a high tone. These pronouns are also used with stressed subjects, in con
junction with (following) subject pronouns, sometimes with the emphatic mark
er. Because the SM are inseparable from the verbs they proceed, there is some 
evidence for considering them as prefixes on a par with the prefixed noun class 
markers (NCM) of the noun class system. 
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Table 7. Personal pronouns 

SM SUBJ OBI POSS FOCUS EMPH 

lso a ya mi mi mi yB.n/yant 

2so it mo mo mo mo m6n/m6ni: 

3SG u wo wo wo wo w6n/w6ne 

lPL si si bin bin bin sin/ sine 

2PL nya nya nya nya nya nyan I nyant 

3PL lJa lJa lJa lJa lJa !Jan 1 !Jam: 

These pronouns also appear in focus constructions and are the basis for the em
phatic forms (EMPH) in the last column. The object pronouns are found in non
subject positions and differ in only two persons (1SG and 1PL) from the subject 
pronouns. In all cases the possessive pronouns are identical to the object pronouns. 

There is, however, some variation in the forms ofthe 2PL and 3PL pronouns. 
To start with, the palatal nasal of the 2PL pronoun is often replaced by the velar 
nasal, and a few times vice-versa: the 3PL pronouns were produced with a pala
tal nasal replacing the velar nasal. The alternation between these two nasals is 
discussed in some detail in section 1 on consonants. Furthermore, the 1PL pro
noun hin was produced as [nyiit] by several speakers; section 1 also treats this 
alternation. Finally, subjects used both [hi] and [si] for the 1PL subject pronoun. 

3.2 Noun class pronouns 

Noun class pronouns are independent words of relatively free distribution, as 
are their personal pronoun counterparts. They occur in all positions in which 
nouns appear, limited only by their semantics and pragmatics. 

Table 8 displays the noun classes ofMani. Rough semantic characterizations 
for the noun classes appear in the rightmost column. Note that there is overlap, 
as with most Niger-Congo noun class systems, between the third person person
al pronouns and the W{)/1)a (animate sg/pl) classes. In addition, the sa class con
tains many animal plurals and uses the a-class pronoun 1Ja. In the third column 
are the "subject markers" or SM; they have roughly the same distribution as their 
counterpart in the personal pronouns and for that reason they are given that 
name here. They also appear as agreement markers before adjectives and the 
like, where they take the same form. As can be seen from a comparison of the 
first two columns, it is the pronouns unmarked for tone that serve as the refer
ence name for each class, except for the sa class, which has the same pronoun 
as the 1Ja class. 
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Table 8. Notm. class prononns 

PRO NCM Semantic characterization 

Class 

W;:> wo a many sg, human beings ( cf. 3so in Table 7) 

1Ja ga a human plurals ( cf. 3PL in Table 7) 

si ga si/a animal plurals 

le le di small misc. class 

nye nye large misc. class, sg and pl 

Ia til 1i inanimate plurals 

ma rna it collectives, liquids, some plurals 

pe pi: pi indefinite 

Speakers are inclined to use the 3SG and 3PL personal pronouns (corresponding 
to wo- and ya-class pronouns) in place of the agreeing noun class pronouns, es
pecially in the case of animate entities. This phenomenon is discussed as "ani
mate concord" below on p. 124 and following. See also the discussion of sub
ject pronouns as part of the tense system in Chapter 7. 

The next set of pronouns to consider is the demonstratives. 

3.3 Demonstrative pronouns 

Mani has a rich inventory of demonstratives, allowing speakers to make refer
ence to entities near and far in a number of ways. Moreover, these demonstra
tives are supplemented with the locative deictics 'here' and 'there' to increase 
the richness of the distinctions that can be drawn, although the precise condi
tioning factors are difficult to identify. 

Demonstrative pronouns are formed by prefixing a noun class pronoun to 
one of the two elements shown in the first two lines of Table 9. Roughly speak
ing, the first one, the demonstrative suffix -na or -n!J, is used for close referents 
(physically or metaphorically) and -ne is used for more distant ones. In addition, 
the locatives ki ('here') and k61 ('there'), shown in the next two lines, can be 
used independently for near and far deixis, or in conjunction with one of the 
other demonstratives to supplement the system. The second column contains a 
rough semantic characterization, and the third some brief comments on morpho
syntax. 
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Table 9. Mani demonstratives 

PronoWlS 

Locative adverbs 

-nit I -no 
-n£ 

ki 

k61 

'this/these', near, proximal 

'that/those', far, distal 

'here', proximal 

'there', distal 

prefixes PRO 

prefixes PRO 

follOWSDEM 

follOWSDEM 

With regard to the proximal demonstrative -na, the form -nb appears as a possi
ble vowel harmonic variant after the pronouns wo (3SG and u class) and kO (IN
DEF): thus, wonb 'this one (person)' and kOno 'this one (indefinite, anything)'. 

In (56) appear some examples of ma-class demonstrative pronouns. 

(56) a ke mana I a ke mane 
a ke ma-na I a ke ma-ne 
lSG see PRO-DEM I lSG see PRO-D EM 
'I saw this (ma class).' I 'I saw that (ma class).' 

Despite the fact that ki and k61 appear in the same position immediately after the 
noun class pronouns, they are free morphemes not bound to the pronouns; the 
suffixes -na/-nb and -ni: are bound morphemes. That the former should be seen 
as separate words and not as forms prefixed with the pronouns on a par with -na 
and -ne is based on their appearance elsewhere as separate words with meanings 
of'here' and 'there'. 

In (57a) appear examples of ki and k61 used alone with the noun class pro
nouns. When used by itself the form ki has a proximal sense (translated below 
as 'here'), but that distance may be real or metaphorical and thus the form is 
used after both the proximal and distal demonstratives (57b). The form k61 per
forms much the same duty with a distal meaning ('there' in (57c)). The two can 
even be used together in either order (57 d). 

(57) Demonstratives ki and k61 

a. a ke maki I a ke mak61 
a ke rna ki I a ke rna k61 
lSG see PRO here I lSG see PRO there 
'I saw this (nearby).' I 'I saw that (far away).' 

b. a ke mana ki I a ke mane ki 
'I see this here.' I 'I see that here.' 
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c. a ke mana k6l I a ke mane k6l 
'I see this one there.' I 'I see that one there.' 

d. a ke ma-k6l ki I a ke ma-ki k6l 
'I see that one here.' I 'I see this one there.' 

The demonstrative pronouns appear in all nominal environments; some repre
sentative examples are given in (58). The first example (58a) contains the far 
demonstrative -ni, and the (58b) example has -ni with ki. 

(58) Demonstratives from other classes in context 

a. yaclass: anyam~gana 

a-nya m~ ga-na 
NCM-family 2SG 3PL-DEM 
'These are your relatives (your family).' (jd 1/30105) 

b. nye class: imam nytki 
i-mam nyt-ki 
NCM-tear PRO-DEM 
'Those are tears.' (jd 1217104) 

Demonstrative pronouns can be differentiated from the demonstrative adjectives 
in a number of ways in addition to the syntax as exhibited in (58). Demonstra
tive adjectives can appear only after a noun and always prefix a noun class 
marker, rather than a noun class pronoun. Demonstrative pronouns can also ap
pear after nouns in a similar context with much the same meaning, but only if 
the nouns are followed by the definite article ce, as shown in (59). There is often 
a pause after the first part of the construction, as indicated in the first line ofthe 
ti-class examples by a comma. The presence of this break underscores the dis
junctive constituency. 

(59) Demonstrative pronouns after nouns 

ti class: bm-ti-ct, tana I btn-ti-ct, tan£ 
bm ti-ce tana I ben ti-ce tan£ 
foot NCMta -DEF DEMta I foot NCMta-DEF DEMta 

'these feet' I 'those feet' 

nu tic£, tana I nu tice, tan£ 
nu ti-c£ tana I nu ti-ct tan£ 
ear NCMta-DEF DEMta I ear NCMta-DEF DEMta 
'these ears' I 'those ears' 
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pwtite tarui, tirukw res 
pw ti-c£ tina ti-tUkUl res 
ash NCMta-DEF DEMta NCMta-hot still 

wo class: 

1Ja class 

'These ashes are still hot.' (bs 7122/00) 

ran6 ce wono I ran6 ce wont 
nino ce wono I ran6 ce 
farmer DEF DEMw~l farmer DEF 
'this farmer' I 'that farmer' (jd 8110105) 

arace gana 
a-ra 
NCM!Ja-farmer 
'these farmers' 
arace gane 
a-rei a-ce gane 
NCM!Ja-farmer NCM!1a -DEF DEM!Ja 
'those farmers' (jd 8110105) 

3.4 Indefinite and locative pronouns 

wont 
DEMw~ 

In addition to personal pronouns, noun class pronouns, and demonstrative pro
nouns, Mani has a few other words that can also take the place of nouns. Pro
nouns discussed in this section show some features as defmed morphosyntacti
cally within the noun class system. Nonetheless, they are analyzed here as 
pronouns because they do not have all features of a noun. The two examples in 
(60) show how the pronoun replaces a noun even when its antecedent occurs in 
the immediate context. In (60a) it functions as the subject marker; it also substi
tutes for the expected agreeing (wo-class) pronoun wb before the demonstrative. 
In the second b. example it replaces ma of the first ( 60b) example, and in fact 
was the first choice when a replacement for the noun was sought. The second 
example in (60b) shows the noun (variably) replacing the expected pronoun ma. 
In the (60c) example it was the only pronoun used when a pronominal form was 
sought as the subject for two negative sentences. (60d) also features a demon
strative, but this time the distal !cine, and the pronoun as a subject marker mak
ing reference to uct 'tree'. What would be more expected here in the positions 
of B are the wo-class dependents showing concord with the noun 'tree'. Thus, 
the demonstrative would then be wbne and the verb would have thewo-class 
subject marker u (or 0). 
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(60) The indefinite pronoun JiJ 

a. upM uce Bn~ k~ bi sisu 
u-pM u-ce B-n~ k~ bi 
NCM-net NCM-OEF PRO-dem PRO have 

si-su 
NCM-fish 

'The fishing net has fish.' (bs 712212000) 

b. rilp~ usurun ct I rilp~n k~ I rilp~n rna 
ri-p~n n-surun ct I ri-p~n k~ I ri-p~n rna 
sm-throw NCM-pestle OEF I sm-throw PRO I sm-throw PRO 
'Throw the pestle!' I 'Throw it!' I 'Throw it!' (jd 1130105) 

c. upMt CE ustk!ll 
u-pett ce 
NCM-rice OEF 

u-stHl 
NCM-dry 

'The rice is drying.' 

k~ stHlm I k~ cen ilstHl 
k~ stHl-m I B ce-m u-sekal 
PRO dry-NEG I PRO aux-NEG NCM-dry 
'It is not dry.' I 'It is not dry.' (jd 2129105) 

d. ~k uct k~ne k5 bi t~k vil 
~k u-ct k~-ne k~ bi 
tree NCM-OEF OEM PRO have 

mgk wil 
root long 

'That tree has long roots.' (ab 7122100) 

Another versatile pronoun is the indefinite pronoun Ia, used in much the same 
way as B, for non-animate indefinites. As with other pronouns, it can serve as 
a subject (61a), as part of a demonstrative (61b), in (61c) as a predication, in 
(61d) as an object, and in (61e) as an object within a "split predicate", roughly 
speaking, a tensed preverbal element, the whole structure often referred to as 
S-Aux-0-V-X (see Chapter 10). 

(61) The indefinite pronoun Ia 

a. la bien den6den 
la hi-m den6den 
PRO have-NEG nothing 
'It doesn't matter.' 
(jd 1123105) 

b. cern r5k lJ~ la ki 
cern r5k lJ~ la-ki 
time harvest FOC OEM 
'It is now time for harvesting.' 
(jd 1122105) 
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c. p6t6n~ n~ dintt w~ la 
p6t6n~ n~ dintt w~ la 
European person white 3SG PRO 
'The European is a white person.' Gd 12/10104) 

d. ril mimi la e. yala M 
ril mimi ta ya la M 
2SG repeat PRO 1 SG PRO be.able 
'Repeat it!' Gd 11115104) 'I can do it.' (fc 7115104) 

Furthermore, the pronoun may combine with the demonstrative suffixes to form 
near and far indefinite demonstratives. 

(62) a ke lana 1 a ke lane 
1 SG see dem I 1 SG see dem 
'I saw something nearby.' I' ... far away.' Gd 8110105) 

A second pro-form introduced in the preceding section is the locative /3, taking 
the place of any locative expression but also serving as an indefinite pronoun 
when the antecedent place is not specified or unknown. In (63a) the pronoun 
replaces a prepositional phrase. In the (63b) example, the location is specified 
explicitly, immediately following H (and the negative particle). In the (63c) ex
ample the antecedent (Benty, a town in Guinea) had been specified in the pre
ceding sentence. 

(63) The locative pro-form 10 

a. ko kyamp B diwil 
ko kyamp B di-wil 
to Freetown PRO NCM-far 
To Freetown is far. Gd 8110105) 

b. n5 ce Bn ko kile 
n5 ce B-en ko kil-e 
person COP PRO-NEG to house-inside 
There is no one there in the house. Gd 12/7104, rev 2/20105) 

c. a w:Sn B pace 
a w5n B pace 
1SG come there day.before.yesterday 
I came there [to Benty] the day before yesterday. Gd 11127104) 
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The examples in (64) show how ld is closer to a pronoun (64a) than to a 
simple locative adverb 'there', as is kOlin (64b). Pronouns move "inside", i.e., 
between the two parts of such predications ( aux-verb or verb-verb). Here both ld 
and the pronoun mi 'me' precede the verb li:nyi 'greet', where the adverb kOl is 
not allowed. (64c) shows the place of kOl after the (second) verb or "outside". 
The movement to a position before the verb is available only to pronouns. 

(64) The locative ld as a pronoun, the locative k61 as an adverb 

a. ii ko mi B lenyf 
ii ko mi B lmyf 
2SG go 1 SG loc visit 
'You go (come) visit me there (my house)!' 

b. *ii ko mi kollmyi 
*ii ko mi k61 lmyi 
*2SG go 1 SG adv visit 
*'You go (come)visit me there (my house)!' 

c. n. B mi lmyi k61 
ii ko mi lenyi k61 
2SG go 1SG visit there 
'You go (come) visit me there (my house)!' (jd 2118/05) 

Nonetheless, it does not have all properties of pronouns: the locative does not 
combine with the demonstrative suffixes, as do some of the other indefinite 
pronouns. 

(65) *a ke Bno 1 *a ke Bna 

Another pronoun is the indefinite personal pronoun pi, peripherally part of the 
noun class system (pi class; see Chapter 6). The first example in (66) shows the 
pronoun in the singular, the second as a plural with the ya-class NCM; ya-p£: 
with the noun class pronoun is also possible. 

(66) The indefinite pronoun pi 

pe k6m mi ko fOB 
pe k6m mi ko fOB 
PRO bear 1 SG to world 
'Someone born (gave birth to) me into the world.' (om 7/23/00, jd 8/8/05) 
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a pt t~wul5 w~ centa 
a pt ~gww5 w~ cenca 
NCM PRO bury 3SG yesterday 
'They buried him yesterday.' Gd 11/28/04) 

3.5 Reflexivity and reciprocity 

Two other functions which are often handled by pronouns are reflexivity and 
reciprocity. Mani uses single forms, showing no inflection to perform these 
functions, although the reflexive may be interpreted as doing so. Mani has a 
reflexive morpheme yett, translated 'self', which is followed by a personal pro
noun, much in the same way pronouns follow nouns when used as possessives. 
The form used here is undoubtedly related to the word yet£: 'body', a not un
common development, the reflexive often coming from such a source in African 
languages (Heine and Kuteva 2002).17 

(67) The reflexive function in Mani 

yttt-mi 
yttt-m~ 

yttt-w~ 

'myself' 
'yourself' 
'3SG-self' 

yett-nyi 
yett-nya 
yett-ga 

Some sentential examples of the reflexive follow in ( 68). 

(68) Sentential examples ofthe reflexive 

a. laggban uce ilmara yetro 
laggban u-ce u 
adult.male NCM-DEF 3SG 
'The man loved himself.' 

b. a ke yetemi ko bilnt ce 

mara 
love 

a ke yae-mi ko bilnt cf: 

yttt-w~ 

REFL-3SG 

1 SG see REFL-1 SG to pool DEF 

'ourselves' 
'yourselves' 
'themselves' 

'I saw myself (my reflection) in the pool (of standing water).' 
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c. ga tiyt yettga imeki gwaa g b6 ko g bag ce 
ga tiyt yett-ga u-neki 
3PL feel REFL-3PL NCM-hurt 
gwa a gbe ko gbcig ce 
when 3PL walk to sword.grass DEF 
'They hurt themselves when they walked through the sword grass.' (jd 
12/13/04) 

The post-verbal morpheme nin expresses reciprocity ('each other') with plural 
subjects but without a following personal pronoun. The first example in (69a) 
shows the form with the 1PL pronoun and the second contrasts a roughly com
parable sentence involving two singular pronouns without the reciprocal. A 
comparison here reveals that the singular object pronoun m!J appears before the 
verb (a criteria! feature for pronouns), as does not the reciprocal. The two ex
amples in (69b) illustrate how the form is used with the other plural pronoun 
subjects (2PL and 3PL). 

( 69) The reciprocal nin 

a. si pe ke nin tcina 
1PL again see RECIP later 
'We will see each other later.' 

b. nya ke nin 
2PL see RECIP 
'You (pl) will see each other.' 

ya m~ pe ke 
1 SG 2SG later see 
'I will see you later.' 

ga ke nin 
3PL see RECIP 
'They will see each other.' 
(jd 12/13/04) 

The reciprocal has a possible cognate in the noun stem nin 'people'. 

4. Numbers 

The numbering system below twenty is base five or 'hand'-based, although 
there is a separate word for 'ten'; it is not 'two fives'. Thus, 'six' is 'five plus 
one', 'eleven' is 'ten plus one', and 'sixteen' is 'ten plus five plus one'. 

Numbers twenty and above are based on twenty (a "vigesimal" system). 
Thus, 'thirty' is 'twenty plus ten', 'forty' is 'two twenties', and so on. This same 
organization is found in related Temne (Kamarah 2006), Kisi (Childs 1995), 
Born and Kim (Childs 2012; see Wilson 1961a). 

Low numbers prefix a concord marker showing agreement with the noun 
they modify. The wo class, as illustrated with the singular of 'arm' in the first 
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Table 10. Mani numbers 1-20 

ninbw wam-rn'l-bw 11 (10 and 1) 

nine~ 2 wanuc~ 12 

1'linra 3 wa.nura 13 

nii.Jnyb1/ ninyb1 4 w8rn'my61 14 

niman 5 w8.rn'Jm8n 15 

menbw 6 (5?+ 1) wam-rn'l-mrn-bUJ. 16 (10-and-5-1) 

mrnc~ 7 wim:UmrncaiJ 17 

mtnra 8 wim:Umtnni 18 

mtnnyb1 9 wim:Umtnnyb1 19 

warn 10 lltOIJ 20 

line of the first column, is exceptional in this regard, having no concord marker; 
it contrasts with 'water', a ma-class noun in the second column, where 'one' has 
the ma-class prefix n-. (See Chapter 6 for a full discussion of the morphosyntax 
of the noun class system.) 

Table 11. Agreement (''NCM'') on numeral adjectives 

pa bw 'one arm' mmit-bw 'one water' 

arm 0-one water NCM-one 

pa ti-c~ 'two arms' mmit-c~ 'two waters' 

arm NCM-two water NCM-two 

pa ti-m 'three arms' mmit-ra 'three waters' 

:PR ti-nyo1 'four arms' mmit-nyo1 'four waters' 

pa ti-man 'five arms' mmit-man 'five waters' 

Numbers above 'five' are less regular in their agreement patterns. The entire 
number will be prefixed when below 'ten', as in (70a), and the low number 
forming the second part of the compound, as in (70b ), when the number is 
above '10'. 

(70) a. pokarui merura 
o-pokan 
(nc~a-)man 

a-man-ra 
NCM!1a-five-three 

'eight men' (om 7/23/00) 
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b. ti-pel 
ti-pel 

wanim-ti-cag 'twelve eggs' (om 7/23/00, jd 8/11105) 
wanim-ti-cag 

NCMta-egg ten-NCMta-two 

Not all nouns show such agreement. 

(71) c:Sl col ra 
night three night 

'night' 

c:Sl bill 
night one 
'one night' 

coldn 
night two 
'two nights' 'three nights' (jd 1122/05) 

The alternative words for '100' in Mani illustrate two consequences of what 
happens when one language is under pressure from another, namely, both for
mal borrowing and borrowing of a semantic structure or calquing. The first 
word, ki:me, comes directly from Soso, the main language pressuring Mani. The 
Soso word for '100' is found widely in nearby Mande languages (cf. Maninka 
ki:me) and is linked to the word for 'stone'. The alternative Mani form for' 100' 
is pe identical with the Mani word for 'stone'. 

Table 12. Mani numbers by tens 

Mani Gloss Analysis Comment 

ut6n 20 u- =SGNCM 

ut6n-nuw!n] 30 20+10 

it6n-cil1J 40 2X20 i- =PL NCM 

it6n-cil1J-nllw8.1] 50 20 X2+ 10 

it6n-ril 60 20 X3 

it6n-ril.-nu-w!n] 70 20 X3 + 10 

it6n-nyol 80 20X4 

it6n-nyol-nu-w!n] 90 20 X4+ 10 

kern£ /pe 100 

wlllu 1,000 

Comparing the numbers of Mani to those of Kisi, one finds a number of poten
tial cognates with the lower numbers: the words for 'three' and 'four' are the 
most obvious, but more striking is how they each recapitulate the other's five
based system of counting. 
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Table 13. Mani andKisi numbers 1-10 

Mani Kisi 

ninbw pilte 

2 nincan milfu.J 
3 1'linra :ggaa 

4 ninp[>1 hioo1u 

5 niman :gilinU 

6 menbw :gompilm 

7 menican :g6mru 

8 menini :gfuruiit 

9 menijlo1 :g0mil.hioo1u 

10 wan 6 

Kisi's nwnbering system from twenty and above, however, is not based on 
twenty but rather on tens: 

Table 14. Kisi numbers by tens: 20 

tO '10' 

bidli:g '20' ? 

bele-yaa '30' 10 X3 

bele-hioo1u '40' 10 X4 

oole-l]lltmu '50' 10 X5 

The fact that the systems (and cognates) are not shared above 'nine' shows that 
the counting system above 'nine' is a relatively recent development in at least 
one of the two languages and perhaps in both, having occurred after the two 
languages separated. The nwnbers below ten, however, probably all go back to 
a proto-nwnbering system. On the basis of cognates with non-Atlantic lan
guages, it seems that at least Kisi has borrowed some of its higher numbers and 
likely Mani has as well. Both have borrowed the same term from a Mande lan
guage- the word for '100', namely, kern£ (and Mani a meaning). They have 
different words for '1,000': Mani wulu (-bill 'one') and Kisi waa. 
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5. Adjectives and related forms 

Mani features both derived and underived adjectives. Derived adjectives come 
from verbs. In terms of phonological substance, when the two differ, the adjec
tive is generally greater (see (81) for an example). Verbs can be inflected and 
also allow more verb extensions. In addition to the derived adjectives, there are 
also underived or "true" adjectives. 

5.1 Adjectives 

The number of true adjectives is relatively small (less than forty) conveying 
such basic concepts as 'big', 'old', 'white', 'good' and 'bad'. Adjectives ty
pically prefix the concord element of the noun they modify. For example, the 
word tik for 'a little' in (72) prefixes the concord element i- of the nye-class 
noun 'salt', which it modifies and follows. 

(72) gkami nyMi tek 
n. u mi nyel i -tek 
2SG give 1SG salt NCM-small 
'Give me a little salt!' (ab 7/22/00, jd 8/10/05) 

Typically the pronoun and the NCM appear before the adjective in predicative 
constructions, as in the (73b) and (73d) examples below. 

(73) a. ru~mp mpomo 
n-l~mp n-pomo 
NCMma-well NCMma-small 
'small wells' 

b. ru~mp mampomo 
n-l~mp rna 
NCMma-well PROma 
'The wells are small.' 

c. kil tic£ ti toliym 
kil ti-ce 
house NCMta-DEF 

ti-toliym 
NCMta-low 

'the low houses' 

d. kil tict ta ti toliytn 
kil ti-ct ta 
house NCMta-DEF PROta 
'The houses are low.' Gd 8/10/05) 

ti-toliytn 
NCMta-low 

n-pomo 
NCMma-small 

The copula ce must be used before adjectives in predicative constructions when 
the Past marker ka is present. The singular for 'pirogue' belongs to the wo class, 
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which rarely prefix adjectives which modify them (see (76) and surrmmding 
discussion); the plural of 'pirogue' belongs to the nye class. 

(74) a. gbclnke ct. B ka ce saruli 
g banke ct. k~ ka ce sana 
pirogue DEF PRO PAST COP new 
'The pirogue was once new.' 

b. igbclnke ce nyt ka ce isana 
i-gbanke ce nyt ka ce i-sana 
NCM1118-pirogue DEF PR011ys PAST COP NCM1118-new 
'The pirogues were once new.' (jd 1128/06) 

For future and negative predications, the imperfect marker ce is used, as with 
other verbs, but adjectives still prefix the noun class marker of the noun to 
which they refer. 

(75) Future: il~mp ice nyt hi ati ce itU.gk 
i-l~mp i-ct. nyt hi hali ce 
NCM1118-well NCM1118-DEF PR011ys have for IPF 
'The wells will have to be deep (after digging).' (jd 1128/06) 

Negative: imilsmmt act ga cen awoyt.n 

i-rugk 
NCM1118-deep 

i-milsmmt a-ce ga 
NCM1118-Water.cat NCM!7a-DEF PR0!7a 

ce-m 
COP-NEG 

a-woyen 
NCM!7a-frightening 

'Water cats are not scary.' (jd 1128/06) 

Words that can be used as adjectives do not necessarily prefix a noun class 
marker. The wo class often has neither the NCM nor the subject pronoun. The 
singular of 'house' belongs to the wo class (76a), while the plural belongs to the 
ti class (76b). No prefix appears on the adjective 'low' nor before the article in 
the first example; in the second they can be seen both before the article and be
fore the adjective. The example in (76c) shows another wo-class noun, one with 
the optional prefix, but with no prefix on the adjective. The (76d) example 
shows the absence of the prefix in a predicative construction. 

(76) a. kilct. toliyt.n 
kil ct. toliyt.n 
house DEF low 
'the low house' 

b. kil tict. tci ti toliyt.n 
kil ti-ct. tci ti-toliym 
house NCMta-DEF PROm NCMta-low 
'The houses are low.' (jd 8/10/05) 
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c. ilsurilg yil d. surilg UCE k~i yil 
u-silnlg yil surilg u-ct B yil 
NCMw0-pestle long pestle NCMw0 -DEF PRO long 
'long pestle' 'The pestle is long.' Gd 8/10/05) 

Rarely will the noun class marker be absent in such constructions with other 
noun classes. An example from the ta class is presented in (77), where the NCM 
is ti- and the subject pronoun is ta. Note that the "adjective" in the second con
struction does not prefix a concord element (here it would be ti-) as a verb does 
not (although the definite article does). Thus, the adjective 'rotten' is here ana
lyzed as derived from the verb 'be rotten'. 

(77) pepe ti putw pepe tic£ ta putill6 
pepe ti-putUJ. pepe ti-c£ ti putw6 
calabash NCMta-rotten calabash NCMta-DEF PRO rotten 
'rotten calabashes' 'The calabashes are rotten.' 
Gd 1130/05, 3/12105) 

But the pronoun is absolutely necessary in predicative constructions, as shown 
by the ungrammaticality of example (78c ), where verbal morphosyntax is used 
with adjectival meaning. 

(78) a. ib6t atoga 
i-b6t 

NCM1118-mudskipper 
'fried mudskippers' 

c. *ibot gaa toga 
i-b6t 
NCM11y8-mudskipper 
'fried mudskippers' 

a-toga 
NCM!7a-fried 

b. ibot gaa toga 
i-bot ga a-toga 
NCM11y8-mudskipperPR0!7a NCM!7a-fried 
'The mudskippers are fried.' Gd 8/10/05) 

a-toga 
NCM!7a-fried 

One sure test for verbs, of course, is whether or not they show tense, moord, and 
aspect contrasts by being inflected; thus, adjectives used with such markers are 
ungrammatical as in (79a, b, and c) Similarly 'big', a word that exists only as an 
adjective, is ungrammatical with verbal syntax as in (79e ); the proper adjectival 
construction in (79f) is acceptable. 

(79) a. * rode kci pot 
'Foday has been lazy.' (PAST) 
*fOde upot 
'Foday is lazy.' (PERF) 

b. *rode pot-t 
'Foday was lazy.' (IPF) 
*D.-pot 
'Be lazy!' (IMP) 
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c. * il~mp ice itfu]k-di 
i-l~mp i-ct nye tfu]k 
NCM1112-well NCM1112-DEF NCP11ye deep 
'The wells are deep.' (PERF) 

d. il~mp ice itfu]k 'The wells are deep.' 
i-l~mp i-ct 
NCM-well NCM-DEF 

i-tfu]k 
NCM-deep 

e. *mabomu 
mabOmu 
* NCPbig 
'They (the palm nuts) are big.' 

f. rna ril-bOmu 
rna n-bOmu 
NCP NCM-big 
'They are big.' Gd 2/4/06) 

As for other adjectival morphology, adjectives are reduplicated to intensify their 
meaning with noun class markers on both parts of the reduplicated form. 
Phrases appear in examples (80a--c); example (80d) contains a reduplicated 
form in a sentence, the same word 'short, small' as in (80c) but with different 
class markers. (The verb 'hit' in (80d) is reduplicated as well). 

(80) Reduplicated adjectives 

a. peeti c6ntic6n 
pe ti-c6n-ti-c6n 
stone NCM-small-NCM-small 
'vecy small stones' 

c. anya akitakit 
anya a-kit-a-kit 

b. pe ti-bomun-ti-bomun 
pe ti-bomun-ti-bomun 
stone NCM-large-NCM-large 
'enormous stones' Gd 12/16/04, 8/10/05) 

NCM-people NCM-short-NCM-short 
'extremely short people' Gd 1/31/05) 

d. ga BkBk w~m cf: niln n~k gkimg kit an wolf sllsice 
ga BkBk w~m cf: niln n-t~k g-kit-g-kit 
3PL hit.pl boat DEF with NCMma-stick NCMma-small-REDUP 
'They drum on the boat with small sticks (to scare the fish into the net).' 
Gd 1129/06) 

In cases when related verbs and adjectives differ, the adjective is phono
logically longer than the verb, as mentioned above, as are all other derived 
forms, suggesting that the verb (in its shorter form) is basic when formally and 
semantically related verbs and adjectives exist. 
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(81) ipc4J peyt/ ipc4J ict nye pt 
i-pc4J peyt I i-pag i-ct 
NCM11y8-moon full I NCM11y8-moon NCM11y8-DEF 

Adj: 'full moon' I Verb: 'The moon is full.' (jd 8110105) 

nye pt 
PR011yefull 

Adjectival ideophones do not show agreement with their respective nouns. 
Normally the adjective for 'black' would be prefixed with an agreeing noun 
class marker i- in the following construction, but because it is used ideo
phonically with expressive components (raised register and lengthening), it does 
not have the marker. 

(82) i twice nye tti-i-i-i-i 
i-ru ce nye tii 
NCM-pot DEF PRO black 
'The pot is really black.' 

A second link to another word category is that between adjectives and nouns. 
What are adjectives in other constructions become the object of such verbs as 
'have' in predicative constructions. 

(83) rui i-pot 1 rui ti-pot rui ce g~ hi ipot 
road NCM-muddy I roads NCM-muddy 
'muddy road/s' 

road DEF PRO have mud 
'The road is muddy.' 

Adjectives can also be used as substantives, as is kit 'small' followed by ce. 

(84) bOB n deke ubc4Jk yil ce nilg kit CE ko t6nt6 ce aB 
bOB n &ke u-bc4Jk yil ce 
then 2SG put NCM-rope long DEF 

nilg kit CE ko t6nt6 CE aB 
with short DEF to tonto DEF under 
'Then, you put in the long rope with the short one under the t6nt6.' 
(jd 2/ll/06) 

See Chapter 5 for some further examples representing bodily and mental states. 

5.2 Demonstrative adjectives 

Demonstrative adjectives function similarly to demonstrative pronouns in indi
cating distance or relevance; at the same time they behave syntactically as ad
jectives rather than as pronouns. As do other adjectives, demonstrative adjec-
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tives prefix the noun class marker of the noun to which they refer and which 
they follow. Thus, demonstrative adjectives consist of two parts, the first, pre
fixed element showing agreement with the referent, and the second element in
dicating the physical, discourse, or metaphorical proximity. 

The examples in (85) show three examples of near and far demonstratives 
from the ma class, one example from the le class, and another from the nye class. 
The first column contains what qualifies as a near demonstrative; the second 
contains the far demonstrative. The first ma-class example (first column) shows 
the short form of the near demonstrative, i.e., without ki; the second rna-class 
example with a different noun shows the long form; the third rna-class example 
shows the (optional) long form. 

(85) The demonstrative adjectives ka (ki) and kOl 
(Cf. ka 'in, at', ki 'here', and k61 'there') 

ma class: 

mm5gkaki 

n-kwan-kci 
NCMma-oil NCMma-this 

'this oil' 

m-m5 n-kciki 
NCMma-breast.milk NCMma-this 

'this breast milk' 

mpu~g kci( -ki) 
n-put n-kci( -ki) 
NCMma-intestine NCMma-this 

'these intestines' 

le class: 

eye class: 

pai lika 
pat li-kci 
sun NCM1e-this 
'this sun' 

ipciki ka 
i-pcik i-ka 
NCM1118-bone NCM1118-dem 
'these bones' 

n-kwan-k6l 
NCMma-oil NCMma-that 
'that oil' 

mm5gk6l 
m-m5 
NCMma-breast.milk 
'that breast milk' 

g-k6l 
NCMma-that 

mput g-kol 
n-put 
NCMma-intestine 
'those intestines' 

n-kol 
NCMma-those 

palli-kol 
pal H-kol 
sun NCM18-that 
'that sun' 

ipaki kol 
i-pak i-kol 
NCM1118-bone NCM1118-dem 
'those bones' 

For some speakers the definite article ct alone was sufficient to mark something 
'near' in minimal pairs with the far demonstrative (examples (86a) and (86b)). 
The definite article was also used in sentential contexts with demonstrative 
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meaning (c. example), and together with the near demonstrative in the d. exam
ple. 

(86) a. w~ class: 

b. ma class: 

pelt ct 1 pelt k61 
rice def I rice that 
'this rice' I 'that rice' 

moe n-ee I moe n-k61 
alcohol NCM-DEF I alcohol NCM-dem 
'this alcohol' I 'that alcohol' 

c. u gbendi kwe tokukit ce Bno ki cern ce ki 
u gben-di kwe tok 
3SG finish-CMP take stick 
ilwo-kit ce Bno ki cern ce ki 
NCM-short DEF DEMindef here time DEF here 
'He grabbed the short stick at that time.' (ab 7122/00, jd rev 3130105) 

d. mm n-ee manaki rna gbendi MsUI. 
men n-et mana ki rna gben-di MsUI. 
water NCMma-DEF DEMma here PROma finish- CMP cold 
'This water here is cold.' (lt 7123100, jd 818105) 

Further details of the definite article's distribution are given in the next section. 

5.3 Articles 

This section treats the definite article of Mani along with the word for 'one', 
which can be used to mark indefinites -typically indefinite nouns are unmarked. 
Mani has one form for marking an object as already specified or known and 
thus as within the speaker's immediate frame of reference, referred to here and 
elsewhere as the "definite marker". 

As first mentioned in section 4 of Chapter 3, the definite article has a tone 
opposite to the immediately preceding tone. The article ce is preceded by the 
noun class marker of the noun to which it refers (87a). As is the case with other 
dependent elements, w~-class nouns do not usually have a concord element pre
ceding ce; the noun itself similarly often appears without its prefix (87b). 
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(87) Concord elements on the definite marker ce 

a. ya class: a-ran~ a-ct 'the farmers' 
ma class: m-putn-ct 'the intestines' 
sa class si-tambatilmbe si-ct 'the cassava snakes' 
li class: pal li-ce 'the sun' 

b. wo class: pf:lf:ce 'the rice' 
n~pokan ce 'the man' 

Syntactically the concord element is prefixed, but phonologically it often com
bines with a preceding syllable as dictated by syllable structure conditions (see 
section 3). The article stays close to the noun rather than at the end of the NP; 
its presence there suggests that the definite article may be becoming something 
of a suffix (see Childs 1983 for an overview of similar phenomena in North and 
South Atlantic). 

The functions of DEF and the near demonstratives overlap (see the discussion 
of an English example in Trask 1996:134) and they can be used together, with 
the article inside or closer to the noun they refer to. In (88a) the definite article 
and demonstrative occur together. In the (88b) example they are both used to 
refer to a proper name. 

(88) DEF and OEM used together 

a. visi ce w~no lek bill 
wis i-ce wono ltk bill ko hi 
animal NCMny8-DEF DEMw~ horn one PROindef have 
'This animal had one horn.' (ys 7/20/2000) 

b. neraka ce wono, w6 gbe-e 
neraka ce wono w6 gbe 
Neraka DEF DEMw~ PROw~ walk 
'This Neraka walked quite a bit! (mb 5/15/05) 

Mani speakers may use the word bUl 'one' for an indefinite, but more common
ly they leave the noun unmarked. Both possibilities are shown in (89). 
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(89) mbn-bw a ke n~pokan 
mtn rlt-bw a ke n~pokan 

water NCM-one lSG see man 
'alone water' 'I saw a man.' 

5.4 Quantifiers and ordinal nwnbers 

Quantifiers function as adjectives prefixing the noun class marker (indicated by 
a hyphen) of the noun that they quantify. In (90) appear a list of such words fol
lowed by some examples. 

(90) Quantifiers in Mani 

-gber 'many' (used ideophonically as well, see example (96)) 
-porn 'some, a few' (partitive) 
-con 'small, a few' 
-tek 'a little' 

a. c5lce w~e rue ggber rna kocoke 
c5l ce w~ne n-le n-gber rna 
night DEF DEM NCM-star NCM-plenty PRO 

'That night had many stars.' (mb 7121/00, rev jd 2121/00) 

b. g kot iwis ipom 
n kat i -wis i -pam 
2SG take NCM-meat NCM-some 
'You took some meat.' (jd 1130105) 

kocoke 
sky 

In addition the word bule1J 'all' appears in the same slot after a nominal but 
takes no agreement marker (91a). It can be used with both count and mass 
nouns. A second special feature is that it may be preceded by an upstep or raised 
register (91b), much as would anideophone. 

(91) a. gwis nee bweg I icamat ice bweg 
n-wis n-et bweg I i-camat i-ct bweg 
NCM-meat NCM-DEF all I NCM-shell NCM-DEF all 
'all the meat(s)' I 'all the water(s)' I 'all the palm kernel shells' (jd 8111105) 
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b. m. him ga bweg 
n. him ga bweg 
2SG beat 3PL all 
'Beat them all!' (jd 8111105) 

Quantifiers may not enter into predicative constructions, as can other adjectives, 
as shown by the ungrammaticality of (92b). 

(92) a. mbitar mpilrn 
n-bimr n-pilrn 
NCM-bottle NCM-some 
'some bottles' 

b. *mbimr rna n-pum 
m-bimr rna n-pilrn 
NCM-bottle PRO NCM-some 
'The bottles are some.' (jd 8110105) 

Except for 'first', ordinal numbers are formed with moki:, the ordinal marker or 
ORO, followed by the number. 

(93) Ordinal numbers 

a nyttit moke nc5n net 
a nyetie mokt n-ee 
1SG choose ORO 

n-dn 
NCM-two NCM-DEF 

'I chose the second one.' 

a nyttit moke nra nee 
a nyetie mokt n-ra n-ee 
1SG choose ORO NCM-three NCM-DEF 
'I chose the third one.' (jd 315105) 

One translation for 'first' is simply the word for 'one'. The other is an inde
pendent word nse 'first'. 

(94) a nyaie bill 
a nyetie bill 
1 SG choose one 
'I chose the first one.' (jd 315105) 

ip:Srnfo 
i-p:Sr nse 
NCM-rain first 
'first rain' (jd 1130105) 

Reduplication can be used to convey a meaning of 'first', in the sense of 'the 
first (born)' or 'very first (born)'. 

(95) tami bmben I wami bmben 
ta-mi bm-bm I wa-mi bm-ben 
son-1SG firstborn I daughter-1SG firstborn 
'my oldest son' I 'my oldest daughter' (fb 2/24105) 
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The meaning likely proceeds from the iconic association of intensity or quantity 
associated with reduplication in the language (see above in this same section for 
the cases of reduplicating adjectives and section Chapter 8 for the process of 
verb pluralization by reduplication). 

There are also ideophone-like words that indicate the quantity or intensity of 
an entity, action or experience. The words gb6 and gbtt in (96a), both mean
ing'only', are pronounced with a raised register. In (96b) it is gba 'a lot', and in 
(96c) it is gber 'much'. 

(96) ldeophone-like quantifiers 

a. iunani ka t gb6 f6 
u-mani k6 ya gb6 f6 
NCM-Mani FOC 1SG only speak 
'I speak just Mani.' 

b. fiba g~ gben mi fgba 
fiba g~ gben 
fever PRO affect 

mi gbci 
1SG a.lot 

'Fever is troubling me seriously.' 

c. mpaa get fgbfr kotilke 

mani fgba k~ si f6 
mani gbet k~ si f6 
Mani only FOC 1PL speak 
'We speak only Mani.' 

n-pag n-et gber ko coke 
NCM-moon NCM-DEF plenty to sky 
'The moons are many in the sky.' (bs 7121/00,jd 8111105) 

Mass nouns which cannot be counted are preceded by a quantifiable noun. The 
word nyini 'pile' is used to indicate a finite quantity of non-count nouns, e.g., in 
selling small cones of peanut butter at a market. 

(97) Mta *pl 1 pan Mta 1 pan ti Mta 
butter I cup butter I cup NCM-butter 
'butter' I 'cup ofbutter' I 'cups ofbutter' Gd 214106) 

ugbtggM 1 D.yini 1 iyini ughtggbt 
u-gbtggbt 1 n-yini 1 i-yini u-gbtggbt 
NCM-pepper I NCM-pile I NCM-pile NCM-pepper 
'pepper' I 'pile' I 'piles of pepper' Gd 214106) 

The state of [+mass] is not always transparently obvious. Harvested pepper, i.e., 
the fruits plucked from the plant, cannot be counted, but pepper plants, the short, 
erect stems on which the peppers grow, can be quantified and show agreement 
in thew~ and nye classes. 
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6. Verbs and verbal forms 

Verbs are defined in terms of their morphology and syntax. Mani has two basic 
word orders, SVO and S-AUX-0-V, the latter representing a "split" predicate in 
the sense of Gensler and Giildemann 2003. The common pattern in North and 
South Atlantic, however, is for only pronouns to be allowed in the 0 (object) 
slot of the split predicate (Childs 2005), and this is what is found in Mani (see 
Chapter 10). Because the auxiliary carries tense, pronouns in this medial posi
tion form part of what is called here the "Inner Verb", as might not be otherwise 
expected. 

The boundary between verbs and adjectives is a permeable one: single, pho
nologically identical forms belong to both categories, but not all adjectives can 
be verbs, nor can all verbs be used as adjectives. One test to differentiate the 
two already discussed is to assess whether candidate forms can be preceded by a 
subject marker that is different from the noun class marker (NCM), used before 
adjectives. Such differences occur with the ma class (ma vs. n), the i-class (nye 
vs. i), etc., and with the personal pronouns (1SG, 2SG, 3SG, 1PL). A second mor
phosyntactic test is to evaluate whether candidate forms allow the sufftxation of 
verb extensions. These are suffixes that can alter the valency and meaning of a 
verb (see 1.1). Another test is how they are presented in citation form and 
whether they take the verbal prefix u-. Other specific characteristics will be dis
cussed below. 

Verbs overwhelmingly take the form CV(C) or CVCV, representing the syl
labic template for verbs. When changed by the morphology, e.g., by the addi
tion of verb extensions, the verbal complex may change its phonological form 
to conform to this template. 

One striking feature to the phonology ofMani verbs is the presence of an ex
tra vowel at the end of Mani stems, dubbed rather unrevealingly here, "extra 
vowel (EV)". Many closed monosyllabic verbs have a form in addition to that 
given in citation and most commonly used elsewhere in verbal paradigms. In 
(98) is first given the citation form, then an example of the same form in con
text, and in the third column appears the same form but this time with an extra 
vowel ("EV''). 

(98) Extra vowel on verbs 

gbagk si kci gbagk di 
'smoke' 'We have smoked mullet' 

fet u ftt/fecti y5mdi ce 
'sit next to' 'She is next to the fire.' 

si gbagka n.ftk 
'We smoked mullet.' (jd 3/5/05) 

cilk ct w~n5i, g~ fret kil ce 
'That trash is near the house. 

(jd 12/10/04) 
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y~k n. mAr mi si y~k teb~l ct. n y~k~ mi buk ce 
'bear, bring' 'Help me cany the table!' 'Carry the book for me!' 
Gd 12112104, 2112106) 

The optionality of the process can be seen in that 'be next to' in the second col
umn allows both forms. 

A phonological explanation seems the most satisfactory, invoking vowel 
harmony or vowel copying since the vowel in these cases replicates the last 
vowel in the stem, as shown by all of the examples in (98). The process is a bit 
more complicated, however, as will be shown below, representing a manifest
tation of vowel harmony. 

The extra vowel has no readily identifiable meaning, appearing in the Per
fective with no apparent change in the meaning of the inflected verb, which 
does show changes representing the Perfective. It is part of the tense system 
rather than a verb extension, which category also appears on the right edge of 
verbs. In (99a and b) are some pairs close in meaning, but in context the form 
suggests some completion and/or pastness, as shown by the following examples, 
(99c and d), as does the Perfective; the extra vowel, in fact, always carries the 
high tone of the Perfective, thus making it part of the stem. 

(99) Examples ofthe extra vowel 

a. did 
dido 

'fall' 
'fall, be fallen' 

'I am breathing.' 

b. Bl 
Bl6 

'sleep' 
'sleep, be asleep' 

c. ya w61 
aw~l6 'I was breathing (and have since stopped).' Gd 12/7/04) 

d. lJ~ p~r ct. him~i. ntabi la, u c6k ce kof6 
go por CE him-6-i, ruabilcl, u-dk ce B f6 
PRO rain DEF come-EV-i, therefore, NCM-grass DEF PRO grow 
'Because the rain arrived, the grass will grow.' Gd 1124/05; 1/30/06) 

That it is a verbal entity rather than an adjective is shown by the following ex
amples, which feature a verb in (100a) (without a noun class marker) and an 
adjective in (100b) with the noun class marker n-, agreeing with 'clothes' and 
no extra vowel. 
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(100) Extra vowel found only on verbs 

a. ncoya nee rna Mru Bi 
n-coya n-ee rna Mfill-5-i 
NCM-cloth NCM-DEF PRO wet-EV-i 
'The clothes have been wet.' 

b. ncoya net rna (i) nMfUl 
n-coya n-et 
NCM-cloth NCM-DEF 
'The clothes are wet.' 

rna n-Mrul 
PRO NCM-wet 

Without the sufftx, however, verbal forms can be ungrammatical, as shown in 
(101), but the form with the extra vowel does not seem to be the basic one as 
reflected in the pairs given in (99). 

(101) *rna MfUl nag 
*rna MfUl nag 
PRO wet today 
'They (the clothes) were wet today.' (cf. (100a)) 

It also cannot be directly negated, as in (102). The general negative marker -tn 
is used without the extra vowel ( cf. 6). 

(102) a. rna Mfilltoi nan 
rna Mfill-5-i nan 
PRO wet-EV-i today 
'The clothes were wet today.' 

b. rna b~fillltn nag 
rna Mfill-m nag 
PRO wet-NEG today 
'The clothes are not wet today.' (jd 12/7/05) 

Thus, the environments in which the extra vowel are extremely limited. 
The vowel harmonic process is a relatively straightforward one. The extra 

vowel is one of the three lower vowels [a e ~].It is [a] if the last stem vowel is 
[a]; otherwise it agrees in backness with that vowel (with [ ~] forming part of the 
front group). In the first column of 

Table 15 are the three conditioning groups of stem vowels, in the second are 
the harmonizing suffixes, and in the remaining columns are examples, first of 
the stem without the extra vowel, then the stem with the extra vowel. 
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Table 15. Vowel harmony shown by the extra vowel 

StemV EV Examples 

[u,o,o] -0 tOO:Jww tOO:Jwillo pO p<'>o wol wolo 

'bury' 'fly' 'breathe' 

[a] -a ca.J. ca.J.a til] liuJa gbW:Jk gbW:Jka 

'sit' 'mmmt' 'smoke' 

[i, e, e, a] -£ gbil gbil£ gben gbene nyhl nya£ 

'lay (eggs)' 'finish' 'boil' 

shl<al shl<al£ 

'be dry' 

As mentioned above, the process of attaching an extra vowel is not an entirely 
productive one but does seem to be entirely regular from a phonological per
spective. Likely the process is a synchronic attestation of the language's prefer
ence for disyllabic verbs. From a diachronic perspective one could see the pro
cess as the result of incomplete "phonological erosion" (Heine and Reh 1984): 
only the remnant of a second syllable existing in the form of a partially speci
fied vowel found only in one tense. Alternatively, the extra vowel may be nec
essary to carry the tone of the Perfective. 

Related to the vowel harmonic extra vowel found on monosyllabic (and a 
few disyllabic) stems is the presence of a grammatical clitic -i, which marks the 
right edge of the Inner VP (Chapter 1 0), the location of Tense with its attendant 
pronouns. All of the examples above in this section can appear with -i after the 
extra vowel. Sentential examples are given in (100a), and (102a), where it is 
designated in the morpheme gloss line simply as "-i ". 

Other phonological changes having to do with tense mark only verbs. More
over, verbs criterially show the morphosyntax characteristic of verbs discussed 
in detail in Chapter 7. For example, the Mani verb is immediately preceded by 
the subject (although there are a few contexts where verbs appear without sub
jects), as is not the case in closely related Kim and Born. When a pre-verbal el
ement is marked for tense, pronominal objects may appear between that element 
and the verb. This complexity is also reflected in the position of the negative 
marker. It is the use of such markers as these that distinguish verbs from other 
word categories. 
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7. The copula 

Mani has two copulas (with no or 0 copula in some places). The contexts in 
which the two can be used admit to no easy semantic generalization, but their 
different, complementary distributions are summarized below in Table 16. The 
copula k is used, roughly speaking, in affirmative, realis contexts. The copula k 
itself has meaning in some contexts: a deontic force, as will be shown in detail 
below, along with a probably derivative epistemic component. The form ce, on 
the other hand, is used in negative contexts and is formally identical to a pre
verbal particle, with which it shares some of the same imperfective meaning 
mentioned in the previous section and examined in depth below in section 3. 
Thus both of them have semantic content despite being used in copular contexts. 
For ease in discussion they will be referred to as the "Realis Copula" and as the 
"Irrealis Copula". 

Table 16 summarizes the use of the two as to which elements they can co
occur with. As stated above, the two are in complementary distribution. The 
first set of columns indicates the constituents that follow, and the second set 
represents the verbal particles which each copula can follow. The first set of 
rows represents affirmative contexts, and the second set represents negative 
ones. Tones have been omitted from the display. 

The most striking generalization is that li cannot be negated except when 
preceded by ce. In addition, ce does not occur with nominal complements, but 
then that is just where le appears. Also unexceptional is the absence of any cop
ula verb extensions, as represented by in the rightmost column. Whenever a pre
verbal marker appears, ce replaces le, except when that replacement is ce itself. 
The two copulas have in common that neither allows verb extensions and nei
ther follows all verbal patterns oftense marking. 

Table 16. Copula distribution 

Following constituent Preceding verbal markers 

NP s NP s NP s 

Affinn Affirm Affinn 

le + + le + + le + + 

ce ce ce 

Neg. Neg. Neg. 

le le le 

ce + + ce + + ce + + 
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No copula is used before locative expressions, thus filling the gap where nei
ther copula is allowed. I next provide some examples. 

The copula leis used for linking nominals to the subject, as in (103). 

(103) a. ran~ ct. w~ le nyiunb~ 
ran~ ct. w~ lt y6mben 
farmer DEF 3SG COP old.man 
'The farmer is an old man.' (ys 7/22/00, jd 8/10/05) 

b. kabin~ ce w~ le be 
kabin~ ce w~ lt be 
blacksmith 3SG PRO COP chief 
'The blacksmith is chief.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 8/8/05) 

c. ya lt paton~ 
ya lt potan~ 

lSG COP European 
'I am a European.' (ys 7/29/00) 

d. si lt amaru 
si lt a-maru 
lPL COP NCM-Mani 
'We are Mani.' (me 3/21105, jd 2/5/06) 

Nominalized bodily states (see 2 for some details) can serve as subjects to rep
resent the state of the post-copula predicate nominal. 

(104) kiili men le mi 
kuli men lt mi 
drink water COP lSG 
'I am thirsty.' 

dibanleril.Mm 
di-ban lt ril.Mm 
NCM-anger COP Mbom 
'Mbom is angry.' (jd 1124/05) 

The Realis Copula It is not used with adjectives, as the ungrammatical sentenc
es in (105a and c) show. Grammatical counterparts for these two are shown, 
respectively, in (105b) and (105d). No copula is required for adjectives, as 
shown by the grammatical examples in (lOSe and f), nor for any other items 
except nominals: prepositional phrases, locatives and temporal expressions. 

(105) a. * il:;,mp ice lt itU.gk 
i-l:;,mp i-ce lt i-tU.gk 
NCM-well NCM-DEF COP NCM-deep 
'The wells are deep.' 

b. ilamp ice itU.gk 
i-lamp i-ct. i-tU.gk 
NCM-well NCM-DEF NCM-deep 
'The wells are deep.' 
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c .• yale con 
1 SG cop small 
'I am small.' 

d. yacan 
1SGsmall 
'I am small.' 

e. pt pi-ban 
PRONCM-bad 
'It is bad.' 

f. ya ben 
1SG big 
'lam big.' 

The following examples feature zero-copula constructions with locative expres
sions, realized as single words (106a and b) and as prepositional phrases (106c 
and d) (cf.longer examples in (117), where there are contrasts with negated ex
pressions). 

(106) a. mm rna ki b. ceg w6 ki 
water PRO here sweetness 3SG here 
'Wateris here.' (ys 7/27/00) 'This is sweet.' Gd 12/9/2004) 

c. gk~g ce rna ko gbat6 mo 
n-k~g n-ee rna ko gbat6 m~ 

NCM-blood NCM-DEF PRO to lance 2SG 
'There is blood on your spear.' (ys 7/20/00, rev jd 8/11105) 

d. muJmme CE ka Bw~ 
milsmene ce ka Bw~ 

water.cat DEF in OEM 
'The water cat is (found) in this place.' Gd 1123/05) 

The following near minimal pair illustrates the difference between the status of 
NPs and PPs, even if the PP is frozen into a compound (107b). NPs require the 
copula (107a) while even idioms with a nominal meaning do not (107b). 

(107) a. mgk~ w~ le nJei ce 
t~gk~ w~ te nse ce 
Tonko PRO COP first def 
'Tonko is the first.' 

b. t~gk~ w~ kobOl 
t~gk~ w~ kobOl 
Tonko PRO to.head 

'Tonko is a leader.' Gd 8/10/05) 

This retention of syntactic status for such compounds is similar to the way in 
which town names formed with prepositions retain some of their etymological 
history in not requiring prepositions. 

Temporal expressions similarly follow an NP without an intervening copula. 

(108) ubelil ce gbm 
u-belil ce gbm 
NCM-baptism DEF tomorrow 
'The baptism will be tomorrow.' (tt 8/9/05) 
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t~Bw5ctnca 

t~ Bw5 ctnca 
burial here yesterday 
'The burial was yesterday.' (tt 8/9/05) 

The copula k cannot be negated without a preceding ce. Note, however, that the 
negative clitic attaches to the copula le rather than to ce, thus suggesting that le 
still carries TMAP information. Example (109a) represents an affirmative sen
tence which is grammatically negated in (109b) with NEG cliticized to k. Exam
ple (109c) is unacceptable with ce bearing the mark of negation. The pair in 
(109d and e) exhibit the same point: an ungram-matical ce negation in (109d) 
and its grammatical counterpart with le negated. 

(109) a. ileli mi nye le y6m 
i-leH mi nye le y6m 
NCM-name 1SG PRO COP Yom 
'My name is Yom.' 

b. ileli mi nye ce lm y6m 
i-leli mi nyt ce le-tn y6m 
NCM-name 1SG PRO IPF cop-NEG Yom 
'My name is not Yom.' 

c. * ileli mi nye cen le y6m 
i-leli mi nye ce-m le y6m 
NCM-name 1SG PRO IPF-NEG COP Yom 
'My name is not Yom.' (jd 12110/04, 1111106) 

d. *nolakan cen le be 
nolakan ce-m le be 
woman IPF-NEG COP chief 
'A woman is not chief.' 

e. notakan ce lm be 
nolakan ce le-m be 
woman IPF COP-NEG chief 

'A woman is not chief.' (jd 214/06, 2111106) 

The last morphosyntactic criterion that can be used to differentiate the copula 
from verbs is the absence of any verb extensions on k, as is shown by the un
grammaticality of all of the sentences in (110). The Completive (cmp) is un
grammatically affixed to k (a. example), and to ce in (b.). The Stative (c.) and 
Benefactive (d.) are similarly disallowed. 

(110) a. * nolakan lMi be 
nolakan le-di be 
woman COP-CMP chief 

b. * nolakan ce-di le be 
woman IPF COP-CMP chief 
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c. >I< n~takcin le-ye be 
woman COP-STAT chief 
'A woman is chief.' 

d. * n~lakan le-n£ w~ be 
woman COP-BEN 3SG chief 
'The woman is chief for her.' (jd 2/4/06) 

The Irrealis Copula can be preceded by the IPF ce (111a) or ka and ce (111b) 
together (but not lea alone), but it itself carries no discernible temporal or aspec
tual meaning. 

(111) a. rode ce te be 
fOde ce te bt 
Foday IPF COP chief 
'Foday was chief.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 1/30/06) 

b. kcibin~ ce w:S kci ce le be 
kcibin5 ce w:S ka ce le be 
blacksmith DEF 3SG PAST IPF COP chief 
'The blacksmith had been the chief.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 8/8/05) 

As an addendum to the discussion of le as Irrealis Copula is a deontic or even an 
epistemic use of the form. In (112) the copula appears in a modal function, 
roughly comparable to the English construction, e.g., "They are to go." In this 
construction the copula le has a high tone (it normally has a low tone), just as 
the Hortative (see 5), and is followed by a fullS. In (112a) it is followed by an S 
with the 2SG subject marker n (see 1), and in the second (112b) by an S with the 
subject pronoun wo. (Note also how the object pronoun mi moves inside, be
tween the subject and verb, just as it would in non-embedded sentences.) These 
examples show that the material following the deontic use of It constitutes a 
fulls. 

(112) a. m:S le n dak:Sl 
m:S le n dak:Sl 
2SG must 2SG make.heaps 
'You have to make the heaps (for planting).' (jd 12/8/04, 8/10/05) 

b. w:S:S le w5 mi pcika 
w:S lt w~ mi pakci 
3SG necessary 3SG 1SG pay 
'It is necessary for him to pay me.' (jd 12/18/04, 3/13/05) 

The example in (113) shows the same modal use of le, yet this time is followed 
by a subject-less S. (More discussion and examples of the extensive expression 
of modality are found in 4.) Reduplicated forms (ltlt) may be used to increase 
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intensity, here the sense of obligation, just as pluraaction is marked with verbs 
(see Derivational morphology, section 1.6 Pluractional reduplication). Note here 
how the material following le in (113b) consists of only a subject-less verb and 
its object. In (113c) the subject appears before le, which in turn is followed by 
the Past marker and the copula ce with a sense of the assertion being certain. 
The example in d. shows le used in both functions, hortative and copular. 

(113) a. la lele paka mi 
la we paka mi 
PRO necessary-PL pay 1SG 
'It is absolutely necessary (for him) to pay me.' (jd 12118/04, 
3/13/05)18 

b. la le Bl tipot tidg 
la le Bl ti-pot ti-dg 
PRO COP ball NCM-mud NCM-two 
'It is necessary (to have) two balls of mud.' (jd 21ll/06) 

c. w~ lt ka ce f:Sn5 mb6l 
w5 lt ka ce f:Sn5-n-b6l 
3SG COP past IPF teller-NCM-lie 
'He was (definitely) a liar. (It is the case that he was a liar.)' (jd 21W06) 

d. m5 le ii ce le be CE 
m5 it ii ce le be ce 
2SG COP 2SG IPF COP chief DEF 
'Be the chief! (Let it be the case that you are chief.)' (jd 214/06) 

Note how in all cases where a contrast is possible, i.e., with the personal pro
nouns (113c and (113d), vs. u and n respectively), it is the emphatic pronoun 
that is used rather than the normal Subject Pronoun. That the pronoun is neces
sary, even with proper names, can be seen in the grammaticality of (114a) and 
the ungrammaticality of (114b ). 

(114) a. fode w5le t~k ncoya b. *fOde (0) le tik ncoya 
fOde w5 le t~k n-c<'>ya 
Foday 3SG COP wash NCM-clothes 
'Foday is to wash the clothes.' (jd) 

The implication of these facts, le having verb-like properties (affixing Neg when 
the auxiliary ce is present, semantic content), is that leis something of a defec
tive verb, just as the other copula ce is not. A cognate form le in Born functions 
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as only a copula, but a related form le in Kim has more verbal functions includ
ing the meaning 'stay, remain'. 

Example ( 115) shows how the copula ce is found in affrrmative sentences 
only in conjunction with the Past ka (see Table 16). 

(115) rano ce ka ce yomb~ cf. (103). 
nino ce ka ce yombm 
farmer DEF PAST COP old.man 
'The farmer was (an) old (man). (ys 7/22/00, jd 8/10/05) 

The form ce cannot be used affrrmatively as a copula with le, as is shown by the 
ungrammaticality of (116a) The preferred way of conveying the same meaning 
is given in ( 116b ), and in ( 116c) the sentence is negated. 

(116) a .• u ce le c6n 
'She was small.' 

b. u ce con c. u ce-n c6n 
'She was small.' 'She was not small.' 

The examples in (117) show that no copula is needed with locatives, as first 
shown in (106) in simple affirmative sentences, but that a copula is required 
when a locative expression is negated. The meaning is realis in the third clause, 
but what follows the predicate is not a nominal but rather a locative. Therefore, 
no copula is used. The (negated) Realis Copula can be used before both adjec
tives and nouns, as shown by the first two clauses in each example. 

(117) a. u cen con, u cen bOmU, w6 gbo ko layen 
u ce-rn con, u ce-n bOmu, w6 gbo ko 
3SG cop-NEG small 3SG cop-NEG big, 3SG just to 
'She is not small, she is not big, she is just in the middle.' 

tayen 
middle 

b. akiriy6g ace ga ce len anya ati-i-i, ga ce len apoto, ga gbo kolayeg 
a-kiriy6g a-ce ga ce le-m a-nya a-ti, 
NCM-Krio NCM-DEF 3PL AUX COP-NEG NCM-people NCM-black 
ga ce le-m a-poto ga gbo ko tayeg 
3PL aux cop-NEG NCM-European 3PL just to middle 
'The Krios are not Afiicans (black people), they are not Europeans, they are 
something in the middle.' Gd 2/ll/06i9 

The example in (118) shows the ungrammaticality of ce as a simple (affir
mative) copula. 
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(118) >I< f5n5 ce mb6l 
f5n5 ce n-b6l 
3SG COP liar 
'He is/was a liar.' (jd 2111/06) 

As a copula linking nominals, ce can be used only in negative constructions 
(119a). It is not required that the negative marker be suffixed to the copula itself, 
as shown in example b., where the negative marker appears after the locative 
pronoun 10, pronouns forming a verbal constituent with the tense-marked form. 

(119) a. n5mMt cen panmno 
n6mb::,t ce-m pant-no 
leper cop-NEG bind-person 
'A leper can't bind someone.' (Lit. 'is not a binding person', a proverb: 
because the leper's hands are worn away by the disease.) (jd 1/31/05) 

b. no ce Bn ko kile 
no ce B-en ko kil-t 
person COP PRO-NEG to house-inside 
'There is no one in the house.' (jd 1217/2004, 2120/05) 

Realis ce precedes adjectives in negative constructions (but without a copula in 
affirmative, as shown above in (118)); It, of course, allows only NPs (and Ss in 
its deontic use) and cannot be directly negated. Similarly, adjectives appear af
ter (affirmative) ka ce copula constructions (120b). 

(120) a. rna cen ndre 

b. 

rna ce-rn n-dre 
PRO cop-NEG NCM-ripe 
'They are not ripe.' (jd 2119/05) 

igbanke CE nye ka ce isana 
i-gbanke CE nye kci 
NCM-pirogue DEF PRO PAST 

ce i-sana 
COP NCM-new 

'The pirogues were once new.' (jd 1128/06) 

When Imperfective ce is negated in copular constructions with ce, the former is 
marked with the Negative, the other is simply the Imperfective Copula. In 
(121a.), featuring a predicate adjective, no copula is needed. The second exam
ple (121b) shows the mperfective copula negated; the auxiliary ce is necessary 
to dock NEG. 
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(121) a. rltpant nee m3J;J katal cenca 
D.-pant n-ee rna n-katal 
NCM-work NCM-DEF PRO NCM-hard 
'The work was hard yesterday.' 

b. gben n-pantooce rna cen ce D.kaml 

cmca 
yesterday 

gbm D.-pant n-ee rna ce-rn ce n-kaml 
tomorrow NCM-work NCM-DEF PRO aux-NEG COP NCM-hard 
'Tomorrow the work will not be hard.' (jd 3/6/05) 

The examples in (122) contain the copula le in conjunction with ce. The latter is 
used because le cannot carry any tense information unless used deontically. 
Thus, in both examples ce precedes the copula k. In example (122b) it is pre
ceded by Past ka. 

(122) a. rode ce lbnbe 
fode ce It be 
Foday AUX COP chief 
'Foday was chief.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 1/30/06) 

b. kabin~ ce w5 ka ce lt be 
kabin~ ce w5 ka ce te be 
blacksmith DEF 3SG PAST IPF COP chief 
'The blacksmith was the chief.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 8/8/05) 

For future negative meaning, two ce forms are needed, the first an auxiliary, 
which can be negated, and the second ce a copula like le, which is not directly 
negated. The example in (123a) shows an affirmative form (without a copula), 
the second shows the copula negated with the Imperfective ce used here to con
vey future. The rather long sentence in (123c) shows a sentence similar to 
(123a) negated, followed by a clause identical to (123b), thus contrasting negat
ed forms differing in tense. 

(123) Double ce constructions with Neg 

a. rltpant nee rna (i) D.kat:)l cenca 
m-pant n-et ma-i n-kat:)l cmca 
NCM-work NCM-DEF PRO-i NCM-hard yesterday 
'The work was hard yesterday.' 
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b. gbm mpant nee rna cen ce itkat:)l 
gbm m-pant n-et rna ce-en ce n-kcit:)l 
tomorrow NCM-work NCM-DEF PRO COP-NEG IPF NCM-hard 
'Tomorrow the work will not be hard.' (jd 2/19/05, 3/6/05) 

c. ncen gk~t:)l cenca, ncen rna ce gk:)t:)l gbeg 
n ce-en n-k~t:)l cenca, 
NCM IPF-NEG NCM-hard yesterday 
n ce-en rna ce n-k:)t:)l gbeg 
NCM IPF-NEG NCP COP NCM-hard tomorrow 
'The work was not hard yesterday, nor will it be hard tomorrow.' (jd 2/4/06) 

Contrary to what was found in non-embedded sentences, affirmative ce as a 
copula was found without a subject in several environments. First of all, it ap
peared after the complementizer ali and before an adjective (note the noun class 
marker on the adjective), as in (124a). In sentence b., ce similarly does notre
quire a subject, here in a non-embedded (negated) clause. 

(124) a. il~mp ice nye hi ali ce irugk 
i-l~mp i-ce nye hi ali ce i-tilgk 
NCM-well NCM-DEF PRO have for IPF NCM-deep 
'The wells will have to be deep (after digging).' (jd 1128/06) 

b. centanataiyerna 
ce-en tana ta-i yema 
COP-NEG DEM PRO-i want 
'These are not the ones I want.' (jd 1131, 3/5/05) 

8. Adverbs 

The adverb class contains words not belonging to other classes, lacking inflec
tion, agreement, and grammatical function. Ideophones, which can be character
ized in the same way, are treated in the following section due to their unusual 
phonology. Adverbs number less than 100 in a lexicon of 2,310 entries; ideo
phones number fewer but likely form a larger class but are much more difficult 
to elicit, especially in a dying language, and thus likely remain underrepresented 
in the lexicon. For heuristic purposes, adverbs are here sub-categorized as to 
function: place, time, or manner. I begin by discussing the adverbs which ex
press how something was done. Of the three semantic functions, manner ad
verbs overlap most in function with ideophones. 
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"Manner" is occasionally conveyed not only by ideophones but also by other 
word categories such as nouns and verbs, and thus the inventory of adverbs is 
rather limited. For example, a noun appears after 'sing' to convey 'bitterness' or 
'plaintiveness'. 

(125) a.J.akan act ga candi nkatal~ 
a-lakan a-ct ga can-di n-kata.J.a 
NCM-woman NCM-DEF PRO sing-CMP NCM-bittemess 
'The women are wailing bitterly.' (jd 214/06) 

The display below represents some of the manner adverbs identified. In the first 
two columns are monomorphemic adverbs. In the last column appear compound 
adverbs formed from adjectives using yb; 'thing', as the first element. This 
form is used in other word-formation processes and is discussed more fully in 
Chapter 9. I have also listed several quantitative expressions (last two rows), 
which indicate the extent to which something was done. 

(126) Manner adverbs 

lemp 'slowly' icenttni 'loudly' yegbag 'badly' 
keke 'quickly' seke 'well' y~nkMeg 'well' 

sia 'partially, a little' isice 'enough' nun 'no longer' 
gbet 'alone, only' pe 'again' 

Other adverbs are split between locatives and temporal adverbs, both of which 
are deictic in their orientation. Adverbs not falling into any of these three cate
gories will be classified as "Other", the last sub-category to be discussed. 

A representative sample of locative adverbs is provided in (127). Several of 
them represent compounds of preposition + noun, but have been lexicalized 
enough for speakers to consider them "single words", i.e., atok, kObo/, and diwil 
( cf. the discussion around examples in 1 07). 

(127) Locative adverbs 

k6l 'over there' 
at6k 'atop, up high' 
mine 'to the left' 

diwil 'distant' 
kobOl 'in front' 

ka 'here' 
t6l6n 'straight ahead' 

Mani is particularly rich in temporal expressions, most of which require some 
reference to context. Section 1 treats temporal expressions in a more systematic 
way, presenting several central paradigms. Here I exemplifY several different 
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ways of denoting time, 'now', 'then', 'later', and the elaborate system for denot
ing days other than 'today', making reference to the present. Words for the days 
of the week are borrowed from Temne, for the most part, and Mani has no 
words for the months of the year, nor for times of the day. These meanings are 
conveyed by verbs, e.g., 'spend the night/day'. 

(128) Temporal adverbs 

ctnca 
kace 
ktktco 

yesterday 
in the past 
immediately 

ctmpum 
ic:Sli 
lasipeye 

sometime 
all night 
long ago 

c6ya 
gb6 
l:Skotoko 

now 
just, recently 
frequently 

From a functionalist perspective, one might see the richness of the temporal cat
egory of adverbs as compensating for the paucity of verbal distinctions in tense 
(see Chapter 7). Some monomorphemic verbs also contain a temporal compo
nent, e.g., saka 'pass the night, pikE 'pass the afternoon or evening', and are 
widely used in greetings, a knowledge of which is a social necessity. 

9. ldeophones 

The discussion of ideophones can begin with the following definition. 

ideophones exhibit unusual phonological properties (e.g., its raised pitch range 
or register), morphological properties (e.g., reduplication), syntactic properties 
(e.g., its sentence-final position set off phonologically from the rest of the utter
ance), semantic properties (e.g., translation [is a challenge!] ... , and historical 
properties (e.g., an obscure origin or a nonce creation) (Childs 1994a:247). 

All of these properties are characteristic but not essential; this fact often leads to 
their bleeding off into other word categories and the word class of ideophones is 
best seen as a prototype category (Childs 1992, Moshi 1993). Verbs are thecate
gory with which they are most commonly associated (Childs 1988), but this is 
not entirely the case with Mani. Mani adjectives also possess features characteris
tic of ideophones. Adjectives such as diwil 'far' and yil 'tall' are almost always 
used with expressive phonology (prolongation, raised register). The quantifier 
gber 'much, many, a lot' may show agreement as in (a.), but can also appear 
finally with ideophone features rather than follow the noun it modifies (b.), albeit 
with different meaning. 
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(129) a. s~sice gaa gber ko kilce 
s~ si-c£ ga a-gber ko kil 
chicken NCM-DEF PRO NCM-many to house 
'The chickens are many in the house.' 

b. is~kict. ko kilce gber 
i-s~k i-ce ko kil ce 
NCM-chicken NCM-DEF to house DEF 

gber 
much 

'The chicken is in the house a lot.' (jd 1111106) 

ct. 
DEF 

The Mani word, haaa [thl-i-i] 'extending in time or distance, going on until 
(some unspecified target in time or space)' is particularly remarkable in this 
respect and appears in many other languages in the area, e.g., Soso (the lan
guage to which Mani speakers are switching in Guinea) Malinke, Born, Krio, 
and Kisi. It is at once an ideophone and a conjunction when it appears between 
clauses. 

With regard to social factors, it has been shown that ideophones are deeply 
integrated into social structure (Childs 2001a), especially serving to symbolize 
local identity (Samarin 1971; Samarin 1991, Childs 1998). The negative corre
lation to this generalization is that ideophones are generally eschewed by the 
more urbanized sector of a speech community (Childs 1996), those without ties 
to the local community. Thus, it is not surprising that ideophones exhibit some 
sensitivity to social factors, some individual variation, and susceptibility to rap
id language change. Their full status and vitality would therefore be somewhat 
unexpected in a dying language. In addition to the fact that ideo-phones are re
stricted to contexts often unavailable to researchers or under-represented in the 
data collected by researchers, difficulties are further compounded in that ideo
phones often disappear in conditions oflanguage shift (Childs 1994b). Thus, the 
problems of ideophone research are manifold in a dying language, and the in
ventory of ideophones assembled in this study surely under-represents their 
number in Mani in the language's s fully vital state. A second reason for believ
ing under-representation to be the case is the paucity of manner adverbs dis
cussed in the preceding section. The missing notions need to be expressed some 
way in the language, and ideophones are a common way to do so. 

In the MDP investigation of Mani, a lexicon of over 2,310 entries contained 
only 50 ideophones. This latter number pales in comparison to other African 
languages. 

ideophones often represent a sizeable proportion of a language's lexicon: 
8,000 to 9,000 in Gbaya (Samarin 1979:55); 25% of the lexicon in Nupe (Roger 
Blench 1988 personal communication); 2,600 in Zulu (Fivaz 1963, revised up
ward to over 3,000 in Staden 1977). In Kisi a lexicon of 4,000 words contains 
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363 ideophones. Bohnhoff 1982 fmds comparable numbers for Y ag Dii: 535 
ideophones in a lexicon of 4,244 words. In addition, ideophones constitute an 
open and productive class in most languages, e.g., Yoruba (Awoyale 1988), Igbo 
(Maduka 1983-84), Nembe (Maduka 1988), and Yag Dii (Bohnhoff 1982). 
(Childs 1994a:249) 

Nonetheless, despite their relative paucity in Mani, they exhibit all of the fea
tures listed above. Examples illustrating those features follow, but not all of the 
features of the class can be fully illustrated. I begin with a discus-sion of their 
phonology. 

In addition to the prosodic features of extra-long vowels, expanded register, 
and raised pitch range discussed above, ideophones often violate the phonotactic 
constraints of the language. The first column contains the ideophone itself, the 
second a gloss, and the third an indication of the phonotactic constraint violated. 

(130) pi-i-i 
yekta-ytkta 

~"" ru-u-u 

intensely white 
of a tapping 

of sand being thrown, 
rice being broadcast 

syllabic liquid 
morpheme-internal 
sequence of two obstruents 
unconditioned nasal vowel 

Although reduplication occurs in many parts of Mani grammar, it is much more 
common with ideophones. Typically ideophones are not reduplicated, but when 
they are reduplicated it is usually just two times (fust two rows), rarely three 
(third row), although some ideophones may be repeated indefinitely (fourth 
row). 

(131) bele-bele 
sia-sia 
k~-B-k~ 

btg-btg-btg ... 

of people crying 
of gently falling, of soft rain 
of a chicken clucking 
of cracking palm kernels 

Ideophones are often introduced by what has been called a "dummy verb", a 
semantically bleached verb that carries no sensory information. Such a verb in 
Mani isfo 'say'. 

(132) mm ce rna f6 p~m-p~to ... 
men n-ee rna f6 p~t~-p~m ... 
water NCM-DEF PRO say glug-glug 
'The water poured out glug-glug.' (jd 216/05) 

Their location is nearly always sentence-final after an adjective or verb. 
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(133) dc'nn~ CE w5i dre jyorilg 
dc'nn~ CE w5 dre yorilg 
shirt DEF PRO red IDPH20 

'The shirt is really red.' Gd 3/6/05) 

ikantice k~ candi ltmp (temp) 
i-kant i-ce k~ can-di 
NCM-bicycle NCM-DEF PRO pass-CMP 
The bike goes by very quickly. (ft 2/24/05) 

ltmp (ltmp) 
fast 

Ideophones are invariably (and notoriously) difficult to translate (Noss 1988). 
This difficulty is due to the fact that they usually depend heavily on the verb or 
adjective with which they co-occur, sometimes merely underscoring the mean
ing, and/or deriving much of their meaning from context. Example (134b), for 
example, was uttered immediately after the tree limb actually fell and would be 
hard to interpret exactly without that context. These characteristics can be seen 
in almost all of the examples ofthis section. In English such words are rare (but 
see the second example in (132)), although they were more common in Middle 
English (Smithers 1954). 

African ideophones stand in stark contrast to those found in Asia. Japanese 
ideophones, for example, typically characterize physical or psychological states, 
e.g., Ono 1984, Kita 1997. African ideophones are more external and refer to 
perceived events as processed by the senses, sight and sound (not necessarily 
onomatopoeic) being the most common. 

(134) a. pan CE g~ ga f6g 
pan it-ce g~ ga fog 
pot NCM-DEF FOC PRO IDPH 
'The pots are completely empty.' Gd 3/6/05) 

b. magko ct k~ ktnti-di rna ~ri batt Mtt 
magko CE k~ ktnti-di rna ~ri Mtf batt 
mango DEF PRO break-PERF PRO fall idph 
(A branch of) the mango tree broke and fell PLOP.' (mp 7/25/05) 

One cannot think of ideophones as merely onomatopoeic for occasionally two 
ideophones are used in the same context for the same event. Both ideophones in 
(135a) represent the sound of a flock of birds moving off in a group. In (135b) 
and many others, some given above, there is no reference to the sound made by 
slowly walking. 
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(135) a. ga po ru-u-u I b6-6-6 
3PL fly IDPH I IDPH 
'The birds flew away in a noisy rush.' Gd 1129106) 

b. a ke kolo w~gbe dwtg-dweg I jJ5iJ5l 
a ke kolo wo gbe dweg-dweg 1 iJ5iJ5i 
1SG see chameleon 3SG go slowly I slowly 
'I watched the chameleon walking slowly along.' (ys 1129100) 

Aside from the phenomenon of onomatopoeia, a more subtle but still iconic re
lationship can hold between word and referent. With an overwhelming tendency 
greater than chance frequency, languages encode size in non-arbitrary ways. 
This generalization has been captured in the "frequency code", "a cross-species 
association of high pitch vocalizations with smallness (of the vocalizer), lack of 
threat, and of low pitch vocalizations with the vocalizer's largeness and threat
ening intent" (Ohala 1983; Ohala 1984). One way this association carries over 
into human language is the correlation of high front vowels with small things, 
and low back vowels with large. The frequency code manifests itself only min
imally in Mani, but it is evident in the ideophonic sub-system, as shown in (136). 

(136) gbig-gbig 
t5r 

sound of (the high-pitched) bote drum 
underscores falling heavily 

The same correlation exists in such adjectives as bomu 'large' and kit 'small'. 
As to their involvement in social structures, there was not enough time nor 

enough Mani speakers to permit a study of ideophone variation. That at least 
one (educated) Mani speaker did not consider them to be "real words", however, 
is an indication of their relatively low status to such speakers. 

10. Adpositions 

Mani has a relatively rich set of adpositions including prepositions, postposi
tions, and the two used together. The pre-nominal slot is filled by the more 
grammatical and less lexical of the two slots; the post-nominal slot constitutes a 
relatively more varied position allowing a number of words with full lexical 
status in other word categories, especially locative adverbs and nouns. (The se
mantics of this distribution parallels that found in Kisi (Childs 1995).) All of the 
postpositions require the preposition kO, although it can be used independently. 
The adpositions in (137) represent the totality of such words. 
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(137) Adpositions in Mani 

Prepositions Postpositions (all with .kO) 

ko 'to' ayi 'through' 

nu1JI imuiJ 'with' -8 'in, inside' 
ali! hali 'for, on behalf or alalkOZaB 'nnder' 
be nun 'before' tokl atok 'above' 
ka 'at, in' ncent 'near' 
ken 'like, as' 1J3n3 'inside' 
mu 'of, for' yele1J 'behind' 

ye1J 'in the middle' 

In addition, some of these adpositions combine unpredictably in the pre
nominal position, as is suggested by the examples in (137); see the discussion of 
compounds in Chapter 9 for some examples. 

The preposition ko is not always required before place names, specifically, 
those which have been derived from locative expressions featuring the preposi
tion as a constituent, e.g., Kigbali (from ko-e-gbat 'at the place of the "plwn" 
trees'). See the discussion of place names around example (54). 

11. Conjunctions 

Conjunctions represent a closed class of words connecting equivalent constitu
ents, either in a coordinating or subordinating relationship. They nwnber some 
twenty-five and are exemplified below in Table 17. 

Several of these words have functions besides that of conjoining equivalent 
constituents. The conjunction hall is also used as a preposition with the meaning 
of 'for, on behalf of', and the conjunction B also functions as a locative pronoun 
'where'. 

At the level of the phrase, the conjunction nun 'and, with' is used, as well as 
oma 'or'. The functions of the others at the clause level are discussed inCh. 12. 

(138) a. MB Ii t6k pantie£, nim pepe CE nim uJa5gk6 
MB Ii t5k pan ti-ct 
then 2SG wash plate NCM-DEF 
nim pep£ ct. nim u-set~gk5 

and calabash DEF and NCM-spoon 
'Then you wash the plates and the calabash and the serving spoon.' 



Table 17. Conjnnctions 

conj 

bali 

bari 

benU, ben(lg 

MB, Ml5 

&>gke 

kcigkci 

kme, kere 
lag a 

gloss 

'for, because, in order to' 

'as, since, because' 

'before' 

'and, (and) then, next' 

'after' 

'so that' 

'but' 

'if, when' 

'if, when' 

'after' 
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B 

loggbeg 

Bpe, tepe 

Bptle 

ruabi 

'whether, if' (see B 'if, when') 

'if, when' (see Bpe 'whether, if') 

'therefore' (possibly a compound) 

nim, nun, it 'and, with' 

om a 'or' 

b. p6mil.y6kci 6ma up6m CE 
p6m u-y6kci 6ma u-p6m ce 
leaf NCM-cassava or NCM-leaf DEF 

'cassava leaf or the leaf (-based sauce)' Gd 1128/06) 

As was remarked at the beginning of the preceding section on pronouns (sec
tion 3), pronouns are prolific in Mani. One way in which they are used is as 
conjunctions (see also the discussion of relative clauses in Chapter 12). One 
example of a correlative use of pronouns is used in the following example ( 139). 
Here the indefinite pronoun pi is preceded by the emphatic particle n-, with a 
meaning of 'whether or or'. 
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(139) Pronouns as correlative conjunctions 

Bn p6 hati him kai, m~ne tarai, n w~n~ mi, 
B n. po ha.H him ka-i, 
when 2SG rise for come here-i 
m~-ne tara-i, n w~n~ mi, 
2SG-DEM cousin, 2SG bring 1 SG 
npe s~ki npe k6p~ri. npe yen6yen. 
n-pe s~k-i n-pe k6p~r-i 
EMPH-PRO chicken-i EMPH-PRO money-i 
n-pe yen-6-yen. 
EMPH-PRO thing-DIST-thing 
'When you are ready to come here, cousin, you must bring me (something), be 
it a chicken, money or something else.' (he 4/15/06) 

12. Particles 

In this admittedly wastebasket category can be found forms that serve a gram
matical function but belonging to no inflectional paradigm, often con-stituting 
less than a phonological word and cliticizing to adjacent forms. Particles func
tioning at the higher level of discourse are discussed in 1. One example is the 
question particle ("Q") ya, realized as [ja] (spelled with a ''y" in the examples) 
in its fullest manifestation but also as [J3.] after nasals. The particle appears ut
terance finally in most cases in question-word questions. 

(140) The question particle ya 

a. 16m6 k~nja b. 16gf6 kwe 
16 m6 Bn-ya 16 n. f6k5-ya 
where you go-Q where you come.from-Q 
'Where are you going?' 'Where are you coming from? 

The full set of question words appears in Section 1 on question in Chapter 11. 
A second example is the focus particle y:J, used in (141a) to focus the sub

ject and in (141b) in a question, where a temporal expression is questioned. 
Two representative examples appear here; Sections 1 and 2 contain fuller exem
plification and discussion of pronouns used for the same function. 
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(141) a. b6k6low~ g5 yintdi 
b6k6lo w~ go yint-di 
neck 3SG FOC swell-PERF 
'His neck is swollen.' (ay 7/20/00, jd 2/5/06) 

b. nyen ctrn gomo huna 
nye n-cem go mo hiln ya 
what NCM-time FOC 2SG come Q 
'When will you come?' (om 7/23/00,jd 1130/06) 

Other particles are presented below and cross-referenced when there is further 
discussion elsewhere. 

(142) Negative particle -tn (see section 6 of Chapter 7) 

a ce-m yo pe-ne ki 
a ce-en yo pe-ne ki 
1SG AUX-NEG eat NCM-DEM here 
I don't eat this.' (ow 7/23/00jd 1/30/06) 

The relative particle appears at the end of relative clauses. 

(143) Relative particle -wd/-yd (see section 2 of Chapter 12) 

ya tee atakanace go ga cono 
ya te -yt a-lakan a-ce go ga 
1SG hear-STAT NCM-woman NCM-DEF PRO 3PL 
'I hear the women singing.' (om 7/23/00; jd 1130/06) 

con-yo 
sing-REL 

At the end of both phrases and subordinate clauses appears a not well under
stood element, which seems solely to mark the end of that constituent, labeled 
here "PRT". Its distribution in this function is much more widespread in Kim 
and Born, where it closes temporal, causal, and conditional clauses. 

(144) boli gono go s6yo, a sotmilg hati tatid61 
Mli g~n~ g~ soi -~ 

smce DEM PRO morning PRT 
a s~t-m nim hati tat ti-d61 
1SG get-NEG still for saliva NCM-bitter 
'Since this morning, I have not had even bitter saliva (to eat)!' 
(he 5/12/05;jd 8/11/06i1 
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Another particle is the emphatic nasal, whose details are discussed in Chap
ter 2 on phonology (section 3) and in section 3 on pronouns above in this chap
ter. It can appear before the emphasized item as a syllabic nasal or after as a 
coda-filling (non-syllabic) nasal. The same particle is found in Born and Kim, 
though not as a prefixed element. The Central Chadic language Mina uses a fi
nal nasal in distributionally much the same way, but it functions as a topicaliza
tion marker (Frajzyngier, Johnston, and Edwards 2005:122). 

(145) The emphatic nasal n-1-n (see Sections 3 and 3) 

nya kamali se wo 
n-ya kamal-i se wo 
EMPH-1SG mature-CS mature 3SG 
'I made him mature.' Gd 11/27/04; 2/5/06) 

be CE w5 yag a bOya isok 
be CE w5 ya-g a bOya i-sok 
chief DEF FOC 1SG-EMPH 1SG deliver NCM-chicken 
'It's the chief! delivered a chicken to.' (ys 7 /29/04; jd 1/30/06) 

There is also an optional emphatic particle yo/ye used after an NP, especially 
after names, perhaps related to the areal West African vocative particle -o 
(Childs 1995). 



Chapter 5 
Some remarks on semantics 

Rather than attempt a broad semantic analysis, this section explores several 
fields which were accessible to study in the extant field conditions. The several 
domains that have been chosen are those of lexical proliferation or some sys
tematicity. They are frequently paradigms that signal no grammatical distinc
tions but rather have strong cultural ties. A few of them may have been men
tioned above but were not discussed in their entirety. 

The numbering system has already been discussed in 4 and was seen as sup
plemented by borrowings for higher numbers. Another focus of linguistic study, 
the color system, is similarly impoverished. Mani has only three basic colors, 
'black', 'white', and 'red', with borrowings supplementing the inventory, in 
accord with the implicational hierarchy proposed in Berlin and Kay 1969. The 
related languages Kim, Born, and Kisi also have only the three basic colors. Un
like the other languages, however, Mani does have a word for 'color' itself, kin, 
as well as a borrowing from English, kUBr, used by younger speakers. Other, 
fuller semantic fields are presented below. 

1. Family relations 

Kinship terms offer an accessible, highly systematized pattern amenable to 
structural analysis. Cultural effects are clearly seen in Mani kin terms where the 
importance of age and gender are readily apparent, as well as some encyclope
dic information. A 'woman' is married; therefore, both of the terms 'wife' and 
'woman' are unneeded ('my woman' ='(my) wife'); the same is true for 'hus
band' and 'man'. Moreover, because the expectation is that everyone will marry 
once old enough to do so, being an adult and being a husband or a wife are syn
onymous. Such facts as these play a role in the names of relations and the appel
lations used for relations. 

The naming of Mani family relations conforms to an areally common type, 
the "extended" family, where relations outside the Western nuclear family are 
given titles usually restricted to the nuclear family in the West. Another im
portant feature is that, generally speaking, the father's relations are more highly 
integrated than the mother's. For example, a man's brother is referred to as 'fa
ther' (poa) or 'small father' (poa-p!Jm!J) by his children, but the mother's broth
er is referred to as saxo, a term borrowed from Soso, the language and culture to 
which the Mani have shifted. 
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In addition, age distinctions are marked more prolifically than in, e.g., Eng
lish. There are many borrowings from Mande22 languages. The significance of 
such borrowings in Kisi has been shown to reflect the dominance of the Mande 
peoples over the speakers of South Atlantic languages during the time of the 
Mande Expansion and beyond (Childs 2002). 

Another way in which gender inequities manifest themselves is in the classi
fication or categorization of relatives, for example, in the expansive use of the 
term for 'grandchildren'. Both grandchildren and a son's wife are referred to as 
mamadeni 'grandchildren'. Thus, a wife is demoted from the generation to 
which she usually belongs by virtue of her age, and is thus considered to be 
somewhat junior, belonging to a younger generation than her husband and his 
siblings. Women are ordered about by men, just as are children, especially by 
their husbands and near male relatives; they are considered to be a central part 
of the work force and at the same time produce children to supplement the work 
force (and to provide for their parents' (father's?) old age). The womanjoins the 
husband's household as an unequal member, perhaps something of a chattel. If a 
divorce is decided on, the children stay with the father and the wife moves back 
to her family's home. 

That a married woman is considered inferior or subordinate to her husband 
can be seen in other practices: when a man dies his widowed wife is offered (as 
a wife) to close male relatives, first to the brothers of the deceased and then to 
their fathers. In both Mani and Kim a woman's husband's brothers are ad
dressed as 'day husbands', presumably because they partake of all the benefits 
of marriage except those of the night or bedroom. Thus, when a man dies, his 
wife is considered the wife of his brother or the nearest male relative, with all 
the rights and responsibilities assumed by both parties. The brother of the de
ceased, however, doesn't necessarily have to accept his brother's widow as wife, 
an option not available to the woman. Furthermore, no such offers are made of a 
widower, i.e., to his wife's sister. 

There are few differences between the terms referring to a relative and those 
addressing a relative. In both contexts the possessive is usually used; as with 
body parts, relatives must belong to someone (are inalienably possessed; see the 
discussion around example (294)). In Table 18 the kin terms are, for the most 
part, shown without the possessives. Then first form, Ia 'wife (woman)', for 
example, when actually used in context would be /ami 'm,y woman' (or with 
some other possessive depending on context). The second form, 'first wife', a 
compound, actually includes the possessive within its parts. 

Note also that both the forms po and la(kcm) 'woman, female' are used to 
create compound forms, when needed, to mark gender differences in kin terms 
that do not register gender (distinctions not shown below). Virtually any kin 
term can also be used as a term of address with, of course, a first-person posses
sive. Politicians and others wishing to ingratiate themselves are notorious for 
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Table 18. Kin terms 

wife la lit. 'woman' 

first wife 

second wife 

la-mi-iise 'my first wife' (woman-lsG-fi.rst) 

gbbinyffiyi borrowed (from Soso?) 

husband po lit. 'man' 

older sibling or cousin 

younger sister 

younger brother 

mother 

mother's sister, 

father's brother's wife 

mother's sisters' husbands 

mother's brother and his wife 

tara 
wance 

pince 

ya 

yapomo 

ba 

sox<'> 

mother's brother, father's sister's so 
husband 

father poa 

father's brother poa(Iilmo) 

father's sister 

father's sisters' lrusband 

daughter; father's brothers' daughters wan 

son; daughter's lrusband; father's co 
brothers' sons 

son's wife, grandchild 

mother's siblings; 

father's sisters' children 

grandfather, grandparents' brothers 

grandmother, grandparents' sisters 

grandmother, grandparents' sisters 

grandmothers' brothers 

parent-, older sibling-in-law 

younger sibling-in-law 

y6m 

1ilm 

rruirrui 

bimbil 

bitan 
nilsin 

lit. 'small mother' 

also, a general term of respect 

bor. from Soso 

lit. '(small) father', sometimes 'moth
er's sister's lrusband' 

See 'mother's sister's lrusband' 

bor. from Soso 

also: 'any old male' 

also: 'any old female' 

also: 'any umelated elder' 
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exploiting this practice for their own political ends (see the discussion around 
example (373)). 

There is no marking of"half' relations, i.e., relatives sharing only one parent, 
as in English. Half-brothers and half-sisters, for example, are known simply as 
'brothers' and 'sisters'. 

l. Mental and bodily states 

This subsection does not explore the semantics of this domain but rather the 
different formal expressions of bodily and mental states. The examples in (146) 
show the most common, a noun specifying the state with its noun class pronoun 
followed by a personal pronoun of the affected, e.g., lit. 'cold PRO me'. The pa
tients (1SG) in the first line have been deliberately chosen to show that the af
fectee is considered an object since 1SG shows case, the object pronoun mi vs. 
nominative ya. 

(146) ndik mami MfUJ.Bmi 
MrulB mi 
cold PRO 1SG 
'I have a cold.' 

'I am hungry.' 
ndwtmami 
'I am sleepy.' 

In the similar examples in (147), the state is again expressed as a nominal but 
this time with a verb, here two ofthe most common, 'have' and 'carry'. In all of 
the cases shown here, the state shows that it is a nominal by prefixing a noun 
class marker ("NCM"). 

(147) a. laggbag ce wo mi yoko utUt 
laggban ce wo mi yoko 
adult DEF 3SG 1SG bear 
'The man is jealous of me.' 

b. u hi uboltaga 
u hi u-bolta.ga 
3SG have NCM-depression 
'He was depressed.' 

c. m:Sm:S hi nlagban 
m:Sm:S hi n-lagban 

urut 
NCM-jealousy 

Momoh have NCM-arousal (lit. 'manhood') 
'Momoh is sexually excited.' 
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In a few cases a verb is used, as shown in (148). That 'constipated' is a verb 
is shown by the second example, where tense is shown. 

(148) a. a banJ.G~m 
a bcink:nn 
1SG constipated 
'I am constipated.' 

b. rilbOm w6 bank~m lepe yo nde w6 nde pe 
rilbom w6 bank~m lepe yo nde w6 nde pe 
Mbom 3SG-HAB constipated if eat rice 3SG rice again 
'Mbom will be constipated if she eats any more rice.' Gd 2125/06) 

Occasionally the exact construction cannot be determined. In the two examples 
below, the syntactic status of the states is ambiguous. The words for 'happy' 
and 'sad' could be nouns (without prefixes) or adjectives (without agreement 
markers). 

(149) a. l5g n H mani nee yenkeleg, yane g~e 
l5g n H mani n-ee yenkeleg ya-ne nyue 
when 2SG speak Mani NCM-DEF well 1SG-EMPH happy 
'When you speak Mani well, I will be happy. (yt 6/7/05; jd 2125/06) 

b. w6 senobol ali wiidi yant w~ 
w6 smobol ali wii-di yant w~ 

3SG sad for die-CMP child 3SG 
'She is sad because her child died.' (lt 7/23/00); jd 8/11105;1130/06) 

In addition, mental states are expressed metaphorically, as in English. Being 
'hot' can mean that one is excitable or even angry, i.e., 'hot (tempered)'; being 
'cold', on the other hand, can mean that one is taciturn or saturnine, 'cold (tem
pered)'. 

3. Time words 

Mani has a highly articulated system for referring to days in reference to the 
present day, both in the future and in the past, as seen in (150). Distinct forms 
exist for up to 'five days hence' and 'three days ago'. These words were not 
known to the less proficient speakers. Few of them have cognates in the closely 
related languages Kim, Born, and Kisi; certainly no language has so fully articu
lated a system. 
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(150) ruin, inan 
gben 
ytk 
dit 
c<'>gk 
comot 

cmca 
pact 
pap act 
ruinyt 

'today' 
'tomorrow' 
'day after tomorrow' 
'day after the day after tomorrow; three days hence' 
'four days hence' 
'five days hence' 

'yesterday' 
'day before yesterday' 
'day before the day before yesterday' 
'two or three days ago' 

Another way of making such reference in the past is to use of form of the verb 
'have', as in the French construction il y a. 

(151) Bko bi ndut n.ra., bOB Ukotct k5 putid5 1 uputUJ. 
Bko bi n-dut n-ra, bOB 
when have NCM-day NCM-three then 
u-kot ct k5 putid6 
NCM-palm.heart DEF PRO rot 
'After some three days' time, the heart of the palm rots.' (jd 2/ll/06) 

A night is considered to be part of the following rather than the preceding day. 
Thus (English) 'last night' is literally 'today's night' in Mani. 

(152) u ce tirig nag c5l 
u ce tirig nag c5l 
3SG IPF snore today night 
'He was snoring last night.' (jd 3/13/05) 

Other time words are discussed as part of the section on (temporal) adverbs in 8. 

4. Mood 

The Mani people exhibit a great deal of politeness, as do most West Africans, 
and use a variety of linguistic means in doing so. At least some politeness is 
encoded, for example, through the use of the Hortative for indirectness, by ani
mating inanimates for avoiding the attribution of blame ('The car jumped off 
the road.'), and the most obvious to outsiders, the use of titles and exalted terms 
of address, especially those denoting familial relations (see 1). 
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This section, however, looks at more subtle means of linguistically con
veying attitudes and orientations, ones that were less obvious but widely used 
during the fieldwork period. Personally striking was the apparent marking of 
evidentiality, e.g., (Chafe and Nichols 1986, Speas 2003). Obvious means were 
such overt expressions such as, 'They say ... ' or 'One hears ',but others were 
less obvious. 

The ones discussed here are encoded in the tense system but are not, as 
would be expected, easily accessible in a language that is about to disappear. 
Moreover, mood is not studied in closely related languages, nor is it studied 
much in African languages in general (Cover 2010), although it has been dis
cussed as part of "tense" in some Bantu languages (Nurse 2008; cf. Heine and 
Nurse 2008). Nonetheless, because politeness and evidentiality seem important 
enough to be expressed linguistically, I discuss them here (warily). In this sec
tion I briefly look at the different manifestations of mood, primarily but not only 
as it is expressed by verbal distinctions. 

The social system has changed dramatically in historical times. Due to the 
Mande Expansion (Brooks 1993) and European colonialism, the Mani have 
gone from a relatively flat, hamlet-sized social organization to a broader and 
more hierarchical one. Deference upwards towards those in power, typically 
outsiders, has been necessary for survival. Politeness, a possible term for such 
behavior, is expressed primarily through address terms, but also through indi
rection. Address terms have some flexibility, except with close (more powerful) 
relatives. In all cases, especially with relatives of superior status (older, male vs. 
female, etc.), the exact address terms are used, e.g., tcm2mi 'my older sibling', 
yampomo 'my mother's sister or father's brother's wife' (see Table 18). Kin 
terms are also widely used for conveying both friendliness or affection and re
spect. 

Terms of address also include words with an age component such as ben 'el
der, old one', lar;gbim 'adult male, man' (vs. 'boy'). Because age is so im
portant to Mani society (in something of a gerontocracy, 'older' is 'better'), the 
older one is, or is addressed as being, the higher one's status and the more re
spect one is accorded. Kin terms and age-related terms of address can be com
bined to show even greater respect. The address term y6mben lit. 'old grandfa
ther' is a combination ofy6m 'grandfather' and ben 'old'. 

Indirectness is another way of being polite, and Mani has a range of degrees 
of indirectness, i.e., attenuating the deontic force. The first alternative, part of 
the Hortative paradigm is shown as the first example in (153), translated with 
the English Imperative. Two progressively weaker alternatives are presented 
after. The third way with the copula li: is often used epistemically, expressing 
the speaker's belief about the state of affairs in the following phrase. 
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(153) Relative strength of deontic expressions 

Strongest: mpcika mi 'Pay me!'23 

ri paka mi 
2SG pay 1SG 

Weaker: mbi mpaka mi 'You have to pay me.' 
n bi n paka mi 
2SG have 2SG pay 1SG 

Weakest: m6 le ali paka mi 
m6 le ali 
2SG COP for 

'You should pay me.' (jd 12/18/04) 
paka mi 
pay 1SG 

The use of indirection is widespread. Mani speakers will rarely ask for anything 
directly but will rather posit a desire or need for the item of interest, or simply 
comment on the desirability of the object in question. People are often unwilling 
to even ask in this indirect way: they will simply appear, offer a greeting, and 
simply linger. 

The epistemic mood can also be expressed in ways formally comparable to 
those discussed above. As with the Irrealis Copula k (see the discussion around 
example (114)), the verb bi 'to have or hold' can be used with modal meaning, 
much as in English. The sense is that the speaker is certain of the predication 
and thus bi qualifies as an epistemic, sometimes translated with the future in 
English. 

The context in (154a) is that if you go to a party, you will be likely to dance 
through the night. In the b. example the context is that the speaker knows that 
the woman will return because she has responsibilities that require her attention. 
In the c. example the weather conditions and the lateness of the season make it 
certain that the speaker will be doing some plowing on the morrow. With re
spect to what has above been called the Habitual, subjects insisted that the form 
was also used for 'future'. If indeed bi can be said to represent 'future', it is a 
more certain future than the Habitual/Future. Furthermore, there are other more 
direct ways to express the deontic sense of 'have to' (see the discussion around 
examples in (240, 242, and 262). Note how the complementizer hali 'for' is 
used in examples (154a) and (154c), but not in example (154b), suggesting that 
bi may be on the way to grammaticalization (e.g., Hopper and Traugott 2003) 
since that is one of the slots reserved for other verbal particles. 



(154) Modal use of 'have' 

a. ga hi hati ye haa is5 
nya hi hati ye haa is5 
2PL have for dance until morning 
'You will be dancing until morning.' 

b. wo bi h(m simiti 
wo hi h(m simiti 
3SG have come Saturday 
'She will have to return Saturday.' (jd 3/5/05) 

c. a bi ali gbiaso gbeg 
a bi ali gbuso gben 
lSG have for plough tomorrow 
'I have to plough tomorrow.' (jd 2/5/04) 
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Admittedly these comments are brief and represent only a simple introduction. 
They are presented here only because they are likely the only ones ever to ap
pear in print and because they are widely used in the culture. 





Chapter 6 
The noun class system 

This chapter treats the pervasive noun class system of Mani, somewhat attenu
ated in comparison with other, more robust systems of Niger-Congo but none
theless still fully operant and an integral part of the language. 

Every Mani noun (stem) belongs to at least one noun class. Furthermore, all 
Mani nouns govern agreement on various dependent elements. It is this mem
bership and agreement which define nouns as a class. This system of concord 
and its formal manifestation constitute Mani 's noun class system. 

The Mani noun class system has likely undergone some changes over time in 
both form and function. The semantic features of Niger-Congo noun classes 
generally include animacy, number, and often configurational properties such as 
shape, size, distribution, etc. These features are also important in Mani. The 
language, however, possesses little of the neatness that may have originally 
characterized the system in Proto-Bantu (e.g., Denny and Creider 1986). The 
semantic features which operate to determine membership in a class are [hu
man], [animacy], [number], [mass vs. individuated], and perhaps [diminutive] 
and [abstract]. A few other configurational features group sub-categories within 
possibly collapsed classes. 

In Table 19 appear the names given to each class and brief semantic char
acterizations, to be expanded on below. The names of the classes are referred to 
by the class pronouns since the classes cannot be defined semantically. In the 
last column appears the number of nouns in each class. 

Table 20 shows the various manifestations of membership in a noun class. In 
this table appear each class's pronouns and agreement markers. They are ar
ranged as to syntactic position, as indicated by the syntactic positions across the 
top. 

There is more formal variation than can be represented in this table; some of 
the details are spelled out below. 
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Table 19. Sizes and semantic characterizations of noun classes 

Name Semantic characterization No. 

w~ Human singular; default singular (includes 62 ro singulars) 742 

1Ja Human plural (8 1Ja only; 58 w~ I 1Ja pairings; 59 ro I 1Ja pairings) 125 

le Some singulars; diminutive, abstractions (somewhat productive) 14 

sa Most animal plurals (all w~ I si) 49 

nys Sg some animals, sg articles of daily use, collectives, abstractions, 213 
some plurals, time words 

ta Most inanimate plurals 170 

ma Plurals of internal body parts (liver, intestines), pl of some fish and 222 
animals, pl of plants, mass nouns such as grains, liquids 

Total 1535 

N.B. the total does not represent the total number ofnOWlS since many nolDlS belong to more than 
one class (see the discussion around (186)). 

Table 20. Mani noun classes 

SUBJ OBJ /NOUN /VERB IADJ DEM NUM POSS 

w.:> wo wo u- u u- wo- u-/0 wo 
YJa a IJa a- a a- IJa- a- IJa 
le le le di- di di- di- di- le 

sa sai1Ja sa!IJa si- si/a si- IJa- si- sa!IJa 
nye nye ny£ i- i- i- i- ny£ 

ta ta ta ti- ta ti- ta- ti- ta 

ma rna rna it- it it- it- it- rna 
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In (155) are some nouns with their prefixes (noun class markers or "NCM"), 
and some typical singular/plural pairings. Examples for each class are discussed 
below and in Section 1 on the Mani noun phrase. 

(155) i-c~ I n-cag 'tooth/teeth' 
i-hel 1 n-hel 'salt' 

n-fal (sg) 1 ti-fat 
u-ba 1 i-ba 

'eye' 
'palm nut' 

Below appear some representative examples of agreement. These are discussed 
in some detail below in this section and also in Chapter 10, Section 1. In the 
way of introduction (156a) shows the regular noun class agreement between the 
definite article and a noun. The subscript "w::::' in the morpheme gloss line indi
cates that the noun 'grass' belongs to the w.? noun class. The noun classes are 
designated by their pronouns as in the first column of Table 20. The subscript 
"w':J" on the definite article shows agreement with the noun. Agreement markers 
and noun class prefixes are not necessarily phonologically identical. The next 
set of examples in (156b) show similar agreement patterns, first the noun fol
lowed by a definite marker (as in (156a)), and then the noun followed by an ad
jective, also with a prefixed agreement marker. 

(156) a. u-~k u-ce 
NCMw':J-grass NCMw':J-DEF 
'the grass' 

b. n-put 
NCM ma -intestines 
mput~m bOmu 
n-put 
NCM ma -intestines 

n-et 
NCMma-DEF 

n-bOmu 
NCMma -big 

'the intestines' 

'big intestines' 

I now tum to details of the individual classes, discussing them in the order given 
in Table 19. 

1. The w.J class 

Virtually all human beings and many animals take their singulars in the w.? class, 
but so does a miscellany of other things. The w.? class is far and away the largest, 
containing over half of the nouns (not half of the total noun stems since noun 
stems usually belong to more than one class). No exact semantic characteriza
tion is possible beyond that already stated, although certain subsets, such as 
human beings, a separate class in some Niger-Congo languages, suggests some 
combining or collapsing of classes. In its present state the w.? class constitutes 
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the default singular class in Mani as the resting place for borrowings and many 
other non-human stems in Mani, as well as most non-finite verbs (see sec
tion 1.2). All nouns with the agentive marker m also belong to this class. A few 
human singulars can be found in other classes. For example, i-d~yho, 'blind 
person,, belongs to the nye class, despite taking its plural in the ya class, a
d0yh6. 

The wo-class prefix u- is rarely present on frequently used nouns. One in
formant (Bundu Sisi 2000 p.c.) remarked that the u- is there in the long form for 
people who don't know the language; it is not used by those who really know 
the language. Nonetheless, it is present on many lower frequency nouns, in cita
tion forms, and in several other contexts, and wo-class concord is regularly 
marked on dependent elements, as already seen in (156a). The example below 
in ( 157) shows how both the prefixed ncm and the agreement marker are absent 
on a typical high-frequency noun. 

(157) dond ti' 
0-shirt 0-black 

'black shirt' 

A subset of wo-class nouns features the agentive m 'person, someone who does 
STEM' (see Chapter 9 on compounding), with no other mark of their class, i.e., 
no noun class prefix. In the plural they prefix the ya-class marker a-, the regular 
human plural affix. Its function then is similar to the noun class prefix in mark
ing the resultant noun's membership in the wo class, but additionally it has lexi
cal meaning, more constant and specific than any other noun class marker. 

Moreover, the m sub-class is marked by either a prefix or a suffix (see 
Chapter 6); the suffixed forms thereby violate the pattern of prefixes for all 
(other) noun class markers. Some examples appear in (158). No semantic signif
icance is attached to the morpheme's position. The suffixed forms, however, 
may have implications for the diachronic change from prefixes to suffixes 
(Childs 1983). 

(158) Prefixed and sufftxed m 

Prefixed: n6bm 'elder', n6-wil 'deceased person', n€i-mb61 'liar', n6-kc'mdeke 
'person without any slave ancestry' (vs. n6-k0mine 'someone with 
slave ancestry'), etc. 

Suffixed: kcibi-n~ 'blacksmith', p:St:S-n:S 'European(< 'Portuguese')', dwi-n:S 
'thief', ye-n~ 'dancer', kuru ban~ 'title for a war chief', etc. 
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2. The IJa class (human plurals) 

The 1Ja class contains nouns denoting human plurals, both those belonging to 
the singular w~ class and those with the element n~. The example in (159) 
shows the typical agreement pattern for the plural of bulimb 'farmer'. The NCM 
prefixing the noun and the agreement marker on dependent elements are identi
cal (-a). 

(159) 1Ja-class (animate plural) agreement 

a-bw:S 
a-bw:S a-ce 
a-bili.:S a-ben a-ce 
a-bili.:S a-mani a-ben a-ce 
a-bw:S a-mani a-pot a-bm a-ce 
a-bw:S a-mani a-kaml a-bm a-ce 

'farmers' 
'the farmers' 
'the old farmers' 
'the old Mani farmers' 
'the old lazy Mani farmers' 
'the old industrious Mani farmers' 

Its semantic pairing with the w~ class is evident in that speakers are uncertain 
about the plurals of nouns denoting people with a permanent and obvious physi
cal infirmity, i.e., those who are blind, deaf, or crippled. Such nouns are found 
in the nye class (prefix i- ), which does not ordinarily take 1Ja plurals. These hu
man nouns, however, regularly take 1)a-class plurals, as shown in (160). Thus, 
the semantic feature of [+human] overrides the morphology; this phenomenon 
is sometimes referred to as a manifestation of the "Animacy Hierarchy" and is 
discussed in 4 on the sa class, where the override is more consistent and wide
spread. 

(160) Human semantics overrides morphology 

a. b6b6-n5, 0-b6b6 'mute person' 
deaf. person-AGENT 

a-b6b624 'mute people' 

b. i-namta 'crippled person' 
NCM1118-crippled. person 
a-namta 'crippled people' 
NCM!Ja-crippled. person 

Nonetheless, a number of human nouns invariably do not have their plurals in 
the 1Ja class. Although their singulars all belong to the w~ class (only the last 
singular noun in (161) has the w~-class prefix u-), their plurals do not belong to 
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the expected ya class. Most of these non-ya plurals have plurals that belong to 
the nye class, although one, the word for 'child', oddly belongs to the ma class, 
as shown in (161). 

(161) Human beings with their plurals not in the ya class 

'child born after twins' 
'policeman' 
'enemy' 
'old people' 
'adult male' 
'lover' 
'menopausal woman' 
'mediator, go-between' 
'child' 

3. The 1£ class 

sg 

say on 
masenya 
yatu! 
ny6mbm 
ta~gban 
t5M 
yaka 
sabu 
u-nyant 

pl 

i-say6n 
i-masenya 
i-yahu 
i-ny6mbm 
i-langban 
i-t5M 
i-yaka 
i-sabu 
n-nyant 

The tiny le class is a mixed bag containing only eight core members. They are 
listed in their entirety in (162). As can be seen, they have no derivational rela
tionships with other words. 

(162) Some (mostly non-derivative) members of the le class 

f61 'eye' ta-class pl (ti-f61) 
ken 'knife' ma-class pl (rna-ken) 
le 'land' w~-class sg (le) 
lorn 'voice' ta-class pl (ti-lom) 
pal 'sun' >I< pl 
sal 'rainy season' >I< pl 
wa 'palm leaf' >I< pl 
y:Sm 'fire' >I< pl 

The regular agreement pattern of the le class is shown in (163). The word for 
'knife' has no prefix here, but in other environments it has the prefix di-, the 
same form as the agreement marker. 



(163) kendi nyilr di-can 
ken di-nyilr di-can 
knife NCM1e-dull NCM~e-two 

'two dull knives' (jd 12/12/2004) 
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In (164) appear some derivative members representing abstractions. 

(164) Some derivative members ofthe le class 

ban 
bt 
kandi: 
b6l 
wu 
fokodibare 

'anger' 
'chieftaincy' 
'paramount chieftaincy' 
'headship' 
'funeral' 
'initiation ceremony' 

* pl (cf. ba1J 'bad') 
* pl (cf. bt 'chief') 
* pl (cf. kandi: 'paramount chief') 
* pl (cf. b6l 'head') 
ma-class pl (cf. wu 'die') 
* pl (a compound) 

With regard to the form of the prefixed k-class markers, there is an alternation 
between [li] and [di]. The alternation may represent the collapsing of two for
merly distinct classes in Mani or may be the relic of consonant alternation (see 
Sapir 1971). Other such alternations are discussed in 1. 

The /e class may be used for diminutives, as suggested by the data in (165). 
The form wa was given for 'palm tree'. When asked for the word for 'palm leaf', 
something much smaller than the tree itself, the forms di-wa and wa di-ce were 
given for 'palm leaf' and 'the palm leaf', both with the di- prefix. 

(165) wa 
di-wa 
wa di-ce 

'palm tree' 
'palm leaf' 
'the palm leaf' 

The class prefix di- was also used when talking about single drops of water, as 
seen in (166). 'Water' belongs to the ma class and is usually considered to have 
neither a singular nor a plural. The /e-class marker individuates 'water' into 
separate drops. 

(166) mbn matiri dibiddibid 
men rna t~ di-bid-di-bul 
water PROma drip NCMle-one-NCM~e-one 

'The water drips down drop by drop.' (im 7/30/00) 

A final, perhaps unrelated, use of the prefix is before adjectives, which use in
tensifies the sense of the adjective but may just be another instance of forming 
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an abstraction. A possible analysis under this assumption is given beneath the 
example in (167a). 

(167) a. kci B di fyil b. kci B di fyel 
kci B di-yil 'This place is cold!' 
at PRO NCM 18-far 
'This place is far!' (lit. 'At this place (it) is a distance.') 

4. The sa class (animal plurals) and animate concord 

The sa class is also rather small (n = 49) consisting exclusively of animal plu
rals, although not all animal plurals are found in the class. The semantic atrophy 
of the class can be seen in this fact, and also in the fact that nouns in the sa class 
take animate agreement using the ya-class marker (see the discussion preceding 
the examples in (171) below). Some representative examples (with their w.?
class (unprefixed) singulars) appear in (168). 

(168) t~rma si-~rma 'tortoisels' 
k5gk~Bn si-k5gk~Bn 'millipedels' 
kulug si-killilg 'goat/s' 
lont:k si-lontar 'snakels' 
ncir si-ruir 'cowls' 
po si-po 'grey dovels' 

As mentioned in the preceding paragraph, not all animals have plurals in the sa 
class. As shown in (169), a number of nouns designating animals have plurals in 
the nye class (with singulars in thew.? class). 

(169) Animals with plurals in the nye class 

bot 1 i-bot 
siB I i-siB 
la li-la 
peligBb~ I i-

'mudskipperls' 
'insect/s' 
'louse/lice' 
'praying mantisles' 

s~da I i -s5nda 
sue I i-sue 
serek I i-serek 
sili I i -sili 

'tigerls' 
'horsels' 
'shark/s'(< Eng) 
'elephant/s' ( < Soso) 

That two borrowed words for animals ('elephant' and 'shark'), the last two 
members of the far columns, do not follow the established w.?-si pairing pattern 
shows the erosion of the vitality of the sa class for animal plurals. 

Normally sa-class nouns would be expected to take concord in the sa class, 
namely, by means of the prefixed agreement marker si-, for this is the pattern 
followed by all of the other noun classes. Dependent elements show concord 
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with the (formal) noun class of the head noun. This happens rarely with animal 
plurals in the sa class but a few examples can be seen in (170). 

(170) sa-class agreement 
sitiuni, tilmi sic~g. tilmi sira 
si-tiuni tilmi si-c~ig tilmi si-ra 
NCM3a-dog 0-dog NCM3a-twO 0-dog NCM3a-three 
'dogs, two dogs, three dogs' (lt 8/12/2005, jd 8/11/05) 

It is usually the case, however, that animal plurals govern agreement based on 
their semantics, their animacy, and take agreement markers from the ya class, as 
described below. 

Animate concord. Mismatches exist between formal and semantic agreement, 
primarily due to [animacy], for not all animate entities belong to formally ani
mate classes. For example, the stem mils 'cat' has a nye-class prefix for its plu
ral but takes concord in the ya class (animate plural). This mismatch is most 
widely attested in the sa class, the class containing only animal plurals. The 
verbal concord marker of the class is si-, which is distinct from all other con
cord markers, yet sa-class nouns normally take their agreement markers from 
the human plural class ya. Such exceptions may be understood by an appeal to 
what has been called the "Animacy Hierarchy" (Silverstein 1976), where the 
distribution of formal features is governed not by the morphosyntax but by a 
ranking on a semantic scale of"animacy". Animate concord usually occurs only 
with subject pronouns but may also be found with objects and demonstratives 
(vs. agreement markers on dependent elements). The same pattern is found in 
the related languages Born and Kim. 

Some examples are presented in (171). Here the governing noun in the noun 
phrase belongs to the sa class, but other markers take concord, for the most part, 
in the ya class (human plurals). In example (171a), morphological agreement is 
seen on the definite article, but animacy determines its pronoun, as well as the 
noun class marker on the following adjective. The sa class features animate 
concord not only more than other classes but also deeper into the grammar, as 
shown by (171b), where animate concord is registered on adjectives, numbers, 
and the definite article. 

(171) a. tiunt sict gaa pot 
tUm£ si -ct ga a-pot 
dog NCM 3a-DEF PRO!Ja NCM!Ja-weak 
'The dogs are weak.' (jd 8/10/05) 
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b. sisu adinte acag act 
si-su a-dint£ a-cag 
NCMsa -bird NCM!Ja -white NCM!Ja -two 
'the two white birds' Gd 12/12/04) 

a-ct 
NCM!Ja-DEF 

The second example shows "animate concord", when semantics completely 
overrides morphology. The sa class (prefix si-) contains the plural of animals, 
which class controls agreement in the human plural class r;a (prefix a-) rather 
than agreement in its own class. 

It has been suggested that the impetus for classifying animals with human 
beings comes from folk tales (Greenberg 1978), where animals often serve as 
human surrogates. A Kisi folk tale about a long-tailed rat, for example, showed 
just such mismatched concord (Childs 1983) but only in the story. 

5. The nyc class 

There are two classes into which non-human plurals fall, ta and nye, containing, 
respectively, 170 and 213 members. But the nye class also contains many singu
lars, once again suggesting a diminution in the original number of classes. The 
nye class is the location for a great variety of things, all of them inanimate; its 
membership includes, as seen in some of the examples in (172) and below, both 
singulars and plurals of everyday objects, plurals of plants, and a number of ab
stractions. With regard to number, the class this contains singulars, plurals, and 
mass nouns. 

(172) Singulars, plurals, and non-count nouns in the nye class 

sg plural non-count 

wis 'meat' bur 'scar' trigHl 'music' 
yel 'island' gbE:ggbe 'pepper plant' foro 'straw' 
lel 'name' here 'tree core' gMs 'odor' 
sek 'burnt skin' tala 'paddle' nyern1lni 'metal' 
cu 'cooking pot' camat 'palm kernel shell' sMi 'rice gruel' 

Speakers sometimes strongly feel that nouns belong to only one class. This is 
particularly true of liquids, collectives and other non-count nouns. Only when 
pressed, for example, would an informant give 'one sand' u-sur; bUl for 'a single 
grain of sand', likely the concocted "singular" ofi-sun 'sand'. 



Many animals have their singulars in the nye class. 

(173) Animal singulars in the nye class 
(with plurals in the sa class due to animate concord) 

ttl 
kagk 

'crab' 
'ant sp.' 

per 'bush pig' 
sok 'chicken' 
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Agreement occurs as below with the dependent element, the adjective ti 'black' 
prefixing the NCM i- for the nye class, the class to which the controlling noun 
/cUp 'hair' belongs. 

(174) ikupi ti 'black hair' 
i-kup i- ti 
NCM11y8-hair NCMnye-black 

At times animate concord (see 4) will override noun class membership in the 
nye class, just as it does for the sa class. The example in (175a) shows the nye
class singular noun ib6k 'tortoise' with the w~-class pronoun (animate singular 
wb). The example in (175b) illustrates a nye-class plural noun (ila 'lice') taking 
ya-class (animate plural) concord, despite showing nye-class concord on the 
definite marker ce. In (175c) a similar mismatch is shown: corresponding con
cord on the number 'three' (the i- prefix corresponding to i-b6r 'family') but 
animate concord on the subject pronoun (ya rather than nye). Example (175d) 
shows animate concord on both an adjective (the phrase, mismatch between nye 
and ya) and on a pronoun and noun class marker (full sentence, same mismatch). 

(175) Concord mismatches in the nye class 

a. ib:Sk w:SBl 
i-b:Sk w:S 101 
NCM1118-tortoise PROwo sleep 
'The tortoise sleeps.' (ab 7/22/00) 

b. ila ice ga kw imyant CE nkog w:S 
i-la i-ct ga kut 
NCM1118-louse NCMnye-DEF PR0!1a drink 
u-nyant ct n-kOg w5 
NCMw0-infant DEF NCMma-blood 3SG 
'The lice sucked the baby's blood.' Gd 1124/05) 
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c. iMr ira ga ko kil ct. g~n~ 
i -Mr i-ra ga ko kil ct. 
NCM1112-family NCM1112-three 3PL to house DEF 
'There were three families living in the house.' (jd 1122/05) 

d. ibot atoga 
i-b6t 
NCM1112-mudskipper 
'fried mudskippers' 

ibot gaa toga 

a-toga 
NCM!ia-fried 

i-bot ga a-taga 
NCM1112-mudskipper PRO!Ja NCM!Ja-fried 
'The mudskippers are fried.' (jd 8/10/05) 

In addition to the singulars and plurals of animals, the nye class also contains a 
number of time words, as originally presented in (51). 

(176) Time words in the nye class (repeated from (51) 

i~nag 
i-pal 
i-s~ 

'today' 
'day, afternoon' 
'morning' 

6. The til class (inanimate plurals) 

i-yll 
i-pag 
i-c51i 

'day after tomorrow' 
'moon' 
'all night' 

The ta class contains only inanimate plurals (n = 170) and is the plural class for 
borrowings, just as the wo class is the default singular class for singulars, e.g., 
'book' u-bUk, ti-bUk and 'drinking glass' kb;ka, ti-kb;ka (from Portuguese can
eca). The plurals of most body parts are here, as are the plurals of most every
day objects. 

(177) Some representative (plural) nouns from theta class 

dam~ 

CUr 
bot 

'shirt, robe' 
'village, town' 
'head' 

kara 
It 
tamp 

'hoe' 
'branch' 
'mark' 

In (178) is shown the prefixe ti- on dependent elements characteristic of the ta 
class. 
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(178) Agreement patterns in the ta class 

tigbiggbig titi I tigbiggbig ti-ce'ta titi 
ti-gbiggbig ti-ti I ti-gbiggbig ti-ci ta ti-ti 
NCMta-wall NCMta-black I NCMta-wall NCMta-DEF PROta NCMta-black 
'black walls' I 'The walls are black.' (jd 8110105) 

7. The mtJ class 

The ma class (n = 222) is the largest of the "plural" classes, with nearly half of 
its noWlS belonging exclusively to this class. In the first colwnn are plural noWlS 
belonging to this class, i.e., those with attested singulars, with their meanings in 
the second colwnn. NoWlS belonging only to this class are mass noWlS, collec
tives, and liquids. Some representative examples of these noWlS appear in the 
third column ("non-count") with their glosses in the last colwnn. 

(179) NoWlS from the ma class (without their prefix n-) 

plurals non-count 

ce 'mortar' kalam 'palm wine' 
gMl 'liver' gbanti 'leftovers' 
tog 'bamboo' dwe 'sleepiness' 
pomul 'spirit,jinn' Ml 'lie' 
cek 'field, farm' put 'intestines' 

Some of the non-count noWlS, for which such a process is semantically plausi
ble, may be individuated and thereby enwnerated with such words as 'pile' or 
'lump', as seen in (180). 

(180) Lwnps and piles 

a. mbOt nsue nra 
D.-bOt D.-sue 
NCMma-lump NCMma-soap 
'three pieces of soap' 

b. mbOt nsUka ncan 
D.-bOt n-sUka 

n-ra 
NCMma-three 

D.-can 
NCMma-lump NCMma-sugar NCMma-twO 
'two lwnps of sugar' (jd 2119105) 
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c. nyini mput n.ra 
n-yini m-put 
NCM-pile NCM-entrails 
'three piles of intestines' 

n-ra 
NCM-three 

d. nyini ugbeggbt nnyol 
n-ymt u-gbeggbe 
NCMma-pile NCMma-pepper 
'four piles of peppers' 

n-nyol 
NCMma-four 

e. nyini met nman 
n-ytru u-gbeggbe D.-man 
NCMma-pile NCMw0-pepper NCMma-five 
'five piles of pepper' (jd 3/12105) 

The current ma class likely represents the collapsing of at least two seman
tically distinct classes, the liquids and a set of collective nouns whose semantic 
core is difficult to discern ('particulate but uncountable'?). There are several 
reasons for believing in such a collapse. The first is the lack of congruity be
tween the class pronoun ma and the noun class marker, a syllabic, homorganic 
nasal. Table 20 shows that in no other noun class, where [animacy] is not a con
founding factor, is there such a distinct phonetic difference between the two in 
both vowel and consonant. (The [lid] alternation in the k-class is found within 
the noun class system and elsewhere (see 1)). 

The most telling evidence for a collapse, however, appears when the Mani 
ma class is compared to other languages to which it is closely related, such as 
those shown in Sapir 1971. In Kisi, for example, the ma and 1J classes are dis
tinct, each governing a separate concord marker, as in (181). 

(181) The separate ma and 1J noun classes ofKisi (Childs 1995) 

pro ncm 

-01) 

ma -Czl) 

Semantic characterization 

Pl: metals, some body parts; collective: small, 
round objects such as grains, etc. 
Liquids and juicy plants; pl: sharp, pointed objects 

A third hint that the ma class represents a collapsing of at least two classes is the 
presence of initial m- on several "basic" liquids ('water', 'breast milk', 'alco
hol', 'tears') and juicy fruits ('lime, 'soursop (Anona muricata)'), which could 
be the relic is the presence of initial [m-] on several "basic" liquids ('water', 
'breast milk', 'alcohol', 'tears') and juicy fruits ('lime, 'soursop (Anona muri-
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cata)'), which could be the relic of an earlier distinct liquid-class prefix. The 
logic here is that the nasal element represents the relic of an earlier prefixing 
system which has since been renewed (Greenberg 1977; Greenberg 1978). As 
such, the bilabial nasals represent nominal prefixes that have fused and are no 
longer separable from a stem. In Mani this generalization holds synchronically. 
Although the other nasals in Mani possess different allophones and even exhibit 
some variation, the bilabial does not. 

Nonetheless, despite this possible difference in provenance, all nouns be
longing to this class are well-behaved and show the same agreement and require 
the same pronouns. Typical agreement patterns are shown in (180) above, but 
another example appears below. 

(182) gken ndoiya ntin dn nee 
D.-ken n-doiya n-ti D.-can n-ee 
NCMma-knife NCMma-sharp NCMma-black NCMma-two NCMma-DEF 
'the two sharp knives' Gd 1211212004) 

8. The noun-like indefinite pronoun pE 

This section presents a pronoun which has been partially integrated into the 
noun class system. It is discussed here rather than in the section on "Indefinite 
pronouns" because it exhibits more nominal features than the other indefinites, 
namely, in controlling an agreement marker. Data showing some noun class 
features ofpe are given in (184) and following. The first point to be made is that 
the pronoun pe is used for subjects and objects, and the prefixed NCM pi- for 
marking agreement on demonstratives and the like. 

In (183) we see the pronoun pt. 

(183) nw~ w~g6 mi pe 
n-w6 w~g6 mi pe 
emph-3SG send 1SG PROpe 

'He sent something for me.' (jd 215/05, 3/6/05) 

The first set of examples in (184a) show a prefix intensifying adjectives, some
thing like the way the noun class prefix di- of the le class is used for diminutives 
((165) and (166)) and for abstracts of elsewhere existing noun stems (167). 

(184) The diminutive prefix pi-

a. pi-yiriym 
pi-eon 
pi-cag~l 

'very wide' 
'very small' 
'very sweet' 
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The first example ((185a)) shows the pronoun as part of a demonstrative. 
Only noun class pronouns do this elsewhere in the language. Some further evi
dence can be found in (185b), where the prefix is found first in a compound, 
following the pattern of noun class markers in other compounds and then as a 
simple prefix. In (185c) the indefinite yen 'thing, something' is followed by the 
partitive 'some' (see (90) for a list of quantifiers) and prefixed by pi-, just as 
would be an adjective when following any other class noun, i.e., prefixed by the 
agreeing noun class marker. The demonstrative also shows pe agreement. If 
there is ape class, then, it has only one member yen 'thing', for nowhere else in 
the language is there a noun showing pe-class behavior. 

(185) Nominal uses ofpe and pi 

.... 114: , ........ a. a ceyopma 
a ce-m yo pe-na 
1SG AUX-NEG eat PR0p8-DEM 
'I don't eat this.' (ow 7123100) 

b. yen-pi-pam 1 pi-porn 
thing-NCMp8-some I NCMp8-some 
'some (little) thing, some of it; gift' 

c. yen pice pent piyiriyen 
yen pi-ce pene pi-yiriym 
PRO NCMp8-DEF DEMpe NCMp8-Wide 
'This thing was vecy wide.' (jd 1130105) 

Despite these many nominal features, such pronouns as pe and other indefinite 
pronouns do not form part of the noun class system, primarily because they pre
fix no nouns and lack other criteria! features. Nonetheless, such agreement pat
terns show the overlap ofthe pronoun category with that of nouns. 

9. Final comments on the noun class system 

To conclude this section, I make a few comments on the noun class system as a 
whole. As may have been obvious from the examples above, noun stems can 
belong to a number of different noun classes, more than to just a singular-plural 
pairing based on number. In (186) we see the extent to which such changes in 
noun class membership can change meaning. Here we see stems change mean
ing with different prefixes indicating their membership in different noun classes. 



(186) u-m5 
m-m5 

wa I i-wa 
di-wa 

'breast' 
'mother's milk' 

'palm tree/ -s' 
'palm leaf' 

m.-Ml 
i-btl 

i-cu 
u-cu 
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'palm nuts' 
'palm nut clusters' 

'(metal) cooking pot' 
'metal' 

These changes in meaning as to noun class membership show that the noun 
classes have some semantic content, even if that meaning is diffuse or multiple. 

Despite these facts the final assessment of the neatness and vitality ofMani's 
noun class system must be that is undergoing some erosion and change. How 
much of this is attributable to the normal processes of language change (assum
ing language contact is not involved) and how much to the perilous state of the 
language is difficult to discern (Childs 2009). Classes have combined, concord 
markers have disappeared in some contexts (the w.? class in particular), and the 
new feature [animacy] trumps morphologically determined concord. There is 
little sign, however, of the changeover to a suffixing system, as can be seen in 
all of the languages closely related to Mani (Childs 1982; Childs 1983). There 
are a few hints, as mentioned above: the phonological movement of a marker to 
the end of a noun(= before dependent elements), zero prefixing, and the use of 
m as both prefix and suffix. 





Chapter 7 
Verbal morphology 

In its most restricted form, the verb consists of the lexical verb itself and at least 
one tense, mood, aspect, or polarity distinction (referred to collectively here as 
"tense", as in many other places, following Welmers 1973 and general African
ist practice). Tense distinctions may be marked on the verb (segmentally or to
nally), may consist of independent morphemes preceding the verb, or may in
volve a choice of subject pronoun, which may also be marked by tone. Strictly 
speaking, then, this section treats not only verbal inflectional morphology but 
also some verbal syntax. The verb may also be expanded by suffixed verb ex
tensions, discussed in section 1.1 of the following chapter on derivational mor
phology. The full verb phrase is discussed in 2. 

Two aspectual distinctions, one modal distinction and negation form the core 
verbal morphology: Habitual ("HAB" in the morpheme gloss line), Perfective 
("PERF"), and Hortative ("IMP"). The names are meant more as useful mnemon
ics than as restrictive characterizations of each distinction's semantics, for there 
are complex interactions with other distinctions marked on the verb (verb exten
sions) and the semantics of the verb itself. 

I begin by discussing the place of subject pronouns in the system, then turn 
to specific tense distinctions. This brief disquisition provides an introduction to 
the Habitual, for this distinction is marked by the choice of pronoun and by tone. 

Two types of pronominal elements can appear in subject position, i.e., im
mediately before the verb. The first is what are here called "subject markers" 
(SM), found only in subject position - the second occurs in other positions, and 
for some pronouns in all other positions (see Table 21). The term SM is chosen 
to underscore the overlap with the noun class system and is the reason for see
ing them as prefixes on verbs. Third singular forms, singular and plural, also 
take part in the noun class system; in fact, the markers are identical to their 
counterpart noun class markers, as is usually the case in languages with noun 
class systems, e.g., Meissner and Storch 2000. 

Personal pronouns, which are also used for focus, objects, possessives, etc., 
can also appear in subject position, both with and without the SMs. There is the 
marking of case only in the first person singular pronoun (ya in subject position, 
mi elsewhere) and differentiation from subject markers for only some members 
of the paradigm (see Table 7). The display in Table 21 recapitulates those dif
ferences. 
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Table 21. Personal pronouns (adapted from Table 7) 

SUBJ SM 

lso ya a-

2so mo it-

3so wo u-
lPL si si-

2PL nya nya-
3PL ga ga-

The subject pronouns (SUBJ) are found in, roughly speaking, the same pre
verbal position, obligatorily for the Habitual when they are marked for "tense" 
and optionally for emphasis. The SMs, on the other hand, are found only in sub
ject position and in all other tenses. Thus, the SMs are much more grammatical 
in being closely tied to the verb. All singular pronouns are formally distinct 
from their SM counterparts: the SM consists of less phonological substance (con
trast the forms in the first column with those in the second) and always carries a 
low tone. When in pre-verbal position the SUBJs, on the other hand, can carry a 
high tone, e.g., the Habitual. 

Table 22 shows the seven noun classes of Mani. In the first column is the 
name of each class as to how its designated in this book, which is equivalent to 
the pronouns in the second column. The equivalents of SUBJs are these pronouns 
in the second column and the NCMs are the equivalents of SMs in the third 
(adapted from Table 8). (See Chapter 6 for details of the noun class system). 

Table 22. Noun class SUBJs and SMs (adapted from Table 8) 

Class PRO NCM 

name (SUBr) (SM) 

w.:> wo u-
1}Q ga a-

sa sa si-

k le di-

nye nye i-

ta ta ti-

ma rna it-
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The example in (187a) contains an example from the ma class. Note how the 
prefix on both 'clothes' and 'urine' is the NCM n-, while the subject marker is 
distinctively the class pronoun (ma). The example in (187b) shows the same 
contrast, but this time involving theta class: the prefix on 'hoe' contrasts with 
the subject pronoun. 

(187) a. n-coya wo mabi ntilig 
n-coya wo rna hi n-tilfu 
NCM-clothes POSS SUBJ hold NCM-urine 
'His clothes have urine on them.' (bs 7/20/00) 

b. karatict ta. ktntidi 
kara ti-ct ta kmt-di 
hoe NCMta-DEF PROm break-CMP 
'The hoes are broken.' (ys 7/27/00) 

The following examples in (188) illustrate the situation with predicative adjec
tives (among other things), where the NCM (ti) is used before adjectives, tUkUl in 
(188a) and inybrun (188b). 

(188) Nouns and predicative adjectives 

a. pUI. tict tana titUkUI. res 
pUI. ti-ce tana ti-tUkul res 
ash NCMta-DEF DEMta NCMta-hot still 
'These ashes (sg) are still hot.' (bs 7/22/00, jd 1129/05) 

b. kilfana tiwe ct wont k:S tek6l yo, ta tiyorun 
kilfana ti-we ct wont k:S tek6l yo 
wing NCMta-0wo-bird 0wo-DEF DEMwo PROLOc yonder REL 
ta ti-yorun 
PROta NCMta-red 
'The wings of that bird over there are red.' (ys 7/20/00;jd 2/20/05, 8/11/05) 

Thus, a distinction can indeed be drawn between pronouns and subject markers, 
even if they are formally identical for some persons and for some noun classes. 
The Habitual makes use of this distinction as well as tone in marking its func
tion. 
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1. Habitual 

The Habitual marks action that is ongoing, (present) progressive, habitual, or 
future. The name is unsatisfactory, of course, but serves a useful purpose in fo
cusing on the basic aspectual notion of the distinction. The Subject Pronouns 
(SUBJ, see Table 21) are used and have a high tone; the tone or tones on the verb 
are low, unless the verb is lexically high or High Tone Spreading (HTS) has 
raised the first tone of the verb. 

That the pronoun is marked for tense is important for "object movement" in
to the vacancy created by a split predicate, where a tense marker or auxiliary 
occurs as a separate word with material intervening between it and the lexical 
verb (see Chapter 10 for a full discussion). In all other cases of object move
ment, a separate morpheme (Auxiliary") carries tense after which the objects 
appear. In the Habitual the objects can move in between the subject and verb, as 
they can with no other distinction. This is one way of confirming the importance 
of the high-toned Subject Pronoun as a carrier of tense information. 

In (189) the regular, habitual action of collecting ("bringing down") the 
palmwine25 is underscored by the two distributive constructions, conveying that 
the action takes place on a series of mornings and evenings (although palm wine 
from a given tree can be harvested for only a finite period of 2-3 weeks.) Note 
that the 2SG pronoun m!J (vs. n) is used with a high tone. The tone on 'go' is 
high because ofHTS (see discussion around 192 below) and has been adjusted 
in the morpheme analysis line. HTS spread can also be seen in c. 

(189) Illustrations of the Habitual 

a. iso6iso g par~m6par~m/par~mw6par~m m6 k6 toli Dkat~m nee 
iso6iso g par~m6par~m 

morning.DIST and evening.DIST 
m6 kO tol-i n-kal~m n-ee 
2SG go descend-cs NCM-palmwine NCM-DEF 
'Every morning and evening you have to bring down the wine.' (jd 2/ll/06) 

b. ya bempa nswe c. ya tila upele 
ya bempa n-sue ya tita u-pae 
1SG make NCM-soap 1SG sell NCM-rice 
'I make soap (for a living).' 'I sell rice (regularly, at the market).' 

In example (190a) the high-toned pronoun w6 and the lowtone on the verb reg
ister the Habitual. The second example shows that the form of the subject and 
verb do not change even with the addition of the (high-toned) stative verb ex
tension. 



(190) a. lamina w5 him 
lamina w5 him 
Lamina 3SG come 
'Lamina will come.' 

b. lamina w5 htin yt 
lamina w5 hilg-yt 
Lamina 3SG come-STAT 
'Lamina is coming.' (rnf7115104,jd 2112106) 
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As will be seen in the discussion of the Imperfective, there is an overlap in the 
division of the imperfective space between the Habitual and the Imperfective 
with regard to time. The Imperfective is used for past (and sometimes present); 
the Habitual is used for present and future time. 

The two examples in (191) illustrate some other features of the Habitual. In 
the first the word 'can' means not that one is able to do something- there is a 
separate verb for that. It rather means than one does something occasionally or 
on a regular basis. Here the subject harvests rice every year. The first sentence 
in b. means that 'typically' or 'usually' I stand. The second, with the addition of 
the stative extension, an eminently compatible extension with the Habitual, 
means that the state of upright posture has been achieved, and there is no imme
diate end in sight. 

(191) a. w5 dk upele 
w5 dk u-pele 
3SG harvest NCM-rice 
'He can harvest rice.' (jd 1217104) 

b. ya Jern I ya semyt 
ya sern I ya sem-yt 
1SG stand I 1SG stand-STAT 
'I (usually) stand I will stand.' I 'I am standing.' (jd 12112104, 2112106) 

In (192a) the first tone on the verb w.?y.? 'send' is high as it has been raised (op
tionally) by the high tone on the pronoun. That it is HTS and not a verbal melo
dy can be seen in its optionality and in the fact that when there is intervening 
material between the Subject Pronoun and Verb, the same verb has all low tones, 
as in b. Thus, with an intervening pronoun, the tone on the subject pronoun re
mains high and the tone on the verb will not be raised. 
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(192) a. ya w5g~ tarami Ul5gk~be 
ya w~g~ tara mi u-l5gkube 
1SG send older.brother 1SG NCM-sheep 
'I will send my older brother a sheep.' Gd 215/05) 

b. g mi wogo ub6 
ga mi wogo u-b6 
3PL 1SG send NCM-bread 
'They will send me bread.' Gd 2118/05) 

The ungrammaticality of sentences without these marks can be seen in (193). 
The sentence is ungrammatical without the pronoun, despite the fact that 3SG 
subjects are often absent in such contexts. The pronoun cannot be here omitted 
without loss of habitual meaning. (Note: The verb bay has a lexical high tone 
that stays associated with the verb in the Habitual.) 

(193) a. * mbom bag w6m b. mbOm w6 bag w6m 
mbOm bag w5m 
Mbom build boat 
'Mbom is building a boat.' 

mbOm w5 bag w5m 
Mbom PRO build boat 
'Mbom is building a boat.' 

Gd 214/06) 

The Habitual is negated with ce-tn in the same way that the Imperfective is ne
gated, as shown in (194) (see discussion around (208) and 231 below). 

(194) a. ya cenin ((di) napilm) b. a cen cenin 
ya cmin ((di-) napilm) 
1SG think ((NCM-) something) 

a ce-en cenin 
1SG IPF-NEG think 

'I am thinking (about something).' 'I am not thinking.' Gd 215/06) 

The examples below contrast the Habitual with the Perfective, the latter being 
the topic of the next section. In (195a), the house has been built- it's done. In 
(195b) the action is ongoing and there's nothing said about its completion. In 
the next pair of examples, (195c) specifies no time since either ctnca 'yester
day' or inay 'today' could be used, but not 'every day'. The example in (195d) 
can be used with both 'every day' and 'tomorrow'. Speakers insist on such 
meaning for the Habitual; its counterpart, as in (195a) and (195c) cannot be 
used with habitual meaning. The third person plural features no formal differ
ence between the two pronouns (195a) (Perfective) and (195b) (Habitual)), but 
in examples ( 195c) and (195d) one sees the difference (a vs. ya). 
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(195) a. ga y6k kil ct. b. gaa yok kil ct. 
ga yok kil ga yok kil ct. 
3SG build house 
'They built the house.' 

3PL build house DEF 
'They are building the house.' Gd 2/4/06) 

c. a kubiyt. ittl ict. 
a kubi-ye i-ttt i-ce 
1SG open-STAT NCM-crab NCM-DEF 
'I opened the crab (could be right now or yesterday).' 

d. ya kubi ictt 
ya kubi i-ttt 
1SG open NCM-crab 
'I open crabs (evety day, on a regular basis). Gd 12/11104, 3/13/05) 

l. Perfective 

The Perfective indicates that an action is complete, perfect, and seen in its en
tirety (see, e.g., Comrie 1976, Comrie 1985). It contrasts with both the Habitual 
and the Imperfective, both of which see the action as ongoing and incomplete. 

The Perfective features a high tone on the rightmost syllable of the verb stem 
with a subject, when it is a personal pronoun, represented by the low-toned sub
ject marker, as shown in (196). 

(196) a. ga w~g5 mi ub6 
ga w~g5 mi u-b6 
3PL send 1SG NCM-bread 
'They (have) sent me bread.' (jd 2/18/05) 

b. inyeli ce nye dendi 
i-nyel i-ce nye den-di 
NCM-salt NCM-DEF PRO disappear-CMP 
'The salt has disappeared.' Gd 1/30/05) 

b. u cat lcii ku kil ct. y~lig 
u cala-i ko kil ct. yeleg 
3SG sit-i to house DEF behind 
'He is seated behind the house.' (ow 7/23/00, jd 1/30/06) 

c. cmca Dk6n jt616n 
cenca n k6n t616n 
yesterday 2SG go straight 
'Yesterday you went straight ahead.' Gd 2/5/05) 
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d. rltpant net rna gbendi ce itkatal 
rlt-pant n-et rna gben-di ce 
NCM-work NCM-DEF PRO finish-CMP COP 
'The work was hard.' (jd 2/19/05, 3/6/05, 3/12/05) 

n-kcit:)l 
hard 

Example (196a) can be contrasted with the Habitual equivalent in (192b). Other 
minimal-pair contrasts between the Habitual and Perfective appear in 195. In 
example (197) the action of the first verb has been completed and the second is 
ongoing. 

(197) uJi wo ko:S run 
u si wo k6 tUn 
3SG fart.PERF 3SG.FOC PRO.HAB smell 
'He farted and it smells.' (jd 2/5/05, rev 3/6/05) 

Verbal semantics can interact with the Perfective. Stative verbs such as sinim 
'be spoiled' (198a) and hint 'be swollen' (198b) have a particular affinity with 
the Perfective. The verb (gben) 'finish' (198c) is almost always used in the Per
fective along with the Completive verb extension. At one point it was thought 
that this form of the verb with its extension, i.e., gben-di, was a stem and even 
earlier a Perfective marker simply because it was so widely used in such con
texts (see Section 8 of this Chapter for some discussion of "incipient" verbal 
particles). As the Stative extension often accompanies the Habitual, so the 
Completive walks with the Perfective. These associations provide some rein
forcement of meaning for both distinctions. 

(198) a. inokidiu.J ice nya pin yoi nyejinandi 
i-nokidilg i-ce nye a 
NCM-husked.rice NCM-DEF PRO sm 
nye sinan-di 
PRO spoil-CMP 

pin yo 
buy REL 

'The husked rice that I bought is spoiled.' (jd 11127/04) 

b. pami go henmdi 
pa mi go hint-di 
hand 1SG FOC swell-CMP 
'My hand has swollen up.' 

c. u gbendi nye upele ce 
u gben-di nye u-pele ce 
3SG finish-CMP winnow NCM-rice DEF 
'She finished winnowing the rice.' (jd 11116/04) 
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There are some variations on the tonal realizations of the Perfective. When a 
verb extension with a high tone is suffixed, the Perfective high tone is absorbed 
and the verb stem has all low tones. 

(199) a gbenyt 
a gben-yt 
1SG ftnish-STAT 
'I finished.' (jd 214/06) 

When the extension is toneless or has a low tone, the high tone stays on the verb. 

(200) a cimundi mig iwis tc)ga 
a cim1lg-di ruig i-wis toga 
1SG smell-CMP then NCM-meat fried 
'I smelled fried meat then (after I came back from the farm).' 

(jd 2119/05) 

Occasionally, however, the high tone will shift rightward on to the low-toned 
extension in a variation on HIS. (The morpheme analysis line shows the under
lying form of the verb+ extension without HIS.) 

(201) ran5 CE rant nyi 
ran5 CE ra-n£ nyi 
farmer 3SG clear-BEN 1PL 
'The farmer cleared (the fteld) for us.' (ys 7/29/00) 

More revealing for the VP analysis discussed in Chapter 10 is how the high tone 
of the Perfective spreads on to following pronouns. Although it may be just an
other variation on HIS (see the discussion around the preceding example), it 
may also be phonological evidence that post-verbal pronouns form a constituent 
with the verb (as do most verb extensions). The examples in (202) show how 
the pronouns following the verbs, respectively 3SG w~ in (202a) and 1SG mi in 
(202b), have a phonetically high tone (ftrst line of both examples). In the second 
line appears the (lexical) form without the high tone. In the first sentence the 
high on the verb does not appear, but on the second it remains associated with 
the ftnal tone-bearing unit of the stem. Thus the evidence is suggestive but in
conclusive. The first example suggests the pronoun forms a constituent with the 
inflected verb, but (202b) suggests HIS. 
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(202) a. yami, a samba w:S is~k 
ya mi a samba w:S i-s~k 

mother 1SG 1SG.SM send 3SG NCM-fowl 
'My mother, I sent a chicken to her.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 3/13/05) 

b. be ce w3h3 mi Ul.~gkobe 
be ce wog:S mi u-togkobe 
chief DEF send 1SG NCM-sheep 
'The chief sent me a sheep.' (jd 3/13/05, 1217/04) 

3. Imperfective 

Imperfective ce functions in a number of different ways and is one of the possi
ble forms in split predicate constructions to function as an "auxiliary" in the 
terminology of the S-Aux-0-V-syntagm discussion; the lexical verb ("V") 
forms the other part as the final element on the right with object(s) ("0") in be
tween. In addition to its functions as a copula and as an auxiliary (see 7), ce is 
fully involved in the tense system of Mani with imperfective meaning. Phono
logically there is little variation in the form as to linguistic environment. There 
are grammatical differences in tone, but the only contextual changes occur when 
ce is followed by the negative clitic -tn. In these circumstances, the vowel is 
nasalized, as has been observed more generally in the language (see 2). 

Examples of the Imperfective appear in (203 ). Note how ce "AUX'' appears 
with a high tone and is followed with a low-toned verb, except when HIS oper
ates or there is a lexical high tone as onf6 'speak, say' in (203c). 

(203) a. u ce yo 
u ce yo 
3SG aux eat 
'She was eating.' (jd 11/16/04) 

b. u ce kus buleg pent: y6 wo 
u ce kus bweg pent: y6 wo 
3SG aux vomit all OEM eat REL 
'He was vomiting everything he had eaten.' (om 7/23/00, jd 8/11105) 

c. u cen f:S d6n6don u cen k~ ka cenig 
u ce- en f:S don6d6n u ce-m B ka cenig 
3SG aux-NEG say nothing.DIST 3SG AUX-NEG go PAST think 
'He does not say anything, nor did he go on thinking.' (om 7/22/00,jd 1/30/06) 
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What makes its meaning somewhat questionable as representing past imper
fective in this context is that it can also be used with Past ka, as in (203c). More 
likely its primary imperfective meaning secondarily conveys past. The Habitual 
covers the semantic ground of present and future imperfective, as discussed 
above (p. 139), and thus there is some overlap. When asked about sentences 
marked with the Imperfective, nonetheless, subjects said that the state or action 
could be continuing on into the present. Imperfective thus seems more central 
than tense. Furthermore, as the first clause in example (203c) shows, when the 
Imperfective is negated, subjects give a present imperfective reading to the form. 
Past needs to be explicitly marked when it needs to be differentiated from un
marked tense. In the second clause with Past ka, the meaning is that the thinking 
had been going on but has now stopped. Thus, tense is at least subsidiary to the 
meaning of the Imperfective when only the Imperfective is marked. 

In the example below, ce precedes the lexical verb (ton 'bathe') and carries 
information about aspect (IPF) but none about tense, although the Perfective 
marking in the first clause and the pragmatics convey such information, and 
Past ka is not required. 

(204) a Bi ali lenyi bt ce, kere u ce t6n 
a k:S ali lenyi be ce, kere u ce t6n 
1SG go for greet chief DEF but 3SG IPF bathe 
'I went to greet the chief, but he was bathing.' (jd 11/16/04, 2/17 /06) 

Some complicated, but more telling, examples can be seen below. The example 
below shows that ce says nothing necessarily about the past, except that the ac
tivity has been going on for some time and therefore must have begun in the 
past. In examples (205b and c), the dancing could have continued on into the 
next day. There is, of course, nothing in the sense of ce that conveys that the 
action is complete. It is telling, in example (205d) that the Imperfective can be 
explicitly used with the word res meaning 'still'. 

(205) a. u hinbt, kere u ce Bl 
u hin-m ken~ u ce Bl 
3SG lie-NEG but 3SG IPF sleep 
'He did not lie down, but he is (still) sleeping.' (om 7/23/00, jd 
8/11105) 

b. ga ce ye baa is:S 
ga ce ye hcia i -s:S 
3PL aux dance until NCM-morning 
'They were dancing until the morning (and may be still). (jd 3/5/05) 
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c. ga ce ye sbnbt udt:)l :) ce ilr~tale 
ga ce ye sbnbt u-dt:)l-e 
3PL IPF dance energeticallyNCM-dark-inside 
'They have been dancing energetically since dark (and are still).' Gd 
3/5/05) 

d. ga ce res bbnpa Ulantag ce rucii nyer ko w~me 
ga ce res bempa u-lantag ce 
3PL IPFstill make NCM-bridge DEF 
si nyer ko w~m-e 

lPL cross to boat-in 
'They are still building the bridge (so) we crossed in the canoe.' Gd 
3/5/05) 

In (206) below one sees that only the Habitual can be used with future meaning 
(206a), in (206b) that Imper-fective cannot. IPF +NEG, however, can be used in 
negative sentences (206b) for the future. Both distinctions have a single nega
tive form cen. Example c. shows the negated Habitualexpressing future. 

(206) Imperfective and future meaning 

a. ga hilg gbeg 
ga hilg gbtg 
3PL come tomorrow 
'They will come tomorrow.' 

c. ga cen hiln gbeg 
ga ce-rn hun gbeg 
3PL IPF-NEG come tomorrow 

b. >I< ga ce hiln gbeg 
ga ce hiln gbeg 
3PL IPF come tomorrow 
'They will be coming tomorrow.' 

'They will not come tomorrow.' Gd 2/4/06) 

We have seen above that the position of the Imperfective is directly before the 
verb and is negated there, but there are significant differences when objects are 
pronouns. Thus, the rest of the syntax of the Imperfective is rather remarkable 
and has already been introduced in the section on its use as a copula. When the 
predicate is "split", pronominal objects must appear in the fissure between the 
auxiliary and the verb. If the sentence is negated, the negative particle goes be
tween the two, on the object or on the rightmost object if there is more than one. 
When the sentence in (207a) is negated as in (207b), or when (207c) is negated 
as in (207d), the negative marker cliticizes to the object, not to ce, as it would 
were there no intervening material. 



(207) a. gaw~gMp 
ga w~ gMp 
3PL 3SG plait 
'They are plaiting her (hair).' 

c. womob(m 
w6 mo b(m 
3SG 2SG beat 
'She will beat you.' 
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b. ga ce won gb:Sp 
ga ce w~-m gMp 
3PL aux 3SG-NEG plait 
'They're not plaiting her (hair).' 

d. u ce mon b(m 
u ce mo-m b(m 
3SG IPF 2SG-NEG beat 
'She will not beat you.' (jd 2/19/05) 

The examples in (208) make the same point as the examples in (207), but make 
the additional point that negative sentences with ce represent a neutralization of 
the Imperfective-Habitual contrast in the Negative (see (194) and discussion 
around (231) for parallels). 

(208) Neutralization of Imperfective and Habitual when negated 

a. yaceBB b. yacenBgB 
ya ce B B ya ce B-m B 
1SG IPF PRO go 1SG IPF PRO-NEG go 
'I was going there.' 'I was not going there.' 

c. yaBgB d. ya cen log B 
ya lO ko ya ce to-m ko 
1SG.HAB PRO go 1SG IPF PRO-NEG go 
'I go there.' 'I do not go there.' (jd 216/05) 

Imperfective ce has a possible cognate in Kisi co since front-back alternations 
are widespread in Kisi (relatively rare in Mani), and the form of the negated 
copula is ce. The Kisi form covers much of the same semantic ground as its 
Mani counterpart. Furthermore, the Kisi form is also used as a copula, albeit the 
main one - Kisi has no direct counterpart to the realis Mani copula k. 

4. Past 

Tense is generally not marked in Mani, the common distinctions being aspectual 
and modal. Nonetheless, the language has at least one way of marking an event 
that has already occurred without making reference to its state. Its meaning has 
been identified by speakers as taking place in the past and no evidence chal
lenges that identification. It has also been stated as taking place in the 'distant' 
past. The contrast in those contexts where that claim was made was in compari-
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son to the Imperfective, which is felt also to have a past component (3). In a few 
cases anteriority may be important, but the evidence is ambiguous on this point. 
Past ka is used independently with lexical verbs and also in conjunction with 
Imperfective ce. It appears with a high tone before the verb and before Imper
fective ce, but with a low tone in other contexts, i.e., when negated. 

In simple affirmatives, Past ka behaves syntactically like Imperfective ce in 
that it appears independently, immediately before the verb. 

(209) a. magko ce ko ka dirdi 
magko ce ko ka dir-di 
mango DEF FOC PAST ripe-CMP 
'The mango was/has been ripe.' 
(ys 7/27/00, jd 1/30/06) 

b. u ka gbe ko kat6n 
u ka g be ko kat6n 
3SG PAST walk to Caton 
'He walked to Caton.' Gd 2/5/05) 

c. a ka tok domOmi 
a ka tok domo mi 
SG PAST wash shirt 1 SG 
'I washed my shirt.' 

d. rode kara 
rode ka ra 
Fode PAST clear 
'Fode cleared the field.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 1130/06) 

The past marker is also used with the copula, as detailed in 7. I present compa
rable examples here (see Table 16 for an overall view). In (210a) the example 
shows a simple use of the copula It in the present (realis). In (210b), when ka is 
used, ce in its copular function replaces It with ka for past, and in (210c) it is 
used with the copula /e, albeit with ce intervening. The difference between 
(210b) and (210c) is that the farmer in (210b) could still be an old man, but the 
blacksmith in (210c) was the herbalist at some point for a period in the past but 
is no longer. 
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(210) ce and ka 

a. ran~ CE w~ It y6mbm 
ran~ CE w~ le y6mben 
farmer DEF FOC COP old.man 
'The farmer is an old man.' (ys 7/22/00, jd 8/11105) 

b. ran~ ce ka ce y6mben 
ran~ ce ka ce y6mben 
farmer DEF PAST COP old.man 
'The farmer was an old man.' (ys 7/22/00, jd 8/11105) 

c. y6mben ce w6 ka ce le s6k6n5 
y6mben ce w6 ka ce le s6k6n5 
blacksmith DEF 3SG PAST IPF COP herbalist 
'The blacksmith was the herbalist.' (ys 7/29/00, jd 8/10/05, 2/5/06) 

In (211) ka and ce are used together before regular verbs, both with their full 
semantic import. Past ka puts the action in the past, while the Imperfective ce 
conveys the ongoing nature of the non-punctual action (in the past). The boy in 
(211a) is now dead, but he was alive over an extended period but in the past. 
Similarly, the town in (211b) was once big (but now it is small) but was big for 
some time. 

(211) ce and ka before verbs 

a. g56 caga ce ka ce tenk~l y5 (i),ga mara w5n 
g5 ca ga ce ka ce tenk~l y5, 
when boy 3PL DEF PAST IPF alive REL 

ga mara 
3PL love 

w5-m 
3SG-NEG 

'When their boy (who) was alive, they did not love him.' (jd 2/18/05) 

b. CUr cf: g5J. bomu 
CUr CE g5 
town DEF PRO 
'The town is big.' 

bamu 
big 

C. CUr CE g5 ka ce bOmu 
CUr cf: g5 ka ce 
town DEF PRO PAST IPF 
'The town was big.' (jd 2/4/06) 

bOmu 
big 

As mentioned elsewhere (see Chapter 10 for the fullest treatment), pronouns can 
appear between the two parts of a predicate, the first being, roughly speaking, 
an auxiliary in an S-Aux-0-V syntagm. As opposed to ce, ka can exhibit this 
pattern only if ce follows, and the pronoun(s) appear between ce and the verb, 
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ka remaining before or outside a possible constituent beginning with ce. The 
ungrammaticality of ka alone is illustrated by example (212a) The grammatical 
form of the same utterance is given in (212b ). Other ungrammatical examples 
with single pronouns are given in (212c) and (212d). 

(212) Split predicates with ka 

a. * u ka ga rna wogo 

c. 

u ka ga rna wogo 
3SG PAST 3PL PRO send 
'She had sent them it (water).' 

* ukanyeyo 
u ka nye yo 
3SG PAST PRO eat 
'She ate them (cassava-pi).' 

b. u ka ce ga rna wogo 
u ka ce ga rna wogo 
3SG PAST IPF 3PL PRO send 
'She had sent them it.' (jd 2/4/06) 

d. * ukakoyo 
u ka B yo 
3SG PAST PRO eat 
'She ate it ( cassava-sg).' 

Examples (213a and b) show the grammaticality of constructions with either 
pronoun of the ditransitive verb featured in 212. Both are preceded by the ka ce 
sequence. Example (213c) introduces example (212d) where both pronominal 
objects have moved inside, as in (212b). 

(213) More split predicates with ka 

a. u kci ce ga wogo riunm 
u ka ce ga wogo m-mtn 
3SG PAST IPF 3PL send NCM-water 
'She sent them water.' 

b. u ka ce rna w:)go aworok ace 
u ka ce rna w:)go a-w:lrok a-ce 
3SG PAST IPF PRO send NCM-worker NCM-DEF 
'She sent it to the workers.' (jd 2/4/06) 

c. u ka ce mi paka kop:k 
u ka ce mi paka kop~r 

3SG PAST IPF 1SG pay money 
'She paid me money.' 
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d. u kci ce mi g~ pcika 
u ka ce mi g~ pcika 
3SG PAST IPF 1SG PRO pay 
'She paid me it.' (jd 2/4/06) 

What happens when lea ce constructions are negated is also fairly complex, with 
or without pronouns moving inside. The examples in (214) show what happens 
when no object pronouns are involved. The ka ce must be preceded by an addi
tional ce, which carries the mark of negation, as shown in (214c). 

(214) a. a ce gbus~ b. a kci ce gbils~ 

1SG IPF plow 1SG past IPF plow 
'I was plowing.' 'I was (once) plowing.' 

c. a cen kci ce gbus~ 
a ce-m kci ce gbils~ 

1SG IPF-NEG past IPF plow 
'I had not been plowing.' 

The examples in (215) show a stative verb illustrating some of the same con
trasts. The first sentence (215a) illustrates the non-past negative. (215b) and 
(215c) contrast the affirmative Past Imperfective and the negated Past Imperfec
tive. 

(215) a. ilmagko ce k~ ceg dilm6 
u-magko ce k~ ce-en dum6 
NCM-mango DEF PRO IPF-NEG strong 
'The mango is not strong (fully grown).' 

b. k~ kci ce dilm6 
k~ ka ce dilm6 
PRO PAST IPF strong 
'It (the mango) had been strong.' 

c. k~ cen ka ce dilm6 
k~ ce-en ka ce dum6 
PRO IPF-NEG PAST IPF strong 
'It was not strong.' (jd 2/5/06) 

The examples in (216) show where the negative appears when pronouns are 
involved ((216c) only; (216a and b) where it cannot appear). As shown in (216a 
and b), neither ka itself nor ce can be negated in such constructions, with or 
without ce (represented by ce in parentheses). (Other logical possibilities not 
shown are equally ungrammatical.) Only with the pronoun moved up or left
wards to abut ce can the sentence become grammatical. As in many other envi
ronments involving "Pronoun Movement",26 only the rightmost pronoun bears 
Negation. 
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(216) a .• a (ce) kan ce k~ be 
a ka-t.n ce k~ be 
1SG PAST-NEG IPF PRO put 
'I had not been putting it.' 

b .• a (ce) ka cen k~ be 
a ka ce-t.n k~ be 
1 SG PAST IPF-NEG PRO put 
'I had not been putting it.' (jd 2/5/06) 

c. a ce k:Sn k3. ce be 
a ce k~-t.n k3. ce be 
1SG IPF PRO-NEG PAST IPF put 
'I had not been putting it.' (jd 2/5/06) 

Tense with accompanying pronouns on the left of the VP form a sub-constituent 
within the VP proper. Thus, pronouns move in front of ka ce to follow the first 
ce and there receive the mark of negation, just as it does in other contexts (see 
Section 6 of this chapter). 

The question that remains about ka is, Why do speakers not consider it on a 
par with ce and thus permit it to serve as the target for Negation and Pronoun 
Movement? One diachronic consideration may be that ka is a newer marker, 
still not syntactically integrated within the verbal core. That it is further away 
from the verb when used with ce might also be indicative of such status. Seman
tically, the fact that it signals tense (narrowly speaking) and not aspect in a 
overwhelmingly aspectual system is another consideration. These speculations 
and others are unified in a more general analysis in the Chapter 10, Section 2.3 
The Inner VP. Roughly speaking, it is argued there that Tense and pronominal 
objects form a constituent (the "Inner VP") within the VP proper. 

5. Hortative 

The hortative is distinguished is by its tone and by its use of subject markers (as 
opposed to the subject pronouns of the Habitual). The subject marker receives a 
high tone, the verb and what follows have low tones, if no other tones are as
signed. An optional final H may be added for politeness on the last syllable. 

(217) a. si :8 maru b. rueli mi 
si :8 mani n. Wi mi 
1 PL speak Mani 2SG regard 1 SG 

'Let us speak Mani!' (jd 12/13/04) 'Look at me!' 
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c. gak~ 
ga k~ 

3PL go 
'They should go.' Gd 1123/05) 

d. alakcin ace gaa lt, ga bi fOso 
a-takan a-ce ga le, ga bi foso 
NCM-women NCM-DEF PRO COP PRO have strength 
'It should be the case that the women be strong!' Gd 2/4/06) 
('Women are supposed to be strong.') 

No pronouns are allowed to appear between the subject markers and verb, i.e., 
there is no pronoun movement (see note 26). 

Because hortatives often stress the importance of the agent, pronouns can 
precede subject markers for strengthening the force of the hortative. There are 
accompanying tonal changes - the high tone shifts leftward onto the pronoun 
and an "P' can be added after the pronoun, as shown in (218), for further bulk 
(see the discussion around example (314)). 

(218) a. woi, u-mar w:S 
w:S-i u mar w:S 
3SG 2SG love-£ 3SG 
'She must love him.' 

b. yai, a mar w:S c. gcii, ga mar w:S 
'I must love her.' 'They must love her.' Gd 2/18/05) 

Pronouns notably do not move inside or before the verb for the same reasons 
given above for i-lnsertion, as shown in (219b ). 

(219) a. m b5nt a dOghu ace 
n. b5nt a-d6ghu a-ce 
2SG meet NCM-blind NCM-DEF 
'Meet the blind people!' 

b. m. bonmga 
n. b~t ga 
2SG meet 3PL 
'Meet them!' Gd 2/11/06) 

The exception is when the hortative negative particle ma is used. Sentence 
(220b) is the negative of the affirmative in (219a), where the pronominal object 
appears after the verb. In the example below, when ma is present, the pronoun 
ya is now found between the negative marker and the lexical verb. The negative 
particle carries Tense and attracts pronouns as in all other cases. The (220a) and 
(220b) examples form the basis for the comparison of (220c) and (220d). In 
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(220c) the pronoun is outside, but with the presence ofthe negative marker in d. 
it moves inside (more discussion in section 6 of this chapter). 

(220) The Hortative Negative as a split predicate 

a. ii f6 rom ct b. m. rna ga Mnt 
ii f6 rom ct ii rna ga Mnt 
2SG say truth DEF 2SG NEG 3PL meet 
'Speak the truth! ' 'Don't meet them!' 

c. n. fo ko d. iimako to 
2SGsay PRO 2SG NEG PRO say 
'Speak it (the true story)!' 'Don't speak it!' (jd 2111/06) 

This movement parallels the movement of pronouns elsewhere in the language, 
as expanded upon in Chapter 10. 

In an earlier characterization of the Hortative (Nylander 1814:25), the parti
cle "ngha"([ga]? [nya]?) was identified as important: "the Bulloms [Mani] make 
use of ngha to express the English word 'let, permit'. " 

(221) ngha a tui 
nghaii ko 
ngha he ke 
ngha ngha ramling 

'Let me hear.' 
'Let him go.' 
'Let us see.' 
'Let them pray.' (Nylander 1814 :25) 

There is no trace of such a particle in the synchronic grammar, although it is 
cognate with 'they' (the 3pl pronoun) and, for some speakers, with 'you (pl)'. 

6. Negative 

This section covers changes in verbs as they are negated, virtually the only kind 
of negation in the language, aside from a few lexical items with negative mean
ing. Negation is managed locally with pre-verbal and post-verbal particles; it 
varies as to verbal inflection, involving not only separate morphemes but also 
segmental and tonal changes. Thus, as in many other Afiican languages, e.g., 
Welmers 1973, polarity can be considered another tense on a par with aspect, 
tense (proper), and mood. Moreover, it interacts with the other tenses in com
plex ways. The different ways of negating the other tenses have been illustrated 
individually above. The formal distinctions in the negative, however, are not as 
extensive as those in the affnmative. 
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In (222) appear the two negators of Mani. The two are in complementary 
distribution as they are not in the closely related languages Born and Kim; Kisi 
has a completely distinctive system of negation I begin by discussing the more 
restricted member of the paradigm, the Hortative negator ma. 

(222) 
ma 
-tn 

Syntax 
pre-verb 
post "inner VP" 

Tenses 
Hortative 
all others 

The form of ma is invariant and the marker appears in only one position. The 
Hortative negator appears after the subject and before the verb. Note that the 
form for the subject is the subject marker (SM) n in both (223a and b), as op
posed to m:J, the subject pronoun used in the Habitual (see the first part of sec
tion 1 above for remarks on the sig-nificance and details of the distinction). 

The example in (223a) shows a simple negated command without an object. 
Sentence (223b) shows a negated command with a full NP object. The next set 
of sentences in (223c) show first an affirmative command with an object, fol
lowed by its negated counterpart with the pronoun coming before the verb and 
after the negator ma. The (223d) example shows that the position of the negator 
is unchanged when two pronouns appear after ma before the lexical verb 
'show', representing another split predicate. 

(223) a. n rna c~ 
n rna cag 
2SG NEG cry 
'Don't cry!' (ow 7/23/00) 

b. mma turuma ipak ice 
n. rna rutUma i-pak i-ce 
2SG NEG suck NCM-bone NCM-DEF 
'Don't suck the bone!' (om 7/23/00, jd 8/11105) 

c. nf6 B 
2SGsay PRO 
'Tell it (the truth)!' 
(repeated from 220) 

d. ril rna mi Bne c<'>gki 
n rna mi Bne cogki 
2SG NEG 1SG OEM show 

n.rna k~ H 
2SG NEG PRO say 
'Don't tell it ! ' Gd 2/11/06) 

'Don't show me that (the place)!' Gd 2/18/05, 3/12/05) 
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In this case of a split predicate, the negative particle is the bearer of tense in
formation, here just negative polarity and mood (along with the choice of pro
noun). As the first example in (223c) shows, the pronoun does not move inside 
when ma is absent. 

The negator ma can, of course, be used after other Hortative subjects, as 
shown by the following example. 

(224) ma after other Hortative subjects 

u rna we ye, ya yema kon ayeg legp 
u rna we-ye, ya yema ko-n ayen loop 
3SG NEG stay-STAT 1SG want go-MID through fast 
'You should not be staying long, I want to go through it quickly. '(he 4/12105) 

The second negator -tn can be considered a clitic (e.g., Zwicky 1985; Zwicky 
and Pullum 1983) and attaches to the right edge of Tense and any pronominal 
objects when present. In a split predicate this is the right edge of what is here 
called the Inner VP, introduced above and detailed in Chapter 10. It otherwise 
appears after the verb and any object pronouns. 

With regard to phonology, NEG has two allomorphs and results in a form of 
one or two syllables; only a few verbs have three syllables - all pronouns, the 
other form to which NEG attaches, are monosyllabic. The two surface forms are 
[m] (225a and b) after closed two-syllable verbs, 

(225) a. ya ceninm b. ko sek:Sl-en 
ya cenin-en PRO dry-NEG 
1SG reflect-NEG 'It is not dry.' (jd 2/19/05) 
'I am not reflecting.' (jd 2119/05, 3/6/05) 

and [ 'n ], seen in the (226a and b), after open two-syllable verbs. 

(226) a. ga gbantan tiune cenca 
ga gbanta-en rum£ cenca 
3PL beat-NEG dog yesterday 
'They didn't beat the dog yesterday.' (jd 2/19/05) 

b. u soten bali 
u sote-en half 
3SG get-NEG nothing 
'He got nothing.' (jd 2/23/05) 
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All of the forms above are disyllabic, the prototypical form of verbs in the 
language. Negation can also be marked on monosyllabic pronouns forming part 
of the Inner VP, with the same generalization holding. The example in (227) 
shows that the form is [ h] after monosyllabic pronouns ending in a vowel, the 
form of all pronouns. 

(227) a Mgt£ wo Bn 
a Mnte wo B-en 
1SG meet 3SG PRO-NEG 
'I did not meet him there.' (jd 1130/05, 3/12/05, 2/12/06) 

The generalization is that the surface form of NEG is determined by the ftnal 
segment; if the ftnal segment is a consonant, the form is -en, after vowels it is 
realized as [ h]. 

The situation with monosyllabic verbs, however, is slightly different, allow
ing the -en variant when monosyllabic verbs end in a vowel. Given the syllable 
structure constraints of the language, i.e., that vowel sequences are generally 
prohibited, [ h] is expected for it also appears after monosyllabic pre-verbal par
ticles, as below. 

(228) a cen cenin 
a ce-m cenin 
1SG IPF-NEG reflect 
'I will not reflect.' (jd 2/19/05, 3/6/05) 

That prohibition, however, is overridden by a stronger preference for disyllabic 
verbs. Monosyllabic verbs ending in a vowel feature the post-consonant variant 
-en, as shown by the three examples in (229). 

(229) a. Ukem 
u ke-en 
3SG belch-NEG 
'He didn't belch.' (jd 2/5/05) 

b. a bien bali 
a hi-m bali 
1SG have-NEG nothing 
'I have nothing.' (jd 12/7/04, 3/13/05) 
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c. u gbMn ko k;iton 
u gbt-m ko kelton 
3SG walk-NEG to Caton 
'He didn't walk to Caton.' (jd 2/5/05) 

The preference for disyllabic verbs is occasionally seen when the -en variant is 
used on disyllabic verbs ending in a vowel, as in (230). However, the vowel 
here is the "extra vowel", a vowel harmonic with the last stem vowel and of 
limited distribution and no discernible semantic import (see section 6). In such 
cases the vowel of the variant replaces the vowel so as to retain the desirable 
canonical two-syllable form for verbs. 

(230) a gbus:S 
a gbils:S 
1SG plough.PERF 
'I have ploughed.' 

a gbilsen 
a gbils-m 
1SG plough.PERF-NEG 
'I have not ploughed.' (jd 2/5/04) 

It is clear there are not as many contrasts in the negative as there are in the af
firmative (first mentioned in discussion around example (208); cf. (194 )), a sit
uation commonly found in Afiican languages (e.g., Welmers 1973). In Kisi, the 
negated Perfective and the negated Habitual are formally identical, being re
ferred to together there as the "General Negative", as in Swahili (Ashton 
1944:71). Both (231a) (Habitual) and (231b) (Imperfective) are negated as in 
(231c). The Habitual cannot be negated, as shown by the ungrammaticality of 
(231d). 

(231) Tense neutralizations in the Negative 

a. ya gbuso 
'I plow.' 

b. ace gbilso 
'I was plowing' 

d. *ya-n gbilso (jd 215/06) 

c. a ce-en gbuso 
'I don't/wasn't plowing.' 

The other tenses have their own, distinct ways of being negated. 
In addition to demonstrating how negative and affnmative contrast (232a) vs. 

(232b), (232c) vs. (232d), and (232e) vs. (232f), the following examples show 
two other, perhaps more significant facts. First of all they show the negation of 
the Perfective (232a) vs. (232b), (232c) vs. (232d), and (232e) vs. (232f). Ex
ample (232b) shows how NEG attaches to verbs when a full NP follows. Exam
ples (232d) and (232f) show how Negative cliticizes to pronouns. This fact will 
be important for the Inner VP discussion in Chapter 10. 



(232) a. a ke dipat 

c. a ke u 

a ke di-pal 
PRO see NCM-sun 
'I saw the sun.' 

a ke di-pat 
PRO see NCM-sun 
'I saw the sun.' 

e. ga gb0p6 woi 
ga gb0p6 wo-i 
3PL plait 3SG-i 
'They plaited her (hair).' 
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b. a kin depal 
a ke-en di -pal 
PRO see-NEG NCM-sun 
'I didn't see the sun.' (im 7/30/00, jd 3/13/05) 

d. akflm 
a ke le-tn 
PRO see PRO-NEG 
'I didn't see it.' ((bs 7/22/00,jd 1130/06)) 

f. ga gb0p6 won 
ga gb0p6 wo-m 
3PL plait 3SG-NEG 
'They did not plait her.' Gd 2/19/05, 3/6/05) 

A second important generalization about verbal negation being marked on pro
nouns is that it appears on pronouns even when they are moved inside split 
predicates. 

(233) Negation on pronouns within split predicates 

a. ga wo gMp 
ga wo gMp 
3PL 3SG plait 
'They're plaiting her (hair).' 

c. a bet kon nag 
a ht ko-tn nag 
1SG put PRO-NEG today 

b. ga ce won gb:Sp 
ga ce wo-m gMp 
3PL IPF 3SG-NEG plait 
'They're not plaiting her.' Gd 2119/05) 

'I did not put it today.' Gd 2/5/04) 

NEG appears after the rightmost pronoun when more than one pronoun is pre
sent. In (234) affirmative sentences with compound predicates and pronoun 
obects are negated ((234a) and (234b), (234c) and (234d)). Example (234b), 
with two pronouns occur within the split predicate shows how negative -tn is on 
the second of these, y!J 'it' rather than mi 'me'. The same pattern occurs when 
there are three pronouns present, as in (234d): NEG appears on the rightmost 
member of the three pronouns, i.e., on the pronoun li 'it (the chieftaincy)'. 
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(234) a. u ka ce mi g~ paka 
u kci ce mi g~ pakci 
3SG PAST IPF 1SG PRO pay 
'She has paid me it.' 

b. u kci ce mi g~-n pcika 
u kci ce mi go-en pcika 
3SG PAST IPF 1SG PRO-NEG pay 
'She has not paid me for it.' (jd 214/06) 

c. ga mi wo le potone 
ga mi wo le poto-ne 
3PL 1SG 3SG PRO elect-BEN 
'They will elect her it (chief) for me.' 

d. ga mi wo le-en pol6ne 
3PL 1SG 3SG PRO-NEG elect-BEN 
'They will not elect her it for me.' (jd 2/ll/06) 

The Mani facts contrast with the those of Kisi negation. In Kisi negation is 
marked in two ways: first of all with a sentence-final particle ze, but also by to
nal changes and sometimes segmental changes on the verb. In Kisi, then, one 
cannot see the negative particle as forming part of the Inner VP, except for the 
verbal marking. In fact, it enjoys some special status related to focus since the 
focus particle also appears finally and the two cannot be used together in the 
same clause (see Childs 1997). Both Kim and Born conform generally to the 
system of negation in Mani. 

In addition to the facts of negation presented above, there are a number of 
lexical examples: den 'nothing' and its distributive form, den6den 'nothing 
(dist)', perhaps related to the verb den 'disappear'. The word hali 'lack, want' 
can also have a meaning of 'nothing', as in 'not having anything, being in want 
or need of something'. 

7. Co-occurrence of ka and ce (summarized) 

In previous sections of this chapter and in the section on the copula, it has been 
noted that the two verbal markers ka (PAST) and ce (AUX and more) co-occur in 
a number of environments. In this section I summarize those observations, at the 
same time looking back to the copula (section 4.7) and looking ahead to split 
predicates (section 10.2). The form ce appears in many more contexts (Imper
fective, Copula, Auxiliary) than ka; ka can only mean (usually distant and per-
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haps circumscribed) past and is more limited in its distribution. Because ce ap
pears with ka in some environments where ka cannot appear alone, one interpre
tation is that ce provides the support (Tense) that ka lacks. Tense is crucial for 
two syntactic operations discussed both above and below, negation and pronoun 
movement. 

(235) Environments where ka can appear alone and before ce 

Before verbs in affirmative (Past) 
Before a sequence of ce + verb (Past Imperfective) 
Before ce as a copula in affirmative (Past Copula) 

Thus, in such contexts ka has a meaning of past and appears before items with 
Tense (affirmative verbs and copular ce). As was pointed out in 7, the Irrealis 
Copula ce is not totally devoid of semantic content, representing a contrast with 
the Realis Copula /e. 

In (236) are listed the contexts where ka cannot appear alone (without ce 
support). 

(236) Environments where ka cannot appear alone 

Before the realis copula le in affirmative, negative clauses (*kale, *ka-tn le) 
In negated copula constructions (*ka-tn ce, only ce-tn ka ce) 
Negating verbs (*ka-tn Verb), only ce-tn ka Verb 
Pronoun movement into split predicates (*ka Pro Verb), only ka ce Pro Verb) 

Thus, ka allows neither Negation nor Pronoun Movement. Therefore, it does not 
cany Tense, Tense having been shown as necessary to these two processes, 
which fact will be discussed below as Past being outside or not part of the In
ner VP. This interpretation is plausible in that ka is syntactically outside or to 
the left of other markers, except when ce intercedes to receive Negation before 
it (see Section 4 of this chapter for a possible explanation). 

8. Other verbal matters 

Many words behave semantically and syntactically similarly to the pre-verbal 
markers of tense, mood, and aspect (TMA), but have lexical meaning in other 
positions and behave as verbs elsewhere. They will here be referred to as "pos
sible" verbal particles. Their semantics are similar to other verbal markers, con
veying tense information, but they exist also as full lexical verbs. Their syntax 
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also accords with regular auxiliaries: they appear before the verb and trigger 
pronoun movement before the verb. 

The word gben 'finish' is one widely used form for perfective aspectual 
meaning, often with the Completive verb extension -di, as seen in (237a), first 
mentioned in the discussion around example 198. This coupling, however, is not 
necessary: in examples (237b and c), the verb is used without the extension. As 
do pre-verbal markers with Tense (ce and the Habitual pronoun), so does 'fin
ish' require movement of pronominal objects after itself and before the second 
verb (the pronoun ko in example (237c )), comparable to what happens with split 
predicates (first reference p. 138). 

(237) a. u gbendi gbe ko kelton 
-u gben-di gbt ko kat6n 
3SG finish-CMP walk to Caton 
'He has walked to Caton.' Gd 215105, 3112105) 

b. lO si gben rai, sitipe bilso te 
to si gben rei, si tip£ bilso ct. 
when 1PL finish brush, 1PL begin till DEF 
'After we finish the brushing, we begin the tilling.' (mmt 2/24105) 

c. tog gbeg ko ~k:m, MB n. bempa itano ce 
B n. gbeg ko ~k~l-i, MB n. bempa i-tano ce 
when 2SG finish PRO pile-i, then 2SG prepare NCM-funnel DEF 
'After you have piled it up, then you prepare the funnels.' Gd 2/lll06) 

d. toggbeg kutai oma ubilsoi, MB n. sag uptlt 
to n. gbeg kuta-i oma u-bilso-i, 
when 2SG finish hoe-i or NCM-plow-i 
MB n sag u-pele 
then 2SG sow NCM-rice 
'After you finish hoeing or plowing, then you sow the rice.' Gd 1129106) 

The verb gben 'finish' can also be used to intensify a state or action, much as 
the wordfeni in Liberian English (Singler 1999) and elsewhere in Africa (Heine 
and Kuteva 2002). In (238a) it is used before ker to intensify that state, and in 
(238b) sentence it is used to intensify the adjective kata/ 'hard'. 

(238) a. Uker B mi I a gbendi ker 
u-ker ko mi I a g ben-di ker 
NCM-fatigue PRO 1SG I 1SG fmish-CMP tired 
'I am tired.' I 'I'm really tired!' Gd 1124106, 3112/05, 2/12/06) 
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b. mpant nee rna gbendi ce rlkatal 
n-pantn ce rna gben-di ce n-katal 
work DEF PRO finish-CMP COP NCM-hard 
'The work was really hard.' Gd 2119/05, 3/6/05, 3/12105) 

Another possible auxiliary is the motion verb b 'go'. In the first two examples 
of (239), the verb is used with the meaning of 'future'. In the third example, it 
is used after a conditional and in this use is something of a hypothetical. 

(239) The possible auxiliary 'go' 

a. u bat6 ce k~ di ker ce 
u-bat:S ce B di ker ce 
NCM-stick DEF go kill snake DEF 
'The stick will kill the snake.' Gd 11128/04) 

b. pe k~ l:Ski sc4Jgba ice 
pe k~ l5k i-sc4Jgba i-ce 
PRO go tap NCM-drum NCM-DEF 
'Someone is going to play the drum.' Gd 11/28/04) 

c. B He g~ y0m6, ya k5 lenyi be ce 
B He g~ y0m6, ya k~ lenyi be ce 
if God PRO agree, 1 SG go greet chief DEF 
'If God agrees, I will greet the chief.' Gd 11116/04, 3/13/05) 

A second widespread use of 'go' is with the Hortative. In this context there is a 
softening of the illocutionary force of the request by putting the requested action 
at some distance, physical or temporal. One must 'go' (travel somewhere) to do 
it or do it in the future. Thus, it functions more as a politeness device than as a 
marker of tense. The highly articulated expression of politeness in Mani is dis
cussed in Chapter 13. 

In both examples of (240), there is pronoun movement, just as there is when 
tense is marked before the verb. 

(240) a. nld mi der b. si k~ w~ kils 
n k~ mi der si k~ w~ kils 
2SG go 1 SG accompany 1PL go 3SG bury 

'Come accompany me!' Gd 11116/04) 'Let us go bury him!' Gd 1123/05) 

When the verb is used in the Perfective, as in (241), it can have only its motion 
sense. 
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(241) a. u k5 pin i s~k 
u k5 pin i-s~k 

3SG go buy NCM-fowl 
'He went and bought the fowl.' 

b. u k~ 151 bOB u pin wo 
u k~ 15-i bOlO u pin w~ 

3SG go PRO-i then 3SG buy 3SG 
'He went there and then bought it.' (jd 11128/04, 3/13/05) 

Although there are not as many examples as with 'go', the verb hun 'come' also 
has an aspectual or modal sense with auxiliary syntax. Once again with the Hor
tative in (242a), the verb softens the illocutionary force. In both (242b) and 
(242c) it is something like an incipient marker with a possible translation of 
'soon'. 

(242) a. si hiln mamn k3. 
si hun mat-an k3. 
1PL come hide-MID here 
'Come let's hide ourselves here!' (msc 7/30/00, jd 3/13/05) 

b. w5 hiln kom~ 
w5 hun kom~ 

3SG come give.birth 
'She will have her baby.' (jd 1122/05, 3/12/05) 

c. magko net rna yema hilg dir 
magko n-et rna yema hilg dir 
mango NCM-DEF PRO want come ripe 
'The mango is almost ripe.' (jd 12/10/04) 

Although it is likely 'come' also allows pronoun movement, only one example 
appears in the data (the 1SG pronoun mz), but here with 'come' in its motion 
sense. 

(243) nycirui u mi bill5 ne ~. a WE y5n~ mamu 
nyana hun mi bw5-ne y~. a wey5n~ mam6 
2PL.dem come 1SG work-BEN REL, 1SG bid thanks 
'You people who have come to work for me, I thank.' (mmt 2/24/05, jd 
3/6/05) 
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Several verbal constructions feature what could be considered impersonal 
verbs, those with a dummy subject and unspecified agent or patient. In (244) are 
several examples of the impersonal verb 'want, be desirous of? The subject is 
the default subject marker fofthe nye class, as can be seen by its following pro
noun in sentences (244a) and (244c ). 

(244) a. itela kid nyemi 
i-fela kw nye mi 
1 sa-desire drink PRO me 
'I feel like drinking.' 

c. i fela n6lakan nyt mi 
i-fela n6lakan nyt mi 

b. i fela men 
i-tela men 
1 sa-desire water 
'I want water.' (jd 1217/04) 

1SG-desire woman PRO 1SG 
'I want a woman.' (jd 1120/06) 

Although the following example in (245a) was somewhat forced (see the exam
ple in (245b) for the more common alternative), it shows that other verbs may 
be used similarly to fola. 

(245) a. lcii terma u hug w~ ka 
la-i ttrma u hilg 
pro-i surprising 3SG come 
'It is surprising that she came here.' 

b. ya ttrma taki 
ya terma laki 
1SG surprising OEM 
'I am surprised by this.' (jd 2111106) 

w~ ka 
FOC here 





Chapter 8 
Derivational morphology 

This chapter treats Mani derivational morphology, changes that often alter the 
word category of a word and that may also or only modify the word's syntax 
and meaning. The most prolific of such processes is that of verb extensions. The 
formation of derived verb stems ("extended forms") is a robust process in Kisi 
(but not in either Born or Kim) and in many other North and South Atlantic lan
guages. 

Although not discussed here, many Mani verbs can change voice without 
any morphological marking, in a process Carlson labels a "Good Trick" 
(Carlson 2000; see Reineke and Miehe 2005 for Gur examples). Many of the 
other functions performed by verb extensions may also be achieved periphrasti
cally, typically through adpositions. Some of these latter cases are exemplified 
below (see also the discussion of adpositions in 10). 

1. Verb extensions 

Along with noun classes, verb extensions represent one of the most well re
searched grammatical systems in Niger-Congo. Verb extensions are derivational 
morphemes that affect argument structure and often much more. Mani has at 
most five verb extensions, with only one exhibiting any real productivity. This 
lack of productivity contrasts sharply with that of Niger-Congo in general and 
with both North and South Atlantic (e.g., Santos 1996, Soukka 2000). Two 
closely related languages (Kim and Born), even more in danger of disappearing, 
has only four. Kisi also has only four, but they are all quite productive. Thus, 
this relative poverty of productivity and number may be due to the impending 
demise of the language. 

That Mani has a distinct and independent system of verb extensions was ini
tially in doubt; that it has more than the Benefactive and perhaps the Stative 
continues to be doubtful. The evidence for the system, however, is compelling, 
both morphosyntactic and phonological. 

- extensions all appear in the same post-verbal slot sequentially 
- extensions are not involved in Pronoun Movement or Negation 
- extensions co-occur with all tmap inflections 
- when extensions are toneless, Perfective H moves onto extensions 
- the (morphophonemic) form of extensions is dependent on the shape of the stem 
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In addition, cognate forms of Mani extensions are found in Kim, Born, and 
Kisi. Each one of these points will be exemplified below. 

For each extension I characterize its meaning and form with examples; the 
section concludes with a brief discussion of how the forms interact. One ex
tremely problematic field issue, as might be suggested by the statement regard
ing the limited productivity of verb extensions in Mani, is the difficulty of elicit
ing extended forms. They rarely appear in (recorded) texts and subjects rejected 
formally possible extended verbs. Periphrastic constructions were used, e.g., the 
preposition 'for' to mark the benefactee being particularly common (see discus
sion around 24 7). Many examples come by way of comparing related forms, 
inferring the relationship between the words and then confirming that relation
ship with native speakers. Comparison to closely related languages sometimes 
aids in the analysis. 

1.1 Benefactive 

The most productive verb extension is the Benefactive. It is formed by add
ing -ni to the verb stem, as seen in (246). The Benefactive allows for the addi
tion of a non-subject argument, the benefactee (or recipient) of the verb's action. 
The first two examples show the Benefactive in two different tenses: the (246a) 
sentence in the Perfective and the (246b) sentence in the Hortative. The (246a) 
and (246d) examples show how the high tone of the Perfective is realized on the 
extension rather than on the verb itself, where it occurs without the extension. 
Examples (246c) and (246d) exhibit the Habitual and Imperfective, and also 
illustrate how pronouns occur between the parts of the split predicate with the 
extension uninvolved. 

(246) The Benefactive 

a. a tine be ce 
a ti-ne be ce 
1SG plant-BEN chief DEF 
'I planted for the chief.' 

c. w:S w~ r~Bne 
w:S w~ r~B-ne 

3SG 3SG harvest-BEN 
'He harvests for him.' 

b. n tinew~ 
n t~-ne w~ 

1SG plant-BEN 3SG 
'Plant for him!' Gd 11127/04, 3/13/05) 

d. a ce w~ r~Bne 
a ce w~ r~B-ne 

1SG IPF 3SG harvest-BEN 
'I was harvesting for him.' Gd 11/27/04) 
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e. mbOm basant btce 
mbom basa-nt bt ce 
Mbom sweep-BEN chief DEF 
'Mbom swept for the chief.' (jd 11127/04, 3/13/05) 

The benefactive function can also be expressed periphrastically without the verb 
extension, substituting the preposition hall/ali 'for' in (247a) (with the optional 
Stative extension). The equivalent sentence with the extension is given in 
(247b). 

(247) a. wo .fmiytg yt kil ct (f) bali be ce 
wo seruyEl] ( -yt) kil ct h3.li be CE 
3SG clean(-STAT) house DEF for chief DEF 
'He cleaned the house for the chief.' 

b. wo .fmiyeg ne be CE 
wo seruyEl]-ne be CE 
3SG clean-BEN chief DEF 
'He cleaned the house for the chief.' (jd 11127/04) 

Objects may be moved inside with the Benefactive still attached, as seen in 
(248), be there one pronominal object (248a), two pronominal objects (248b), or 
even three (248c). 

(248) a. w:S moyarane 
w:S mo yara-ne 
3SG 2SG cook-BEN 
'He cooked for you.' (ys 7/20/00) 

b. wo mi ta nyant 
w:S mi la nya-nt 
3SG 1SG PRO do-BEN 
'He will do it for me.' (jd 1130/05, 3/12/05) 

c. ga mi wo le poB-ne 
ga mi wo le poB-ne 
3PL 1 SG 3SG PRO elect-BEN 
'They will elect her it (to the paramount chieftaincy) for me.' 
(jd 2/ll/06) 
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1.2 Causative 

The Causative also allows for the addition of an argument, this time as subject, 
the causer of the action that patient or object has undergone. The example in 
(249a) shows the verb den 'disappear' suffixes the Causative extension -i inside 
the stative extension -ye. The (249b) example shows the periphrastic version 
with the same meaning as the Causative using the verb 'do, make'. Note how 
the verb den appears without the Causative. 

(249) a. a deni ye inyel ice 
a den-i-ye i-nyel i-ce 
lSG disappear-CS-STAT NCM-salt NCM-DEF 
'I made the salt disappear (e.g., by dissolving it in the water). 

b. a nya inyeli ct nye den 
a nya i-nya i-ce nye den 
lSG make NCM-salt NCM-DEF PRO disappear 
'I made the salt disappear.' Gd 8/8/05) 

The examples in (250) show first the stem of 'ripe' and then two examples with 
a causative extension. In b. the verb is followed by a full NP; in c. the pronoun 
appears between the two parts of a split predicate, thus showing that the -i is the 
Causative rather than Inner Verb final -i. Both examples are in the Habitual. 
The d. example is unusual in that there is a change in the stem vowel in the 
Causative: the stem is cal 'sit', here changing to cel-i. This is one of the few 
places where such a change occurs; such changes are prolific in Kisi, especially 
in the inflectional morphology, but also in the system of verb extensions and 
elsewhere. 

(250) The Causative 

a. dir b. ya dir-i banan ce 
'ripe' ya dir-i banan ce 

lSG.HAB ripe-CS banana DEF 
'I make the banana ripe.' 

c. yama diri 
ya rna dir-i 
lSG.HAB PRO ripe-CS 
'I make it ripe.' (ys 7/29/00) 
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d. rud w~ ctli nseke 
n-k~ w~ ctl-i it-seke 
2SG-go 3SG sit-es NCM-pawn 
'Go make him sit as a pawn (pawn him)!' Gd 1/30/05; 3/12/05) 

In Table 23 appear several verbal stems with their extended counterparts. 

Table 23. Stems and causatives 

bin 'lie down' kent 'broken' ket 'clear, cut 161 'sleep' 
down' 

bini 'lay, put, make kmti 'break' keti 'clear' loli 'make sleep, 
lie down' store' 

1.3 Stative 

In its formal manifestation, the Stative is much more common than the Caus
ative, but its semantics are far more elusive. Its focus seems to be on the state of 
the action or on the process of something being done. Sometimes it has a sense 
of 'past', i.e., of the state having been achieved, but this does not seem so basic 
as is the state itself. It is sometimes translated by the English progressive. Thus, 
its semantiucs suggest something more of an aspectual inflection rather than a 
derivation changing argument structure. It is more often used with active rather 
than stative verbs. Nonetheless, it is treated here as an extension because of its 
syntax, appearing in the same slot as other extensions, both within Mani and 
within South and North Atlantic as a whole. Moreover, semantically similar 
extensions are found also in other languages, both South Atlantic, e.g., Kisi, and 
North Atlantic, e.g., Manjaku (Karlik 1972). Finally, it is this extension that is 
most often used when verbs are changed into adjectives. 

In the (251a) sentence, the focus is on the process of coming. In (251b) 
someone made the rice (Causative) enter into the state of being white, or 'clean' 
in this case, the color of rice after it has been threshed. In (251c) the state of 
being broken is underscored by use of the Stative, and in d. the Stative focuses 
on the stage of inserting the iron rod to clean the hole through which the palm 
wine will drain- not a punctual process). 

(251) a. ga him ye 
ga him-ye 
3PL come-STAT 
'They are coming.' Gd 2/4/06) 
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b. pe dintiyt upele ct 
pe dint-i-yt u-pMe ct 
PRO white-CS-STAT NCM-rice DEF 
'Someone cleaned the rice.' (jd 1128/06) 

c. nya siniyti ktgka ct 
nya sin-i-ye kegka ct 
2PL broken-CS-STAT bottle DEF 
'You (pl.) broke the bottle.' (jd 1130/05; 2/12/06) 

d. lO gben gbemya, bOlO u kuye cfu.lk6 ct 
lO gben gbeniyci, b~lO u kwt-ye dgk6 ct 
when finish clean, then 3SG take-STAT iron.rod DEF 
'After finished cleaning, he takes a sharp iron rod.' (jd 2/ll/06) 

Forms clearly demonstrating the core semantics of the Stative is scm 'sow' and 
se1JYt 'be scattered or separated' (the vowel change is irrelevant). The first form 
is typically used for broadcasting rice; the second appears many times in the 
story of how the Mani were dispersed by the warriors of Sunjata before coming 
down to the Samu (see thee details ofMani history above in Chapter 1). 

The most common form of the Stative is -yt, as seen in the examples above 
in (251), but it also realized without the glide as -1:. after consonants. Notably it 
has a (lexical) high tone. 

(252) a stkwe sisu ce gana be ga ko dipata y~ 
a stkw-e si-su ce gana 
1SG dry-STAT NCM-fish DEF DEM 
be ga ko di-pata y~ 

put 3PL to NCM-sun REL 
'I am drying the fish(pl) by putting them in the sun.' (jd 2/5/06) 

In its somewhat quirky productivity, the Stative does not occur with all verbs, 
even those with which it might be expected to occur, such as 'offer', 'sleep', 
and 'build', as shown in (253). 

(253) a. *ga boya yf:. nde 
ga bOya-yt nde 
3PL offer-STAT food (jd 2/19/05) 

b. •a. Bl-yf:. c. *mbOm ban-ye worn 
1SG sleep-STAT Mbom build-STAT boat (jd 2/4/06) 
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It is possible that the Stative is encroaching on the tense-aspect-mood system 
based on analogy with Soso, which uses post-verbal particles in addition to a 
split predicate. Informants did not necessarily see that the post-verbal exten
sions were any different from the pre-verbal particles. Such comments were 
particularly common for this extension, as it was seen to be an alternate form 
for both the Perfective and Habitual. 

1.4 Completive 

Because its function is similar to the Perfective, the term "Completive" has been 
chosen to avoid confusion with the Perfective, which can be and often is used in 
conjunction with post-verbal Completive -di, which is here treated as another 
verb extension. As first discussed around example (198), this affmity extends to 
its use with stative verbs. Its semantics seem virtually indistinguishable from the 
Perfective, signaling that some action has been viewed as a coherent entity and 
is in fact complete. 

(254) a. pe ka yoHdi kil 
pe kci yok -di kil 
PRO PAST build-CMP house 
'Someone has built a house.' 
Gd 11128/04, 2/12/06) 

b. sue ce u can di 
sue ce u can-di 
horse DEF 3SG pass-CMP 

b. nye c5tdi 
nye c5t-di 
PRO set-CMP 
'It (the moon) has set.' 
(ft 2124/05) 

'The horse has passed.' Gd 12112104; 3/13/05) 

Thus, semantically the Completive functions as part of the TMA system but 
morphosyntatcially, it is more like a verb extension. The Perfective is shown in 
(255a), the Habitual in (255b), and the Completive in (255c). To native speakers, 
there is no obvious contrast in meaning between the Perfective and Completive. 

(255) a. ilmagko CE k~ dfun 
u-magko ct. B dfun 
NCM-mango DEF PRO strong.PERF 
'The mango is (already) ripe.' 
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b. k:Sdum 
k5 dilm 
PRO.HAB strong 
'It (the mango) will be ripe.' 

c. ilmagko ce ko dumodi 
u-magko ce ko dum6-di27 

NCM-mango DEF PRO strong-CMP 
'The mango has ripened.' (jd 2/5/06) 

The Completive cannot be used with certain tenses. It cannot be used with the 
Imperfective (256a) and Past Imperfective in (256b), but it can be used with the 
simple Past (256c ). Sentence (256d) contains a verb marked only with the Past 
with little meaning difference with (256c ). 

(256) a. *ace gben di 

c. 

a kci ce 
1SG PAST IPF 

gben-di 
finish-CMP 

aka gbendi d. 
a kci gben-di 
1SG PAST finish-CMP 
'I finished (in the past).' 

b. *a kci ce gben di 
a kci ce 
1SG PAST IPF 

au gbeg 
a kci gben 
1SG PAST finish 

gben-di 
finish-CMP 

'I finished (in the past).' (jd 2/4/06) 

Completive is also rejected as impossible for many verbs by native speakers, e.g. 
'beat (in a mortar)', 'serve (food)', 'clean (a field of brush)', etc. 

The high tone of the Perfective does not move over on to the Completive, 
except phonetically as part of HTS, when the H shows up on both the verb and 
the Completive. In (257) all three examples show that the Completive retains its 
low tone and the Perfective high tone stays on the stem. 

(257) a. mbOm bandi worn 
mb0m ban-di w6m 
Mbom build-CMP boat 
'Mbom built a boat.' (jd 2/4/06) 

b. a lantdi kel ct ko 16m wo 
a lant-di kel ct ko 16m wo 
1SG hang.PERF-CMP monkey DEF to tail 3SG 
'I hung the monkey by its tail.' (jd 2/25/06) (also appears in 261) 



c. p5r CE silkudi su-u-u ... 
p5r CE silku-di su-u-u ... 
rain DEF drop-CMP idph 
'The rain poured down.' Gd 214/06) 
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Another way in which the Completive is different from the other tense markers 
is in not receiving the mark of Negation, which the Stative may receive. The 
Completive cannot be directly negated; in cases where the negated counterpart 
of an affirmative Completive is sought, di is absent. 

(258) a. ta ktntMi b. takmttn 
ta kmt-di 
PRO break-CMP 
'They broke.' 

ta kent-m 
PRO break-NEG 
'They have not broken.' Gd 1129/06) 

A final striking feature of the Completive is its behavior with respect to Pro
noun Movement. Pronominal objects normally appear to the immediate right of 
the stem unless there is a split predicate, in which case they move inside be
tween the two parts of the predicate. 

In the case of the Completive, however, pronouns move to its left, i.e., be
tween the (lexical) verb and CMP. In (259a) the sentence has full NPs as both 
agent and patient, and the verb has the Completive extension. In (259b) when 
the patient is changed to a pronoun, the pronoun moves to the left of the Com
pletive. 

(259) a. Mnt5 cmdtndi !Ogko 
b0nt5 cmdm-di togko 
Bon to pass-CMP Tonko 
'Bonto has passed Tonko.' 

b. u cendt wo ndi 
u erode wo-n di 
3SG pass 3SG-EMPH CMP 
'She has passed him.' Gd 1217/04; 3/13/05) 

In (260) appear more examples, where the Negative marker also appears inside 
the Completive. In (260a and b), the object pronoun is once again inside the 
Completive but so, too, is Negative (marked on the verb). (260c) shows how 
pronouns behave with most other extensions. Another extension, the Stative yt, 
appears on the verb ceni 'think'. The pronoun pen 'it' in this sentence does not 
move to the left of that extension as it does move to the left of the Completive. 
The Stative is more tightly bound to the verb. 
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(260) Pronouns and Negative between verb and Completive di 

a. a binpmdi b. a bin w~ndi 
a hi-m pm di a hi-m w~n di 
1SG catch-NEG PRO CMP 1SG catch-NEG PRO CMP 
'I didn't catch it.' 'I didn't catch it.' (jd 1217/04; 3/13/05) 

c. a ceni ye landi 
a ctni-ye lan di 
1SG think-STAT PRO CMP 
'I was thinking about it.' (jd 215/06) 

Thus the Completive does not seem as tightly bound to the stem as either the 
Benefactive nor Stative. It is independent phonologically because of its tonal 
behavior; syntactically it is more separate in that it allows Pronoun Movement 
to ignore it as if it were not part of the stem. The conclusion must be that the 
Completive, then, is not part of the stem on a par with the other extensions. 

1.5 Middle 

The semantics of the Middle are just as problematic as those of the Stative and 
Completive, and even less specific. Furthermore, its lack of productivity makes 
it difficult to analyze. Ideally one would like the Middle to work in a comple
mentary way to the Causative, subtracting an argument and promoting the pa
tient, much like a passive but without the necessity of having an agent expressed. 
In several cases that is the relationship between the Middle and its stem. In Ma
ni the action can be performed on oneself by oneself or by others or by some 
unspecified entity. It can sometimes mean only that the state of its related form 
has been achieved by the subject with no agentivity involved. This somewhat 
unsatisfactory term has also been used in Childs 1995, where a productive cog
nate form, -nuy/-5y is found in Kisi. Because of its lack of productivity, the few 
examples that exist do not provide sufficient data on which to form a final as
sessment of its semantics. 

A contextualized example may help to clarify the meaning. In (261) the verb 
'hang' appears with two different extensions. The (261a) sentence represents 
the fullest regular form of the extension [-an] (but see nya-nan 'do-MID' in Ta
ble 24, the one example of -nan as a Middle), as well as a clear expression of 
the extension's semantics. A little more context may be needed to understand 
the (261b) sentence: the monkey had been killed for meat, and its meat was be
ing sold at the roadside, hung for display. In the second sentence the Complet
ive is affixed to the stem, underscoring the Perfective. 
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(261) Middle vs. Completive 

a. kel CE ce lantan ko 16m CE 
kel CE ce lant-an ko 
monkey DEF IPF hang-MID to 
'The monkey was hanging by its tail.' 

16m ce 
tail DEF 

b. a tantdi kel ce ko 16m wo 
a tant-di kel ce ko 
1SG hang.PERF-CMP monkey DEF to 
'I hung the monkey by its tail.' (jd 2125/06) 

16m wo 
tail 3SG 

In Table 24 appear several verbal stems with their Middle-extended counter
parts. The semantics are relatively straightforward, and the morphophonemics 
accord, to a certain extent, with what was found with the Benefactive. Derived 
forms are constrained to acquire or retain the two-syllable ideal for verbs. 

Table 24. Verb stems and the Middle 

nya 'do, make' sol 'defecate' rruit 'hide' 

nya-nan 'happen' sol-an 'defecate on self mat-an 'hide self 

yesi 'dress (someone)' pen 'teach' elm 'smell' 

yesi-n 'dress (oneself)' pen-n 'learn' cim.-im. 'smell' 

In many places a post-verbal [n] appears with no apparent Middle meaning (see 
the discussion around the examples in 259). Its most frequent appearance is 
with the verb 'go', as shown in (262a). It has no obvious source other than the 
Middle. In the way it is used, it means that one is simply 'going' in the same 
way that the [-n]-less version does, but with a modal sense, that one will go, that 
one is somehow compelled to go. In short, it is more certain that one is going. 
Without the extension, 'go' means simply that one is going- it can be used as 
one stands and chats, but when one uses the extended form it is usually to take 
one's leave, indicating that one is under some compulsion to go, that one will 
definitely go. The Completive extension -di is not used without the Middle ex
tension here but is commonly used with the Middle, as shown by the last form 
in (262a). The example in (262b) with the Middle suggests the correctness or 
the certainty of the action (the last use of 'go'), as contrasted with the other two 
preceding negated uses in the sentence. 
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(262) a. 'go' k5 
k5-n 
go-MID 

'make oneself, being made to go' 

k5-n-di 
go-MID-CMP 

'begone' 

b. mmald ko mine, mmciB ko ndike, gk~n t6log 
n rna B ko mine n rna k~ ko 
2SG NEG go to left 2SG NEG go to 
n B-n t616g 
2SG go-MID straight 

ndike 
right 

'Don't go to the left, don't go to the right, go straight ahead!' Gd 215105) 

That the meaning difference is subtle with some verbs may explain why speak
ers often insist there is no difference between the stem and the extended form 
and also why the morpheme often appears unexpectedly before the Completive. 
The lack of a robust contrast may also be due to language change or language 
death. In these and many other similar cases, it seems best to see the -n suffix as 
a highly lexicalized form of the Middle, in many cases being a variant of the 
stem with no (obvious) contrastive meaning. 

Speakers never provide the Middle as a translation of 'passive'. In such cas
es, the indefinite 3SG subject pronoun pe 'someone' is used as subject, as in 
(263a and b). To give further emphasis to the patient, focus may be used, as in 
(263c) (see 2), with the fronting of isa1Jgba 'drum', still with the unspecified, 
indefinite 3SG subject pronounpe 'someone' as subject. 

(263) a. pe kci yok di kil 
pe kci yok-di kil 
pro PAST build-CMP house 
'Someone built a house.' I 'A house was built.' 

b. pt t~gwilB w~i centa 
pt ~gww:S w~-i cenca 
PRO bury.PERF 3SG-i yesterday 
'Someone buried him yesterday. I He was buried yesterday.' Gd 1129106) 

c. isaggba ice peye Bk 
i-saggba 1-Ce pe nye Bk 
NCM-drum NCM-DEF PRO.HAB PRO play 
'Someone will play the drum.' I 'The drum will be played.' Gd 11128104) 
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1.6 Pluractional reduplication 

The Pluractional is realized in an iconic reduplicated form.28 It generally has no 
affect on argument structure, affecting the verb or its arguments only quantita
tively. More agents or patients or actions are involved, the event takes place 
repeatedly, or the action of the verb is performed with greater intensity. That it 
should be included in the discussion requires a word of explanation. 

In some ways it is a "wastebasket" decision - the process can go nowhere 
else, except in a general discussion of reduplication. It is not part of the inflec
tional morphology, nor does it change the word category as do other derivation
al processes. Furthermore, reduplication is found nowhere so productively as 
here with verbs. In other related languages "Plural" is a bona fide extension not 
involving reduplication, e.g., Wolof and Fula. The Kisi Plural features a com
plex of processes including vowel lengthening, full and partial reduplication, as 
well as the addition of a distinct morpheme equivalent to the Causative with 
complex morphophonemics (Childs 1987; see Table 25 below). Finally, post
verbal morphemes appear outside or after the reduplicated forms, as shown by 
the Stative in (265b) below. 

Example (264a) contains a verb in its un-reduplicated form with a singular 
subject; in (264b) the subject is plural; and in c. the verb is pluralized. The plu
rality of the verb is much more inclusive than the plurality of the object since it 
usually includes the plurality of the object or subject. In this particular case, it is 
difficult to think of a single cow being sacrificed more than once, i.e., a plu
ractional verb with a singular patient, and thus the pragmatics likely dictate the 
necessity of a plural object (264c ). 

(264) a. pt f:Sk sakata nar gben 
pt tok sakata nar gben 
PRO.HAB perform sacrifice cow tomorrow 
'A cow will be sacrificed tomorrow (lit. Someone will sacrifice a 
cow tomorrow.' 

b. pt f:Sk sakata si-ruir gben 
pt tok sakata si-nar gben 
INDEF.HAB perform sacrifice NCM-cow tomorrow 
'Cows will be sacrificed tomorrow.' 

c. pt f6kf6k sakata si-ruir gben 
pt f6k-f6k sakata si-ruir gben 
PRO.HAB perform-PL sacrifice NCM-cow tomorrow. 
'Many cows are being sacrificed tomorrow.' (jd 11/28/04) 
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It is likely, then, but not necessarily required, that arguments be pluralized. The 
action can be done repeatedly when the pragmatics are right, and no argument 
needs to be pluralized. The example in (264c) above shows that no plural sub
ject is required. The example in (265a) shows that no plural object is required, 
and the (265b) example shows that neither needs to be pluralized; it is the action 
that is repeated by a single subject on a single patient. (Note also how the Sta
tive morpheme is found after the repeated verb.) 

(265) a. ga BklOk worn ce 
ga BklOk worn ce 
3PL.HAB drum-PL ship DEF 

'They drum on (the gunwales of) the ship ... ' 

b. bOB n solisoliye nu se CE 
bOB n soli-soli-ye nu se CE 
then 2SG stir-PL-STAT with spoon DEF 
'Then, you stir (multiple times) with a spoon.' Gd 1128/06) 

In one comment on the b. example in a discussion of why the verb was plural
ized, a consultant stated, "It's plural because you have to stir it a lot." 

The example in (266) (repeated from (113a)) shows how the force or intensi
ty of the verb can be enhanced with the Plural (here the hortative use of the 
copula le). 

(266) la We paka mi 
la We paka mi 
PRO be.necessacy-PL pay 1SG 
'It is absolutely necessary (for him) to pay me.' Gd 12118/04, 3/13/05) 

In (266) neither the subject pronoun nor the following phrase can be considered 
pluralized. 

The morphology of the Plural is straightforward: the verb is copied in its en
tirety (including tone), as shown by the examples in (267a and b), a verb with a 
lexical high tone, then the examples in (267c and d), a verb without. 

(267) a. ya bwe tidt 
'I dig holes.' 

c. yaktti 
'I cut.' 

b. ya bwebwe tidt 
'I dig holes continuously.' 

d. ya ketiketi 
'I cut many times.' Gd 11128/04) 
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1. 7 Final comments on verb extensions 

This overview ofthe verb extensions ofMani has shown us that the system is in 
much disarray, except for the Benefactive and perhaps the Stative extensions. 
The semantics are hazy and the productivity of most extensions is limited; the 
Completive does not even seem to be part of the verb stem. Although some se
quences may have been inferred from the discussion above, it remains a future 
task to explicitly characterize the morphotactics of Mani's verb extension sys
tem. 

The example below in (271), nonetheless, attempts to order several verb ex
tensions and perhaps all except the Pluractional, which, as was said in 8.1.6, is 
not an extension with the same status as the others. The order here is STAT-MID
CMP and just possibly, ifthe [i] can be considered an instantiation of the Causa
tive, there is the full set with the Causative closest to the verb. Unfortunately, 
there is no existing verb per to confirm that the [i] is an extension. 

(268) Verb extension morphotactics 

mm net rna periym di 
men n-et rna peri-yt-n-di 
water NCM-DEF PRO spill-STAT-MID-CMP 
'The water spilled.' (ys 7/27/00; jd 1/30/06) 

Fortunately, however, there are examples of the Causative coming before the 
Stative, as seen in (271), and several places above (e.g., 251b and c), as well as 
in the examples in (269). 

(269) Causative before Stative 

a. naruis dre b. a d[ u ]riye naruis 
naruis dre 
pineapple ripe 
'The pineapple is ripe.' 

a dre-i-ye naruis 
1SG ripe-CS-STAT pineapple 
'I made the pineapple ripe.' (jd 1112704; 3/13/05) 

c. 15g gben nyi ye, b~B n sor6 pe ilsot~ CE 
B n gben-i-yt, MB n SOr5 pe u-sot~ ct 
when 2SG finish-eS-STAT then 2SG insert again NCM-pipe DEF 
'When you finish cleaning, then you put the pipe back in again.' (jd 2111/06) 

The Benefactive appears after the Stative, as seen in (270). 
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(270) ujmiymt beet 
u stni-yt-nt bt ct 
3SG clean-STAT-BEN chief DEF 
'He cleaned the house for the chief.' (jd 12/19/04) 

Temptingly, there is a verb so 'clean around the house', which would mean an 
order of mid-cs-STAT-BEN (se-n-i-ye-ne), with a stipulated alternation between 
front and back vowels. However, this does not exactly conform with what has 
been seen thus far, as represented in (271 ). If this one counter-example could be 
ignored, the order of verb extensions could be, 

(271) Verb extension morphotactics: Causative-Stative-Middle-Completive 
Stative-Benefactive 

Given the separability of the Completive, it is not surprising that the Completive 
is the rightmost extension, but no easy explanation can be advanced for the or
dering of the others. The lack of a complete paradigm for any single verb does 
not exist in the data, and its absence is not surprising, in that so many verbs do 
not allow enough extensions to reach a decision. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, noun classes and verb exten
sions represent the most fully researched formal systems in the Niger-Congo 
languages. Within North and South Atlantic they are also well studied, even 
among the Mel languages of South Atlantic, to which sub-group Mani belongs 
(also, Kim, Born, and Kisi ). Thus, some direct comparison can be made and 
some cognates established. 

Table 25. Verb extensions in Mel 

cs CMP MID STAT BEN PL INSTR 

Mani -i -di -ag/-n:IIJ -y£ -n£ redup 

Kim/Born -i -n -e? -ga 

Kisi -i -niig/-iliJ -lul redup 

V: -uul-ia/-i 

The Kisi verb extension morphotactics are: Stem-CS-BEN-MID-PL while the two 
established orders for Kim are: CS-MID and CS-INSTR 
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2. Other derivational processes 

Other derivations more often involve a change in word category. In Mani there 
are no identifiable processes transforming another word category into verbs, but 
there are numerous processes that clearly go the other way. In the following dis
cussion, the verb will most often be seen as basic and other forms as derived. 29 

2.1 Adjectivalization 

As first mentioned in section 4.5.1 on adjectives, semantically appropriate verbs 
have adjective counterparts, which are seen as derived (see the discussion 
around (81)). In addition to these derived adjectives, Mani also has a small set 
(less than forty) of underived adjectives, i.e., adjectives without verbal counter
parts. It is that latter set that one regards as basic adjectives. Other than deriving 
adjectives from verbs, no other processes exist for producing new adjectives 
(other than borrowings, e.g., t6i; 'strong' from Krio). Some correspondences 
between verbs and adjectives are presented in (272). 

In many cases the verbs and adjectives are identical. In (272a) (singular 
noun) and (272b) (plural) 'rotten' appears as a verb, clearly so because of the 
subject pronoun and no noun class marker, the tonal inflection, etc., and the 
stem is identical to the adjective in the two nominal phrases. The examples in 
(272c and d) (singular and plural forms again) contain nouns modified by adjec
tives. Examples in (272e and f) feature a verb-adjective pair with first the verb 
then the adjective 'dry'. The verbs are preceded by a pronoun and the adjectives 
by a NCM (or nothing, as in (272c)) 

(272) Verb-adjective correspondences 

a. pepe ce g~ putid6i 
pepe ce g~ putUJ.-6-i 
calabash DEF PROJNDIIJI' rotten-EV-i 
'The calabash is rotten.' 

b. pepe tice ti putw6i 
pepe ti-ct ta purul-5-i 
calabash NCMta-DEF PROta rotten-EV-i 
'The calabashes are rotten.' 
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c. peptputUJ. d. pept ti putw 
pep£ putw pept ti -putUJ. 
calabash rotten calabash NCMta-rotten 
'rotten calabash' 'rotten calabashes' 

e. domo tict ta stk~lle 
domo ti -ct ta stk~l le 
clothing NCMta-DEF PROw dty ground 
'The clothes are dtying on the ground.' 

f. domo tisek~l 
d6mo ti -stk~l 
clothing NCMta-dty 
'dry clothes' (jd 1/30/05, 3/2/06) 

The case of derivational direction, noun > adjective, is clear in such pairs as in 
(273) because ofthe extra phonetic matter. Moreover, many (derived) adjectives 
and verbs have a phonetically similar suffix -a/ I -ul. See the examples in (272). 

(273) kat 'problem, difficulty' 
~s 'weight' 

2.2 Nominalization 

'hard, difficult' 
'heavy (verb)' 

Verbs are productively nominalized by prefixing the noun class marker u- from 
the wo class, as shown in (274a). This non-finite nominalized form is given as 
the citation form. An example of a nominalized verb's use is given in (274b). 

(274) Verb nominalization 

a. u-lat 
u-nyonti 
u-bankam 
u-kuta 
u-s5m 

b. ya ker ubal 

'spread rice on the ground to dty' 
'pull fish from a net' 
'be constipated' 
'plow, hoe' 
'bewitch, entrance, put under a spell' 

ya kir u-bal 
lSG.HAB tired NCM-write 
'I am tired of writing.' (jd 1123/05) 
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Several "nominalized" verbs in other classes have different meanings but 
still related to their verbal source, as shown in (275). 

(275) bar 
'tap palm trees' 

gb~nt5k 
'cover' 

c6g 
'sing' 

u-bar 
'palm wine. tapping' 

u-gb~nmk I ti-gb~nt5k 
'lid, cap, cover, covering/pi' 

u-c6g I ti- cog 
NCM-song I pl. 

u-fok 1 n-fok 

bar-n~ I a-bar 
'palmwine.tapsterls' 

c6g-n~ I a- cog 
'singer I pl.' 

fo 
'speak' 

n-fo 
'language' 'talk, news, gossip, speech' 

Another process of nominalization, involving mostly nouns, was mentioned in 
the discussion of the le class (section 3). There the di- prefix, also seen below, 
was noted as a way to form abstracts and diminutives. The example in (276) 
shows a noun derived from a verb. 

(276) wu di-w1lln-wl1 
'die' 'NCM~e-funerall NCMma-funerals' 

2.3 Masculine and feminine nouns I animals 

In an early study of Mani (Nylander 1814), the morphemes pokan 'male' and 
lakan 'female' were noted as being used to assign gender to animals. These are 
still productive processes in troday's Mani. 

(277) nar-pokcin 
nar-lcikan 

'bull' 
'cow' 

The form for 'male' is also used in denoting the 'thumb' and the large toe: su
pokcm, lit. 'male finger'. 

2.4 Adverbialization 

In a few cases, Mani adds an adjective to nye 'thing, something' to form adverbs 
from adjectives (mentioned first in the section on adverbs (8) and similar to a 
process in Kisi). The two instances in the first column of (278a) are derived 
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from the adjectives bay 'bad' and kell:y 'good'. The nmm is also used in some 
compounds as shown in the second group. In example (278b) is a sentential ex
ample of 'well'. 

(278) a. yEl]bciJ] 'badly' y~nkeU:g 'well' 
yEIJ-bag 
thing-bad 

yende 
yen-de 
yenpip6m 

'food' (cf. Kisifltdia 'food (thing-eat)') 

'gift' 

b. a BBi yegkaEIJ 
a Bl-5-i 
1SG sleep-EV-i 
'I slept well.' 

yeg-kaeu 
thing-good 

Forming locative expressions from nouns is discussed around examples in (127). 



Chapter 9 
Compounding 

Compounding is a relatively common process in Mani, involving the simple 
juxtaposition of two or more elements, following the regular syntax of the lan
guage. As to a distinctive phonology for compounds, there is little to be said: 
the only operant phonological processes are those general ones discussed in 
Chapter 3, which operate at morpheme boundaries. Lexical tones remain in 
place and compounds have no distinctive tonal pattern ( cf. the distinctive tones 
of, e.g., Krio compounds in Fyle and Jones 1981). The types of compounds 
treated in this chapter are listed below. 

-Noun-Noun 
-Noun-Adjective 
-Noun-Verb 
-Noun-AdpP 
-Noun-Locative, i.e., lexicalized AdpP such as ko-NP 
- The special case of agentive -n:J 

Noun-Noun compounds are the most frequently occurring type in the language. 
That two nouns are adjacent and linked semantically forming a single word con
firms the presence of a compound. Nouns appear sometimes with their noun 
class markers, sometimes not. There is no way to identify Noun-Adjective com
pounds, and in fact there might not be such an item except as discernible 
through their special semantics. Noun-Verb and Noun-AdpP compounds can be 
identified by their morphosyntax. Verbs show no morphology and adpositional 
phrases do not occur in their normal slot after the verb but as part of a noun 
phrase. 

(279) Noun-noun compounds in Mani 

ctkitcu ctk-n-cu 'mangrove swamp' 
swamp-NCM-mangrove 

f6k-bt f6k-bt 'enthronement, investiture' 
ceremony-chief 

ltk-tabcik ltk-tabcik 'snu:ffhorn' 
hom-tobacco 

p6m13ko, ip6milciko p6m13ko, ip6milako 'green for sauce' 
leaf-garden 
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(280) Noun-verb compounds 

bet-f5 
bara-it-wis 
cbnf6 
cbnr6k 
mrnntoB 
se-togk6 
se-hernene 
se-yo-k6 
u-ptl-hin -kt 
wono-bi 
wono-bi-ym 

'radio, lit. box-talking' 
'animal trap, lit. catch-NCM-animal' 
'growing season, lit. time-grow' 
'harvest season, lit. time-harvest' 
'waterfall, lit. water-fall' 
'large serving spoon, lit. spoon-cook-it' 
'spoon for eating, lit. spoon-?' 
'eating spoon, lit. spoon-eat-it' 
'hammock, lit. NCM-fishing.net-lie.down-?' 
'person in the right in a court case, lit. this. person-have' 
'person in the wrong, lit. this. person-have-thing-NEG' 

(281) Noun-AdpP compounds 

ba-ko-cur 
ba-ko-tOft 

'town rat, lit. rat-to-town' 
'bush rat, lit. rat-to-forest' 

(282) Noun-adjective compounds 

bato-n-pol 
htg-s~kuB 

yal-sokuB 
cu-dre 
kwa-it-sa 

'small, light cutlass, lit., stick-NCM-light 
'athlete's foot, lit. foot-itchy' 
'dishcloth (a skin disease), lit. skin-itchy' 
'red mangrove, lit. mangrove-red' 
'(red) palm oil, lit. palm.oil-red' 

Adposition compounding, especially with ko 'to', is fairly productive and has 
already been discussed in section 10. See the examples in (281). 

A few compounds involve more than two elements, as shown in (283). 

(283) Three element compounds 

N-N-Adp: m"Us-mm-e 'water cat, lit. 'cat-water-in '30 

There is the somewhat special case of -m compounds with a foot in three 
camps: the noun class system, derivational morphology (nominalization), and 
here in compounds. The agentive form -n!J forms many compounds designating 
the person who performs the action of the other part of the compounds. I some 
examples in Table 26. The form -m can function both as a suffix and (less of
ten) as a prefix but only with family positions, much as a NCM. See additional 
examples of prefixed and suffixed no in ( 158). 
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Table 26. n? compounds 

singular plural gloss 

n6 a-nin (a-pokan) 'person (male)' 

no-pokan a-pokan 'man' 

no-lakan a-lakan 'woman' 

hUla-no a-hUla 'fanner' 

A full set kin terms is fmmd in Table 18. 
Compounds modified by adjectives take agreement with the head (first) 

noun in the compound, as shown in (284 ). 

(284) Compound agreement patterns 

a. kilpe I kil-ti-pe 
kil-pe 1 
house-rock I 
'rock housels' 

b. kil-pe sa kil-ti-pe ti-sa 
kil-pe sa I 
house-rock red I 
'red rock house' I 

kil-ti-pe 
house-NCM[house)-rock 

kil-ti-pe 
house-NCMta-rock 
'red rock houses' 

ti-sa 
NCMta-red 

There are also many compounds withyey 'thing', some of which have been ex
emplified in (278). 





Chapter 10 
Phrase-level syntax 

Much of the morphosyntax of both the noun phrase (NP) and the verb phrase 
(VP) has already been introduced. Because the noun class system impacts so 
heavily on the NP, little needs to be said here beyond what was discussed there 
(Chapter 6). Both agreement and syntax were discussed, but different types of 
noun phrases need to be identified. 

With regard to the VP, verbal markers have been discussed, most of them 
phonologically separate from the verb itself. Thus, some VP syntax was intro
duced, especially with regard to negation (considered a tense) and pronoun 
movement within the split predicate. The last topic is discussed in greater detail 
here, specifically how the VP should be considered as consisting of both a VP 
proper and what will here be called the "Inner VP", a syntactically significant 
sub-constituent having considerable repercussions in the syntax. 

1. The noun phrase 

Chapter 6 has already shown the following features of the NP: 

- Nouns are prefixed with a noun class marker 

- All dependent elements follow the head noun 

- Dependent elements include: the defmite article, low numbers, demonstrative 
adjectives, adjectives 

- The prefix of the WD class is often absent on both nouns and their dependents 

In this section I discuss the syntax of the noun phrase and illustrate a little more 
about agreement patterns. The following sections on possessives and attribu
tives spell out some of the details. Number phrases have already been covered 
in 4, the section on numbers. 

The noun phrase is represented schematically in (28 5). The noun comes first 
prefixed with its class marker; with some noun classes the prefixed marker is 
optional. Dependent elements (DEP) follow, each prefixed with the noun class 
marker (NCM) of the head noun, identical in form except for some relatively 
minor segmental changes (assimilation and resyllabification; and minor tonal 
changes (High Tone Spreading (HIS) and tonal polarity on the definite article). 
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(285) NCM-noun 

noun NCM-Dep1 (NCM-De{ll) (NCM-DEF) 

In (286) are presented some analyzed examples using the word 'knife'. Its sin
gular and plural are shown in (286a). The singular of knife does not always ap
pear with its noun class marker, as shown in (286b). All of the examples which 
follow feature the plural 'knives', which consistently prefixes its marker. The 
example in (286c) shows the plural of 'knife' with one of the same adjectives in 
b. and the definite article. The example in (286d) replaces the definite article 
with the number 'two'. The final example in (286e) combines those two de
pendent elements, the definite article, and an additional adjective, 'black'. 

(286) Noun class concord, 'knife' (le and ma classes) 

a. diken I gken 
di-ken 1 D.-ken 
NCM1e-knife I NCMma-knife 

b. kendi <E~ya 
ken di-<E~ya 

knife NCM~e-sharp 

'sharp knife' 

c. gken ri<Elyan ce 
D.-ken n-<Elya 
NCMma-knife NCMma-sharp 
'the sharp knives' 

d. r]ken n<E~yan coo 

'knife' I 'knives' 

kendi-nyilr 
ken di-nyilr 
knife NCM1e-dull 
'dull knife' 

n-et 
NCMma-DEF 

D.ma-ken D.ma-<Elya 
NCM-knife NCM-sharp 
'two sharp knives' 

tlma-dn 
NCM-two 

e. gken ri<Elyan tincan nee 
D.-ken n-<Elya 
NCMma-knife NCMma-sharp 
'the two sharp black knives' 

n.-ti 
NCMma-black 

D.-coo 
NCMma-twO 

n-et 
NCMma-DEF 

The following displays in ((288) and (287)) show agreement from the ya and 
nye noun classes (somewhat regularized and schematized). 



(287) ya-class agreement (repeated from (159)) 

a-bw5 
a-bid5 a-ct 
a-bid5 a-ben a-ct 

'farmers' 
'the farmers' 
'the old farmers' 
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a-bid5 a-mani a-ben a-ct 'the old Mani farmers' 
a-bid5 a-mani a-pot a-bm a-ct 
a-bid5 a-mani a-ka~l a-ben a-ct 

'the old lazy Mani farmers' 
'the old industrious Mani farmers' 

(288) nye-class agreement 

a. i-nyel i-dinte 
NCMnyE-salt NCMnyE-white 
'the white salt' 

i-ce 
NCMnyE-DEF 

NCMnyE-salt NCMnyE-dry NCMRYE-DEF 
i-nyel i-sekal i-ce 
'the dry salt' 

i-nytl i-sekal i-dintt i-ct 
NCMnyE-salt NCMnyE-dry NCMRYE-white NCMnyE-DEF 
'the dry white salt' 

b. visi ce wono ki, paki w5 nyene ki peti i bOmu 
vis 1-Ce WOnO ki 
animal NCMnyEDEF DEM here 
pak-w5 nyene ki nyt i-bomu 
bone-3SG DEM.FOC here PRORYE NCMnyE-big 
'This animal, its bone is big.' 

The only dependent element to appear after the definite is the demonstrative. 

(289) Demonstratives with and after the definite article 

r]Hnt ce mana I gkant ce mane 
g-Hnt n-et mana I g~Hnt 
NCMma-arm NCMma-DEF DEMma I NCMma-arm 
'these arms' I 'those arms' (im 7130IOO,jd 215106) 

n-et mane 
NCMma-DEF DEMma 
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1.1 Possession 

Possessive constructions are formed by juxtaposition, with the possessor follow
ing the possessed noun and prefixing the NCM of the head nmm. Personal pos
sessives have the same form as Subject Pronouns (see Table 7). The possessed 
noun is optionally preceded by its NCM. The examples in (290) show possession 
with the second personal singular and third person singular pronouns. 

(290) Possession with personal pronouns 

a. mo s6s6k fal ti mo 
mo s6s6k fol ti-mo 
2SG rub eye NCMta-2SG 
'You rubbed your eyes.' (mt 7 /20/00; jd 8/8/05) 

b. wo s6s6k fat ti wo 
wo s6s6k fol ti-wo 
3SG rub eye NCMta-3SG 
'She rubbed her eyes.' (mt 7/28/00; jd 8/8/05) 

What is somewhat unusual about possessive constructions is the position of the 
possessive when adjectives or nouns follow the possessed noun. The possessive 
pronoun stays next to the noun and adjectives follow, as seen in (291). 

(291) a. wa yil 
wa yil 
palm. tree tall 
'tall palm tree' 

c. wa i-yanta 
wa i-yanta 
palm.tree NCM-young 
'young palm tree' 

e. tara mi lakan 
tara 
older.sibling 
'my older sister' 

mi takan 
1SG female 

b. wamoyil 
wa mo yil 
palm. tree 2SG tall 
'your tall palm tree' 

d. iwa inyi yanta 
i-wa i-nyi 
NCM-palm NCM-PRO 
'our young palm trees' 

f. tara mi pokan 

i-yanta 
NCM-young 

tara mi pokan 
older.sibling 1SG male 
'my older brother' (ow 6/20/00; jd 215/06) 

Example (292) shows how the definite marker is optionally allowed after pos
sessives followed by adjectives. (Preceding examples, e.g., (291), illustrate its 
absence.) 
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(292) a. w5m mi bOmiu;) ct. 
w5m mi bOmiu;} ct. 
boat 1SG big DEF 
'my big boat' 

b. w5m-mo bOmilg ce c. w5m-ti-ga ti-bOmug ti-ct. 
'your big boat' 'their big boats' (jd 1119/05) 

d. kil wo bm ct. e. ki1 ti-wo ti-bm ti-ct. 
house 3SG old DEF house NCM-3SG NCM-old NCM-DEF 
'her old house' 'her old houses' 

Example (293) shows the indefinite pronoun Jan 'its' is used when the referent 
is non-human. 

(293) a. bOllan 
bOll an 
head PRO 
'its head' 

b. kcira ce bollan g5 can 
kcira ce bOl lan g5 can 
hoe DEF head PRO PRO.HAB small 
'The head of the hoe is small.' (yt 7/17/05; jd 2/26/06)31 

Because of inalienable possession, body parts, certain relatives, etc., appear 
with possessive pronouns (294). Thus, one cannot give the simple form 'head' 
or 'cousin'; it must always be someone's head or cousin. (Also see examples in 
(290) and (291).) 

(294) Some inalienably possessed nouns 

a. Relations: ya-nyi 
mother-1SG 
'our mother' 

tme a-ga 
aunt NCM-3PL 
'their aunts' 

b. Body parts: meleg di-mi b6k6lo wo 
tongue NCM-1SG neck 3SG 
'my tongue' 'her neck' 

pince wo 
younger.sibling 3SG 
'his younger sibling' 

nw ti-ga 
ear NCM-3PL 
'their ears' 
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c. pa ti-hin ti-yil d. pa ti-mi ti-yil 
arm NCM-1PL NCM-long arm NCM-1SG NCM-long 
'our long arms' 'my long arms' (irn 7/30/06) 

Personal possessive pronouns are identical to subject pronouns and prefix the 
NCM of the noun they possess, as shown in (295). To show possession for other 
nominals, the possessor follows the possessed sometimes with, sometimes 
without, the prefixed NCM of the possessed on the possessor. If the NCM of the 
possessor is retained, the NCM of the possessed precedes the possessor noun, 
whose prefix will follow that of the possessed (295d). Example (295c) shows 
that the personal possessive precedes a second, even if the second is also an in
alienable body part. The initial NP, then, is something like, 'the thigh's your 
skin' (for 'your thigh's skin'), perhaps yet another manifestation of the Anima
cy Hierarchy (first mentioned p. 75). 

(295) a. ya we segteg ti-gbel 
ya we segteg ti-gbel 
1SG fear claw NCM-panther 
'I fear the claws of the panther.' (ys 7/25/00; jd 1/30/06) 

b. u si-n i-lelli ya-mi 
ii si-m i-lel i-ya mi 
3SG know-NEG NCM-name NCM-mother 1SG 
'He doesn't know the name of my mother.' (mb 7/21/00;jd 2120/05) 

c. kor m6 tatcig ct goi dintt 
kor mo tatag ct g6-i dintt 
skin 2SG thigh DEF PRO!NDEr·HAB-i white 
'The skin of your thigh is white.' (jd 12112104; 3/13/05) 

d. c6mn6lakan 
c:Sm n:Slakcin 
stool woman 
'woman's stool' 

c:Sm tiatcikan 
c:Sm ti-a-lcikcin 
stool NCMta-NCM!Ja-woman 
'women's stools' (jd 1129/06) 

Occasionally NCMs will remain before their possessed nouns (as in compounds) 
when the NP consists of more than a simple noun. See the examples in (295b) 
and (291d). Compounds follow basically the same syntax as possessive con
structions. 

Thus the statement from (285) must be slightly modified to show that the 
possessive, when it appears, immediately follows the possessed noun, and no 
definite marker follows when it is the sole element following. When an adjec-
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tive appears after the possessive, a definite maker may follow the adjective. Be
cause possessor nouns follow the same syntax as pronouns, "POSS" can be either 
a pronoun or a noun. 

(296) (NCM-)noun (NCM-POSS) (NCM-Dep1) (NCM-DeJ)l) ... (NCM-DEF) 

One other construction is used for what in English would be a possessive (297). 
The possessive on an object is promoted to a verbal argument. Instead of a 
Noun-Poss structure the order is NP NP, with the second noun being marked 
with the possessive. 

(297) a. ubet~di ker ce b0luw6 
u b&-di ker cf: bol u-w~ 

3SG cut-CMP snake DEF head NCMw0-3SG.POSS 
'He has cut (off) the snake's head.' Lit. ' ... cut the snake its head.' (om 
7/23/2000) 

b. ila ice ga kill uyant ce ru.dg w5 
i-la i-ce ga kid 
NCM1118-louse NCMny8-DEF 3PL drink 
u-yant ce n-k~ w~ 

NCMw0-infantDEF NCMma-blood 3SG.POSS 
'The lice sucked the baby's blood. 'lit. ' ... sucked the baby its blood.' 
(jd 1124/05) 

In both cases the possessor is animate and an appeal to the Animacy Hierarchy 
is again appropriate, i.e., justification for more animate arguments moving clos
er to the verb. 

The same order applies when names replace animate entities. 

(298) Possession with names 

maata. Mluw6 gw~i pegele-pegele 
maata b01-w6 w~n~-i pegele-pegele 
name head- NCM PRO-i jumbled 
'Maata's head (thinking) is alljumbled.' (jd 1128/06) 

A similar alternative strategy is to focus the possessor. 
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(299) a. lakan tfe w~n~ ki, si ke tini w6 
lakan ct w~n~ki, si ke tara-w~ 

woman DEF OEM, 1PL see older.sibling-3SG.POSS 
'We saw the big brother of this woman.' (bs 2/19/06) 

b. lami wance w~. woo ki 
la mi wance wo w6 ki 
wife 1SG.POSS sister 3SG.POSS 3SG.HAB this 
'This is the sister of my wife.' (as 7 /22/00; jd 2/20/05) 
(Lit. 'It is my wife her sister is this.') 

A final way of indicating possession is with the preposition mu, which can be 
translated as 'of, for'. 

(300) a. tUk il pat lice 
tUk mil pat 1i -ce 
heat of sun NCM-DEF 
'warmth of the sun' Gd 1122/05) 

b. nticiJ;) mfu] tUm~ 
n-cciJ;) mil tilmt 
NCM-tooth of dog 
'teeth of the dog' (bs 7/20/00; jd 2/20/05) 

c. namilarun rna ki 
na mil a-nin 
footprint of NCM-people 
'These are footprints.' 

rna ki 
PRO here 

If any generalization can be made about the constructions featuring possessor 
animates (including names), it is that speakers avoid having them in the post
possessed position, where possession is marked by simple juxtaposition. 

1.2 Attributive constructions 

Attributive constructions take the form N-Adj, where the adjective shows 
agreement with the noun, as shown by the examples in (301a and b). 
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(301) (NCM-)noun NCM-Adjective constructions 

a. d6mo titi ikup iti 
d6mo ti-ti i-kup i-ti 
shirt NCM-black NCM-hair NCM-black 
'black shirts' 'black hair' (bs 7 /19/00) 

b. rlken ndoiya nti nc~n (nee) 
D.-ken n-doiya n-ti n-c~n 

NCM-knife NCM-sharp NCM-black NCM-two 
'two sharp black knives' (jd 12/12/04) 

(n-ee) 
(NCM-def) 

Agreement markers are sometimes omitted when a series of dependent elements 
follows. The definite article is missing a prefix in (302a) and the adjective itself 
in (302b). 

(302) Agreement markers omitted 

a. aran:S abOmilg ce 
a-ran:S a-bomilg ce 
NCM-farmer NCM-fat 0-DEF 
'the fat farmers' (im 7/30/00, jd 1130/06) 

b. a t:Skdi doomwa ti-mi sana 
a t:Sk-di dbrno ti-mi sana 
1SG wash-CMP clothes NCM-1SG 0-new 
'I washed my new clothes.' (ab 7/22/00, jd 8/11/05) 

Despite these exceptions, examples in 286 and (287), similar to (301b), show 
how "relentless" the prefixed agreement markers can be. 

1.3 Distributive 

The mark of the Distributive is the morpheme 6 between singular forms of 
the relevant nouns (with their prefixes), and the meaning of the construction is 
'every_'. 

(303) The distributive 

a. is66iso 
i-s:S-6-i-so 
NCM-moming-DIST-NCM-moming 
'every morning' 

b. paran6paran 
par:Sn-6-par:Sn 
evening-DIST-evening 
'every evening' (jd 2/11/06) 
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c. n:Son:S w:S yema lan 
n:S-o-n:S w:S yema lan 
person-DIST-person PRO want PRO 
'Everyone wants one.' (yt 7/17/05) 

2. The verb phrase 

Because a great deal has already been said about the verb phrase, this section 
looks at several verb phrase topics that need to be treated in their entirety as co
herent phenomena. Readjustments to argument structure have been discussed in 
the section on verb extensions ( 1 ). In the ftrst section is detailed the rule of i 
Insertion. The fact that the Mani verb can be split has already led to some con
siderable exploration of the verb phrase, but split predicates and the S-Aux-0-V 
syntagm are treated in greater detail below. In the ftnal section I conclude the 
discussion of the verb phrase by arguing for the Inner VP, a sub-constituent of 
the VP consisting of Tense and pronominal arguments. 

2.1 i Insertion 

The process of i Insertion at ftrst glance might be considered a phonological 
process "i Epenthesis", but because it is syntactically conditioned, being par
ticularly sensitive to verbal constituents, it is treated here as part of the verb 
phrase, more specifically, as part ofthe Inner Verb. Early on in the analysis it 
seemed that the presence of a word-ftnal [i] was arbitrary and perhaps a conse
quence of phonological phrasing. Later on, however, it became obvious that it 
was highly constrained in its distribution and reinforced some suspicions about 
a sub-constituent within the VP. 

A few caveats must be presented before the analysis, which must be consid
ered extremely tentative, some of them distinct to the particular phe-nomenon. 
Because i was not found in all possible contexts ("possible" in the sense of con
forming to the analysis presented below), its status is uncertain. Furthermore, its 
analysis was neglected and its presence sometimes ignored because its distribu
tion was initially thought to be arbitrary and later phonologically conditioned. 
Speakers varied as to their use of the particle; whether due to individual varia
tion or to the nature of the language itself was difficult to determine. Thus, the 
analysis is advanced with some hesitation. 

In the examples which follow its gloss in the morpheme line is represented 
by "i" (with variable tone). I now consider its distribution. The last part of this 
section is devoted to its function. Little needs to be said about the particle's 
phonology. Its segmental content does not change and in all cases, the clitic -i is 
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toneless and takes on the tone of the preceding vowel. It always appears at the 
right edge of a constituent and does not affect syllable structure. 

I begin with a look at different tenses because the particle seems to be close
ly related to the verb phrase; more particularly -i is sensitive to Tense. Insertion 
takes place, first of all, after verbs in the Perfective with the extra vowel first 
discussed in 6. The examples in (304) show the clitic after the inflected verb in 
every case. Arguments or other material may follow, as shown in examples 
(304b and c). That it is indeed the Perfective tense is shown by both its seman
tics and its form, the L-H tonal pattern. The third example (304c) is significant 
in that the morpheme is on the second of two clauses, where the first is negated. 
The significance of these facts is discussed below. 

(304) i after verbs with an extra vowel in the Perfective 

a. a nyaei nde 
a nyel-e-i n-de 
sm.1SG taste-EV-i NCM-food 
'I tasted the food.' (jd 2/19/05) 

b. u gMp5i maata i-direg w5 
u gMp-5-i maata i-direg w5 
3SG plait-EV-i Maata NCM-hair 3SG 
'She has plaited Marta's hair.' (jd 2/19/05) 

c. apilmace ga J'emm ga calai 
a-pilm a-ce ga sem-m ga cat-a-i 
NCM-some NCM-DEF 3PL stand-NEG 3PL sit-EV-i 
'Some are not standing up, they are seated.' (om 7/23/00;jd 8/11/05) 

As was mentioned above and must be understood throughout this section, just 
because a distribution can be stated, it does not mean the particle is always 
found in that context. The particle's presence can in no way be considered ob
ligatory, although in some cases a sentence was considered ungrammatical 
without the morpheme. 

In the Habitual, insertion can take place after the subject and only there 
when there are no pronominal objects, as in (305). In this tense the subject car
ries the mark of Tense, as demonstrated in 1. It will also be recalled that subject 
pronouns rather than subject markers are used, and i appears only on these pro
nouns. The other mark of the Habitual is high tone, which spreads to -i. The 
examples show the clitic with different pronouns. 
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(305) i after subjects when the verb is in the Habitual 

a. s~k uct w5i bOmu 
s~k u-ce w5-i bOmu 
chicken NCM-DEF PRO-i big 
'The chicken is big.' (ys 7/29/00; jd 3/13/05) 

b. cern ct gono gOi kat5e2 

cern ct wono go-i kat:)l 
time DEF DEM PRO-i hard 
'Times are rough.' (Lit. 'This time is hard.') (jd 1122105; 3/12105) 

c. k6110i diyil 
k61 16-i di-yil 
there PRO-i emph-far 
'That place is far.' (jd 2/18/05; 3/6/05) 

d. peti ci tii k6 na 
pe ti -ci tai k6 na. 
stone NCM-DEF PRO-i to road 
There are some rocks in the road. (jd 1217/2004, 2116/2005) 

In (306a) the particle -i occurs after the pronoun w~, the object of l31JWul6 'bury'. 
In comparable (306b), in which a full NP (be ce 'the chief) appears in the same 
slot, -i does not appear after the nominal object. It is allowed only after the verb 
'bury' marked with tense (Perfective), as shown in (306c). 

(306) -i after a single pronominal object following a verb 

a. a pt t6gwi116 wOi cenca 
a-pt tOgwul-6 wo-i 
NCM-PRO bury-EV 3SG-i 
'He was buried yesterday.' 

b. *amna ct ga tOgwU16 bt ct-i 
a-nina a-ct ga 
ncm-person ncm-def 3pl.sm 
'They buried the chief.' 

c. anina ct ga tOgwU15i bt ct 

cenca 
yesterday 

t~gwUl-5-i 

bury-ev-i 

'They buried the chief.' (jd 11128/04) 

bt 
chief 

ct 
def 
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d. pe k6m w~ ko HB 
pe k6m w~-i ko HB 
PRO bear 3SG-i to world 
'Someone brought him into the world.' (om 7/23/00) 

Thus the right edge of the tensed verb without following pronouns and the 
tensed verb with following pronouns are both recognized by -i as a landing spot 
for insertion and attachment. 

In (307a) is an example of -i after a second pronominal object following a 
verb. Thus, it appears after the rightmost pronoun. Without the -i (example 
(307b)) the subject felt the sentence to be ungrammatical, as shown in (307b), 
his intuition supporting the non-optionality of the marking (in his grammar). 

(307) i after the second pronominal object following a verb 

a. ga w5g6 mi k5i b. *ga w5g6 mi B 
ga w5g6 mi B-i 'They sent it (the bread) to me.' Gd 2/18/05) 
3PL send 1SG PRO-i 

'They sent it (the bread) to me.' 

That -i appears not on the rightmost tensed item or on multiple items is shown 
by the example in (308). The marker occurs after the pronominal object ma of 
the higher clause but not on the subject ma or the verb of the embedded sen
tence. 

(308) a ke mai rna s5rinin 
a ke ma-i rna s6ri nin 
1SG see.PERF PRO-i PRO mix RECIP 
'I saw them (the waters) mixing with each other.' Gd 11127/04) 

When the clauses are coordinate, once again the clitic appears only once, in the 
first possible spot. In both (309a and b) -i attaches to the pro-nominal object /d. 
In (309c) it is on the verb ye 'dance', in (309d) on hum 'come' 

(309) -ion the first of two or more coordinate clauses 

a. u k:Sl~ MB u pin gw5 
u k5 B-i MB u pin w~~ 

3SG go there-i and 3SG buy it (a hoe) 
'He went there (to the market) and he bought it.' Gd 11128/04, 8/8/05) 
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b. u k5 l5i MB u pin g5 MB u mimi 
u k5 15-i MB u pin g5 MB u mimi 
3SG go PRO-i and 3SG buy PRO and 3SG return 
'He went there and bought it (the hoe) and came back.' Gd 11128104) 

c. nopokan yei, nopokan pilm ctld c6ndi 
n:)pokan ye-i, nopokan pum ctld c:Sn-di 
man dance-i man some other sing-CMP 
One man danced, the other sang. (ys 7120100, jd 9123103) 

d. go por ct hilnoi, rilabi lei, u c6ke kof6 
go por ct. hiln-o-i, rilabi la 
PRO rain DEF come-REL-i therefore PRO 
u-c:Sk ce ko f6 
NCM-grass DEF go grow 
'Because it rained, the grass will grow.' Gd 1124105; 1130106) (from (99)) 

The next step is to show what happens when object pronouns move into the gap 
created by a split predicate, when Tense is carried by the ftrst part of the verb, 
as in the Habitual. The example in (310a) shows that the clitic appears after the 
pronoun within a split predicate. In (310b) appears an example similar to (310a) 
but with a different pronoun. 

(310) -i follows a single pronoun within the split predicate 

a. w5 til upele I w5 Bi ru 
w5 til u-pele I w5 ko-i ru 
3SG beat NCM-rice I 3SG PRO-i beat 
'He will beat the rice.' I 'He will beat it.' 

b. a ce lcii cmin 
a ce la-i cenin 
1 SG IPF PRO-i think 
'I was thinking about it.' Gd 215106) 

The clitic -i likewise follows the second of two pronouns within the split predicate. 

(311) -i after the second pronoun inside a split predicate 

ga ce mi koi wog6 
ga ce mi ko-i wogo 
3PL IPF 1SG PRO-i send 
'They were sending it (the bread) to me.' Gd 2118105) 
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The examples in (312) show that when a verb extension becomes part of the 
verb, the -i is placed after the extension (and the verb is tensed). Example 
(312a) shows the verb without its extension but with its extra vowel and -i. (The 
object is optional.) In (312b) the Benefactive ne is present and the -i comes af
ter it. 

(312) a. a sotOi (nyempipilm) 
a sot-6-i (nyempipilm) 
1SG get-EV-i (something) 
'I got (something).' 

b. a sotOnti tara mi pokcin ce nytrnpipilm 
a sotO-ne-i tara mi pokan ce 
1SG get-BEN-i older.sibling 1SG male DEF 
'I got something for my older brother.' Gd 2/23/05) 

nyempipilm 
something 

Yes/No questions also feature -i, in exactly the same way as declaratives, as do 
questions with question words. 

(313) Questions with -i 

a. n te lai? 
n. te la-i 
2SG hear PRO-i 

'Do you hear it (the pot boiling)?' (mr 7/19/05; jd 2/26/06) 

b. ndOtot peg ktltg 
n. tol-6-i yegkettn 
2SG sleep-EV-i well 
'Did you sleep well?' (my 7/17/00, rev jd 2/20/05) 

c. ye cern g6i ki ya 
ye cern g~-1 ki ya 
what time PRO.HAB-i here Q 
'What time is it now?' Gd 1122/05) 

Another environment is the emphatic Affirmative Hortative. Tense moves from 
the closest pronoun to a co-referent and preceding subject pronoun, -i appears 
after this subject pronoun (see the discussion preceding example (218) for de
tails on the process). The examples are repeated here. 
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(314) -i after the subject pronoun in the emphatic Affirmative Hortative 

a. w~f. u mar w:S b. ycii, a mar w:S 
w~-f u mar w:S 'I must love her.' 
3SG-i 3SG love 3SG 
'She must love him.' (jd 2118/05) (from (218)) 

c. gcii, ga mar w:S 
'They must love her. 

Most of the environments discussed in detail thus far involve individual simple 
clauses. The one comment that was made about multi-clause structures was that 
the particle appears in expected places on the first of a series of coordinate 
clauses and on the higher and first of two clauses where the second is embedded. 
The situation is a bit more complicated in other subordinate clauses, where the 
marker does not appear in its expected position. 

In most cases, -i comes at the end of the subordinate clause after a relative 
marker or binding particle (see Chapter 4, section 12), in which sections the fol
lowing examples also appear. In the first example (a.), the morpheme would be 
expected to appear after one of the tensed verbs, not after the relative marker. In 
b. it also appears unexpectedly after the relative marker. Example c. is odd, not 
because of an unexpected placement but because of a double placement, on both 
verbs in the first subordinate clause containing coordinate vebs. 

(315) Subordinate clauses with -i 

a. inokwug ice nya pin yoi nyi Jin:Sndi 
i-nokUI.(lg i-ci nyi a pin yo-i nyi sin:Sn-di 
NCM-rice NCM-DEF PRO 1SG buy REL-i PRO spoil-CMP 
'The husked rice I bought is spoiled.' (jd 11127/04) (from (198) and (355) b) 

b. go:S camo ce'kaci tenk:Sl yoi, ga mara' won 
go camo ce' ka'ce tenkal yo-i 
PRO boy DEF formerly alive REL-i, 
ga mara wo-en 
3PL love 3SG-NEG 
'When the boy was alive, they didn't love him.' (jd 2118/05) (from 211) 

c. loggbeg kutcii oma ubus:Si; MIO ri sag upele 
lo n. gbeg kuta.-i 0ma u-bris:S-i 
when 2SG finish hoe-i or NCM-plow-i 
MIO ri sag u-peli 
then 2SG sow NCM-rice 
'After you finish hoeing or plowing, then you sow the rice.' 
(jd 1129/06) (from 237d) 
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These examples are not fully understood and are presented to show areas of 
future work. The syntax is complicated but constrained and at least partially 
susceptible to analysis. The semantics of -i, however, are elusive; subjects could 
offer no explanation and the distribution was not transparent. 

Crucially, however, -i is incompatible with Neg, thus suggesting something 
about its semantics. In (316a) sentence, repeated from 310, -i appears right 
where it should. In (316b) it is replaced by the negative marker, showing that 
the two are in complementary distribution. 

(316) The incompatibility of -i with Neg 

a. ace lai cmin b. ace tancmin 
a ce la-i cmin a ce la-m cmin 
1SG IPF PRO-i think 1SG IPF PRO-NEG think 
'I was thinking about it.' 'I was not thinking about it.' (jd 2/5/06) 

The closest one can get to the semantics, then, is that -i is associated with affir
mative sentences. 

With this extensive set of examples, one can see how tightly constrained the 
appearance of -i is. The generalization that will become clear with exempli
fication from other parts of the grammar is that the Inner VP is the relevant con
stituent for the location of -i, as well as for Neg.33 

2.2 Split predicates, the S-Aux-0-V-X syntagm 

This section treats Mani in terms of what has been known as the "S-Aux-0-V 
syntagm" (Gensler 1994; Gensler 1997) or "split predicate" (Gensler and Gill.de
mann 2003). Most languages such as Mani with this syntagm also have the al
ternative word order SVO when there is no auxiliary. The one major difference 
from the prototypical exemplar is that the Atlantic languages, except for Kisi, 
move only pronouns within the split predicate, as exemplified above and below. 
Languages with "true" split predicates allow one or more objects in the slot. A 
detailed analysis of the phenomenon in the closely related language Kisi can be 
found in Childs 2005, along with some discussion of the phenomenon in the 
Atlantic languages in general. In that paper, the term "auxiliary" was used 
broadly to include pre-verbal particles or even pronouns that carried TMAP in
formation. That practice will be followed here. 

The general finding in Childs 2005 was that predicate splitting by pronomi
nal object arguments was rather more common in Atlantic than had hitherto 
been known. Because it was so widespread, it was suggested that the structure 
be at least one of the reconstructed word orders for Atlantic and that the com-
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monality might reflect a (typological) unity to the group otherwise found to be 
fairly elusive (Wilson 1989). Mani provides evidence to further strengthen that 
claim. 

Predicate-splitting features only pronominalized objects in Mani, as is the 
general pattern elsewhere in Atlantic. Only in Kisi do all objects move inside, 
although a few Atlantic languages hint at such a movement. Thus, in the broad 
sense of auxiliary used here, several Mani pre-verbal markers qualifY as form
ing part of a tense-bearing con-stituent for the many reasons advanced above; 
qualifYing markers appear in (317). 

(317) Mani auxiliaries, i.e., preverbal carriers of Tense 

Pronouns in the Habitual (the "Subject Pronouns", Section 1 in Chapter 7) 
Imperfect and auxiliary ce (see Section 3 in Chapter 7) 
"Strong" Hortatives (see 5 in Chapter 7) 
Negative Hortative ma (6 in Chapter 7) 

All three "auxiliaries" are targets for Pronoun Movement. When object pro
nouns (verbal arguments) are present, they appear between the auxiliary and the 
verb (the "0" in S-Aux-0-V), i.e., between the two parts of the split predicate. 
Thus, the key factor is pre-verbal tense marking or auxiliary status, as has been 
also found throughout Atlantic, despite the rarity of the phenomenon elsewhere 
in the world's languages (considered a "quirk" even in Niger-Congo (Gensler 
1997:68)?4 What is possibly unique about Mani is that object pronouns form 
part of these constituents, as well as with tensed verbs when the pronouns ap
pear after the lexical verbs. 

Some representative examples are provided below. Full exemplification can 
be found in each of the respective sections given above in (317). The first ex
ample comes from the Habitual. As can be seen, pronouns (here the pronoun k?) 
are inside the split predicate or between aux, here represented by the pronoun pi: 
(with a high tone; it is normally low-toned), and the lexical verb dakal. 

(318) 16 pe k~ daHl y~ 
16 pe k~ daHl y~ 

PRO.LOC PROINDEF·HAB PROINDEF pile.up REL 
'(Then they carry it to the place) where they are collecting it.' (jd 2/ll/06) 

That Pronoun Movement is obligatory can be seen by the ungrammaticality of 
(319c). The first two grammatical examples (319a and b) show how pronouns 
must move inside when the predicate is split in either an affirmative or a nega
tive sentence. 
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(319) Imperfect ce (see 3) 

a. a ce k~ be ko tibtke 
a ce k~ be ko ti-btke 
1SG IPF PRO put to NCM-bag 
'I was putting it into bags.' 

b. ace kon be 
a ce ko-en be 
1SG IPF PRO-NEG put 
'I will not put it (into bags).' 

c. *a ce be kO ko tibtke 
a ce be kO ko ti-btke 
1SG IPF put PRO to NCM-bag 
'I was putting it into bags.' Gd 2/5/06) 

Pronouns appear inside the split predicate (320a and b) and receive the mark of 
negation (320b ). 

(320) a. ya w~ minta 
a w~ minta 
1SG 3SG fearless 
'I am fearless of him.' 

b. a ce won minta 
a ce wo-m minta 
1SG IPF 3SG-NEG fearless 
'I am afraid (not fearless) of him.' Gd 1122/05, 3/12/05) 

It is also possible for two and even three objects (see 248c) to move inside the 
split predicate, as in (321a). In (321b) the pronominal objects remain outside 
after the Perfective, and in (321c) moving them inside in the Perfective is un
grammatical. 

(321) Two pronouns inside split predicate in Habitual 

a. w5 mi 13. nyant 
w5 mi Ia nya-nt 
3SG 1SG PRO do-BEN 
'He will do it for me.' 

b. u nya-nt mi Ia c. * u mi Ia nyant 
u nya-nt mi Ia 
3SG do-BEN 1SG PRO 
'He did it for me.' Gd 1/30/05, 3/12/05) 
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There is also the special case of ce negation of ka ce, resulting in a double-ce 
construction, the first representing an auxiliary, the second the Imperfective. 
This time the pronoun moves to the leftmost ce, where the pronoun receives the 
mark of negation. 

(322) a ce k:Sn ka ce be 
a ce ko-m ka ce be 
lSG AUX PRO-NEG PAST IPF put 
'I was not putting it.' (j d 215/04) 

The examples below (323b-g) display grammaticality judgements based on 
(323a). In (323b) the 'palm trees' are pronominalized and the tense is Past Im
perfective, pre-verbal ka ce. With Tense to the left of the verb on a pre-verbal 
element, pronouns (here only nye) settle in between AUX and the verb. Because 
of the presence of the pronoun, to negate sentence (323b), one cannot simply 
put the negative on either Imperfective ce or on the pronoun, but rather must 
supply an auxiliary ce before ka. The auxiliary itself cannot be marked for nega
tion (323d), but only the pronominal object, now immediately to the right of the 
tensed auxiliary (323g). 

(323) a. bcirn6 w6 bar iwa ira cembul 
bcirn6 w6 bari-wa i-ra cern-but 
tapster 3SG.HAB tapNCM-palm NCM-three time-one 
'The tapster is tapping three trees at once.' 

b. bcirn6 kci ce nye bar 
tapster PAST IPF PRO tap 
'The tapster was tapping them (the trees).' 

c. • barn6 kci ce-n nye bar d .• barn6 kci ce nye-n bar 

e. • barn6 ce-n kci ce nye bar f. • bam6 ce-n nye ka ce bar 

g. bam6 ce nye-en ka ce bar 
tapster AUX PRO-NEG PAST IPF tap 
'The tapster had not been tapping them.' (jd 2125/06) 

What the extended example in (323) shows is that Negative Placement and Pro
noun Movement have different landing sights but both bear witness to a constit
uent with Tense within the VP. 

What the totality of the examples in this section show is that object pronouns 
must appear immediately to the right of the tensed element in a verb phrase. 
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That tensed element may be any one of a number of distinctions marked on the 
verb or marked independently on preverbal elements. Tense and its attendant 
object pronmms form an independent constituent to which Negation pays atten
tion. The negative marker cliticizes to the rightmost member of this constituent, 
which is discussed in the next section as the "Inner VP''. 

2.3 The Inner VP 

This section presents some arguments for considering pronominal objects as 
part of a verbal constituent larger than what is usually considered the verb yet 
smaller than and/or distinct from what could be considered the verb phrase. It 
draws on data presented elsewhere, e.g., Chapter 4, but particularly on the pre
ceding section, the discussion of the S-AUX-0-V syntagm in section 10.2.2, 
which in itself depends on much foregoing discussion. The purpose of this sec
tion is to collate all these previous statements into a coherent analysis. 

The arguments are several and have been put forward elsewhere piecemeal. 
Here they are summarized. The reasons for including pronominal objects as part 
of a Tense-plus complex, the Inner VP, are at least the facts below. 

- Pronominal objects appear immediately after Tense, with no intervening ma
terial, whether Tense is marked on the verb, a pronoun, or an auxiliary 

- When there is no tensed element on the left to be negated, an auxiliary is used 
to the left of the non-tense-bearing element (ka) with which pronmms then 
form an indissoluble constituent. 

- The negative clitic always appears after the constituent therein formed 
- i Insertion also recognizes the Inner Verb (and is in complementary distribu-

tion with Neg) 
- Pronouns appear after the pre-verbal Negative Hortative marker ma, which 

replaces the Subject Pronouns as the carrier of tense (the Subject Markers are 
now used to register person). 

The Inner VP, then, is a grammatical constituent consisting of 

(324) Inner VP: [Tense (pro) (pro) (pro)]. 

Tense is here understood as being expressed on one of three potentially tensed 
constituents: the lexical verb, an auxiliary, or a subject pronoun. 

The final piece of evidence for the Inner VP is the process of i-lnsertion. 
First discussed in conjunction with the harmonic extra vowel (6) and again with 
the Perfective (2), and explored in depth in Phrase-level syntax, Section 2.1 
i Insertion, this element also pays attention to the rightmost boundary of the In-
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ner VP. It appears in three affirmative environments: after a subject pronoun 
marked for tense (Habitual), after the Perfective with a extra vowel, and after 
any pronoun objects. These three environments are just those marking the right 
edge of the Inner VP. As does Negation, so is the process of i-lnsertion sensitive 
to the right edge of the Inner VP. 

Tonal behavior (HTS) seems to pay attention to the boundary, although not 
enough evidence exists to make a strong argument in support of this claim (see 
also the discussion around 202). The example in (325) (and others) is nonethe
less suggestive. On the pronoun lbi 'there' with i attached is a high tone, pre
sumably the mark of the Perfective, normally on the verb ko itself. That it is not 
High Tone Spread (HTS) is shown by the fact that there is no high tone on the 
verb itself, only the L of the LH contour. What this means is that the high tone 
on the pronoun is the Perfective high, assigned to the rightmost syllable of the 
verb. In this case, then, the post-verbal pronoun is considered a domain for tense 
marking, thus forming a constituent with the verb, supporting the core argument 
of the Inner VP claim. Unfortunately there is immediate counterevidence in the 
second clause - the Perfective high appears on the verb, not its object pro
noun.35 It is the inconsistency of evidence such as this which makes the claim 
for support from tonal evidence somewhat equivocal. 

(325) u k~ 15i MB u pin w~ 
u B 15-i MB u pin w~ 

3SG go there-i then 3SG buy 3SG 
'He went there and bought it.' (jd 11128/04, 3/13/05) (repeated from 
(241)) 

In summary, then, the entity designated the Inner VP has importance for several 
syntactic processes. In addition, it provides another parameter for evaluating the 
syntax of split predicate constructions, one that applies equally well to those 
languages with the less grammaticized split predicate in more analytical lan
guages, such as Mande, Kru, and likely Senufo, but also to more synthetic lan
guages such as Bantu. Similar facts obtain in at the two related but incompletely 
analyzed languages Kim and Born. 

3. The adpositional phrase 

Adpositional phrases consist of an adposition and a noun phrase. Mani has a 
number of adpositions, a few multipurpose prepositions but a possibly open 
class of postpositions, serving elsewhere as locative adverbs. The postpositions, 
however, never appear alone but occur only in tandem with a preposition. Some 
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examples of prepositions appear in (326); postpositional phrases are fmmd in 
(327), appearing only with the multipurpose preposition ko 'to, on, etc.' 

(326) Prepositional phrases 

a. il bi gk6g ko pa w6 
il bi-n n-kon ko pa w6 
3SG.SM have-MID NCMma-blood to hand 3SG 
'He has blood on his hand.' (lt 7/20/05; ys 7/25/00; jd 2/20/05) 

b. ipaict nyt u bOlyo 
i-pa i-ce nyt ka bOl-yo 
NCMnye-sore NCMny2-DEF PROnye.HAB on head-REL 
'these sores which are on (my) head' (im 7/30/00;jd 3/13/05) 

c. ndik mil wis maga ki 
n-dik mil wis rna ga ki 
NCMma-hunger of meat PROma·foc 3PL here 
'They are hungry for meat.' Gd 7/23/00, 8/11105) 

d. ker ce, pe diwoi nil bat5 
ker ce pe di woi nil bat5 
snake DEF PRO kill 3SG-i with stick 
'The snake, someone killed it with a stick.' Gd 11128/04) 

(327) Postpositional phrases 

a. rlkeen nee mat'? ko teMl t6k 
n-ken n-ee 
NCM-knife NCM-DEF 

ma-i 
PRO-i 

'The knives are on the table.' 

b. a ke n6 ko to ayi 

ko 
to 

teb~l tok 
table top 

a ke n6 ko to ayi 
1SG see.PERF person to forest inside 
'I saw someone in the forest.' Gd 12/12/06, 2/12/06) 

c. noo cee Bn ko kilt/ 
no ce B-tn ko kil-t 
person COP PRO-NEG to house-inside 
'There is no one in the house.' Gd 12/7/2004, 2/20/05) 





Chapter 11 
Clause-level syntax 

This chapter looks at processes that take the entire sentence as their domain. 
These include question formation, focus, and topicalization. 

1. Questions 

Two formally different types of questions are found in Mani, Yes/No questions 
and those requiring a question word, Q-word questions. Yes/No questions are 
distinguished solely by a final intonational rise. Word order is identical to that 
of statements, and i-lnsertion is common at the right edge of the Inner VP (b. 
and c. examples), just as in declaratives. 

(328) a. u y6 gMl iwis ice 
u y6 gMl i-wis i-ce 
3SG eat liver NCM-animal NCM-DEF 
'Did he eat the liver of the animal?' Gd 2/19/05) 

b. m:S s~-i 
m:S s~-i 
2SG clean-i 
'Are you cleaning?' 

d. mgbindi yoi 
n. gben-di yo-i 
2SG finish-PERF eat-i 

c. riun:S s~ ya 
m m:Ss~-ye-i 

2SG 2SG clean-ST AT-i 

'Are you the person cleaning?' Gd 2/4/06) 

'Have you finished eating?' Gd 11117/04) 

The syntax of Q-word questions requires an initial question word followed by 
the sentence in its normal order with a gap at the point of extraction. In addition, 
a question particle ya appears sentence finally. Q-word questions are formed 
with the following words: 
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(329) Question words 

15 
nyf:Jyt 
nytg-cbn 
what NCM-time 

'where' 
'what, which, who' 
'when, what time' 

Some examples of questions appear in (330). 

(330) Q-word questions 

a. l6pe m5i ya 
16 pe m5i ya 
where PRO come.from Q 

g5 
kena 

'how' 
'how' 

'Where are you (lit. someone) coming from?' Gd 1124/05) 

b. nythimya 
nyt him ya 
who come Q 
'Who came (here)?' (om 7/23/00;jd 1130/06) 

c. g5nya n si lcii ya 
g5nya n si la-i ya 
how 2SG know PRO-i Q 
'How did you manage to know it?' Gd 1123/05, 8/8/05) 

There is also a way to form tag questions using an areally common form found 
at least in Mani, Soso, and local French, namely, [nyf:] roughly translated as 
'right' or 'not so' (from French hein [£]?). (Born, Kim, and Mende use [hi'ye].) 
In Fula and Malinke, the two other major languages of Guinea, the word [ne] 
(also from French hein according to Mamadou Camara (2006 p.c.)) is used. Its 
meaning can range from a simple channel-checking mechanism to an aggressive 
demand for a response, much as British English in 'tit?. 

(331) a k6ndi. ya m5 b5nt, nye 
a k5-n-di ya m~ Mnt nyf: 
1 SG go-MID-CMP 1 SG 2SG meet tag 
'I'm gone. I'll see you, okay?' (me 11112105; jd 215/06) 
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2. Focus 

Focus represents another sentence-level phenomenon syntactically similar to 
question-word questions in fronting a focused constituent with a gap at the point 
of extraction.36 The basic generalization is that nouns and NPs can be focused 
by fronting them and following them with a pronoun. With verbs the process is 
a little more complicated because verbs must be nominalized before being 
fronted, and the original tensed verb remains in situ no different from its form in 
a non-focused sentence. 

A great number of constituents can be focused, but not all follow the proto
typical pattern ofNP focus, i.e., fronting followed by a pronoun and a gap at the 
point of extraction. The first three items in (332) fit the prototypical pattern. The 
other three fit in increasingly less prototypical ways as indicated. The discussion 
is organized according to the order below. 

(332) Focusable items 

NPs in any of the following syntactic positions: subject, object, indirect ob
ject, predicate nominal 
Full clauses 
Adpositional phrases 
Locative expressions 
Verbs nominalized and fronted, the verb left in situ 
Adjectives with their agreeing noun class markers, the adjective left in situ 
Pronouns with a change in case for the fronted element but no gap 

Example (333a) represents a non-focused transitive sentence. Example (333b) 
shows the subject being focused and (333c) shows the object being focused. 
(Here and elsewhere in this section, I have opted for fairly non-English sound
ing sentences, primarily to clarify the structure of the construction.) 

(333) a. cam~ CE y6 ride nee 
cam~ CE y6 n-de n-ee 
boy DEF eat NCM-food NCM-DEF 
'The boy ate the rice.' 

b. cam~ CE w~ y6 nde nee 
cam~ ct. w~ y6 nde 
boy DEF PRO.foc eat NCM-food 
'It is the boy [who] ate the rice.' 

n-ee 
NCM-DEF 
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c. nde net rna cam~ ct y6 
D.-de n-ee rna 
NCM-food NCM-DEF PRO.FOC 
'It is the rice the boy ate.' (jd 2/4/06) 

cam~ 

boy 
ct 
DEF 

y6 
eat 

In the two examples below objects are focused first from the ta class and then 
from the ma class to show how different agreeing pronouns are used after the 
item of focus, the pronoun determined by the noun's noun class (Kim and Born 
use default pronouns in such contexts). 

(334) a. kiltict ta ga siniyt 
kil ti-c£ ta ga sini-ye 
house NCM-DEF PRO.FOC 3PL destroy-STAT 
'It is the houses they (the rebels) destroyed.' 

b. mm-ce maga penye 
mm n-ee rna ga 
water NCM-DEF PRO.FOC 3PL 
'It is the water they spilled.' (jd 2111/06) 

In (335) a full sentence is focused. 

(335) uji w~ k~5 tim 

peri-ye 
spill-STAT 

u si wo k5 tUn 
SMwo fart.PERF 3SG.FOC PRO.HAB smell 
'He farted (and) it smells.' (jd 2/5/05, 3/6/05) 

The examples in (336) show how an adpositional phrase (AdpP) can be focused. 
Neither the object nor the adposition itself can be focused alone. The whole 
phrase must be fronted and is focused by means of a locative pronoun. (336a) 
contains the unfocused sentence; (336b) contains the focused one. 

(336) a. mbOm w5 bag w5m ko CE 
mbOm w5 bag 
Mbom 3SG.HAB build 

w5m ko 
boat to 

'Mbom is building a boat on land.' 

b. ko ct D.B mbOm w5 bag w5m 

CE 
land 

ko ct n-B mbOm w5 bag w5m 
to land EMPH-PRO.FOC Mbom 3SG.HAB build boat 
'It's on land Mbom is building a boat.' (jd 214/06) 
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Locative expressions can also be focused. Similarly to nouns they are fol
lowed by a (locative) pronoun and a gap appears where the locative would nor
mally appear. 

(337) ka 15 w6 Bl 
ka 16 w5 Bl 
here PRO.foc 3SG.HAB sleep 
'Here he sleeps.' (ow 7/23/00, jd 2/12/06) 

Less prototypical members of the focusable list in (332) follow. The example in 
(338) shows an intransitive verb focused. The verb is nominalized and fronted, 
followed by the default inanimate pronoun /d, and the inflected verb remains in 
place. 

(338) uH Bw5 ke 
u-ke B w5 ke 
NCM-belch PRO.foc 3SG belch 
'It is belching he's doing.' (jd 2/5/05, 3/6/05) 

The examples in (339) show that both the verb and the full VP can be focused. 
In sentence (339a) it is just the verb, and in (339b) it is the verb with its object. 
The same focus pronoun k6 is used for the nominalized verb with and without 
its object. 

(339) Verb and VP focused 

a. u ban k5 rilbOm w5 bag w5m ye 
u-ban k6 rilbOm w5 bag 
NCM-build PRO.FOC Mbom 3SG build 
'It is building a boat that Mbom did (built a boat).' 

b. u ban w6m k6 rilbOm w5 bag ye 

w5m-ye 
boat-STAT 

u-ban w6m k6 rilbom w5 bag-ye 
NCMw0-build boat PRO.FOC Mbom 3SG build-STAT 
'It is building a boat Mbom built a boat.' (jd 2/4/06) 

As the default inanimate pronoun k6 is used for inanimates and indefinite fo
cused items (see (338) and 339); the default animate pronoun 1)!J is used for 
animates. Normally the animate pronoun w~ would be used in (340), but the 
default animate pronoun 1)6 replaces it. 
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(340) paten~ g5 ya te 
p6ten~ g5 ya le 
European PRO.foc 1SG cop 
'It is a European I am.' (ys 7/29/00; jd 2112106) 

Note also the gap after the copula where the predicate nominal would normally 
appear and that predicate nominals can also be focused. 

Adjectives, like verbs, require that the original adjective be left in place but 
have no focus pronoun. The adjective itself appears in the same form as the 
original, that is, with its noun class marker prefixed. Unfocused sentence (341a) 
has its focused counterpart in (341b). Similarly, sentence (341d) is the focused 
counterpart of (341c ). 

(341) a. kil tice ta tikit 
kil ti-c£ ta ti-kit 
house NCMta-DEF PROta NCMta-small 
'The houses are small.' 

b. tikit kil tict ta tikit 
ti-kit kil ti-ct ta ti-kit 
NCMta-small house NCMta-DEF PROta NCMta-small 
'Small, the houses are small.' Gd 214/06) 

c. mm nee, rna ntek 
mm n-ee rna n-tek 
water NCMma-DEF PROma NCMma-small 
'There's a little water.' 

d. ntek, mm n ce rna ntek 
n-tek, men n-ee man-tek 
NCMma-small water NCMma-DEF PROma NCMma-small 
'A little, the water is a little.' (jd 214/06) 

To reiterate, there is no pronominal focus marker, only fronting of the adjective 
with its NCM, leaving the original form in place, just as with verbs. The pause 
after the fronted material, indicated by a comma in the first line seems also to be 
a part of the pattern. 

In the following example a pronoun is focused, fronting in its demonstrative 
form, also followed by a slight pause. The subject marker precedes the verb. 
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(342) a. u ke mi b. w~e. u ke mi 
-u ke mi w~ne, u ke mi 
3SG see 1SG OEM 3SG see 1SG 
'He sees me.' 'It is this (person), he sees me.' (ys 7/29/00) 

An alternative or supplemental strategy to simple focus is to front the focused 
element and then relativize it, as shown in (343). Since the focus element (a 
pronoun) and the relativizer (a pronoun) are formally indistinguishable, the final 
relativizing particle ya provides the only clue that relativization is involved. 

(343) ldl ct go be ce y6k y~ 
kil ct go be ce y6k y~ 

house DEF FOC chief DEF build REL 
'It's the house that the chief built.' (ys 7/29/00; jd 1/30/06) 

In the rather complicated example in (344) I have attempted to clarify with 
bracketing in the morpheme gloss line, a full NP with its relative clause is fo
cused and then relativized, as in (343 ). 

(344) Focus of an NP with its relative clause re-relativized 

ntet~l net ga siniyt pene wo go 
n-tet~l n-et 
[NCM-insect NCM-DEF 
ga sini-yt pene wo go 
[PRO.REL destroy-STAT millet REL] PRO.FOC] 
ga yo ipom ilan~ 
ga y6 i-pom i-lan w~ 

3PL eat NCM-leaf NCM-PRO REL 
'The insects destroyed the millet by eating the leaves.' Gd 2/25/06) 
(lit. 'The insects who destroyed his millet who ate its leaves.') 

As a final note to this section on focus, I include a few comments on compara
ble processes in related languages. The North Atlantic language, Balanta, has a 
similar system using pronouns (Fudeman 1999), similar to Temne (referencing 
Hutchinson 1969:40,44), a more closely related language belonging to South 
Atlantic. 

When nominal or nominalized constituents are focused in Kisi, an even more 
closely related language, the focused constituent is fronted, as in Mani, but no 
discernible mark occurs on the focused element, except for verbs, which are 
nominalized as in Mani and stay in place as well ("verb copying" in Koopman 
1997). Pronouns change case, also as in Mani. But significantly different from 
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Mani, Kisi has a focus particle that appears clause finally, in the same privi
leged position also occupied by the Kisi Negative, another major difference 
from Mani, Born, and Kim. 

3. Comparative constructions 

When two equal entities are being compared, the preposition ken 'like, as' is 
used in a single-clause construction, in affirmative (345a) or negative (345b) 
comparisons. 

(345) a. bOyo w6i kcital ken mat6 
bOyo w6-i kcital ken mat6 
Boyo PRO-i strong like Mato 
'Boyo is strong like Mato.' 

b. bOyo ucen kciml ken mat6 
boyo u ce-rn kciml ken mat6 
Boyo 3SG cop-NEG strong like Mato 
'Boyo is not as strong as Mato.' (jd 12111104) 

Constructions expressing inequality (superiority or inferiority; see Stassen 
1985) consist of two separate clauses, one stipulating the dimension on which 
two entities will be compared, and the other stipulating which is superior using 
the verb can 'pass, surpass'. Examples comparing verbs ('crab-eating con
sumption') appear in (346), showing how the clauses can appear in either order, 
with no coordinating conjunction. 

(346) Comparative constructions with verbs 

a. u can mi u y6 tel sic£ 
u can mi u y6 tel si-c£ 
3SG pass 1SG 3SG eat crab NCM-DEF 
'She ate more crabs than I.' Lit: 'She surpasses me she ate the crabs.' 

b. u y6 tel sice ucan mi 
u y6 tel si -ct u can mi 
3SG eat crab NCM-DEF 3SG pass 1SG 
'She ate the crabs more than I.' Lit: ' ... she surpasses me.' (jd 12111104) 
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Comparison involving adjectives works the same way as verbs, as shown in 
(347), a two-clause structure, involving a standard for comparison and the rela
tive ranking of the two entities with regard to that standard. 

(347) bayo w5i katal uccindi mat6 
bOyo wo-i kaml u can-di mat6 
Boyo PRO-i strong 3SG pass-CMP Mato 
'Boyo is stronger than Mato.' (jd 12/11/04) 

In these examples we see two-clause structures as represented schematically in 
(348) below, apparently with no difference in meaning with a change in order. 

(348) Variations on the "Action Schema" (Heine and Kuteva 2001:404) 

[X is Z] [X surpasses Y]) 
[X surpasses Y] [X is Z]) 

In closely related Kisi, a nominalized form of the verb may replace the "quality" 
clause, using the other variant these authors mention, X surpasses Z Y -ness 
(p. 405). 

One argument for Africa comprising a linguistic area is based on the form of 
the comparative construction, just as featured here (Greenberg 1959; cf. Heine 
and Nurse 2008). The surpass construction or "Action Schema" differentiates 
Africa from Europe, Asia, the Americas, and the Indian/Pacific Ocean. It is 
found in 57% (n = 23) of the African languages in a "balanced" sample; moreo
ver, the vast majority of the languages using this schema (85%; n = 109) are 
found only in Africa with a distribution cutting across both genetic and regional 
boundaries (Heine and Kuteva 2001). 

Superlatives are rendered as 'pass everyone' (rather than "B", the person or 
entity to which A is compared) and use the same structure as comparatives. 

(349) Superlatives 

a. bayo w~i kat:Sl ucag gcii bideg 
bayo w~-i kaml u cag ga-i buleg 
Boyo 3SG-i strong 3SG pass 3PL-i all 
'Boyo is the strongest of all.' Lit: 'Boyo is strong; she passes all.' 

b. bayo w~i B ucag ga buleg 
bayo w~-i B u cag ga 
Boyo 3SG-i talk 3SG pass 3PL 
'Boyo talks the most of all.' (jd 12/11104) 

bweg 
all 
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As to similar structures elsewhere, using a verb meaning 'pass' in 
comparative constructions is an areal feature in this part of Africa (Greenberg 
1983) and indeed is found in the closely related language Kisi. Kisi also has the 
two-clause options for comparative constructions and differs in no significant 
way from Mani in superlatives and comparison of equals. 

4. Topicalization 

There are at least two ways to introduce a topic in Mani. One is with the prepo
sition ali '(as) for', as shown in the first two examples in (350). As indicated by 
the commas, the topic phrase is also set off by a pause. In addition, the b. exam
ple adds further emphasis to the topic ('the chief') by following the phrase with 
an agreeing pronoun in its emphatic form. In the c. example the second way is 
illustrated, a variation on the first: using the same preposition but this time in 
conjunction with and followed immediately by another preposition yali 'about'. 
In all cases there is no extraction gap. 

(3 50) a. ali siasict, lalf/ pe g bagkaga 
ali su si-c£ la lt pe gbagk ga 
for .TOP fish, NCM-DEF PRO COP PRO smoke 3PL 
'As for the fish (pl), they need to be smoked (it should be that some
one smokes them).' (jd 1129/06) 

b. ali be ce woni, a fo m6 woi cenca 
ali bt ce wono-i, a fom-6 wo-i 
for .top chief DEF DEM-i, 1SG speak-EV 3SG-i 
'As for the chief, I spoke to him yesterday.' (jd 1129/06) 

c. ali gali mi, a cen yo 
ali gali mi a ce-en yo 
for about 1SG, 1SG IPF-NEG eat 
As for me, I won't eat.' (jd 1129/06) 

cenca 
yesterday 

An alternative means was used in another context. Here the emphatic form of 
the pronoun is all that is required, as was used jointly with the preposition ali in 
(350b). The scenario in (351) requires some introduction. The speaker is seeing 
Mbom today as part of a series of scheduled meetings, but cannot see Bonto, 
who was scheduled to come the next day, because the speaker will not be there. 
Here the topic of Bonto was introduced with her name followed by a demon
strative pronoun, the whole topicalized phrase being set off by pauses on both 
sides. 
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(351) ya ce ka alike mbOm, 
ya ce ka ali ke mbom, 
lSG COP here for see Mbom, 
Mnt5 w~ a cegcU] net 
Mnt5 w~n~, a cega-tn n-et 
Bonto PRO-emph, lSG meet-NEG NCM-place 
'I will be here to see Mbom, as for Bonto, I will not be at the place.' 
(jd 2/4/06) 





Chapter 12 
Subordination and coordination 

This chapter treats three different means of subordination. The first is by em
bedding, the second by relativization, and the third is by using conjunctions. 
The final section deals with coordination at the clausal level. 

1. Em bedding 

This section discusses hi-clausal sentences where no relativization and no con
junction is used and the second clause is subordinate to or embedded in the first. 
Clauses can be embedded after verbs of perception, mental states or attitudes; 
such verbs may represent the first link a grammaticalization chain, i.e., on their 
way to becoming, e.g., modal auxiliaries. Note, however, that there is a pronoun 
referring to the clause (Ia in 352a) or subject (352b) (main 352c) that follows, 
i.e., no deletion under identity. 

(352) Embedded clauses 

a. a lane lai ip~r CE w~ hfut 
a lane la i-p~r CE w~ hun 
lSG sure PRO NCM-rain DEF 3SG come 
'I am sure it will rain.' Lit. 'I am sure [of] it, the rain will come.' 

b. a ke w~i w~~ can 
a ke wo-i wo can 
lSG see 3SG-i 3SG pass 
'I saw him passing by.' Lit. 'I saw him he passed.' 

c. a kei, men ndg rna s~rinin 
a ke-i mm n-c~ rna s~ nin 
lSG see-i water NCM-two NCP mix each.other 
'I saw the two waters mixing.' Lit. 'I saw the two waters, they mix each 
other.' Gd 1218/04) 

Many verbs discussed as "near" auxiliaries in Section 6 take VP complements. 
Several examples are shown in (353). This class contains such verbs as 'finish', 
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'go', and 'come'. For example, the verb cap 'start' takes a VP complement in 
(353a) and 'go' in (353b). 

(353) a. ipag ice nyt c~e? B 
i-pag i-ce nyt c~-ye 

NCM-moon NCM-DEF PRO start-STAT go 
'The moon (has risen and) is starting to go.' (jd 8/10/05) 

b. n ko wo ctli nstke 
n ko wo ctl-i n-seke 
2SG go 3SG sit-es NCM-pawn 
'Go make him sit as a pawn!' (ld 3/21104; jd 8/8/05) 

Others take full S complements. 

(354) a nya inyai ct nye den 
a nya i-nya i-ce nye den 
lSG make NCM-salt NCM-DEF PRO disappear 
'I made the salt disappear (e.g., by dissolving it in the water). 

Other verbs that behave similarly are 'want' and 'like'. 

2. Relativization 

As has been indicated above, Mani (and Kisi) relatives involve "bracketing", 
i.e., relative clauses enclosed by two elements (Kuteva and Comrie 2005:222; cf. 
Lebikaza 2005:237 for comparable examples in Temne, another South Atlantic 
language). The first element is pronominal and the second a particle. 

Relative clauses follow nouns in the same way as adjectives and other modi
fiers. They begin with a pronoun (usually a demonstrative) and are closed with a 
particle ("REL"), as can be seen in the examples in (355). The particle~ usually 
takes the form [yo], but [ wo] was recorded in a few places and reduced to [ -o] in 
a few others. The last two variants come only after vowels; [yo] also appears 
after vowels but in addition comes after consonants and is thus seen as the basic 
form. 

(355) a. a ke men net mana Bci wo t0riy6 
a ke men n-ee mana koci wo tOr-i yo 
lSG see water NCMma-DEF DEMma Koehl 3SG pour-CS REL 
'I saw the water that Koehl spilled.' Lit. 'I saw the water this Koehl made pour.' 
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b. inoktll~ ice nya pin y~i nyejinandi 
i-noktll~ i-ce nye a pin y~-i nye 
NCM11y8-rice NCM11y8-DEF PROnye lSG buy REL-i PR011ye 
'The husked rice I bought is spoiled.' 
Lit. 'The rice this I buy it has spoiled.' (jd 11/27/04) 

c. kilfana tiwe ce wont k6 tek6l yo, ta tiyorun 
kilfana ti-we ce wont k6 tek6l yo 
wing NCMta-bird DEF DEMw~ PR01NoEF there REL 
ta ti-yorun 
PROta NCMta-red 

sinan-di 
spoil-CMP 

'The wings of the bird over there are red.' Lit. 'The wings of the bird it it [is] 
over. there REL they are red. '37 (ys 7/20/00, rev jd 2/20/05, 8/11105) 

In a few cases the first part of the bracketing will be absent, i.e., there will be no 
initial (demonstrative) pronoun, as seen in the following example. (Note that the 
sa class (animal plurals) takes agreement in the ya class (human plurals) due to 
animate concord.) 

(356) yesice gakaiy~ 
ye si-c£ 0 ga ka-i y~ 

bird NCM3a-DEF (DEM!Ja) PRO!Ja here-i REL 
'the birds which are here' (im 7/30/00, rev jd 3/31/05) 

Typically it is a pronoun in agreement with the noun being relativized, as in the 
examples above in (355), but often one of the default pronouns is used. In the 
example below in (357a), the noun being relativized is ipe/e and the correspond
ing demonstrative pronoun would be nyeni:. Instead of the agreeing pronoun, 
however, the default (indefinite inanimate) demonstrative pronoun Bnb is used 
instead. 

(357) a ke i pelt ce Bn:S dk:S 
a ke i-pae ce kon:S dk-6-yo 
lSG see NCM-rice DEF PRO harvest.PERF-EV-REL 
'I saw the rice that he harvested.' (jd 8/8/05) 

Another feature of the relative clause in (357) is that there is no overt subject 
marker for the verb r!Jk 'harvest' in the relative clause. The verb is in the Perfec
tive but there is no apparent subject 'he'. As in many other contexts, the 3SG 
subject marker is absent. The same is true when the subject in the higher clause 
is the same. In example (358), the verb y6 'eat' has no overt subject; the demon
strative peni: refers to what he was vomiting. 
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(358) u ce kus bweg pent y6 w~ 
u ce kus bUI.eg pent y6 w~ 

3SG IPF vomit all DEM eat REL 
'He was vomiting everything he had eaten.' (om 7/23/00, jd 8/11105) 

The relative marker -yo is also used to bind clauses with non-nominal anteced
ents, as in (359). In (359a) the antecedent is something close to manner, in 
(359b) it is an event, in (359c) it is a place, and in (359d) it is a time. 

(3 59) REL as a binding particle without nominal antecedents 

a. kemate g5na a-nya mi ga 
so how.DEM NCM-family 1SG 3PL 
'Thus my family raised me ... ' (bb 1114/04) 

b. ya ga b~ye g5 mam y5 
ya nya te-ye g5 mam y5 
1SG 2PL hear-STAT PRO laugh REL 

y6n mi y5 
rru.se 1 SG REL 

'I am hearing you (pl.) laughing.' (om 7/23/00, jd 2112106) 

c. B pe bil y~ 
B pe bil y~ 

where PRO hold REL 
'where someone holds (it)' (yt 7/17/0S,jd 2124/06) 

d. haan a cal-n5 y5 
Man a cat -n5 y5 
until 1SG sit-person REL 
'up to the time I was a wife.' (bb 1114/04i8 

Typically the initial pronoun is the indefinite pronoun yo or some variant. The 
locative pronoun 13 can also be used, as in (359c), when the antecedent is a 
locative, or no pronoun at all, just a temporal expression (3 59d). 

Relative clauses can also function as NPs in Mani. In (360a) the relative 
clause functions as a direct object; in (360b) it is the object of the preposition ali. 

(360) a. Ii te g~ p5m ce k5 nyel ko cu (i) y~ 
Ii te g~ p5m ce k5 nyel ko cu y~ 

2SG hear PRO leaf DEF PRO boil to pot REL 
'(Do) you hear the leaves boiling in the pot?' (mr 7/19/0S;jd 2/26/06) 
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b. uwi hati g:S w~ kill mwe:S 
u wi ali g:S w~ kill m~e-y:S 

3SG diefor PRO 3SG drink alcohol-rei 
'He died because of his drinking.' (jd 1131105) 
Lit: ' ... for/because [that he drinks alcohol]' 

Some examples of relative clauses serving other functions are discussed below 
in (365b) and (366). Clauses there have the same structure as the examples be
low, a clause introduced by a pronoun and ending with the relative marker. 
Thus, what is been called relative clause marking here is something more exten
sive in function than that illustrated here. 

3. Subordinate clauses 

The conjunctions that can subordinate one clause to another have been listed in 
Table 17 above. This section exemplifies some ofthe uses to which they can be 
put. Several temporal clauses are shown in (361). 

(361) Temporal subordinate clauses 

a. ga sas ug hOm ct. benilmpe nyeli B 
ga sas u-gbOm ct. benun pe nyMi k~ 

3PL filter NCM-mud DEF before PRO boil PRO 
'They ftlter the salty mud before boiling it.' (jd 1129/06) 

b. toggbeg kutai oma ubus:Si, b:SIO n sag upele 
to n gbeg kuta-i oma u-bus:S-i 
when 2SG finish hoe-i or NCM-plow-i 
b:SIO n sag u-pele 
then 2SG sow NCM-rice 
'After you finish hoeing or plowing, then you sow the rice.' (jd 1129/06) 

In (362) are conditional clauses using three different coordinating conjunctions. 

(362) Conditional subordinate clauses 

a. l:Smbiyenymde m~ w6 
t:S n hi-m 
when 2SG have-NEG 

ymde 
food 

m:S 
2SG.HAB 

'If you don't have food, you will die.' 

wu 
die 
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b. Bptle n rimt w~ w5 did 
Bptle it runt w~ w5 did 
when 2SG push 3SG 3SG.HAB fall 
'When you push him (the child), he falls.' (jd 8/11105) 

c. 15gk5 npine mi ugbtggbe 
16 it k6 n pin-ne mi u-gbeggbe 
if 2SG go 2SG.HORT buy-BEN 1SG NCM-pepper 
'If you go, buy me a bunch of peppers.' (jd 1124/05, 3/12105) 

Purpose clauses are introduced with the complementizer ali, often translated 
simply as 'for', but which could equally be thought of as meaning 'in order to' 
or 'for (the purpose of)'. In the first sentence of(363) the subject of the purpose 
clause is (optionally) deleted, but it appears in the (363b). 

(363) Purpose clauses 

a. bidun~ ce kondi itl~petitaiy~ ali k~ pin kara 
bulun~ ce k~n-di it-Bpailaiy~ ali k~ pin kara 
farmer DEF go-CMP NCM-market for go buy hoe 
'The farmer went to the market to buy a hoe.' (jd 11128/04) 

b. pokcin ce w5 di itwis ali u y6 w~ 
pokcin ce w5 di it-wis ali 
man DEF 3SG.HAB kill NCM-animal for 
'The man kills animals to eat.' Lit. ' ... so that he eats.' 
(om 7/23/00; jd 8/11105) 

u y6 
3SG eat 

The rather long example in (364) features the conjunction kcmka used in much 
the same way, to signal the purpose or result of the first clause. 

(364) n6pokcin-kondeke, ilyeliye n~lakcin-komin£, 1JW~n6 kci a-nya W~ i-n~kidilg 
btk ti-ra, kanka u-n~ w~ 
n6pokcin-kondeke, u yeli-ye n~takcin-kominf:, 

man-right-handed, 3SG free-STATwoman-left-handed 
w~n6 kci a-nya w6 
OEM give NCM-parent 3SG 
i-nokidilg btk ti-ra 
NCM-rice bag NCM-three 
kanka u n~ wo 
so.that 3SG marry 3SG 
'The right-handed man redeemed the left-handed woman by giving her 
parents three bags of rice so that he could marry her.' (jd 1/30/05; 3/12105, 
2112106)39 
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In the interests of completeness, I include a few other examples of conjunc
tions linking a dependent to a main clause in (365). The second example (365b) 
replicates the structure of the relative clauses discussed in Chapter 12 (initial 
pronoun, binding particle y{) ), yet with no antecedent. 

(365) Other subordinating conjunctions 

a. bari wo hi kop~r. wo mi mar 
bari wo hi kop~r. wo mi mar 
because 3SG.HAB get money, 3SG.HAB 1SG help 
'Since she has money, she will help me.' (jd 2/5/06) 

b. go por CE himoi, ntabi la, u dk ce k0f6 
go por cf: him-yo-i, 
PRO rain DEF come-rel-i 
ntabi la u-dk ce ko f6 
therefore PRO NCM-grass DEF go grow 
'That it rained, therefore, the grass will grow.' 

(jd 1124/05; 1/30/06) (from (99)) 

In the first clause in (366), the relative marker yb is used (followed by -i). A 
more literal translation might be, 'it (time?) the boy was formerly alive'. An 
understanding of the structure can be better understood by looking at (365). In 
both cases what is in fact a relative clause functions to denote the time or condi
tion of the following action. 

(366) goo camo ce kace tenk~l yoi, ga mani won 
go camo ce kace tenk~l yo-i 
PRO boy DEF formerly alive REL-i 
ga mani 
3PL love 

wo-rn 
3SG-NEG 

'When the boy was alive, they didn't love him.' 
(jd 2/18/05) (from 211) 

Chapter 12 contains a full discussion of relative clauses including examples in 
(360) with relatives acting as NPs. 
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4. Coordination 

The conjunction b!Jl!J in (367) can connect two or more clauses. 

(367) Coordinate clauses with b!Jl!J 'and, then, and then' 

a. n pant ugbOs ct ubagk lan k6 ikog iwace bOlO n t6l 
n pant u-gbOs ce u-bagk lan 
2SG tie NCM-gourd DEF NCM-rope PRO 
k6 i-kog i-wa ce bOlO n t6l 
to NCM-frond NCM-palm DEF then you descend 
'You tie the gourd to the palm fronds and then you descend.' (jd 2/ll/06) 

b. u k6 l6i b~B u pin g6 bOB u milni 
u k6 16-i bOlO u pin g6 bOB u 
sm go there-i then 3SG buy PRO then 3SG 
'He went there and bought it and came home.' (jd 11128/04) 

In (368) are two examples of clauses joined with kid: 'but'. 

(368) Coordinate clauses with kid: 'but' (alternative form kine) 

a. u hintn, ktrt u ce Bl 

b. 

u hin-m kere u ce 101 
3SG lie.down-NEG but 3SG IPF sleep 
'He is not lying down, but he was (rather) sleeping.' 
(om 7/23/00, jd 8/11/05) 

ace nya rilpant ko kil ct, ktrt a gben yen nun 
a ce nya n-pant ko kil ce 
1SG IPF do NCM-work to house DEF 
kEl-t a gben-ye-tn niln 
but 1SG finish-STAT-NEG yet 

milni 
return 

'I worked on the house yesterday, but I have not yet finished.' (jd 1/30/05) 

In several cases there are no connections between what appear to be coordinate 
clauses. 

(369) n5pokan dill5i Uf6k ko t5kuct 
n5pokan dul-5-i u f6k ko t5k u-ct 
man fall-EV-i 3SG come.from to tree NCM-DEF 
'The man fell from the top of the tree.' (om 7/23/00, jd 8/11105) 



Chapter 13 
Discourse and pragmatics 

This section presents a smattering of Mani discourse and pragmatics observa
tions. The first section discusses an assortment of forms closely tied to context; 
the second sections looks at greetings and other politeness phenomena. 

Impressionistically, Mani discourse has a plethora of anaphoric expressions 
resulting in thick, tightly connected language. In connected discourse, generally 
speaking, all clauses after the first must begin with a pro-word or have one ap
pear very early on. Clauses typically contain only one new piece of information, 
thus resulting in a combination of both old and new information. 

1. Discourse particles 

This section contains a listing of vocatives and other discourse particles used in 
everyday interaction. A first observation is that everyday interactions are "high 
involvement" situations. Interlocutors are fully engaged and signal that en
gagement overtly with continuous feedback. When the speakers are comrades, 
friends, or close relatives, there is an even distribution of the feedback, but 
when there are sharp status differences between the interactants, the feedback is 
less evenly distributed, emanating primarily from the lower status participant(s). 

Aside from simple acknowledgements through paralinguistic means (mur
murs of assent and the like), there is the linguistic form awa (intonation varies) 
meaning something like 'Yes, I hear or understand'. The word comes from Soso 
and is used in a variety of contexts generally to signal an acquiescent response 
to some directive or set of instructions. It is also used to mark the end of an in
teraction. 

Another discourse particle is phonetically realized as [QI,lll], a simple voice
less nasal or a nasalized vowel followed by a glottal stop. It is used to express 
disbelief in or reservations about a statement or a plan of action. Pragmatically 
it may be construed as indicating surprise in a statement. 

The expression [hlle-e-ell], typically prolonged with a high tone is usually 
used in response to a question (overt or implied). It signifies that the questioner 
has underestimated the intensity of the topic of discussion. The speaker then 
provides some details showing how the topic was so much more severe or in
tense than the questioner's understanding. 

The vocative contour and particle are widely used to call children by name 
(or a woman by a husband or another male) and change slightly when the first 
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call is not heeded. The first call features a fall-rise sequence with a slight fall at 
the end; the second call omits the final fall and the rise is higher. The loudness 
varies as to a number of pragmatic factors, the expected distance of the child 
from the adult, the urgency of the call, and the degree of urgency felt by the 
adult. The response varies widely but is usually a fairly sonorant vowel or the 
Soso nam (from Arabic, also used in Swahili and Mende). There are also two 
vocative particles used in such contexts. They are a final -6 and a final -e, the 
latter has more urgency and usually immediately follows the absence of an im
mediate response. 

Another expression used by adults when addressing children is a stop-your
present-activity particle, something like English 'Hey!'. Phonetically it may be 
something like a voiceless [ e ], followed by its voiced counterpart, and terminat
ed with a glottal stop: [~e?], but there is a great deal of variation in its realiza
tion. It is used when a child is willfully doing something that an adult wants the 
child to stop doing, such as hitting another child with a stick. It may also be 
used with dogs and other animals to convey the same information, e.g., when a 
raptor tries to snatch a chick. It may be repeated: [he?-he?-he? I h6?-h6?-h6?]. 

In addition, there are many different shades of meaning that can be conveyed 
by 'yes' and 'no', a phenomenon too complex to be described here.40 There is, 
however, a dramatic fall-rise that shows agreement with a negative statement, 
e.g., with a statement such as, "The chief won't agree." The carrier of the con
tour is usually a prolonged syllabic nasal, either bilabial or alveolar. 

It is difficult to say where the particles listed above originate since they are 
used both by Soso and Soso-Mani speakers (and some also by the Kisi). With
out a doubt, however, they are tied to power differentials, many of which pro
ceed from age and gender differences. These same differences play an important 
role in the choice of address terms. 

l. Salutations, politeness formulae, terms of address 

As in much of West Africa, greetings are of great importance and vary as to the 
time of the day, the addressee, and the context. What follows is a list of the 
most common, formulaic greetings, some of which may be preceded by the sin
gular or plural second person pronoun, depending on whether one or several 
people are being greeted. Many speakers, however, do not strictly observe the 
sg/pl distinction, typically those who do not use the language on a regular basis. 
This neutralization of the number distinction likely represents another symptom 
of language death, since the lack of a distinction was much more commonly 
observed among non-regular users. Another indication of the impact of lan
guage contact is the substitution of non-Mani forms in such formulaic expres
sions. 
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With regard to phonology, intonation is crucial: the initial greeting is uttered 
with a rising intonation, as a question, forming an adjacency pair with the reply. 
The first member of such question pairs is also marked with the particle -i. The 
response to the question greetings is generally positive, basically affirming that 
all is well. The morning greeting goes up to midday (Mani speakers in Guinea 
start using French bon soir 'good evening' around noon). The greetings are all 
accompanied by a final rise, and the responses may be uttered with different 
degrees of enthusiasm and intensity. 

Table 27. Standard greetings and responses 

lemo 
ma.mo 
kern 

mitmim.Ut.J 
IJ61Ho ya 

itdblhl 

itsilkiri 

mpilriri 

mpikei 

shl<e (shl<e) 

yenkaeiJ 

Time of day 

general salutation 

general greeting 

general greeting 

general greeting 

general greeting 

early morning greeting 

morning greeting 

afternoon greeting 

evening greeting 

response to greeting 

response to greeting 

Translation 

'greetings' 

'welcome, thank you' 

'please' 

'greetings' 

'What's up?' 

lit. 'How did you sleep?' 

lit. 'How did you spend the night?' 

lit. 'How did you spend the day?' 

lit. 'How did you spend the evening?' 

'good, fine, well' 

'good, fine, well' (lit. 'thing good') 

The general greeting mama 'welcome' also can be used to thank someone, alt
hough thanks is not proffered nearly so often as in middle class American or 
British culture. A borrowing from Arabic is used to more formally thank some
one, e.g., a host after being served dinner. 

(370) ril- I nya-mam6 
(al-)barka 

'thank you (sg I pl)' 
'thank you' <Arabic barka 'blessing'. (cf. Kisi 
ba/eka 'thank you') 

The form kena 'please' is also used as a politeness marker, in addition to being 
used as a greeting. Another form can be used for underscoring the importance of 
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the request or "begging", meaning something like 'please' ycmdi, a word used 
for the same purpose in Kisi. 

Typically greetings extend beyond a salutation and an inquiry as to the ad
dressee's health or whether the time has passed agreeably for the addressee on 
to similar questions with regard to the addressee's family, e.g., a person's moth
er or spouse as in (371). The response is invariably positive. 

(371) ya mo w:S Bi 
ya mo w:S 10-i 
mother 2SG PRO PRO-i 
'Is your mother all right?' 
it. 'Your mother is there?' 

ya mi w:S lOy yegkrltl] 
ya mi wo B-i yenkeleg 
mother 1SG 3SG PRO-i well 
'My mother is fine.' (me 8/15/05) 

Expressions for leave taking are given in Table 28. 

Table 28. Leave taking 

Timeofday Translation 

siparo early in the day 'tmti.l the evening' 

siyi1.16i anytime 'We'll see you!' 

sili:16/hi- anytime 'Goodbye!' 

Some more elaborate final items in a leave-taking exchange are given in (372). 

(372) Leave-taking expressions 

a k:Sndi. ya mo bOnt, nye 
a k:Sndi ya mo bOnt nye 
1SG gone 1SG 2SG meet tag 
'I'm gone. I'll see you, okay?' (me 11112104) 

kanka go n s:S hm 
kanka go n s:S htri 
may pro 2sg morning good 
'May you have a good morning!' (me 8/16/05) 
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A final leave-taking item is used by children to adults and may be borrowed 
from Soso [w6ow6]; it seems to be an intonational contour of fall-rise spread 
over the entire utterance. 

Terms of address may also be used in greetings, e.g., yami 'my mother', 
even to an unknown female of appropriate age or status. Familial relations (see 
Table 18) and the great proliferation of titles are exploited to express politeness. 
On the other hand, virtually any relation name is possible to convey intimacy; 
such uses are routinely exploited by politicians, e.g., the address form used by a 
man running for paramount chief in (373). 

(373) Politicians exploiting greeting formulae 

ipoami iycimi ... 
i-p6a mi i-ya mi 
NCM-father lSG NCM-mother lSG 

'My fathers, my mothers ... ' Gd 1/30/05, 2/12/05) 
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Appendix 1: Texts 

"How to fish on the open sea" 
Foday J.D. Kamara (28 Jan 2006) 

Notes: The following text represents a relatively coherent and continuous nar
rative describing fishing (by men) on the open sea. Transition notes to make the 
process clear are included in parentheses. The descriptive narrative was elicited 
(and transcribed) sentence by sentence. 

Ugbmt sisu ko nyrle ('Fishing on the open sea') 

ugbmt sisu kimyele 
u-gbmt si-su ko ny£1-t 
NCM-fish NCM-fish to sea-m 
'fishing on the open sea' 

(First,) 
m. Mkombagk 
n. bt ko n-bagk 
2SG put to NCM-rope 
'You attach the ropes (on the edge of the net).' 

(Then) 
m be set bill ce g-kok 
ii be sa bill ce g-kok 
2SG put side one DEF NCM-cork 
'You attach the corks on one (the top) side.' 

m be ntUmbu sa bill ce pe 
ii be n-rumbu set bill ce pe 
2SG put NCM-weight side one DEF again 
'You attach the weights on the other (the bottom) side.' 
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(After you have prepared the boat,) 
m pelt k~ ko w5me 
n pelt B ko w5m-e 
2SG put.in PRO to boat-in 
'You put it (the net) on the boat.' 

ga pelm ayat ace w6 ga k5n ko gel£ 
ga pelt-n a-yat 
3PL embark-MID NCM-paddle 
ga k5-n ko nyel-e 
3PL go-MID to sea-in 

a-ct 
NCM-DEF 

w6 
together 

'They embark with the paddlers (and) they go to sea.' 

ga be upele ce ko mene 
ga be u-pae ce ko mm-e 
3PL drop NCM-net DEF to water-in 
'They drop the net in the water.' 

la ga ke su sic£, ga kamp:k silsict ko kugke 
la ga ke su si -ct 
when 3PL see fish NCM-DEF 
ga kamp~r su si-ct ko kilgk-e 
3PL enclose fish NCM-DEF to fence-in 
'When they see the fish, they enclose (encircle?) the fish with (the) net.' 

ga dt sweswe ko laye alan 
ga It sweswe ko laye alan 
3PL COP enclosed to inside that 
'They become enclosed inside (the net).' 

(The fishermen then make noise with sticks on the side of the boat so that the 
fish panic and swim around crazily, getting caught in the net.) 

ga BkBk w~m ce niln n~k gkimg kit ali wolf susice 
ga BkBk w~m ce niln n-t~k D.-kit-D.-kit 
3PL hit.pl boat DEF with NCM-stick NCM-small-NCM-small 
ali wolf su si-ct 
for scare fish NCM-DEF 
'They drum on the boat (going around the net) trying to scare the fish inside the 
net.' 



silsict ga sbjyt nin ko kilgke ayi 
su si-ct ga stg-yt nin ko kilgk-e 
fish NCM-DEF 3PL scatter-STAT RECIP to fence-in 
'The fish will get scattered inside the fence trying to get away.' 

bOlO ga k:S kaka~r ko pel ct 
bOlO ga k:S kakatfu" ko pel ct: 
then 3PL go entangle to net DEF 
'Then they go entangle themselves in the net.' 
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ayi 
throughout 

(The net starts in a semi-circle, which the fishermen untie to close and then 
draw tighter.) 

b~IO pt: tintiyt: upa ct: pt: pel£ ga ko w:Sme 
b~IO pt: tinti -yt: u-pa ct: 
then PRO loosen-STAT NCM-net DEF 
pt: pel£ ga ko w:Sm-e 
PRO draw.in PRO to boat-in 
'Then they untie the ends (where it's attached) and draw the net closer.' 

ga ny~ntiny~ntiyt susice ko pa ce 
ga ny~ntiny~nti-yt su si-ce ko pel ce 
3PL pull.PL-ST AT fish NCM-DEF to net DEF 
'They pull (pl) the fish from the net.' 

(They continue to pull the fish in as they return to shore. They make only one 
trip if the catch is plentiful, two or three if not.) 

gahug t~k 
ga hilg dk 
3PL come landwards 
'They return (come back) to land.' 

(Once onshore the fishermen put the fish in big pans.) 

pt ttgke silsict ko ct 
pt ttgkt su si-ct ko ct 
PRO carry fish NCM-DEF to land 
'The fish are carried onto land.' 
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MBga tilaga 
MB ga tila ga 
then 3PL sell them 
'Then they sell them (the fish).' 

A section from a Mani history 

"Tomro and the hippopotamus" 
by Morlaye Boyo Keita (Oct. 12, 2005) 

English swnmary 

Preamble: At the time this part ofMorlaye Boyo Keita's account ofMani histo
ry takes place, the Mani people are being pushed towards the ocean by the ex
panding Soso peoples. Four Mani brothers, two of them hunters, are all search
ing for a new place to settle (a common motif in town-founding stories, e.g., 
Abraham 1971). This snippet comes from the part dealing with Tomro's quest 
and how he reached modern-day Benty, a former port of the French colonists 
and slaving entrepot, at the mouth of the River Forecariah, a tidal estuary at that 
point. 

Tomro (one of the four founding Mani brothers) left and went down to Titike. 
The river was still high and he went down. He crossed over to the town which 
was there, the place they call Kotombo. It was just a stream there to cross over to 
Kakut, so he crossed there. He had gone to hunt there, but after three days of 
hunting hunger seized him. Then he saw a hippo that was crossing to Benty side. 
The hippo is the animal that the Soso call "mali" Just as the hippo dove, Tomro 
himself dove into the river and grabbed on to the hippo's tail. Once they were 
standing on land, he let go because the hippo is a terrifying animal. 

Afterwards: Tomro is still hungry on the other side and is magically visited by 
his brother who tells him he should have brought along some food. This admon
ition is the source of Benty's name (somewhat changed by Soso speakers after 
originally being borrowed from Mani). 

The following transcript is a rendering of Morlaye Boyo's peroration and a 
morpheme-by-morpheme analysis. The last line contains a relatively free trans
lation, which the reader may note is somewhat different from the English ver
sion given above. In what follows I have tried to be true to the Mani while at the 
same time making the Mani intelligible to the reader. 



Interlinear morpheme-by-morpheme gloss and translation 

timd-i n-w5 k5-n-i u t6l 
Tamro-i EMPH-3SG go-MID-i 3SG descend 
Tamro left, he went down to Titike. 

ko 
to 
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titike-i 
Titike-i 

u-sal ct ko ce nun u-bOmun bOB u t6l 
NCM-river DEF PRO COP now NCM-big and 3SG descend 
The river was still high so he went down (somewhere else). 

u nyer ko yel i-ct-i nye B kol yo 
3SG cross to hamlet NCM-DEF-i PRO PRO there REL 
He crossed over to the town which was there, 

n.-B pe nyatt ko-tombo 
EMPH-PRO PRO say Kotombo 
the place they call Kotombo. 

u-t:lnt ko B B ce half nyer ko kakut 
ncm-stream? PRO PRO PRO COP for cross to Kakut 
A stream was there (that was necessary) to cross to (get to) Kakut, 

bOB u nyer per£ k6l. B ko per£ pMk6l 
and 3SG cross also there PRO PRO also hunt there 
so he crossed there. He also went to hunt there. 

g:lno pel yo mokt 
when hunt REL ORD 
After hunting for three days 

n-dik n-et 
NCM-hunger NCM-DEF 
hunger really seized him. 

D.-doe n-ra n-et 
NCM-day NCM-three NCM-def 

rna gben 
PRO finish 

wo yeti 
3SG grab 

go pok ct wo nyer ka gbenti ka lel yo 
PRO hippo DEF 3SG cross in Benty in side REL 
(He saw) that this hippo was crossing to Benty on the (other) side 

pok ct p5n6n-di 
hippo DEF dive-CMP 
the hippo dove. 
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u-p~k ct. i-wis w~ la 
NCM-hippo DEF NCM-animal 3SG PRO 
g~ a-sos a-ct galt mali 
PRO NCM-Soso NCM-DEF say "mali" 
The hippo is the animal that the Soso call "mali". 

ga ka ce ka 
3PL PAST COP tn 

They were in that river. 

sat ce k~n~ 

nver DEF OEM 

y~ 

REL 

w~-n ptre bOlO p6g-iln u bil u-l6m w~ 

3SG-EMPH also and dive-MID 3SG grab NCM-tail 3SG 
He dove into the water and grabbed onto its tail. 

ga strn ko ct. MB u mfl w~ 

3PL stand to land and 3SG release 3SG 
(Once) they stood on land, he let go 

ba i-wis woym w~ la 
because NCM-animal scary 3SG PRO 
because the animal was terrifying. 

A Mani lullaby 

The deep poverty ofYafondo 
M'Mahawa Bangoura (1 Oct 2005) 

Poor old Yafondo dies of complete poverty and one of his "friends", Mono, af
ter stating he knew nothing of the death, asks the other, Dadi, for what is left of 
Yafondo's palmwine. Dadi then says to him, "Sorry, I've already drunk it." This 
lullaby is highly ironic and much different from the others. It also reveals the 
cultural importance of palm wine. 

eee yaBnd~ wina m5nt. w666 
eee yaBn~ wi inan m~t w6-6-6 
INTERJ Y afondo die today poverty INTERJ 
E-e-e, Yafondo died today of utter poverty. 

eee yaf~d~ wina m5nt. w666 
eee yaf~n~ wi inan m~nt 

INTERJ Y afondo die today poverty 
E-e-e, Yafondo died today of utter poverty. 

w6-6-6 
INTERJ 
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akasilan iyeee m~n5 qi f5d5w666 
a ka si la-tn nye e-e-e m~n~ 
1SG PAST know PRO-NEG PRO EXCL Mono 

wi Bnd~ w6-6-6 
die Yafondo INTERJ 

I did not know about it, Mono, the death of Yafondo. 

ncimo' ct rna dew5 dadi nkamil5 m~toyt 
n-eon n-ee rna de-ye w~ dadi 
NCM-small NCM-DEF PRO remain-STAT REL Dadi 
The small amount (ofpalmwine) that is left, Dadi, 

n kci mi lOm~lO yt 
2SG give 1 SG remainder PRT 
give me the remainder! 

agbannya.n:;, gbein akw 
a gben rna ya-n a gben rna kw 
1SG finish PRO 1SG-EMPH 1SG finish PRO drink 
(Too late) I finished it, I finished drinking it. (mmb 7/28/00; jd 8/9/06) 

Some Mani proverbs 

uptl]kareg uct w~ ceg kim~ ipcil jfU.faru 
u-ptl]k:;,rtg u-ct w~ ce-rn kim~ i~pal fU.faru 
NCM-:frog NCM-DEF 3SG AUX-NEG flee NCM-sun nothing 
'The frog does not flee the the sun without cause.' (he 4/12/05, jd 4/15/05) 

tilmt tt w~ ceg p~r:;,g t6ntiln 
tilmt ct w~ ce-rn p~:;,n t6ntiln 
dog DEF 3SG AUX-NEG forget squat 
'The dog doesn't forget how to crouch down.' Gd 4/15/05) 

ilsu bill k5 ceg koe ubtl 
u-su bill B ce-m kwt u-ba 
NCM-finger one PRO AUX-NEGpick.up NCM-oil.palm 
'One finger does not lift a palm tree.' (he 4/12/05, jd 4/15/05) 

y6m ben ceg hils nyagkara w~ hati si 
y6m bm ce-rn bus nyagkara w~ hati si 
grandfather old AUX-NEG lower shorts 3sg for fart 
'An old man does not pull down his trousers to fart.' (he/me 4/15/05) 
Le vieil homme n'abaisse pas le pantalon pour peter. 
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kb" him b5ndid 
ktr hi-m b5ndid 
snake have-NEG load 
'The snake has no load.' (hk 216105 withjd) 

n6mMt cen pant no 
n6mMt ce-m pant no 
leper COP-NEG bind person 
'A leper can't tie anyone up.' (jd 1131105) 

id6gkube ce ucag w6 nu go inar~ ce ko cen ubid 
u-l:Sgkube ce u-cag wo nilg 
NCM-sheep DEF NCM-cry 3SG and 
wo i-ruir ce ko ce-en u-bid 
PRO NCM-cow DEF PRO COP-NEG NCM-one 
'The cry of the sheep is not the same as that of the cow.' (im 3121105; 
jd 2112106) 

n ceg de kile us5mi bet nde, n lanen Bt timo 
n ce-m de kile u-s5mi bet 
2SG AUX-NEG enter group NCM-chew palm.kernel 
n lane-tn Bt ti -mo 
2SG certain-NEG molar NCM-2SG 

n-de, 
NCM-food 

'Don'tjoin people crunching on palm nuts, if you are not sure of your molars!' 

Some Mani insults 

Note: Insults are used mostly by boys and young men. Most of them refer to 
body parts, especially those used for excretion. When these insults are uttered, it 
is usually the last stage of verbal conflict between two swains; the interaction 
then escalates into a physical fight. All of them come fromjd 12113104. 

m:S solan keketo I ya mo soli ya 
m:S solan kekeco I ya mo sol-i ya 
2SG defecate-MID right.now I 1SG 2SG defecate-cs now 
'You shatjust now.' I 'I will make you shit right now.' 

m5 til I ya mo tili ya 
m5 til I ya mo tili ya 
2SG urinate 1SG 2SG urinate-CS now 
'You will piss!' I 'I will make you piss right now!' 



fin tim~ I finti durt 
fin ti-m~ I fin ti-durt 
anus NCM-2SG I anus NCM-RED 
'Yourbutt-hole!' I 'Redbutt-hole!' 

u hi pure b6mu 
u hi pilre b6mu 
3sg have anus big 
'He has a big anus!' (insult) 

rueli nyegwo bOmiln ce gw~ne 
n ltli nyeg wo bOmu 
2sg look mouth 3sg big 
'Look at this his big mouth!' (insult) 

wo te yaggamadi 
3SG COP bastard 

n-et 
ncm-def 

r]-wont 
emph-dem 

He's a "bastard" (has many fathers).' (term ofabuset1 
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Appendix 2: Pedagogical materials 

This page and the following one are materials developed as part of the Mani 
Documentation Project. 

Sample pages from a Mani primer (Childs 2007) 

Below appear the front and back covers of a Mani primer produced as part of 
the Mani Documentation Project (2004-06). 42 

An Introduction to the Mani Language of Sierra 
Leone and Guinea results from the efforts of 
G.Tucker Childs, the Mani Documentation 
Project (MOP), and the Mani people themselves 
to document Mani, one of the world's severely 
endangered languages. Childs is Professor of 
linguistics, Portland State University, 1\Jrtland, 
Oregon, USA. The MOP was financed by the 
Hans Rausing Endangered Language Programme, 
School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London. 

Introduction ~ Ia langue mani de Sierra Leone et 
de Guinee est/e n!sultat de /'effort de Tucker 
Childs etl'equipe MDP a doeumenter Ia langue 
mani qui est en danger de disparaitre, une des 
plus menacee du monde. Childs est professeur de 
linguisdque ill\>rdand State University. 1\>rdand, 
Oregon, USA Le projet (2004-{)7) etait appuye 
par le Hans Rausing Endangered Language 
Programme, School of Oriental and Afriam 
Studies, University of London. 

Published p10 bono for lhe MM!i 

peoplf by RNI Emtr Publi!Mn, Inc. 

Publil pto bono poor~ ptNple I7Wii 
p.N RINI&t.eaePIIbliirers, lnc. 

Figure 4. Cover pages to a Mani primer 

An Introduction to the 
Mani Language 
of Sierra Leone 

and Guinea 

by G. Tucker Childs 
and the Mani people 

Introduction a Ia langue 
mani de Sierra Leone et 

deGuinee 
ecrite par G. Tucker Childs 

et le peuple mani 

The frrst part of the book was devoted to written symbols. Each image on the 
page represents a word beginning with the letter on the page. On the page below, 
one introducing the letter "b", the three words are, 

bata 
hera 
bot 

'cutlass, machete' 
'axe' 
'mudskipper' 
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b 
bat;, 

bera 

bot 

2 

Figure 5. The letter "b" in a Mani primer 

Story from a Mani primer 

A. This is the fully glossed version of "A Mani lament", appearing on page v. 
This excerpt forms part of Morlaye Boyo's history of the Mani people, which 
appears in a complete (non-interlinearized) version in Hin som sek! oma si fo 
mfo mmani! (A Mani primer). 

peb mfJkJ ka, bmJ kJnya? 
pe l:l ri f:lk:S u l:l m:l k:l-n ya 
INTERJ if 2SG leave here where 2SG go-MID Q 
If you depart from here, where will you go? 
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f~ n p~Wl w~g ko nyrle, 
f5 ri p5g-Un. w~ 

unless 2SG dive-MID now 
Unless you dive into the sea, 

le biym fere. 
1i bi-m firi. 
must have-NEG way 

ko nyel-i 
to sea-m 

there is no other possibility (place to go). 

mani dilan lri pe ke ki le yema den. 
ma'ni di-la-n li-i pi ke ki le ye'ma den. 
Mani NCM-PRO-EMPH PRO-i PRO see here PRO want lost 
The Mani culture that you see here will disappear. (mb 5/15/05; jd 8/10/06) 

If you do escape, where will you go? You have to plunge into the seal You have 
no other recourse. The M ani culture is doomed to disappear (Morlaye Boyo 
Keita; Palatougou, Guinea; 15 May 2005). 



Notes 

1. A morpheme-by-morpheme analysis can be found in Story from a Mani primer in 
Appendix 2: Pedagogical materials, p. 251. 

2. The university was drastically reorganized during the final year of the project 
(2006) and contirru.es to be reorganized even today (2009); this reorganization 
means that many of the positions (and titles) have changed from what they are given 
as here. 

3. More information on the Mani can be found at the project web site (under con
struction) http://www.pdx.edu/linguistics/mani-documentation-project (last accessed 
22 July 2011 ). 

4. It is also the name, more appropriately, of a large town in the traditional Kisi area 
of Guinea. 

5. The translation of the town name "Kychom" is 'place of the seat or stool' When a 
paramount chief is invested, he is said to be "chaired", and his investiture involves 
sitting on a low stool (along with a change in his name and some training). 

6. "[A] crucial institution in defense of traditional principles of ranked lineage au
thority the Poro provided a sacred and secret arm of political authority and in
tergroup diplomacy that helped to maintain stability through appeal to the geronto
cratic and hierarchical principles derived from the ideal model of the ranked
lineage structure of the past." (d'Azevedo 1962:516 as in Griffiths and Singler 
2004:31). 

7. A preliminary website has also been set up for the DKB (still under construction): 
http:/ /dkb.research. pdx.edu/index.htm (last accessed 7/22/2011 ). 

8. The form is likely a borrowing from Soso or more generally Mandeng word 
senankuya (Pageard 1958, Belcher 1999). 

9. The _p/0 alternation may be a more natural one, as pointed out by Matthew Dryer, 
which would strengthen the case for not (his underlining) treating [h] as a pho
neme. 

1 0. The word is found in Mani, Kim, Born, and Kisi and in many other nearby lan
guages, including the Mande languages Mende and Soso, as well as in the extend
ed pidgins Krio and Liberian English. 

11. The confusion might, of course, be attributable to the linguists' first languages. 
The three analysts spoke English, Catalan, and Malinke as their first languages. 
Native speakers had no problems differentiated the sounds. 

12. In the orthography syllabic nasals need to be marked with tone to differentiate a 
sequence of [:t;J.]-[j] from the palatal nasal [p.]. 

13. The b. example, which means literally, 'Do you chew mullet?' has an additional 
meaning for Mani speakers since it is claimed to be a "secret" way of asking other 
people if they speak Mani (see p. ix). 
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14. In determining word categories Africanists have been particularly troubled by de
termining what the criteria! features of adjectives are and where ideophones be
long, e.g., Olawsky 2004, Newman 1968. 

15. 'Last night' is considered 'today's night' 
16. The verification of these names comes from the website: 

http://www.sarnia-muslims.com/arabicClass/archives/2003/02/arabic_numbers.html, 
accessed 19 Dec 2008. 

1 7. Greenberg 1959 based a similar observation on the commonality of the reflexive 
being represented with 'he with his head' but 'body', as correctly noted here, is the 
superior characterization, being found in over half of the sample languages using a 
nominal source (n = 39 of the 62 total Africa languages). Moreover, African lan
guages with reflexive structures using 'head' form a separate area of their own 

18. The name of a song song by the women ofMoribaya in April2009 was "ls lsj:Jt', 
which was translated as 'You must look up to God', but could as easily been ren
dered 'God is necessary' 

19. The Mani and even other non-Krios look upon the Krios as not being on a par with 
the indigenous peoples of Sierra Leone, often referring to them as "tobacco-leaf' 
people because the men often wear ties (tobacco leaves) and rarely go up-country. 

20. When there is no easy translation of the ideophone for the morpheme-by
morpheme gloss line, I use "IDPH" as an admission of failure. 

21. A somewhat formulaic, idiomatic (and often used!) phrase expressing great hun
ger. 

22. See Ferme 2001 for some remarks on the cultural significance of the kinship terms 
in Mende, a Southwestern Mande language. 

23. Note that even the direct command, the strongest, does not carry the force of a 
direct command in English or other European languages. What were perfectly 
simple requests expressed in this way were often found extremely offensive, espe
cially by Western women when the commands came from Mani men. 

24. The nys-class i-b6b0 was also given as a plural for a mute person. 
25. Palmwine or 'food', as it is known in Mani, is the sap of a palm tree, producing a 

naturally alcoholic drink. The type here, the raffia, is tall and must be climbed us
ing a belt similar to that (once?) used by linemen climbing (wooden) telephone 
poles. Thus, the palm wine must be 'brought down' 

26. "Pronoun movement" is refers to the presence of pronouns in the gap engendered 
by the split predicate construction. The implied comparison is to verbs without the 
split, i.e., with no Tense-bearing Aux. 

27. The vowel [o] in dinn6di does not affect the meaning of the word See discussion 
of the extra vowel p. 82. 

28. "Pluractional" is a term recommeded by Mouton editor Matthew Dwyer and seems 
in line with general Africanist usage, e.g., Newman 2000 in Afroasiatic and 
Collins 2001 in Khoisan. This choice is to avoid the confusion with number mark
ing on nouns and to capture the aspectual nature of the distinction. 

29. In one case, however, the directionality is likely from noun to verb: 'head/s' bot tt
bo1 beside the verb ko"bo1 'to head or lead' and the noun dt-bo1 'leadership, head
ship' 
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30. A 'water-cat' is a sort of water spirit found in certain places in rivers. 
31. The head of the hoe is where the hoe blade is inserted. 
32. The verb katat 'be.hard' in (305) b. has a lexical L-H tone pattern, which should 

not be mistaken for the grammatically assigned L-H of the Perfective. 
33. See Andersen 2009 for discussion of a remarkably similar particle in Surkwn and 

other languages belonging to theN orthern Burun branch of Western Nilotic. 
34. To be fair, Gensler 1997 speaks only of the full-blown manifestation, where any 

verbal object moves before the verb, as is in Mande (Dwyer 1989) as well as in 
Kisi (Childs 1997) and several other Niger-Congo languages (Gensler 1994). 

35. Furthermore, the high on the first pronoun may be attributable to intonation (list 
rise), and the ftnallow to an utterance-fmallow. 

36. An early version of this section appeared as, Focus in Mani and Kisi. 2006. In F o
cus and Topic in African Languages (Frankfurter Afrikanistische Blatter I Frank
furt African Studies Bulletin (FAB) 18), ed. by Sonja Ermisch. 27-50. Frankfurt 
am Main, Germany: Institut fur Afrikanische Sprachwissenschaften, Goethe
Universitiit. 

37. Note that it is the bird (wD class) that are being seen as "over there", not the wings 
(ta class). 

38. A wife is considered a 'sitting-down person' because she is preoccupied with the 
activities of minding a household and raising children, as opposed to an unmarried 
woman, who is more likely to circulate. 

39. Handedness is a euphemistic way of referring to people's earlier status as slaves. 
'Left-handed' people have slaves in their ancestry, while 'right-handed' people do 
not. 

40. See Dalby 197 2 for the African source of "unlruh" 'yes' 
41. "Bastard" was the word used to translate the Mani because there is no equivalent 

term in English. The gist of the insult is that one's mother has had sexual relations 
with many men 

42. My thanks once again to Real Estate Publishers, Inc., for their generous support of 
the project. They underwrote the costs of publishing this primer. 
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216,223,224 
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